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INTRODUCTORY. 

The tardy appearance of this report is due to the fact that the 
danger from smallpox has constantly threatened our State and 
that outbreaks of that disease have been quite frequent thus neces
sitating the absence of the secretary from the office much of the 
time and increasing the office work very much. During thej 
latter of the two years covered hy this report there were an 
unusual number of outbreaks, but in the year 1902, not included 
in this report, much more frequent and serious outbreaks 
occurred and the time available for the preparation of the report 
has been exceedingly fragmentary. 

Subjects of Correspondence.-In preparing the reports of this 
board it has been the policy of the secretary to occupy as little 
space as possible with the general correspondence of the office 
or in recording events which are merely of local or passing inter
est. Appeals are, however, frequently made to the secretary by 
local boards of health or by citizens for advice on matters of very 
diverse character. Some of the questions thus presented are of 
general interest, as is shown by their repetition by different cor
respondents, A new feature has therefore been introduced into 
this report, "Subjects of Correspondence" in which the answers 
to many inquiries have been classified under different headings. 

One class of these questions is purely legal. The answers to 
some of them are explicitly defined in the provisions of the public 
health laws .. while under the contingencies indicated in other 
letters the absence of any clearly defined statutory provisions or 
of precedents or legal decisions in our State render a positive 
opinion impossible. 

Another class of questions relates to the best and most efficient 
methods of doing public health work, or often what is the best or 
most expedient thing to do under the particular circumstances. 
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A wide experience with work of this kind facilitates the 
answering of these questions or the doing of the work, but does 
not necessarily ensure the doing of it in the most efficient manner 
practicable. For instance, basing the work of disinfection on 
a mere assumption that a given disinfecting agent used for a 
given purpose in a given way frees articles from infection is not 
scientific work. It may or it may not produce efficient results. 
The only positive answer to snch questions can be based only on 
the results of the repeated subjection of infection to the action of 
the given disinfectant under conditions similar to those met in 
the actual work of disinfecting rooms, clothing, and other arti
cles, and then determining by the modern laboratory methods 
whether the vitality of the infective agent has been destroyed. 
The experimental work already done in the laboratories of the 
world enables us to generalize and to answer many of these ques
tions with a considerable degree of positiveness, but much more 
work remains to be done. 

In another class of cases, subjects of frequent inquiry, general
ization is risky and may be costly. A local board of health 
inquires how long a person who has had diphtheria should be 
quarantined. We may answer four weeks, but in laying down a 
fixed rule to be applied to all cases, we beg the indulgence of the 
health officers in our neighboring states who have graduated 
from that antiquated method, and who now determine bacteri
ologically for each individual case whether the germ of diph
theria remains in the throat ten days or thirty days. 

State Laboratory of Hygiene.-Much of the work of State and 
local boards of health, if well and intelligently done, must be 
based upon the answers which the laboratory alone can give to 
frequently recurring questions. Is this case one of diphtheria, 
or tuberculosis, or typhoid fever, or malaria, or glanders, or 
plague? is very often a question for the microscopically aided 
eye of the bacteriologist, and for him alone to decide. Without 
laboratory help the physician, no matter how wide his clinical 
experience may have been, is often unable to make a positive 
diagnosis, and how disastrous may be the results of an error or 
a disagreement in diagnosis, various local boards of health have 
had occasion to report to this office during the past year. In 
the absence of a public health laboratory the frequent urgent 
appeals for help from citizens, local boards of health, and physi-
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cians must continue to receive the answer that the State board of 
health has no facilities whatever for laboratory work either chem
ical or bacteriological and regrets that it can not render aid. 
Whether the well or aqueduct which furnishes the domestic 
water supply is the source of lead poisoning suspected by the 
attending physician, or is probably the source of typhoidal infec
tion, or in what disproportion as compared with other states 
which have laboratory safeguards, our State is receiving and 
consuming adulterated food products, or ~vhether in the interests 
of the public s.afety a longer continued quarantine of a diphtheria 
patient, or cautionary instruction to a typhoid patient is required, 
cannot be answered. In the opinion of the State board of health 
this condition of things is not only unsafe, but is uneconomical, 
and is not creditable to the State of Maine. It is the sentiment 
of many private citizens who understand the situation as well as 
of those classes of persons entrusted with the preservation of the 
public health and the cure of disease that we must have a labora
tory of hygiene. 

Infant Feeding.-Among the leading causes of death are those 
disorders of the digestive system in infants which are due to 
faulty methods of feeding. The State board has for some time 
felt that mothers and all other persons who have the care of 
young children should have trustworthy leaflets at hand on the 
subject of infant feeding. The special paper in this report may 
be considered as an effort to present the latest and most trust
worthy conclusions on the various points relating to infant feed
ing and which may serve as the basis of circulars for more gen
eral distribution. 

Tuberculosis.-In what degree we may escape the payment of 
that fearful tribute which tuberculosis has long levied upon the 
human race will depend upon how far we, as a people, can appre
ciate the significant truths that tuberculosis is not hereditary, 
that it is spread or propagated by infection, and that, its true 
nature recognized somewhat early, it is eminently curable. The 
most important rules for its prevrntion are not by: any means 
:-o difficult a task to learn as that of the mastery of the rudi
ments of the three R's which we place before our children. 
Aside from the hereditary apathy engendered by generations of 
suffering from this chief of scourges, there is no reason why 
the State of Maine may not save a large proportion of the one 
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thousand or more lives still sacrificed to tuberculosis, and at 
the same time save annually tn the State a good part of the 
one or two million dollars lost with these lives, or spent in 
unintelligent and futile efforts to save them. In this work 
the State board of health and the Maine State Sanatorium 
Association invites every citizen and every former son and 
daughter of Maine to lend a hand. Money is needed to give 
temporary aid to the worthy or unfortunate poor who are the 
subjects of tuberculous infection, and in a humbler way he who 
cannot spare money may aid in seeing that every family in which 
a case of consumption occurs may not remain without warning of 
the danger which threatens other members of the household and 
of the means of obviating the danger. 

Typhoid Fever.-'though there is no reason to doubt the cor-
rectness of the teaching that the cause of extensive outbreaks of 
typhoid fever is almost always to be sought in a water supply 
which receives sewage or in milk from a dairy where typhoid 
exists, there still appears to be need enough of cautioning local 
boards of health and the general public that not all cases of 
typhoid are thus caused. Once brought into a household, it may 
spread otherwise,· and particularly through the medium of 
infected clothing, bedding, and the carpets and floors of the 
typhoid sick-rooms. Extreme cleanliness in the sick-room and 
trustworthy disinfection of the infected room and all that comes 
from it are urgently needed. The work done in this direction 
particularly in the disinfection of the typhoid dejecta if done at 
all, is generally done in altogether too slip-shod and perfunctory 
a manner. The methods of carrying out these precautionary 
measures have been fairly well worked out scientifically and are 
given in Circular 46, which should be put into the hands of every 
family in which a case of typhoid fever exists. For the want 
of printed directions in regard to what should be done and how 
it should be done when typhoid fever is present in a household, 
many secondary and unnecessary cases ·undoubtedly occur every 
year. 

Smallpox.-In dealing v.rith the present epidemic of smallpox 
a serious difficulty arises from the fact that the true nature of the 
disease so frequently remains unrecogni.led until the infection 
becomes more or less widely diffused. In most of the cases 
which have appeared in this State, both the clinical history and 
the characteristics of the eruption are typical of smallpox in the 
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mild form. A few cases, however, are so atypical that there is 
great difficulty in arriving at a correct diagnosis, and in these 
cases it is thought that the paper of Dr. Dillingham may be 
helpful. 

The State of Maine is peculiarly exposed to the danger from 
smallpox. On our north, on both sides of the St. J olm River, is 
a population, but few of the persons in which have ever been 
vaccinated. The nightmare of smallpox in this region has hung 
over the State board of health since its establishment in 1885. 
By good luck, and by the prompt action of the board or its med
ical inspectors or the local boards, smallpox has hitherto gained 
no foot-hold there. In the lumber regions of the northwestern 
part of the State it is sheer good luck that, before this winter, 
smallpox has never been introduced into the camps. In some of 
the western states, outbreaks of smallpox in the lumber camps 
have resulted in serious disaster to the lumber interests. The 
possibility of a like result for the operators in this State can b~ 
averted only by requiring the vaccination of all men before they 
are hired to go into the camps or to go on the drive. 'fhe general 
vaccination of the men before they are hired is practicable only 
through a statutory requirement and yearly seasonable notifica
t:on of this requirement to provincial woodsmen as well as to 
those within the State. During the first three years following 
the organization of the State board of health in 1885, several out
breaks of smallpox occurred in paper mills using rags. A law 
was then enacted requiring the vaccination of all persons work
ing in these mills. Since then, not a single case of smallpox has 
originated in these mills. Nothing hut a similar requirement 
will be likely to save the lumbermen from loss and save the State 
the heavy cost of caring for smallpox outbreaks in the unorgan
ized townships in the State. 

V accination.-The whole responsibility for the prevalence of 
smallpox in any place rests upon unvaccinated persons. The 
general rule is that the person who has had smallpox once will 
never have it again. There are infrequent exceptions to that 
rule. No more frequent are the instances in which vaccination 
fails to offer absolute protection against smallpox in any, even 
the mildest form. To i'nsure this absolute protection, more than 
a single vaccination may be necessary. If previously vaccinated 
and then revaccinated not too long before exposure, immunity 
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thus conferred against smallpox is undoubtedly as complete as 
it would be if a person had experienced an attack of smallpox. 
This fact is set forth in Circular No. 27, and is sufficiently shown 
:n the experience of those who have had the most to do with the 
management of outbreaks of smallpox, and notably in the expe
rience of men who have had charge of smallpox hospitals. 

Dr. Wm. M. Welch, physician-in-charge of the Hospital for 
Contagious and Infectious Diseases, Philadelphia, says.* 

"In every epidemic of smallpox that has occurred in Philadel
phia within the past 30 years, instances have been observed of 
whole families being removed to the hospital because of an out
break of the disease in these families. In such instances the 
unvaccinated children have suffered and often perished, while 
those who were vaccinated remained perfectly exempt, although 
living, eating and sleeping in the infected atmosphere for several 
weeks. But I have yet to see a single unvaccinated child escape 
tl,ie disease under similar conditions of exposure. Furthermore, 
I have more than once seen a vaccinated infant take its daily, 
supply of nourishment from the breast of its mother who was 
suffering from varioloid and the infant continue as free from 
smallpox as if the disease were roo miles away and the food 
derived from the most wholesome source. This is evidence of 
the prophylactic power of vaccination that does not appear in 
mortality reports nor in statistic records. 

"In the early fall of last year smallpox broke out in a certain 
family, and the entire household, including- father, mother and 
six children, were admitted to the hospital. The parents were 
vaccinated in infancy, but as the protection had become somewhat 
diminished through the lapse of time, they both suffered from a 
mild attack of varioloid. Their four youngest children were 
unvaccinated and they all had unmodified smallpox. Two 
children had arrived at the school age, one four years and the 
other two years ago, but before they could be admitted to scho~l 
vaccination was necessary. Each child showed a good scar. 
These children remained in the hospital three or four weeks, 
being in daily contact with the worst cases of smallpox, and at 
the end of that time returned to their home without having shown 
any symptoms whatever of the disease. The father, like an 
honest man, said: 'I have never believed in vaccination before, 

* American Medicine, IV, 52. 1902. 
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but am now convinced of its efficacy, and when I return home I 
shall preach it to my friends.' I might add that this man is not 
the only antivaccinationist who has left the hospital fully con
verted. This institution would be indeed a dangerous place for 
the president of the Antivaccination League to visit if he did not 
wish to lose his office. 

"Three white children were brought to the hospital with their 
mother, who had smallpox. They were not ill, but sent in 
because they had already been exposed, and also because there 
was no one left at home to care for them. These children were, 
respectively, 7, 5 and 4 years old. Each had been vaccinated 
exactly three years and seven months before, and each showed a 
good scar. Immunity to smallpox was proved by their residing 
in the hospital for three weeks free from the disease. 

"Similar evidence of the prophylactic power of vaccination has 
come to my notice repeatedly, both inside and outside the hos
pital. Very frequently indeed have I been told by patients that 
their older children who had to be vaccinated before they could 
get into school were left at home perfectly free from smallpox, 
while the younger ones, being unprotected, were brought in with 
the disease. Oh, how often have I seen such parents, after 
losing a loved one, grievously mourn and refuse to be comforted 
because of the consciousness of having neglected a most import
ant duty! 

"Since the present epidemic began, about 125 persons, includ
ing physicians, nurses, ward maids, cooks, laundresses, and the 
like, have been continuously exposed to smallpox in the hospital, 
and not one has fallen with the disease. I should perhaps men
tion the case of an einploye who worked in the disinfecting plant 
which is located on the grounds. It was his business to handle 
infected clothing and bedding. He soon became dissatisfied 
with this work and removed to the interior of the State. When 
he had been there but a few days, I am informed, he took small
pox. This man had been vaccinated in infancy, but declined to 
be revaccinated. 

"All those employed in the smallpox pavilion, except two or 
three who had the disease at an early period of life, owe their 
immunity to vaccination. Previously to assigning them to duty 
each person is carefully vaccinated, even though the vaccination 
of infancy and a subsequent revaccination may show evidence of 
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having been successful. ·with this care I have never seen a resi
dent physician or nurse take smallpox. I do not hesitate to say 
that after a recent successful vaccination an individual can dwell 
in an atmosphere surcharged with the most virulent variolous 
poison, and live and breathe and eat and sleep there in safety." 

Our Public Health Laws.-Our public health laws provide 
for a sanitary organization which, at home and elsewhere, is con
sidered creditable to the State. In some directions, however, as 
compared with the sanitary codes in other states, our laws a,re 
defective. Those persons who have legal obligations imposed 
upon them as citizens or as health officers are often in doubt for 
the reason that their powers and duties are not clearly enough 
defined. In a few directions enactments are needed to deter the 
vicious or the careless from endangering individuals and com
munities. The State board has however deemed it best that the 
shortcomings found in the practical administration of our exist
ing laws shall serve as indications of the need of additional legis
lation, or amendments to our present laws. 

Vital Statistics.-A full and complete registration of births, 
marriages, and deaths is from many points of view an important 
matter. The records of births, marriages, and deaths are in 
many cases of great service to our courts of justice. Before 
these courts there frequently come the questions of heritage, and 
the legitimacy or illegitimacy of children. In the absence of 
official records of these events, attorneys and citizens have some
times incurred great expense in searching for records. In the 
settling of pension claims, a similar use of vital statistics is made 
in those states where a comprehensive system of the registration 
of vital statistics has been carried on long enough. These 
records are also frequently needed to determine the questions of 
citizenship and the legal right of suffrage. The omission of a 
physician or a parent to report a birth to the town or city clerk 
may, and sometimes has been the cause of irreparable mischief. 

From the public health point of view, a correct registration of 
vital statistics is in civilized countries generally considered essen
tial. They serve as a sort of mariner's compass to tell us which 
way we are sailing and how the birth-rate, the marriage-rate, and 
the general death-rate, as well as the death-rate from special 
causes, compare with those in other states. In former years 
letters received in the office of the secretary of the State board 
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of health from some of the leading life insurance companies in 
the country indicated a belief on their part that the mortality 
from pulmonary diseases, and particularly from pulmonary 
tuberculosis in the State of Maine, was excessive. Onr system 
of registration of vital statistics has, however, shown that in this 
respect the State of Maine compares favorably with any other 
state and that the death-rate from pulmonary consumption has 
materially diminished since our system of registration of deaths 
was begun in 1892. 

The records of births, marriages, and deaths from the year 
1 892 on, are now arrangrd alphabetically in a cabinet in the 
office of the secretary of the State board of health, who is 
ex officio State registrar, and these records may be consulted at 
any time during office hours by any person ,vho has occasion 
to refer to them, under the rules required for their safe keeping. 

Routine Office TFork.-\Vhile the State board has executive 
authority under certain contingencies, its steady routine work 
:n an advisory capacity and in nnifying the public health work 
of the State is perhaps its most important function. The instruc
tions of the board, so far as they may be generalized, are sent 
out in its printed circulars an<l blanks, and through the pages 
of the Sanitary Inspector, the bulletin of the board. The circu
lars are gratuituously supplied to local boards of health and to 
mdividual citizens in single copies, by the dozen, or by the hun-

. dred as may be required. i-\ reference list of the blanks and 
circulars published by the State board of health is kept in the 
hands of the local boards of health. The last edition of this list 
includes the following: 

FoRM 1.-Blanks for honseholcler's and physician's notification 
of infectious diseases. 

3.-Blank for the notification to teachers of infected 
houses or families. 

4.-Blank for re-admission of scholars from houses where 
there have been infections diseases. 

6.-Form of notice to householders and physicians to 
report contagious diseases. 

7.-V./ eekly report of infectious diseases. 
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ro.-rst Notice--Nnisance. 
roA-rst or 2nd Notice-Nuisance. 
r r .-Notice to cleanse and disinfect. 
r2.~3rd Notice-Nuisance. 
13.-Notice to vacate. 
14.-Notice of Vacation of premises. 
15.-Report to State Board of Health of infectious diseases 

in neighboring towns. 
17.-Blank-Nocification to Physician. 
r8.-Reference List and Order Blank. 
2r.-Practical facts ahont cholera. 
23.-Earth Closets. 
27.-Docs vaccination protect? 
29.-Treatment of the drowned. 
30.-Contagious and parasitic diseases of animals. 
36.-Abstract of the Health Laws. 
39.-Model By-laws. 
40.-Rules for house drainage. 
44.-Diphtheria Circular. 
45.-Scarlet Fever Circular. 
46.-Typhoid Fever Circular. 
47.-Is Diphtheria contagious? 
48.-Isolation of the infectious sick. 
49.-Motives and methods for sewering cities, villages, 

towns and summer resorts, and for domestic sani
tary improvements, house plumbing, etc., etc.
Jordan. 

50.-Contagious diseases and contagion. 
5r.-To teachers. 
53.-Characteristics of the Infectious Diseases. 
54.-Prevention of Consumption. 
58.-Notice of the annnal meeting of the local board of 

health. 
65.-On building schoolhonses. 
68.-Disinfectants and Disinfection. 
69.-Diagnosis and Management of Smallpox. 
70.-Disinfection of the Rooms and Things used by Con-

sumptives. 
7r.-On the Management of Outbreaks of Smallpox. 

Placards for diphtheria, scarlet fever, and smallpox. 
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During the two years for which this report is made there was 
no change in the membership of the hoard. The names and 
addresses of the member5 at the end of the year 19or, with the 
dates of expiration of th,~ir terms of office were as follows: 

G. ]VI. Woodcock, M. D., Bangor, term ending January 31, 
1902. 

C. D. Smith, M. D., Portland, term ending January 31, 1903. 
A. R. G. Smith, M. D., North v\'hitefield, term ending Jan

uary 31, 1904. 
E. C. Jordan, C. E., Portlanc, term ending January 31, 1905. 
M. C. vVedgewoocl, l\l. D., Lewiston, term ending January 31, 

1906. 
Prof. F. C. Robinson, Brnnswick, term ending January 31, 

1907. 
At the annual n1E'eting in March, 1900, Dr. C. D. Smith was 

unanimously re-elected president for the ensuing year. The 
following committees were appointed by the President. 

On Finance.-M. C. Wedgwood, F. C. Robinson, E. C. 
Jordan, and the Secretary. 

On Circulars and other Publications.-G. M. VVoodcock, A. R. 
G. Smith, and the Secretary. 

On Sewerage and Drainage and the Disposal of Excreta.-E. 
C. Jordan, F. C. Robinson, A. R. G. Smith, and G. M. Wood
,cock. 

On Ventilation.-E. C. Jordan, and M. C. Wedgwood. 
On Summer Resorts.-M. C. vVedgwood, E. C. Jordan, and 

the President. 
On Water and Watt:r Supplies.-F. C. Robinson, M. C. 

Wedgwood, and the Secretary. 
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On School Houses and School 1-Iygiene.-F. C. Robinson, 
A. R. G. Smith, and the Secretary. 

On Quarantine.-The President, !VI. C. Wedgwood, G. M. 
\i\T oodcock, and the Secret;:1ry. 

On Legislation.-The Secretary, the President, and M. C. 
Wedgwood. 

On Disinfection and Disinfectants.---F. C. Robinson, C. D. 
Smith, and the Secretary. 

On the Production and Use of Vaccine Lymph, Antitoxin, 
and other Inoculation ·Material.--C. D. Smith. 

At this meeting, the Secretary reported to the board in regard 
to the present status of the smallpox prevalence in New Bruns
wick and in the Province of Quebec and that he had urged all 
the local boards of hfalth ip the northern Aroostook towns and, 
especially, in the Maclawaska region to be on the lookout for the 
possibility of the arrival of infectious cases, and to be ready to 
take prompt measures in connection with such an emergency. 

Complaints having been mac1e against the condition of a sewer 
in the village of North East Harbor in the town of Mt. Desert, 
and the municipal officers having asked the State Board of. 
Health to investigate the matter for them, the Secretary reported 
his correspondence in regard to the subject and laid the whole 
matter before the Board. So far as the Board could judge from 
the correspondence touching the matter, and from an examina
tion of the plam and specifications submitted by the engineer 
who supervised the construction of the works, there is no good 
reason for a complaint in regard to the sewer. The Secretary 
was instructed to report this opinion to the municipal officers of 
the town of iviount Desert, and, at the same time_, advise the 
municipal officers to have a competent sanitary engineer visit 
and make a personal inspection of the conditions. 

The Secretary was asked to express to our members in Con
gress the desirability of a National law against the adulteration 
of foods, beverages, and condiments, such as is now presented 
to Congress in H. R. Bill 2561 and Senate Bills 2050 and 2222. 

The subject of the trar>sportation of corpses and the desira
bility of hav;ng rules and regulations for our State similar to 
those which have been adopted by the State Boards of Health in 
many other states, or uniform ,vith those, was considered by the 
Board. A few points ,vere noted in the rules adopted by other 
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states in which it is deemed desirable that changes should be 
made. A special committee was appointed by the President 
consisting of the Secrebry, Dr. \Vedgwood, and Professor Rob
inson to consider an investigation of this whole matter, and, 
especially, that of embalming or disinfecting bodies of persons 
who have died of infectious diseases. 

In discussing the: subject of a sanatorium in the State of Maine 
for the treatment of consumptives, the sentiment of the Board 
was to the effect that s11ch an institution is much needed. 

At the June meeting of the Board, the Secretary reported the 
action which he had taken in c0nnection with the threatened 
invasion of smallpox into Van Bmen and the surrounding town
ships. 

The Committee on Legislation was instructed to draw up a 
bill to be presented to the lecgislatme, empowering the State 
Board of Health to make ru1es and regulations for the transpor
tation of the corp,,es of persons who have died of infectious 
diseases. 

At the third quarterly meeting of the Board, the bill drafted 
by the Secretary, in compliance with instructions of the Board, 
relating to embalming and the transportation of corpses, was 
referred to the Committee on Legislation, and the Secretary was 
instructed to confer with the embalmers association about the 
matter. 

Though not strictly official business, the Board, believing that 
the beneficial influence upon the public health of a sanatorium 
for consumptives would be so great, the members of the Board 
deemed it entirely justifiable tc take steps to bring the need of 
such an institution to the attention of the public and to initiate, 
if possible, a movement in the direction of having one estab
lished in the State. It was, therefore, voted that each member 
use his influence to bring about a meeting at the State House 
sometime in December, of those persons who are interested in 
the matter for the pnrpose of organizing a Maine State Sana
torium Association. 

Nearly all of the time of the December meeting of the Board 
was devoted to the consideration of the mgent need of a well 
equipped laboratory as an aid to the pnblic health work in this 
State, and the preparation and presentation of a bill providing 
for the establishing of such a laboratory. 
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Another matter discussed \Yas that of the best ways of further
ing the work which the .Maine State Sanatorium Association, 
organized to-clay, has set itself to do. The Secretary ,vas 
authorized to offer to make, temporarily at least, the Sanitary 
Inspector the organ of that 1'\.ssociation, as well as that of the 
State Board of Health. 

At the annual meeting of the State Board of Health in March, 
1901, Dr. C. D. Smith of Portland, was unanimously re-elected 
President. 

At this meeting the Secretary reported to the Board that the 
inspection service at Vancehoro which was established by the 
Surgeon-General of the Marine Hospital Service, in February, 
upon the recommendation of the State Board of Health on 
account of the prevalence of smallpox in some of the counties 
of New Brunswick, has been discontinued for the reason that 
the outbreak in New Brunswick appears to be practicajly 
stamped out. 

On account of the increase of the other kinds of work in the 
office of the Board, and the failure of the legislature to provide 
for the doing of any kind of chemical or bacteriological labora
tory work, the Board finds itself compelled to instruct the Secre
tary not to continue the work of water analysis excepting when 
the application for such work is made by local boards of health, 
and when reasons are presented which indicate a special and 
urgent need of work of this kind. 

The Secretary reminded the Board of the great saving in 
postage which is affected by the publication of the Sanitary 
Inspector and the substitution of pound rates for the ordinary 
circular rates in sending communications to local boards of 
health and to the general public. 

The Secretary submittecl to the Board the correspondence 
which has arisen on acconnt of the sending out of a circular 
letter by the Anti-Vaccination League announcing that space 
had been allotted to them for an anti-vaccination exhibit in the 
Liberal Arts Building at Buffalo. The suggestion to establish 
an American Jenner Society he reported, had been very cordially 
received by many states, provincial, and municipal health depart
ments in the United States and Canada from which he had heard. 
He had also received many thanks for bringing the matter to the 
attention of the health of-ficers of the country and many congrat-
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ulations on his success in causing the allotment of space to the 
anti-vaccinationists to be withdawn. 

An International Tuberculosis Cong-ress, to be held in London 
early in June, is looked forvvard to by sanitarians generally, and 
particularly by those persons who are interested in the movement 
for the lessening of the prevalence of pulmonary consumption,. 
as a very important public health event. As Professor Robinson 
expects to be in London about that time, it was voted to authorize 
and request him to attend the Congress as a delegate from the 
State Board of Health of Maine. 

At a special meeting of the State Board of Health, June 18, 
the whole session, forenoon and afternoon, was given to a con
sideration of the smallpox situation in this State and in other 
places whence the infection may be imported. At the present 
time there are 5 cases of smallpox in Milo, 2 in Dexter, 2 in 
Lagrange, r in Lewiston, 8 in Bangor, r in Portland, and in the 
Penobscot river at Fort Point there are two vessels, the steamer 
\Vinifrecl, and the schooner F. P. Blackburn, each with a case of 
smallpox aboard. On our border there are two cases of small
pox in St. Leonards, N. B., near Van Buren, 38 or 40 cases at 
Berlin, N. H., on the Grand Trunk Railway, and on the Cana
dian Pacific Railway at Agnes and l\'1egantic, Province of 
Quebec. 18 miles from Lowelltown in our own State, there are 
or have recently been 8 cases. 

Dr. H. l-L Hammond. of ·van Buren, and Dr. J. Archambault, 
of Ft. Kent, were recently appointed by the President and Sec
retary to act as inspectors or agents for the Board in case of the 
actual or threatened presence of smallpox in the l\Iacla,yaska 
region, Dr. Hammond keeping watch over that portion below 
Eclnmndston, and Dr. 1'\rchambault over that part above that 
point. 

The Secretary also reported the action which had been taken 
in view of the presence of smallpox in Berlin, N. H., and his 
correspomlence with the local boarcl of health of Greenville, and 
with Dr. Hunt with reference to tracing out any possible source 
of iniection in that region. 

At this point in the proceedings of the Board, Dr. Riopelle, of 
Greenville, who in cooperation with Dr. Hunt has been vaccin
ating tbe people in the l\Jooseheacl Lake region, came in and 
supplied information relative to conditions there and what had 
been done. 
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In regard to the situation at Agnes and Megantic, the report 
was made to the Bo:ird that Dr. \iVilliam Cowie, of Lowelltown, 
had been appointed inspector, and that the Canadian Pacific Rail
way Company, at Montreal, had very conlially cooperated with 
the State Board by sending a pass to Dr. Cowie, by ordering the 
vaccination of all their operatives on that part of their line within 
the State of Maine, and by instructing their station agent at 
Megantic to permit the posting of a notice in the station to the 
effect that "no person from Agnes or Megantic or from neigh
boring way-stations shall rnme to Lowelltown, Skinner, or any 
other place in the State of :Maine without a special permit from 
the inspector or other duly authorized agent of this board." 

"It was voted that the action of the President and Secretary 
in appointing insptctors at Van Buren, Ft. Kent, and l\Iegantic 
be hereby confirmed by this Board." 

It was further voted, "That the Board delegate authority to 
the President and the Secretary, acting together or singly to 
appoint, in case of emergencies, inspectors or agents to act for 
the State Board of Health and to confer upon such inspectors 
or agents power to take such action as may be deemed necessary." 

At a special meeting held December IO, the Secretary sub
mitted to the Board a circular letter which had just been sent out 
to the local boards of health calling their attention to the great 
danger from smallpox at the present time, and the need of assur
ing themselves that the inhabitants of the various towns are 
safely protected by vaccination. 

Dr. Smith reported verbally in regard to the case of smallpox 
in Biddeford, Dr. \Vooclcock about the outbreak in Bangor, and 
Dr. Young relative to a case in Bath. 
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SMALLPOX IN H)0I. 

During the year 1900 the State was fortunate in escaping with 
only a very few cases of smallpox imported into the city of Port
land. In the latter part of May, 1901, however, and in the early 
part of the following month, smallpox broke out nearly simul
taneously in a considerable number of places, and its appearance, 
about the same time, at various places outside of our State near 
our boundary line, or in places in intimate relation with the 
towns and cities of our State, required, for several months, the 
unremitting watchfulness and activity of State and local boards. 
'The following is a history of these outbreaks, and particularly of 
the part which the State Board of Health took in aiding the 
local boards to guard against the danger. 

Milo.-In the evening of Sunday, May 26, I received a tele
phonic message from Dr. Hall, of Dover, telling me of a sus
pected case of smallpox in the town of Milo. I promised to 
start on the 1.35 A. :M. train that night to see the case, but, at 
midnight, Dr. Woodcock, of Bangor, a member of our board 
telephoned that he had also heen notified, and had been asked 
to go to Milo, and that he would start in the morning. Dr. 
Woodcock reported that a man, his wife, and child, had taken 
the Canadian Pacific Railroad for the \Vest. In Montreal, the 
man became sick, and they went to a hotel in that city. On 
account of his illness they returned to Milo. In clue time after 
their return from Montreal the woman became sick with what 
appeared to be premonitory symptoms of smallpox. \:Vhen seen 
by Dr. W ooclcock she had been ill eight clays. The husband and 
child subsequently came down with the same disease. The 
instructions from this office to the secretary of the local board of 
health of Milo, sent May 30, were as follows: 

"It will, in a few days, be time for you to be on the watch for 
secondary cases of smallpox as a possible result of exposure to 
the first case. You should arrange to have all suspects kept 
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under observation. Everv one of them should be seen every 
day by a physician, if that is possible, and upon the least symptom 
of illness they should be isolated until it can be determined 
whether they are to have smallpox. You should have prepara
tions all made so that any new cases may be isolated. If you 
have cases or suspicious cases notify me immediately by tele
graph or telephone. Read very carefully Circular No. 71 which 
will, I think answer about every qnestion in regard to the man
agement of cases which may come to your mind." 

De.rter.-May 27. I was asked over the telephone to come to 
Dexter to see a suspected case of smallpox. This was too late 
to take the afternoon train. Vv ent to \Vaterville in the evening 
so as to take the 6.20 train from that place the next morning. 
In Dexter, early in the forenoon of May 28, I found that the case 
was that of a young Frenchman who had never been vaccinated, 
who had recently come from Greenville. He was sick at the 
Dexter House, where he had been at work as a chore boy. A 
physician was called on the evening of May 22. He had had a 
temperature of 104 and intense pain in sacrum and lumbar 
regions. He had then. been ill two days. May 24, eruption 
appeared on the forehead and chest at first. The case was 
then thought to be measles. He was cautioned not to run 
around the house, thereby snhjecting others to the infection of 
measles, but, as the winter before, most of the persons at the 
hotel had had measles, no one was afraid of the infection. Sun
clay, the physician was away all day, and the eruption being well 
out, the patient felt so much better that he concluclecl to go to 
the Catholic church, and did so. Subsequent investigations 
showed that the two persons in the· pew with him, and between 
whom he sat, had both been vaccinated. Monday, upon the 
return of the physician, the appearance of the eruption suggested 
smallpox. 

I found a mild case of smallpox with discrete eruption. 
Advice given to the local board of health was immediate quar

antine of the hotel and all persons there, and immediate vaccina
tion of all persons exposed, and a general vaccination as soon 
as practicable. 

The removal of the patient as soon as a place to shelter him 
can be had. 

To place a guard over the hotel and to keep him there clay and 
night. 
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A trustworthy man at the isolation camp to serve as an attend
ant and a guard. 

The disinfection of the hotel as soon as the patient is removed. 
The length of the period of quarantine of the Dexter Honse was 
left undecided for the present. 

A troublesome incident connected with this ontbreak was the 
escape from the hotel of Lillian Stover, the cook. After much 
difficulty in tracing her by telegraph, telephone, and otherwise, 
she was finally located in the town of Orono, and quarantined 
there. 

Van Buren.-June 2. A telegram was received in the office 
of the State Board of Health stating that there was an outbreak 
of smallpox in St. Leonarcls, N. B., a few miles from our bound
ary line. The local board of health of that town were asked for 
further information in reg·arcl to the clanger to the people on our 
side of the line, and a small snpply of vaccine lymph was sent. 
Circulars of instruction, 69 and 70, were also sent. 

In answer to my inquir:r, it was learned that a Frenchman, 
who had been at work in the family, infected with smallpox, ran 
away when he learned the nature of the disease, and it ,vas 
learned that he had traveled clown through Hamlin and Caswell 
Plantations. Dr. George E. \Vashbnrn, of Augusta, was sent 
to investigate the matter, and to trace out the course of this man, 
and to vaccinate all persons who had been exposed to him, and 
to secure the disinfection of bedding, rooms, etc., in the houses 
at which he had stopped. 'l'his he did, ancl in cooperation with 
the local board of the two plantations, the exposed persons were 
kept under observation until the expiration of the period of 
incubation. Dr. \i\Tashburn followed him to the town of Lime
stone, where a telephonic message to this office stated he had 
come. He found, however, that he had retraced his steps, and 
had returned to the infected house in St. Lconarcls, whence 
he came, and had given himself t1p to the authorities, who quar
antined him. 

June 14. A report w;:is received from Dr. Hammond of Van 
Buren who acts as an inspector for that region that he had 
investigated a case in Hamlin Plantation which was reported to 
have been exposed to smallpox infection, but the history which 
he learned indicate<l that this was an error. 
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O-fnce of State Board of H ca/th.-June 3. The following 
Neostyle letter was sent to every local board of health, together 
with a copy of Circular No. 71 : 

"Our State is now threatened with smallpox from many dif
ferent points. There is one case in Milo and many exposures 
resulted; one case in Dexter, and many persons were exposed; 
one case in Lewiston reported this morning; and one near Van 
Buren on New Brunswick side. There is danger of the importa
tion of the disease by the way of the Canadian Pacific Railway, 
and at Berlin, N. H., on the Grand Trunk there are 33 cases 
according to recent report from the State Board of Health of 
New Hampshire. In many other states, as vvell as in the Cana
dian Provinces, smallpox is unusually prevalent. 

"There is therefore urgent need that each local board of health 
be fully organized and ready to act instantly if a known or sus
pected case of smallpox, or exposure to smallpox, occur in its 
town. 

"Examine Circular 7r carefully, and, if need be, act promptly 
as it advises. 

"If you have a suspected case do not make the serious mistake 
of waiting until you are sure what it is before isolating. Quar
antine at once, temporarily, at least, and decide later. 

"Free vaccination should be offered in every town. A few 
tubes of vaccine lymph should be kept on hand so that, in case 
of an emergency, exposed persons may be vaccinated promptly. 

Yours truly, 

A. G. YOUNG, Secretary." 

Lagrange.-June 4. Dr. ·woodcock reported through the 
telephone that there was a suspected case of smallpox in 
Lagrange. He visited the case and found it to be smallpox. 
One additional case occurred in this town resulting from 
exposure to the first case. 

Leiuiston.-June 4. A report was received from the local 
board of health of Lewiston that a case of smallpox had been 
found in the Sisters' Hospital in that city. 

June 2r. At the request of the local hoard of health, the Sec
retary visited that city and with Dr. \\' edgwoocl of the State 
Board, a conference nas lwld with the local board and the mayor 
in regard to the smallpox situation. There were, at that time, 
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eight cases and a number of tenement houses were under quar
antine. Several of these cases had originated in the Hospital 
from exposure to the first case. The source of the infection in 
some of the other cases could not be traced. 

Danger from Berlin Palls, N. H.-Ofiice of State Board of 
Health.-A somewhat extensive outbreak of smallpox occurred 
at Berlin Falls, N. H., and the local authorities did not discover 
it until the disease had been present some time. The danger of 
the importation of infection into our towns appeared to be 
imminent, as the probability existed that some persons from 
Berlin Falls had escaped before the local board and the State 
Board had been able to trace out all infected houses and to quar
antine infectious persons. One case of smallpox which came 
from Berlin Falls was found in the Sisters' Hospital in Lewiston. 
A letter was therefore sent to all of the hospitals in the State 
warning them against the reception of persons from New Hamp
shire or persons who hacl recently been in that State. On the 
same day, a circular letter was sent to all of the cotton and 
woolen mills in the State, and also one to each Railway Com
pany warning them of the danger of the importation of smallpox 
and advising that certain precautionary measures be observed. 

Lowelltowi'--June 8. In the latter part of May information 
was received from Lowelltown, the first station in the State of 
Maine coming east, that there were some cases of smallpox in 
Agnes and Megantic, the first stations west from the boundary 
line. The Moose River Lumber Company at Lowelltown 
employed about one hundred and fifty men, and at the next 
station, Skinner, a few miles farther east, Skinner, French & Co. 
employed about the same number of men. At Lowelltown the 
lumber company employed a physician, Dr. \i\Tilliam Cowie, to 
look after the health of the men and their families. A letter was 
written from this office to Dr. Cowie May 27, accompanied by a 
copy of the public health laws, and with other blanks and circu
lars which might be of help to them in an emergency. The 
doctor was urged to arrange for the vaccination as quickly as 
possible of all persons in the employ of the company. On the 
8th of June the following letter was received from Dr. Cowie: 

"Your favor of 27th to hand. I wish to report progress of 
smallpox in Agnes. I stated in my last that it was in Megantic. 
There are two separate villages separated by a 40 foot bridge. 



The cases arc all located in Agnes but Megantic is the railway 
starting point. There are in all about 9 cases. A girl was first 
taken. Her brother moved over to an hotel. He was taken sick 
on Thursday 30 ult. Only declared to be smallpox on Tuesday, 
4th. Hotel \Vith 17 boarders quarantined. Railway conductors 
report 7 new cases to-clay all in this hotel. Hotel is a low class 
house. Frequenters are French and ignorant. Quarantine is 
still lax according to report of trainmen. 

"Regarding vaccination here people seem to be unwilling in 
great majority. 

"The work I have here is on contract plan to treat them during 
sickness and injury, etc. I offered to vaccinate at ro cts. per 
head which is cost. \Yhat I would suggest is that the Board of 
Health request the C. P. Railway to refuse to sell tickets from 
Megantic to any part of the State and to refuse to sell return 
tickets from any part of the State to M egantic. Also that no 
stop over privileges be granted on through tickets from l\Iegan
tic. That no tickets be sold at or passengers carried from sta
tions betv,;een J\Iegantic and Scotstown to points in this State 
except on through express trains; that no passengers be taken at 
flag stations betvveen J\kgantic ancl boundary; that the C. P. 
Railway should kindly take any measures they may see fit to 
prevent the ingress of pasfengers from infected points. 

"I suggest the above on account of a thorough knowledge of 
the carelessness of the average French Canadian concerning· all 
infectious diseases." 

As this letter indicated considerable clanger to the people on 
our sicle of the line, authority ,vas conferred upon Dr. Cowie by 
telegram ancl by mail to act as an inspector for the Board. On 
the same clay a letter was written to the General Manager of the 
CanaJian Pacific Railway at Montreal bringing his attention to 
the clanger of the importation of smallpox into our State along 
the line of his road. 

The situation at Lo.weWown ,ns rendered more difficult by 
the fact that Lowelltown is an unorganized plantation and that, 
consequently, there was no local board of health and no munic
ipal officers there. 

As there was some room for doubt as to the authority of the 
State Board of Health or of its inspectors in case certain con
tingencies should ari,;e, and whether the Railway Company had 
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not been asked to do some things which they might not be able 
to do, the advice of the Attorney-General was obtained. 

One of the lumber companies in that region telegraphed to the 
Secretary : "If you don't come here and keep people from com
ing and going to Megantic smallpox will be all over the county. 
Don't make the serious mistake of delaying." The need of my 
presence in the office at the State House on account of the danger 
of smallpox in other places as well as at Lowelltown necessitated 
the following reply : "VV ould be serious mistake to go to Lowell
town. Can do much more for you right here now." 

A telegram was received from the officers of the Railway 
Company indicating a rnrdial compliance with the request which 
had been made, but, a few hours later, another telegram from 
Montreal was received which read as follows: 

":'.\foN'J'RF,AL, QuEm:c, June II, 1901. 

A G. Young, Augusta, Me. : 
Fear we cannot legally refuse as arranged to sell tickets as 

requested by you, can you not instead if you consider it necessary 
put inspectors on trains Megantic to boundary. \Ve will be 
glad to furnish them with passes and to facilitate their work in 
every way. Tnos. TAI'l'.'' 

Upon the same day when these telegrams were received a 
supply of notices like the following, which had been previously 
prepared and printed in anticipation of their nse, was forwarded 
to Dr. Cowie: 

NOTICE. 

Until further notice no person from Agnes, or Megantic, or 
from neighboring way stations shall come to Lowelltown, Skin
ner, or any other place in the State of Maine without a special 
permit from Dr. William Cowie or other clnly authorized agent 
of this Board. All persons arriving without such permit will 
be placed in quarantine upon arrival. 

By order of 
STATE BOARD OF HEALTH. 

AucuS1'A, MAINE, June II, r9or. 

Dr. Cowie was instructed to post or to have these notices 
posted plentifully at Skinner, Lowelltown, Megantic, and Agnes 
so as to give abundant notice to the people upon the other side of 
the line that their presence was not desired in Maine for the 
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present. He was also furnished with blank permits to be issued 
to all persons in places on the other side of the line who had any 
legitimate business in Lo,,-elltown. As an indication of the 
effective working of this system there was received a few days 
later the following letter from the same company which had 
previously sent the urgent telegraphic message urging the per
sonal presence of the Secretary of the State Board : 

"We are very much pleasecl with the way you have taken hold 
of the smallpox matter, and the notices you sent Dr. Cowie are 
posted up, and they are a great help, as so far, no one has refused 
to get right out who has come here from Megantic after being 
told to go, and the situation explained. \Ve wish there was a 
good Justice of the Peace and a Sheriff here but the real facts 
are there is not at the present time just the right men here for 
those positions who can and would take them. Presume Mr. 
McDonald may do a11 right for now for Justice, but they need 
a good man for Sheriff here, one who would not act too hastily 
but one who had plenty of sand to do his duty when the time 
comes to act. At Megantic, we hear that the smallpox situation 
is looking a good deal more favorable." 

The reference in this letter to the need of a justice of the peace 
and a deputy sheriff was promptecl by the fact that the State 
Board of Health had made an endeavor to have a justice of the 
peace and a deputy sheriff appointfd in Lowelltown. The cause 
of the failure to secure their appointment is indicated by this 
letter. 

Bangor.-June ro. A telegram was received from Dr. ·wood
cock, member of the State Board of Health and chairman of the 
local board of health, that there were five suspected cases of 
smallpox in the city. Another telegram on the 12th notified 
the office of additional new cases. In December, another out
break of smallpox occurr<.'.cl. A telegram received on the 23d 
stated that there \Yere five cases and three houses quarantined. 
The number of cases of fmallpox for the year was nineteen. 

Fort Point.-June 16, a communication was received from 
Dr. \Voodcock, over the telephone, about the Steamship \Vinni
fred, laden with coal and destined to Bangor, but which had a 
case of smallpox aboard. A consnltation was held between the 
president, the secretary of the board, and Dr. Vv oodcock, in 
regard to the powers and duties of the State Board in relation 
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to this case. The need of a fully equipped station somewhere 
upon the coast of Maine ·where infected persons might be taken 
off and where the ship might rapidly and efficiently be disin
fected and discharged from (]Uarantine was strongly felt. Dr. 
\Voodcock finally, with his confreres of the city board of health 
of Bangor, ordered the steamer not to proceed up the river to 
Bangor. Over the telephone, a conference was held with the 
board of health of Stockton Springs about the matter. She 
dropped anchor at Fort Point, at the mouth of the Penobscot, 
and was visited by the health officer of Stockton Springs. J nne 
20, this steamer weighed anchor, broke quarantine, and sailed to 
Boston, where it was possible for her to receive rational modern 
treatment. Dr. Durgin, chairman of the board of health of 
Boston, was notified of her coming. 

On the same date that the Steamer \Vinnifred sailed away, 
the Schooner S P. Blackburn came to anchor at Fort Point, in 
accordance with the orc]e,-s of the board of health of Bangor. 
She was also laden with coal intended for Bangor, and had also 
one seaman aboard sick ,vith smallpox. The secretary of the 
State Board visited Fort Point aml Stockton Springs, J nne 26, 
for the purpose of consnlting with the local board of health of 
that town. It was found that she was not boarded by a physi
cian until June 22. The men were then all vaccinatecl,-nine 
including the captain. 'T'he immediate revaccination of all who 
then showed no evidence of a take was ttrgentl:,r recomrnendecl. 
The suggesti0n was made to the local board of health to build 
a temporary camp, and to bring the patient to it and to closely 
guard him there, thus making it possible to disinfect the ship 
and discharge her from quarantine earlier than would otherwise 
be possible. On the other hand_. there was the unreasoning fear 
of the citizens of the town and of summer visitors. The local 
board of health decided tl-:at, in the interest of the summer busi
ness of the town, the patient must remain aboard the schooner. 

July 4, the secretary of the State board visited Fort Point, and 
with Dr. Pierce went out and boarded the Schooner Blackburn. 
It was found that the process of desquamation of the patient was 
so far advanced that it would he safe to give him and the ship 
their final disinfection in a few clays, ancl an understanding was 
had with the captain as to how the disinfection should be carried 
out, and the following relating t0 the methods of disinfecting the 
schooner were sent to the local board of health a few days later: 
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MEMORAND.\ RELATI;\'G TO Sr-r1P DISINFECTION. 

Schooner S. P. Blackburn. 

The first step should be io provide disinfected clothing for the 
patient's use after he has undergone his personal disinfection, 
and for the men after tbey have ceased to hanclle the infected 
clothing and other articles. 

In disinfecting the clothing and beclcling one set of men should 
bring up the infected articles and place them in the steam chest 
( ice box). Another Sf't of men who have put on disinfected 
clothing should take the disinfectecl things from the box and 
throw them over the lines stretched over some part of the deck 
where they may dry where they will not be liable to reinfection 
before the whole job is completed. 

The Patient-His Personal nisinf ection. Bring him to the 
lee side of the deck, let him remove his clothing and thoroughly 
scrub his whole body with soap and warm or quite hot water. 
Wash off with clear water to remove the soap and then have him 
bathe thoroughly with solution of corrosive sublimate I : 3000 

( I clram to 3 gallons of water). The hair, particularly, should 
have great care and attention. He should then put on his dis
infected clothing and go forward and remain there. Neither 
he nor the men handling the disinfected goods should go into the 
forecastle until its disinfection is complete. 

Clothing and Bedding. To be disinfected with steam, includ- ' 
ing mattresses if any. 

As the steaming may full up woolen goods slightly the best 
suits of the men which have not been badly exposed to contagion 
may be disinfected with formaldehyde, but the quantity of the 
clothing thus exempted from steam disinfection should be small. 
If a closet exists which may be made air-tight, a small part of the 
clothing may be disinfected in it hy hanging it up and treating 
with specially large doses of formaldehyde ten or twelve hours, 
at least. In disinfecting clothing thus, not less than ,½ pint of 
40% formaldehyde solution should be used for 100 cubic feet 
of enclosed space, and even then the clothing must be hung up 
so all the surfaces may be exposed. 

Boots and Other Articles of l~eather or Rubber. Wash or 
soak in Solution 7. 
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Trunks, Chests, and Bags, particularly in the forecastle. Wash 
outside with Solution 7. For the inside and the miscellaneous 
contents of small artides, disinfect by pouring about I ounce of 
formaldehyde solution ( full strength) for each cubic foot of 
space upon an old towel or other cloth, an undershirt, for 
instance. Things to be thns disinfected should not be packed 
closely. 

Forecastle. After the things have hcen sorted out and dis
infected as in the preceding, wash floor and other surfaces with 
Solution 7. Then set the formaldehyde vaporizers going, using 
at least r pint of the solution ( full strength) for each 2000 

cubic feet of space. Keep closed for six or eight hours. 
In preparing to use the vaporizers great care should be taken 

to guard against the possibility of fire. Before they are put in 
place the rooms to be <lisinfected should be made as tight as pos
sible by closing all apertures and ventilators and pasting up doors 
with paste and paper or calking cracks and crevices carefully. 

Cabin. Disinfect with formaldehyde, using at least a pint for 
,3000 cubic feet of space. 

Engineer's Room ( adjoining the forecastle). Disinfect with 
formaldehyde,-r pint to 2,000 or 3,000 feet of space according 
to probable chances of infection. 

Formaldehyde and solutions of formaldehyde have no injuri
ous ~ffect upon metals other than that which mav result from 
the water in the solutions. 

Decks. Wash down with water. 
Infected Gangway leading from forecastle. \Vash with Solu

tion 7. 
W aterville.-On the evening of June 18th a telephonic mes

sage was received from Dr. Bunker, health officer of Waterville, 
that a case of smallpox was present in the city. At his request, 
the Secretary of the State Board went up to that city the next 
morning. It was found that this case came from Greenville, 
Saturday, June 15, the eruption then having just appeared. He 
slept in one house that night and since then had occupied another 
boarding place At the time of the visit he was quarantined in 
a small building outside of the city. Every fact possible was 
obtained from him which might shed light upon the question of 
the suspected focus of smallpox infection at Greenville or at some 
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point in the Moosehead Lake region. The bed occupied by the 
smallpox patient on the night of June I 5 was occupied Tuesday 
night by two men who, finallv it was learned after nmch investi
gation, had said they were going to Madison the next morning·. 
This information was telephoned to the local board of health of 
Madison and as full a description of the two men as it was pos
sible to get was sent, but the description was not very satisfac
tory. Here it may be said that Dr. Sawyer of the .i\faclison 
board made a careful search for the two men, !mt he was unable 
to locate them. A companion of the man who had smallpox 
came from Greenville with him and slept with him until Tues
day when the case was discovered by Dr. Bunker. This man 
had never been vaccinated. The other persons who had been in 
contact with the patient are apparently protected by vaccination. 
Re-vaccination of them all, however, was promptly done. The 
whereabouts of other persons who had been exposed to infection 
in the rooms which this patient had occupied were traced as fully 
as was possible and information was given to other local boards 
of health whose towns were possibly endangered. Quite 
remarkably, no other case of smallpox occurred in \1/aterville. 

M onson.-At the request of the local board of health of Mon
son, the Secretary of the State Hoard visited that town, June 
25, to see a suspicious case. It was found that the patient, a man 
somewhere between twcntv-six and thirty years of age, had been 
clerking in a store in the village, and had not, so far as could be 
learned, been exposed to smallpox infection. He had been vac
cinated fifteen years before, but the clinical history of the case 
was not clear, and there was some discrepancy between the state
ment of the attending physicians and the patient. The eruption, 
the first few lesions at least, had appeared upon the body and 
upon the forearm, some of them as well formed vesicles of con
siderable size, when first discovered. vVhen seen, the eruption 
was out over the face, arms, and trunk, but not upon the legs, 
the lesions consisting of small red spots and vesicles, but none of 
the incipient lesions distinctly papular. Incipient vesicles, a 
fully developed one, and macnles found on the same parts of the 
body. A few of the vesicles were already slightly depressed in 
the center as the result of the early stage of desication. None of 
the other vesicles were nmblicated. Over the forehead was a 
thick semi-papular eruption with no vesicular formation, but 
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upon the side~ of the chin there was a multitude of vesicles just 
forming, very minute in size. The patient was in bed, although 
he felt no need of staying there. It was deemed best not to make 
a definite diagnosis but to await further development of the 
eruption. Arrangements were made for the quarantine of the 
case. 

This case was seen by Dr. vVoodcock, of the State Board of 
Health, at two subsequent visits, and he reported to the Secre
tary of the Board that, in his opinion, it was an atypical case of 
smallpox. 

Greenville.-The history of the first case of smallpox in Dex
ter; that of -Jne in Portland, one in Bangor, and one in Water
ville all pointed to the probability of a source of smallpox infec
tion in or near Greenville. The local board of health of Green
ville had been notified of the cases which seemed to be referable, 
so far as the source of their infection was concerned, to that 
town, and the board had been requested to make a very careful 
inspection of the whole village and town for the purpose of dis
covering, as speedily as possible, the source of infection. The 
letters received from there indicated that this was done, and in 
the interes;: of the public health and safety, Dr. Hunt had vaccin
ated the inhabitants in the unorganized townships in the lake 
region. Nevertheless, the source of infection had existed in the 
village of Greenville itself. 

In compliance with the request in a telegram received from the 
local board of health of Greenville in the evening of J nly I I, the 
Secretary started for that place on the night train. The tele
gram announced a suspected case of smallpox in the village. 
This case had been reported to the local board of health as such 
by Dr. Hunt of Greenville. An examination of the patient 
showed that it was a typical case of smallpox in a moderately 
severe form. The case was found in the home of a blacksmith 
by the name of Hilton and thE' investigation showed that cases 
of smallpox had existed in this family for some time. It seems 
that a man by the name of E. Meservey came to work for Hilton 
April 25, and he finished working for him June 24. While at 
Mr. Hilton's, Meservey became sick and called Dr. Hunt to see 
him. There was no eruption present and at that time nothing 
in the smallpox history of the surrounding country or in the 
appearance of the case was suggestive of smallpox. The doctor 
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prescribed for him and told him that he would not call again 
unless he heard from him. He heard nothing from him. The 
next day an eruption appeared, hut, with the coming of the 
eruption, the patient felt so much better that he sent no word to 
the doctor. This, the first case in the family, remained unrecog
nized as smallpox. 

Chester Hilton a young man, son of the blacksmith, vaccinated 
fifteen years before and also more recently and bearing two good 
scars as evidences of successful vaccination, slept with Meservey 
while he was sick and while the eruption was fully developed. 
Later when Smith, the present case came _to the house, Chester 
slept with him, sleeping with him also after the disease and the 
eruption was fully developed. He did not contract the disease 
in any form. 

It was found that there had been four cases of smallpox in the 
Hilton family: Della Hilton, I 6 years of age, became ill June 
21 with headache, quite feverish, an eruption on the fourth clay 
of illness, then the fever left and she felt mnch better. Norah 
Hilton, 14 years of age, became sick a few days later with about 
the same history with the additional symptoms of nausea and 
vom1tmg. Hattie Hilton, 9 years of age, was sick, as the mother 
said, only two days. Florence Hilton, 7 years old, had about the 
same history. These four cases had all been in a mild form, but 
the appearance of the dried-up eruption indicated unmistakably 
the nature of their disease. None of these girls had been vac
cinated save the eldest. 

The house was already undu quarantine. The advice given 
to the local board of health was the immediate removal of the 
patient to a camp to be constructed in a field at a sufficient dis
tance from the village; strict quarantine of the house until such 
tirrie as it would be safe to make the final clisinfection. Arrange
ments were made that evening for the building of the isolation 
camp, and the next morning early while going to the station, 
men were observec1 again at work on it. 

A disquieting circumstance in connection with this outbreak 
was the fact learned while in Greenville that the two elder girls 
who had been sick had, with scabs upon their faces, gone up to 
Kineo on one of the crowded boats which conveyed passengers 
to and from that place, two days before, on July ro during the 
sportsmen's excursion to that place. Mr. and Mrs. Hilton also 
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went to Kineo on another one of the lake steamers. Through the 
press a notice was given to the public so that those persons who 
had possibly been exposed might avail themselves of vaccination. 
So far as is known, no cases resulted from this exposure. There 
were no subsequent cases in Greenville. 

Orono.-No case of smallpox developed in Orono, but Orono, 
Mattawamkeag, Dexter, and other towns incurred an expense in 
tracing out the whereabouts of Lillian Stover, the woman who 
escaped from the Dexter House. She was finally found in 
Orono and quarantined there. 

July 24. The Secretary of the State Board heard that there 
were suspicious cases in Orono which had been called "Cuban 
itch." As this term had generally, through the country, been a 
synonym of modified smallpox, the town was visited by the first 
available train. Dr. Bayard, who had attended most of the cases, 
but who had not called them cases of "Cuban itch," drove around 
and showed them. Seven or eight cases, all affecting children, 
were seen and they were found to be cases of impetigo contagiosa 
as the doctor had diagnosticated them. 

Bath.-The Secretary went to Bath, July 28, to see a suspected 
case which was found to be smallpox. The local board of health 
immediately held a meeting to consider what measures should 
be taken to prevent the spread of infection, and at the request of 
the local board of health, the Secretary remained at the meeting. 
Again, Decemb,~r 7, in company with Dr. Marston, health officer 
of Bath, a young lady who had lately been in Emerson Hospital, 
in Boston, was seen. A few papules appeared on face, arms, 
and legs, that morning. Before making a positive diagnosis it 
was necessary to await the fnrther development of the eruption. 
The patient was again seen, December I I, by both the President 
and the Secretary of the Board, and though a very atypical case, 
it was pronounced smallpox. 

Houlton and other Border Towns.-July 30. A telegram was 
received from Dr. C. E. Williams, secretary of the local board 
of health, giving the information that there were cases of small
pox on the New Brunswick side of the line in Carleton county. 
The Secretary of the State Board left on the noon train and 
reached Houlton in the evening. That evening he had a consul
tation with the local board of Houlton. It was learned from the 
local board of health that the Riverside campmeeting was to be 
held in the to,vn of Blaine August 2--three days hence. 
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The next morning Dr. \Villiarns, in accordance with previous 
arrangements, drove over on the New Brunswick side to gather 
the facts in regard to the outbreak and especially to learn about 
persons on our side of the line who had been exposed to the 
infection. At the same time, the Secretary of the State Board 
drove to Monticello aml to Littleton for the purpose of seeing 
the local board of health at each of these towns. In the after
noon after Dr. \Villiams' return, a meeting was again held with 
the local board of health fo, the purpose of reporting and for 
further consultation. Members of the Monticello and Littleton 
boards of health were present at this meeting. Dr. \Villiams 
reported that he had personally seen one of the cases of smallpox 
and unhesitatingly confirmed the diagnosis which had been made 
by the Woodstock doctors. Mr. Smith, the manager of the 
Riverside campmeeting in Blaine was seen and was advised that 
the campmeeting should not be opened at that time, but as the 
powers of the State Board of Health in relation to this question 
are not clearly defined in the law, it was deemed best not to 
assume authority which the State Board did not apparently 
clearly have. As it was found that there was no prospect of a 
postponement of the meeting, the procedure then and there 
planned as a substitute for the prohibition of the campmeeting 
was a system of inspection and control of the roads leading into 
our towns from New Brunswick. The local boards of health 
with whom it was possible to communicate were advised to put 
this plan into operation immediately. 

Arriving in Augusta in the forenoon and starting work in the 
office of the State Board, the Secretary went to Portland in the 
afternoon to see the Attorney-General and had a long consulta
tion with him in the evening. The following special order was 
submitted to him. Later, in compliance with the requirements 
of the law, it was submitted to the Governor and Council for 
approval. 

"NOTICE. 

Special Order of State Board of Health. 

On account of the presence of smallpox in the parish of 
Wakefield, N. B., and the uncertainty that it may not exist in 
the neighboring parishes, it is hereby ordered that persons from 
New Brunswick shall not come to the Riverside campmeeting, 
in the town of Blaine. 
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Persons violating this order will become liable to arrest and 
quarantine, and, as the law provides, they 'shall be punished by 
a fine of not more than five hundred dollars, or by imprisonment 
in the county jail for a period of not more than six months, or 
by both fine and imprisonment, in the discretion of the court.' 

By order of 
STATE BOARD OF HEALTH." 

AuGl:S'I'A, l\Lc\.TNE, August I, 1901. 

This special order was printed in large numbers and was sent 
to the local boards of health of Houlton, Littleton, Monticello, 
Bridgewater, Blaine, and -:\Iars Hill for distribution, for posting 
up, and for putting into the hands of travellers who were going 
into New Brunswick. 'rhe local boards of health were advised 
also, aside from the total prohibition of all travel from New 
Brunswick to the campmeeting, to discourage all unnecessary 
travelling back and forth A special letter of instruction was 
forwarded to each of these local boards of health, and the follow
ing N eostyle letter was sent to the local board of health in Aroos
took county. 

"Dear Sir :-This letter is sent to the secretaries of the local 
boards of health of all towns in Aroostook county. 

''July 30, I received a telegram from Dr. \Villiams of Houlton, 
that smallpox exist<' in the county of Carleton, N. B. Since this 
I have most of the time been up and down the line from Houlton 
to Mars Hill. A campmeeting, which was to be held in the town 
of Blaine from August 2 to 1 r, presented a special clanger from 
the fact that folly one-half of the attendance comes from the 
provincial side. In the absence of clearly defined authority to 
order the campmeeting not to he held, a special order was passed 
by the State Board of Health prohibiting the attendance of per
sons from any part of New Brunswick. Guards had been placed 
upon every road crossing the line from the Houlton and Wood
stock road to the road nmning around north of Mars Hill. In 
addition to the prevention of attendance upon the campmeeting, 
the guards were instructed to discourage all unnecessary travel 
back and forth. 

"Under date of August 1, I receivecl a report from the secre
tary of the provincial board of health, written from \Voodstock, 
in which he said that about thirty cases of smallpox had then 
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been found, but that it was learned that the disease had existed 
in Carleton county for some time. It is in the same mild form 
which most of the cases have assumed during the last two or 
three years. That, however, is no excuse for any local board 
not to be vigilant in keeping infection from within its boundaries 
or for not watching for suspects. 

"So far as I can learn, the cases on the provincial side extend 
from a point about opposite to the ,southern boundary of Littleton 
to a case near Baircl;s Mills, not far from the southeast corner 
of Blaine. The quarantine regulations of the provincial author
ities appear to be efficient but the great clanger to be appre
hended, I think, is from undiscovered cases, or from houses in 
which cases have already recovered and may have been over
looked. 

"If your town is not already well protected by vaccination, free 
vaccination should be offered by your board, and all persons who 
arrive in your town from the infected parts of New Brunswick 
should be kept under observation until two weeks have passed 
since their last possible exposure to infection. All such suspects 
need not necessarily be quarantined, but you should arrange to 
be informed of the first symptoms of illness. 

Yours truly, 
A. G. YOUNG, Secretary." 

Friday, August 2, the Secretary took the noon train from 
Augusta and arrived at Mars Hill in the evening having seen 
representatives of the Houlton and of the Monticello local boards 
at their respective stations on the way up. That evening 
arrangements were made for a meeting early the next morning 
with the local board of health of Blaine and that of Mars Hill. 
After the meeting, the Secretary drove from Mars Hill to the 
campmeeting ground where the campmeeting- had opened that 
morning, and then to Blaine village to see members of the local 
board of health of that town, and then to Monticello. From 
Monticello the train was taken to Houlton. 

Some of the people up country requested that a telegram be 
sent to President Cram of the Bangor & Aroostook asking him 
to call off the excursion trains which were to run to the camp
meeting grounds Sunday, one from up country towns and the 
other from Houlton. 
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On the way down, it was found that the system of guarding 
the roads was so complete that it was concluded that there was 
no danger of persons from across the line coming aboard the 
train at Houlton. The only qnestion was whether the C. P. 
road might not bring excursionists from vVoodstock and the 
surrounding region into Houlton so that they could get aboard 
the train. A positive assnrance was, however, received from the 
C. P. station agent at Honlton that absolutely no trains would 
run into Houlton after the ro P. M. Saturday train-no Sunday 
trains. 

That same evening, August ~' the train was taken to Blaine 
and Mars Hill. The next morning, Sunday, Augusta 4, after 
seeing the members of the Blaine and Mars Hill boards of health, 
the campmeeting ground was visited. From there about noon, 
a drive was taken to Baird's Mills over at the boundary line for 
the purpose of seeing E. 0. Collins, a member of the local board 
of health of that town. On account of the illness of the guard 
who had been on duty at that point, he was taking his place for 
that clay. He was hired to go to the campmeeting ground Mon
day morning and to remain there until the close of the meeting 
to act as a special detective. His duty ,vas to be to watch for 
the possible appearance of any persons from New Brunswick 
and if he found any such, quietly to advise him to return across 
the line, and in case of refusal to do so promptly, to take him in 
charge or to hustle him over the line. 

Returning to the campmeetil'-g Sunday, it was found that of 
various persons who had been watching for the possible appear
ance of persons from the New Brunswick side, not one had been 
seen all day. That fact was taken as very good evidence of the 
efficiency of the system of control of the travel from the New 
Brunswick towns, since ordinarily, of the two thousand persons 
or so who visit the campmeeting·, aho11t one thousand of them 
have come from places in New Brnnswick. 

.As Dr. Hill of Monticello and the Monticello board wished 
advice about some matters, the Sunday evening train was taken 
to Monticello. The Monday morning train was taken to 
Houlton. 

It was learned while up on this visit that there was one case of 
smallpox one mile from the Monticello line, one case three-quar
ters of a mile from the line, and at Baird's Mills, which is on the 
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line between Bridgewater dn<l ~ cw Brunswick, there was one 
case only a quarter of a mile from the line. Cases thereforE1 
extended all the way from about opposite the south line of Little
ton to the centre of the Bridgewater line. So far as could be 
learned, the New Brnnswick authorities had established quite an 
efficient system of quarantine with guards upon the roads lead
ing from their infectrd district. 

As soon as possible after reaching the office at the State House, 
Tuesday, the 6th, the following circular letter was issued: 

"Dear Sir :-This letter is sent to the secretaries of the local 
boards of heaith of all towns in Aroostook county. 

''July 30, I received a telegram from Dr. ·Williams of Houlton, 
that smallpox exists in the county of Carleton, N. B. Since 
this I have most of the time been up and clown the line from 
Houlton to Mars Hill. A campmeeting, which was to be held 
in the town of Blaine from August 2 to r r, presented a special 
danger from 1he fact that folly one-half of the attendance comes 
from the provincial side. In the absence of clearly defined 
authority to order the C?.mpmeeting not to be held, a special 
order was passed by the State Board of Health prohibiting the 
attendance of persons from any part of New Brunswick. 
Guards had been placed upon every road crossing the line from 
the Houlton and \ \T oodstock road to the road running around 
north of l\fars Hill. In addition to the prevention of attendance 
upon the campmeeting, the guards were instructed to discourage 
all unnecessary travel back and forth. 

"Under date of August I, I received a report from the secre
tary of the Provincial Board of Health, written from ·w oodstock, 
in which he said that about thirty cases of smallpox had then 
been found, but that it was learned that the disease had existed 
in Carleton county for some time It is in the same mild form 
which most of the cases have assumed during the last two 01· 

three years. That, however, is no excuse for any local board 
not to be vigilant in keeping infection from within its boundaries 
or for not watching for suspects. 

"So far as I can learn, the cases on the provincial side extend 
from a point about opposite to the sonthern boundary of Little
ton to a case near Baird's l\!ills, not far from the southeast corner 
of Blaine. The quarantine regulations of the provincial author
ities appear to be efficient, but the great danger to be appre-

... 
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bended, I think, is from undiscovered cases, or from houses in 
which cases have already recovered and may have been over
looked. 

"If your town is not already well protected by vaccination, free 
vaccination should be offered by your board, and all persons who 
arrive in your town from the infected parts of New Brunswick 
should be kept under observation until two weeks have passed 
since their last possible exposure to infection. All such sus
pects need not necessarily be quarantined, but you should 
arrange to be informed of the first symptoms of illness. 

Yours truly, 
A. G. Y01JNG, Secretary." 

As the developments of the situation indicated the necessitv of 
some control of the travel between Aroostook county, Maine, 
and Carleton county, :N. B., other than to the campmeeting, the 
following special order of the Board was issued, but it was not 
promulgated until some days later. 

"SPECIAL ORm:R OF' S·r".TE BoARD of HF:ALTH. 

On account of the presence of smallpox in Carleton county, 
N. B., the State Board of Health deems it best to discourage all 
unnecessary travelling- back and forth across the boundary line. 

"Section I. It is, therefore, ordered that, until further notice, 
no person shall come to any city, town, or plantation in Maine, 
from or through any places in New Brunswick between the south 
boundaries of the parishes of 'vVoodstock and Richmond and the 
northern boundary of the parish of Andover, unless he is able to 
prove to the satisfaction of the local board of health of the place 
to which he comes that he has not been in the infected districts. 

"Section 2. All persons coming to places in Maine from 
those parts of New Brunswick mentioned in section 1, shall 
immediately report their arrival to the local board of health of 
the place to which they come. 

"Section 3. Persons violating this order will be liable to 
arrest and quarantine, and, as the law provides, they 'shall be 
punished by a fine of not more than five hundred dollars, or by 
imprisonment in the county jail for a period of not more than 
six months, or by both fine and imprisonment, in the discretion 
of the court.' 

By order of 
STATE BOARD OF HEAL TH. 

AucusTA, MAINE, August 9, 1901.'' 
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Before the promulgation of this order, it was submitted, as is 
shown in the following letter, to the Provincial Board of Health 
at Fredericton and a scheme of cooperative work was suggested 
to prevent the introduction of infection into l\faine and recip
rocally to aid the New Brunswick authorities if an outbreak on 
our side should occur. 

"Dr. E. B. Fisher, Secretary Proz.•i11cial Board of Health, Fred
ericton, N. B.: 

Dear Doctor :-1 enclose herewith a copy of an order pre
pared by our State Board of Health, but not yet promulgated. 
For the present, guards have controlled the travel on all the 
roads from that one which nms from Woodstock to Houlton, 
to that one which crosses our common boundary line, north of 
Mars Hill. The main reason for placing these inspectors, or 
guards, at the roads was to prevent persons from your side of 
the line attending the campmeeting in the town of Blaine. Aside 
from this, and after the campmeeting is closed, I think it would 
be well to discourage, for a while, all unnecessary visiting and 
travelling back and forth between our towns and the parishes 
on your side of the line in which cases of smallpox have 
appeared. I write, therefore, to suggest that you furnish me 
with the names of all of the county and parish health officers in 
the county of Carleton, and I will then forward blank certificates 
which they may issue to all persons who wish to come to our 
side, and who, in the opinion of your health officers, may safely 
be allowed to come. I will also instruct our health officers to 
honor such certificates thus issued by your health officers. 

"I think that some such system as this for controlling travel 
when a serious outbreak of an infectious disease appears upon 
eithe1 side of the line would be an advantage both to New 
Brunswick and Maine. Having some such plan as this under
stood and approved in both your office and this one, we could 
quickly put it into operation at any time when a temporary con
trol of travel between your Province and our State appears to be 
desirable. I should feel under obligation to you for any sug
gestions regarding the details of this proposed scheme for the 
temporary control of travel. 

Yours truly, 
A. G. YOUNG, Secretary." 
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The propositions in this letter were cordially approved by the 
New Brunswick authorities and blank certificates or permits like 
the following, which were already printed, were sent to the 
health officers on the other side of the line . 

. . . . . . . . . . N. B., Aug ..... 1901. 
"This certifies that I have made a carefu/1 inquiry concerning 

the bearer of this, Mr. ............. , of ............. , that 
he has been vaccinated and that l believe that he has not been 
exposed to the infection of smallpox and may, without endanger
ing other persons, be permitted to visit any place in the State of 
Maine. He wishes now to go to the town of ............... . 

( Signature) •· ........................... . 

State here official position." 

At the same time the following circular letter was sent to all 
the local boards of health in Aroostook county: 

"Dear Sir :-Under date of August 9, the State Board of 
Health made and adopted the Special Order, copies of which I 
send in this, but its promulgation has been delayed while making 
arrangements with the Prcvincial Hoard of Health and with the 
health officers of Carleton county, New Brunswick. for cobper
ative action. 

"Thongh the measures which have been adopted by the offi
cers on the other side of the line are very satisfactory, so far as 
can be learned about them, it is undoubtedly best to discourage 
and restrict unnecessary travel between Carleton county, N. B., 
and this State a little longer. 

"Arrangements have been made with the health officers of 
Woodstock and of Carleton county to issue certificates to persons 
who wish to come over on our side of the line. You are advised, 
therefore, to honor certificates issued by the following members 
and agents of the boards of health of the city of Woodstock and 
of Carleton county: 

(Names here followed). 
"If, unfortunately, we shoul<l have an outbeak of smallpox, 

or of other dangerous infections disease in any part of Maine, 
the State Board advises and hopes that our local health officers 
may promptly and cordially cooperate with our neighbors across 
the line in helping them to exclude infection from their territory, 
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as they now do for onr safety. It is probable that this present 
arrangement will be needed for only a very short time. 

''I enclose copies of the special order of August 9, under which 
your local board had authority to take snch action as you may 
deem necessary if suspects should arrive from the infected dis
trict without certificates. 

Respectfully yours. 
A. G. YOUNG, Secretary." 

August 19. As the false reports in Houlton and in some of 
the towns north of there in regard to the nature of the disease 
on the New Brunswick side were making much trouble for the 
local officers in our towns, Dr. George E. ·washburn of Augusta 
was sent by the Board to make •a personal investigation of the 
nature of the disease, and with the consent of the local health 
officers, to learn the conditions relating to quarantine, etc. The 
doctor was cordially received by the health officer of Woodstock 
and of other places and he personally saw and examined a large 
number of the cases. ]]is report indicated that the disease was 
unmistakably smallpox though, in most of the cases, it assumed 
a mild form, and further that' the methods of the local authori
ties on the other side were intelligently planned and as efficiently 
carried out as was practicable. 

The situation was still more complicated by the fact that a 
second campmeeting had to be reckoned with. At the second 
visit to Houlton, the secretary had a conference with the man
agers of the campmeeting which was to be held in Littleton, and, 
as was true of the campmeeting in the town of Blaine, a large 
number of people usually came from the other side of the line, 
and it was cieernecl best by the management to postpone this 
campmeeting two weeks and then to see what the situation might 
be. · 'I'he State Board hoped that further postponement might 
be arranged, but the management did not deem it convenient or 
practicable to do so. As the number of smallpox cases had 
increased to about 65, it was deemed necessary to issue a third 
special order which was in these words : 

"On account of the continued presence of smallpox in some 
places in Carleton county, N. B., it is hereby ordered that per
sons from New Brunswick shall not come to the campmeeting to 
be held in Littleton on the grounds of the Aroostook Campmeet
ing Association. 
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"Persons violating this order ,vill become liable to arrest and 
quarantine, and, as the law provides, they 'shall be punished by 
a fine of not more than five hundred dollars, or by imprisonment 
in the county jail for a period of not more than six months, or 
by both fine and imprisonment, in the discretion of the court.' 

Per or<ler, 
STATE BOARD OF HEALTH. 

AUGUSTA, MAINE, August 20, r9or." 

A third visit was made to Houlton, to Littleton and ~\fonti
cello August 30, the clay of the beginning· of the yearly camp
meeting in Littleton. The same arrangements of a special 
inspector or detective at the campmeeting gronncls were made as 
at the 0ther campmeeting. Among other business preformed 
was an arrangement whereby lambs from New Brunswick might 
be driven to Houlton and arrangements for the holding of the 
fair of the Aroostook Agricultural Society were made. In 
Monticello, the postmaster stated that letters had come to persons 
in his town who had relatives in the infected district in New 
Brunswick and presumably written in infectious houses. The 
Secretary of the State Board made proper representations of the 
matter to the health authorities on the other sicle and they 
promptly secured regulations which obviated dangers of that 
kind. 

This outbreak of smallpox was a serious clanger to our own 
towns for the reason that it had existed for several weeks before 
the health authorities knew of its existence, and that the business 
and other associations hack and forth across the line are very 
intimate. Nevertheless not a single case appeared on our side 
of the line. Much credit is due to our local hoarcls for their 
efficient work, and it is a pleasure here, publically, to thank the 
Provincial and local health officers of the other side for their 
hearty cooperation in cloing what they could to help us while 
working to protect their own people. 

Near Patten.-Word was received from Patten August 28 
that some kind of a disease existed in some of the lumber camps 
near Grand Lake forty miles or so northwest of Patten, and 
that the trouble was rumored to be smallpox. On one of the 
visits to Houlton, ( August 29) the Secretary of the Board went 
over to Patten to see the persons who had heard the story, but 
no decisive information was available As it was not deemed 
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advisable to take any action which might be construed as con
firming wbat was probably a false rumor, a young man capable 
of taking care of himself in the woods, and who could be 
depended upon to keep his mouth closed, was instructed so that 
he might be trusted to observe and to make a preliminar3 · 
diagnosis at least. Carrying his pack and tramping from eight 
to twenty-one miles a clay, and sleeping in the open two nights, 
he visited every camp and saw 811 of the men, though the persist
ence with which he ,vas dubbed a game warden made his recep
tion in some of the camps not entirely cordial. No eruptive 
disease of any kind was found. That which apparently gave 
rise to the rumor was the iliness of one or two men with typhoid 
fever. 

Portland.-There were four cases of smallpox in Portland 
dnring the year which were reported to the State Board and 
regarding which Dr. Smith, President of the State Board, 
furnished information which was useful in aiding other local 
boards of health to guard against sources of infection which the 
histories of the Portfand cases indicated might exist. 

Rangeley.-No cases of smallpox occurred in that region, bnt 
September 23, while in Farmington, one of the physicians of that 
place showed a letter which was written from that town and 
which mentioned a "new" eruptive disease from which one per
son had died, and from which the writer was apprehensive of 
danger to other persons. 1'he town was visited on the next 
morning's train, but it was found that this was one of the wild
goose chases in which the health officer has to indulge occasion
ally in carrying out his policy in taking no chances with a rumor 
of events which if true portend danger. The only gro11nd for 
the rumor was a de;:;th from hemorrhagic pnrpura which had 
occurred a few days before. 

Be,zton.-On the 4th of November, at the req11est of Dr. Shaw 
of Clinton, the secretary visited that part of Benton adjoining 
the town of Clinton, to see a family in which a suspicions erup
tive disease had appeared. Three members of the family, young 
adults, were affected with an eruption which, though profuse, 
was diagnosticated provisionally as chickenpox, but as a positive 
diagnosis was then not possible, temporary quarantine was 
advised. The family had a work on domestic medicine, and 
had been reading up on the symptoms of smallpox and chicken-
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pox, and consequently there was some doubt whether a straight 
and truthful statement in regard to the period of invasion was 
obtained. The history which was got was not that of smallpox, 
and yet the eruption was qnite atypical for chickenpox. 
Arrangements were made for Dr. \Yooclcock of Bangor, to see 
the cases two days later. He deemed the cases probably chick
enpox, but thought that there was a sufficient degree of donbt 
to require quarantine and disinfection. 

These cases and the one in J\Tonson are good illnstrations of 
the atypical cases which sometimes make a positive differential 
diagnosis between smallpox and chickenpox extremely difficult 
and sometim~s impossible. 

Protective M cas111?s 11.r;ai1?st Smallpox in St. John, N. B.
Early in Kovember. it was learned that smallpox was threatening 
to assume an epidemic form in the city of St. John, K B. As 
most of the passengers entering our State at Vanceboro are 
through passengers to other states west of ours, the State Board 
of Health has always thought the expenses of any inspection 
service at that point should be borne by the general govern
ment. November 9, the nomination of Dr. l\T. L. Young 
of Vanceboro, as inspector was telegraphed to the Surgeon
General of the Marine Hospital Service at Washington, with the 
request that he be anpointed. h11t, at the same time, the Board 
did not deem it safe to wait for the appointment from \Yashing
ton, and a letter was sent to Dr. Young asking him to go at work 
at once temporarily as an inspector for the State board of 
health. About the first of December, the ·Marine Hospital Ser
vice assumed the responsibility and the expense of the inspection 
service at that point. 

Early in December, the l\farine Hospital Service, at the 
request of the State board of health, also took charge of the 
inspection service at Eastport, which the local board of health of 
Eastport had, for some time, been carrying on, but which was 
more equitably an expenditure by· the general government. 

H allowel!.-December 14, at the request of Dr. Crooker of 
Augusta, a suspicious case was seen in the city of Hallowell. 
The case was that of a girl of fourteen, who had a very unusu
ally profuse eruption for chickenpox. Yet, that was what it 
appeared to be. The local board of health was notified, and th~ 

3 
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house was quarantined temporarily. The patient was to have 
been seen again the next day, hut in the meantime the seyere 
winter freshet which occurred at that date, made it impossible to 
reach the house. On the second clay the rapid desiccation of the 
first vesicles, and the presence of successive crops of them facil
itated the diagnosis of chickenpox. 
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SUBJECTS OF CORRESPONDENCE. 

Hitherto it has been the policy in making up the report of the 
State board of health to avoid filling space with the ordinary 
correspondence of the of-fice, but it is now thought that the intro
duction into this report of some of the letters which have been 
written in answer to inquiries on many subjects may be useful 
to other persons, and particularly to local boards of health to 
whom letters are often practically duplicates of those already 
many times written to other local boards. The subjects which 
have been touched in this correspondence are, for convenience of 
reference, arranged topically so far as is easily practicable. 

ENQUrRIES ADOC'I' LADOR.\'l'ORY WORK. 

Answer to an Enquiry lr(lm Outside the State. 
In answer to your communication of the 5th, I am obliged to 

confess that the State of Maine is the only one of the New Eng
land State whose State board has no laboratory facilities. A 
bill was presented to the last legislature providing for the estab
lishment of a chemical an<l bacteriological laboratory, but the 
spasm of economy wJ.,ich was sweeping over the State at the time 
made it expedient to ask the committee which had the bill in 
charge to refer it to the next legislature. \Ve hope that the 
legislature of the corning winter will make the necessary apnro
priation for the establishment and running of the laboratory 
which we need so much. 

Help N ceded in a Diphtheriri Outbreak. 
It isn't a very creditable condition of things in this State when 

there are no facilities found for making the bacteriological test 
to determine whether the suspected case is or is not diphtheria. 
That appears to be the case this morning. Immediately upon 
receipt of your letter and specimen, I telephoned to Dr. Campbell 
of this town. He had no fresh tubes to send to you. I then 
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telephoned to Dr. Bessey of \Vatcrville. He was away on his 
vacation. Dr. \Vhittier of Howdoin College, I think, is away. 
I have written to Dr. C. D. Smith of Portland, but I am afraid 
he can not do the work for yon now. I have asked him to send 
you a tube for making the culture if he can do the work. It 
would not be much use to make an examination of the sample 
which you sent as it has been on the road over Sunday. By the 
time arrangements are made, you probably will not need to have 
the examination done. The fact that we haven't a bacterio
logical laboratory to help yon doctors and local boards of health 
is really disgraceful to the State. 

Bad Water. 
Help asked.--\Ve have just had a well drilled, and the water 

is not good. When first pumped, the water is as clear as crystal, 
but after it stands a half day it turns to a reddish color, then it 
becomes clear with the settling of the sediment. A greasy scum 
seems to rise to the top. Can you have the water analyzed for 
me? 

Answer.-! am sorry that it is impossible for me to have the 
sample of water analyzed for you. For the present, the State 
board of health has no facilities nor arrangements whatever 
for doing work of that kind. Tt is to be hoped that the next 
legislature will establish a laboratory so that bacteriological and 
chemical work of many different kinds can be clone for citizens 
of the State when quest;ons of health or healthfulness come up. 

I do not know, but from what yon say, I should guess that the 
trouble may be iron in the water which is soluble and invisible 
when the water is first drawn, but which, upon exposure to the 
air, becomes oxidized and falls as a sediment. The grease which 
you speak of upon the surface of the water, may it not possibly 
come from the galvanized iron pipe; \Vhen the water is drawn 
or flows through galvanized iron sometimes it has a very slight 
scum upon the surface after it stands some time. The scum is 
usually very light and filmy and might be mistaken for grease. 

Food Supplies. 
This Board has never published anything relating to the viola

tion of food laws for the reason that the laws of that kind in 
this State are of but little value, and there is no provision for 
any official inspection of foods and beverages. 
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Analysis of Water. 
I am desirous of obtaining an analysis of two samples of water 

which we have, they being of doubtful purity. Is service such 
as this rendered by tl!e State hoard of health? 

I should also like to learn the nature and effect a certain sub
stance has which appears each year in onr --- lake. About 
this time of year, perhaps a little edrlier, there is seen along shore 
myri~ds of little green globules or floating particles, slimy to 
touch, which float about in dense masses driven by the wind or 
current. One observer has called them a species of vegetable 
growth. 

Answer.-I am sorry that the State board of health is unable 
to have the analyses done for you. At the present time we have 
no facilities or arrangerrrt-nts whatever for doing work of that 
kind. We hope that the next legislature ,viii establish a labora
tory in which the many kinds of bacteriological and chemical 
work so frequently needed in the health interests of the people 
of the State may be clone without cost to them. 

The substance in --- lake of which you write is undoubt
edly some one of the fresh water alg;e. Some of the fresh water 
alga: have given considerable trouble to the public water sup
plies of some cities by growing in excessive quantities and after 
decomposing, communicating disagreeable odors and tastes to 
the water. The growth which you mention may or may not 
be of the kind of algx which have given trouble, and in your 
--- lake it probably has never occurred in objectionable 
quantities. If, in any subsequent year during warm weather the 
growth should be noticeable, I should he glad to receive a sample 
of it enclosed in a three or four ounce bottle and sent as promptly 
as possible after it has been cnllectecl. I may be able to identify 
it or at least tell you to which class of alg::e it belongs. 

Rcr1uest from Connectirnt for a,1 Analysis. A summer visitor 
in Maine. 
Anszccr.-[ regret very much that this Board is unable to have 

the analysis of the sample of water done for you. V.f e were able 
for quite a while to have some work clone in this direction. It 
was done in connection with the office and under my personal 
supervision, but the increase in the work of the office very often 
necessitated the keeping of applicants waiting a long while. 
This was, of course, unsatisfactory to them, and very much so 
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to me. vVe felt obliged, therefore, a year ago or more to dis
continue work of that kincl. The insufficiently er1nipped labora
tory has been dismantled. "\Ve hope that the next legislature 
will make an appropriation to establish a well equipped hygienic 
laboratory in the care of a director who may give his whole time 
to work of that kind. 

Lead Poisoning Feared, the n•atcr coming through a lead pipe. 
Answer.-The State board of health has now no facilities 

whatever for the examination of samples of water. I regret 
that we are unable to do the ,vork for yon. I hope that the next 
legislature may provide a laboratory for work of this kind. 

I would suggest that before taking any water for use, you 
pump out a pailful or two, and throw away, thus avoiding some 
of the clanger which may be possible,in the action of the water 
upon the lead pipe. 

Question of the Pollution cf a Ti>' ell. 
lf you can show that a well is polluted by a neighboring privy 

you may be sure that in the language of section 7, IV, page 3 of 
"Abstract of the He;ilth Laws," you have '·a condition which 
is detrimental to life and health." It therefore constitutes a 
nuisance against which local boards of health have authority to 
act. 

If, however, a case of this kiml should go to the court it might, 
without the help of a laboratory, be difficult for the local board 
of health to prove to the satisfaction of the court that the well 
was polutted by matter from the privy vault. I would, under 
our present circumstances advise all local boards of health to act 
rather cautiously if the owner of the well refuses to abate what 
the local board of health deems apparently a nuisance. 

POWERS A1'i"D DUTu:s OIi J.OC.\L DOc\lWS OF HEALTH. 

Organi:::ation and Records. 
Question.-After the appointment of our local board of health, 

we held a meeting of the board and made choice of one member 
as secretary which was recorded in the plantation records. Now, 
is that all that is necessary, or must we appoint one as chairman? 

Answer.-As secretary of your local board of health you 
should have some kiml of a blank book in which you can make 
your new records. You should choose a chairman as well as a 
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secretary. The chairman would, of course, be the presiding 
officer at your meetings, although you can of course, talk over 
and arrange matters informally at your meetings and can agree 
among yourselves as to what should he done, and it does not 
make much difference whether one of your memDers is a chair-

. man or not, hut to make the organization of your hoard strictly 
legal you should elect a chairman as well as a secretary, and 
record every election in your book as well as other actions which 
are taken by your boarrl, particnlarly those which are of much 
importance, or may possibly come up again in the future. 

To Chairman of Board of Select111e11. 
In answer to your in1uiry, I would say that under the provi

sions of sections 8 and 9, on page 3, of "Abstract of Health 
Laws," I think that a local board of health has authority to 
require disinfection without a certificate or a notification from 
the attending physician, and that under section 18, any local 
board of health may direct the destruction of articles which they 
feel sure have been exposed to infection. 

In regard to the exercise of this power of destroying articles, 
it should, of course, be exercised as infrequently as possible, and 
should be limited to those articles the destruction of which 
appears to be really necessary to gTtard against the danger of 
further infection. As I have understood the law, a town is 
under no obligation to pay for infected articles destroyed by 
order of a local board of health, although somewhat frequently, 
I think towns have, as a matter of equity, reimbursed the owners 
in part for the property thus destroyed. 

The mere fumigation with formaldehyde, with sulphur, or 
anything else will not suffice for the safe disinfection of all the 
articles usually found in infected houses, and in the rooms which 
have been occupied by infectious persons. \Vith the proper 
facilities for disinfecting work, it is rarely necessary to destroy 
articles, but, unfortunately, in some towns local boards of health 
are not provided as they should be with the means for disin
fecting. 

I think that under the par::igraph of the law at the bottom of 
page 2, of "Abstract of the Health Laws," you will see that 
local boards of he2Jth have ample authority to furnish medical 
treatment and care for persons sick with such diseases, who 
cannot otherwise be provided for. I presume that if the fami-



lies th11s provided for are amply able to pay for the services of 
a nurse, they may, and shonlcl bf, required to clo so. 

Pay of Local Boards. 
Answering your inq11iries, I would say that the law does not 

state what compensation shall he paid to members of local boards 
of health but in most towns they receive a pa diem compensa
tion which is usually the same as that which is received by the 
municipal officers. That is $r.50 in most of the towns, I think. 
If I were in your place, T wo111d make out an itemized bill for 
services and present it to th'e nrnnicipal officers. 

Assistance to Quara11ti11ed Families. 
As regards the authority of a local hoard nf health to render 

assistance to a quarantined family, I would say that your local 
board of health can fnrnish medical treatment and care for 
persons sick with infrctious diseases who cannot otherwise be 
provided for. During their quarantine, if the family is in want 
of provisions your local hoard of health can furnish such neces
saries as you deem it necessary to supply them, at the expense 
of the town. 

If the members of the family are already paupers, I presume 
the proper method of supplying them would be by notifying the 
overseers of the poor, although in cases of that kind, I presume 
your local board would have ample authority to fnrnish supplies 
if they do not come promptly, or when they arc needed. 

Furnishing Diphtheria A11tito.ri11. 
There is no explicit pnwision in the law for paying the 

expenses of using antitoxin; bnt under the provisions of section 
7, paragraph Ill, page 2, of "Abstract of the Health Laws," 
local boards of health may authorize the attending physician to 
furnish diphtheria antitoxin to families who cannot themselves 
pay for it, ancl rather than to have children clie for the want of it, 
every local board of health should, I think, order it to be used 
at the expense of the town for those "who cannot otherwise be 
provided for," as the law states it. 

The Breaking oi Q11ara11tine, etc. 
The secretary of a local board of health writes that at the encl 

of two weeks from the tinw the children were taken with scarlet 
fever, the parents claimed the rig·ht to send them to school or to 
send thfm anywhere elsr~. This family hacl bcfn very stubborn. 
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A young man also claimed that he had a right to go to school 
directly from a house in which there had been cases of scarlet 
fever. 

Answer.-Replying to the questions of yonrs of April 3, I 
would say that your local board of health has ample authority 
under section 14, page 4 of "Abstract of the Health Laws," and 
under the general definition of the powers and duties of local 
boards of health in section 7, IIT, page 2, to give orders in any 
of the matters in regard to which you write, and to enforce 
obedience. 

After the period of clesqmimation is completed pupils may be 
readmitted to the schoob at any time cleemecl proper by the local 
board, and not before then, and before re-admission, pupils and 
parents must observe the precautions in the way of disinfection 
and otherwise which may be re<]uirecl by yonr local board. 

After a child has ceased peeling he can be aclmitted to the 
schools at any time after a thorough and trnstworth_v disinfec
tion has been clone, and there are no further sources of infection 
to which he is exposed. But the period of desquamation is not 
usually fully ended when the parents think it is. The only safe 
rule is to wait until the palms of the hands and the soles of the 
feet are smoothed off. These are the parts where the process 
of peeling is rnrnpleted later than elsewhere. 

If that young man is nnreasonable or stubborn, and does any
thing to endanger the public, simply get out a warrant, and bring 
him before a trial justice. As I unclerstancl, you have not yet 
released him from quarantine, or, at least., not fully released him. 
He is bound to abide by your decision as to when it will be safe 
for the school to have him re-enter it. The period of incuba
tion of scarlet fever, that is, from the time the person is exposed 
to infection ( the last opportunity) until they come clown with 
the disease if they are going to, need not be considered longer 
than seven or eight clays. See Circular 53. 

Disinfection. 
As to the power of the local board of health to enter houses 

for the purpose of disinfecting or supervising the disinfection, 
I would say that it is hardly worth while to raise that question 
for the law provides that the disinfection shall be clone to g1e 
satisfaction of the health officer or board of health. Section 8. 
If you clo not know just how the disinfection has been clone you 



cannot very well be satisfied that it has been done efficiently. 
The best way for the local hoarcl of health to assure itself that 
the disinfection has been trnstworthy is to have the work super
vised either by a member of the local board of health, or by some 
person who knows how the work sho11lcl be clone, and ,vho can 
furnish the local b,1ard with the required g11arantee. 

Acceptance of Ph31sicia11s' Reports. 
If a physi,:ian reports a case of infectious disease to your 

board it is best for your boarcl to assume that the report is made 
in good faith, and that there is no need of calling another ph~·si
cian to verify the diagnosis. The doing of that wo11ld be offen
sive to the fir,:t physician, and there would be trouble at once. 

The law provides that a physician shall make his report to the 
secretary of a local board of health or to the health officer \\·hen 
there is a health officer. In most towns there is no health officer. 
If you have an underst:mding between the different members of 
your board that each member shall either forward immediately 
to the secretary the notifications, or that each member shall look 
after the matters in his own quarter of the town, it is hardly 
worth while to quarrel with the physician if he notifies some 
other member than the secretarv. I would, ho·wever, advise you 
to arrange it so that it would he most convenient for you, and 
if you require physicians to report direct! _v to the secretary, ask 
them to do so. 

Quaranti112 against a 1\i ciglzl:oring '/o,c 111. 

I am not stire that vour local hoard of health would have 
authority to quarantine against a neig-hboring town, or to pro
hibit the holding of pnblic clances in your town. Although the 
law is not explicit on that point, my opinion would be that if 
your local board of health deemed it necessary for the protection 
of your town against a clang-ero11s disease to do so, that tho 
courts would uphold yon if the case shonld come to the courts. 
I do not, however, d1cem it advisable for one town to (]Uarantine 
against another, unless the neighboring town fails very plainly 
to do its duty in preventing the ~preacl of the infection, and the 
local board of the first town has good grounds for believing a 
quarantine to be very necessary. 

If you are quite sure that infectious persons come to the dance 
from the neighboring town, Your local board of health can forbid 
such attendance from the neighboring town, and then if you 
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have good reason to believe that infectious persons come, isolate 
or quarantine such persons, aml order the owner of the hall in 
which the dance is held to disinfect very thoroughly and to the 
satisfaction of your local board. See paragraph 3 of section 7, 
and sections 8 and 9 on pages 2 and 3 of "Abstract of the Health 
Laws." 

Kindly let me know what town you refer to so that I can see 
wh.ether they have reported to this office. If necessary, I will 
call for a report from them as to what they are doing. 

Closure of Schools and Ch1trches. 

I am glad that you are doing your utmost to stamp out the 
outbreak of scarlet fever. In regard to the legal authority in 
the hands of your board, I would say that it is ample for any 
emergency which you woulcl be likely to have. 

The power to close schools and churches is not expressly 
stated in the act which defines the powers and duties of local 
boards of health, and so far as I know, no court has given a 
decision on this point. 

\'7hen it is deemed necessary to close the schools temporarily 
on account of the presence of infectious diseases, it is better to 
confer with the school officers in regard to this matter. They 
have full authority to close them when they deem it necessary. 
Schools are often closed when there is no real necessity for it. 
Sometimes when there has probahly been a large number of 
pupils exposed to infection, it is well to close them for a period 
equaling that of the incubation of the disease in question. A 
week usually covers the period of incubation for both scarlet 
fever and diphtheria. The most efficient means of excluding 
infection from the schools is the prompt exclusion and quaran
tine of all infectious pupils. Proceed as is provided in sections 
19 and 20 on page 5 of "Abstract of the Health Laws." 

DESTRCTC'OON OF PROPERTY. 

To a Local Board. 

I write this to caution your local board of health not to order 
the destruction of property of any kind unless there is a real need 
of it, for the reason that if the town does not pay the bills, the 
owner of the property does not feel very well about it, and some
times when the town pays it many people are dissatisfied at the 
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cost to the tmvn. Just so far as it is possible to disinfect articles 
in a trustworthy manner the_v should be disinfected and not 
burned. All 0£ the articles of this kind can be disinfected 
efficiently if the local board has the appliances for the work. 
A portable steam disinfector such as is described on page 6 of 
Circular 68 would do the work well and would cost not more 
than one-fifth of what Mr. ---·- says was the value of his 
personal effects which were destroyed. Of course, under some 
circumstances it may be cheaper to burn some things which are 
almost worthless thar: to disinfect them, and the owner is better 
off without them than to have them about when there is clanger 
that they have not been thoroughly disinfected. 

Towns are not obliged to reimburse persons for the destruction 
of property clestroyecl by order of local boards of health. 

Smallpox House. 
Do not of your own act or the act of your board apply the 

torch to anybody's house, even if it is extremely clilapiclatecl ancl 
apparently worthless. If the house belongs to the town do not 
burn it, unless the municipal officers distinctly authorize you to 
do so. If the house is loose and full of cracks and holes it per
haps would be impossible to disinfect it thoroughly with formal
dehyde or in any other way. If the municipal officers think the 
building is of value, board it up so that no person may enter it, 
and disinfect it again when it comes warm weather. The dis
infection then would be much more efficient than if clone in cold 
weather. If then you wish for instructions how to disinfect it, 
I wili write to you again. 

A Fi:th31 Dilapidated H 011se. 
It was asked whether the local board of health should burn 

a house which was apparently worthless, and in which a man 
died of c::mcer some years ago. He was taken out, ancl the house 
was left just as it was with all of the soiled bedding ancl other 
articles. 

Ans,cer.-Answering your enquiries I would say first, do not 
burn the house. If the house is of but little value and it is 
deemed best to burn it let the burning be done by the owner or 
owners, or with the written consent of the owners. If any 
reimbursement is to be paid have a very plain understanding 
with the municipal of-Geers what they are to pay. 
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If the house is of little or no value you can work under sec
tions 8 and 9, on page 3 of "Abstract of the Health Laws." You 
can prescribe a method of disinfection and cleansing which you 
may deem necessary and deem sufficient to put the house into 
a condition so that it may again be inhabited. This process of 
disinfection might cost more than the real value of the house 
so that the owners would prefer to burn it. 

If the owners think that it is of value and refuse to burn it 
and fail to disinfect it in accordance with the instructions of 
the local board of health, yon can proceed under section 21, on 
page 6 of "Abstract of the Health Laws," and if you deem it 
best to do so, you can explain to the owner or owners that if 
the house remains in a filthy condition and unfit to be occupied 
as a dwelling place, that your board will be compelled to have 
it remain vacant. 

The advice of the State board of health to local boards has 
always been to avoid the clestrnction of any articles or any 
property which may be of valne, or which the owners deem 
of value. 

QUARAN'TIKt. 

Establishing and Raising Quarantine. 
The secretary of a local board of health, referring to the fact 

that Form 7, for weekly reports for infectious diseases, calls for 
the number who have recovered and the number who have died, 
states that the physicians did not report these facts to him, and 
consequently he is unable to report them to the central office. 

Ansu•cr.-Answering yonr questions I would say that when 
a case of infectious disease,--smallpox, scarlet fever, or diph
theria, for instance,-is reported to your local board of health 
if it is quarantined, as it should be, the quarantine is placed by 
your local board of health. Nobody else has any authority to 
quarantine and nobody else has any authority to raise the quar
antine. Consequently, if the work is clone as it should be you 
cannot fail to know when the person with an infectious disease 
has fully recovered, has been disinfected, and has been dis
charged from quarantine. 

You should insist upon the quarantine of these infectious 
cases, that the quarantine be carried out under the authority 
and in accordance with the directions of your local board of 
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health, and that it is not raised until your local board or you as 
the executive officer have given your permit to have it clone. 
If any difficulty, or any points in which there is doubt come up, 
I should be glad to hear from you. 

In cases of typhoid fever an absolute quarantine and the 
placarding of the houses has not thus far been advised by the 
State board, and consequently yon may have more difficulty in 
knowing when the sickness has terminated. The proper course 
to pursue with cases of typhoid fever is shown in Circulars 46 
and 53. 

Length of Quarantine, etc. 
Among other questions, a householder asks: How long must 

a family be kept in quarantine after being fumigated? 
Answer.-I answer your enquiry by sending the following 

copy of a letter recently written in answer to an identical 
question. 

"After a house has been quarantined or placed in isolation 
on account of cases of infectious diseases within it, suspected 
cases, or on account of infection which may develop cases, the 
persons who are in the house must obey quarantine rules and 
regulations until the quarantine is raised, irrespective of dis
infection, or fumigation, as you call it. 

"Sometimes when persons, or rooms, or clothing have been 
exposed to infection, the local board of health might deem it 
best to have the disinfection clone at once. In that way, by 
removing the infection, the persons in the house would be less 
likely to contract the disease. 1n some of these cases the local 
board might deem it necessary to keep the suspected persons 
under quarantine, or under partial quarantine, or under observa
tion until they assured themselves that there is no danger of 
their taking the disease. 

"Of course, with no statement from you in regard to the 
conditions or circumstances in your case, I am unable to give 
you any definite answer. The best way will be for you to confer 
with your health officer in regard to what is really necessary for 
you to do. It is altogether unlikely that he would wish to keep 
you under quarantine a clay longer than his local board deems 
absolutely necessary." 

Quarantine and Disputed Diagnosis. 
Question.-A man who kept a country store and lived on the 

floor above the store, had a disease in his family which was 
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reported by the attending physician as scarlet fever, but which 
had been called measles hy another physician. The householder 
wrote to the secretary of the State board of health about the 
matter. 

Answer.-Whether the case in your house is scarlet fever or 
measles, the local board of health has authority to make such 
arrangements regarding the isolation of the patient and of the 
household as may be deemed necessary to prevent the spread 
of infection. Even if there has been considerable running in 
and out of your house, there ·was no good reason for permitting 
the chance for the spread of infection to continue. 

I am, however, sorry to have the quarantine or isolation 
arrangement any more severe than is ahsolutely necessary. It 
is a part of the policy of the State board to advise local boards 
of health to make quan111tine, when it is necessary to establish 
quarantine, just as little troublesome as is compatible with the 
safety of the public. 

I have written to l\lr. ----, asking him whether some 
arrangements may not be made so that yon may carry on the 
business in your store. It may be deemed safe to make some 
such arrangement for yon, but the local board must be the 
judges in the matter. 

Under the present circumstances regarding the clanger from 
smallpox in this part of the State, I should not be justified in 
coming to your place as you request. 

Quarantine of Suspected Cases. 
To a Health Offirer.-The authority of a local board of health 

to quarantine cases temporarily when they are suspected to have 
an infectious disease, or when it is suspected that they have 
been exposed to infection is perhaps not distinctly defined in 
the law, but I have no doubt that when local boards of health 
believe that persons either have a dangerous infectious disease 
or have been exposed to the infection of such a disease, it may 
take such reasonable precautionary measures, including quar
antine temporarily at least, which may be deemed necessary to 
guard the public against clanger. 

I think that authority to do this may be found in section 7, 
III., page 2, of "Abstract of the Health Laws": "To guard 
against the introductirm of contagions and infectious diseases, 
by the exercise of proper and vigilant medical inspection and 



control of all persom and things coming within the limits of 
its jurisdiction from infected places, or ,l'lzich for any cause 
arc liable to comm1t!licate contagion." 

Searl ct F cucr. 
Qucstion.-\Vill you ki11clly inform me whether a man whose 

house is quarantined for scarlet fever is allowed to attend to 
his usual duties, such as ,.vaiting on customers in a store, or 
whether he must remain in his house? 

Answcr.-The instrnctions which have repeatedly been given 
by the State board of health to local boards, are that the first 
consideration shall be the protection of the pnblic, and that the 
next shall be that the persons quarantined shall be incon
venienced just as little as is compatible with public safety. If a 
man in whose family there is a case of scarlet fever lives upon 
a farm, he may, of course, receive permission to attend to his 
own work upon his own premises, meanwhile not visiting other 
houses so as to endanger other persons. 

If, on the other hand, the head of the family in which there 
are cases of scarlet fever works in a factory, is a school teacher, 
a postmaster, or a merchant, so that his vocation would bring 
him into association ,vith many other people, he cannot, of 
course, safely be given so much liberty. If, however, a mer
chant whose house is infected, will undergo a thorough dis
infection, and then put on clothing which is not possibly infected, 
then board temporarily somewhere else rather than in his own 
home, he could be allmvecl to attend to his duties ·at his store. 

XGISAXCE;S. 

Nuisances from Fish Offal. 
A complaint came from one of the coast towns that the offal 

of the ---- Fish Co. is dumped from their wharves into 
the harbor, and that, at low water, a very had odor is the result 
and that there is clanger of creating sickness. The local board 
was asked to investigate and to report. 

The local board of health confirmed the fact of the clumping 
of the offal into the harbor, bnt was in some doubt as to their 
jurisdiction in the case. 

Answcr.-I cannot give vou ·my specific directions in regard 
to how you should deal with that complaint against the ----
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Fish Co., further than to remind you that it is the duty of your 
local board to determine, in the first place, whether in its opinion 
a nuisance exists, and, in the next place, to determine whether 
the nuisance, if one exi:-ts, is such as comes within the juris
diction of a local board of health. Turning to paragraph IV. 
on page 3 of "Abstract of the Health Laws," and to section 16 
on page I I, you will see that those nuisances which come under 
the authority of local boards of health are such as are "danger
ous to life and health," "detrimental to life and health," or such 
as come from "sources of filth or other cause of sickness found 
on private property." Your action or non-action in the case 
should depend upon whether the condition complained of 
endangers the public or individuals. If the nuisance does not 
fall within tbe class to which I have referred, your board does 
not, of course, wish to commit itself by taking action in the 
matter. 

It seems to me that the practice of the ---- Fish Co. in 
clumping the fish offal into the water is faulty and not to be 
commended. Could they not make arrangements for having it 
carted away and disposed of in a compost heap? The product 
would be valuable for agriculturnl purposes, and I should think 
that some of the farmers and gardeners in the locality would 
be very glad to have it and to bear a part of the expense and 
trouble in disposing of it in that way. I would suggest that you 
confer with the company abcmt the matter, and see whether some 
such arrangement could not he made. 

Fish as a .f ertili:?:er. 
Qucstion.-There is a farmer here who hauls decaying fish 

from a wholesale fish market in Bangor and spreads it upon the 
fields. The stench is sometimes horrible and several of the 
neighbors have made a complaint to him, also to the local board 
of health. The nearest family have had a case of sickness within 
a fe,v days which the doctor says is typhoid fever. 

Anszt·er.-Fish hauled out, as you state in considerable quan
tities, upon land near dwelling houses constitutes a nuisance 
such as would be detrimental to the health of persons living 
near the field upon which the fish is spread and thus coming 
within the jurisdiction of your local board of health. Serve 
upon the person who is at fault a written notice by filling out 
Blank ma. If he does not then, within the time which you give 

4 
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him, plough under or otherwise render inoffensive the material 
which causes the nuisance, consult a lawyer in regard to the 
exact steps which you shall take,-whether it is best in your 
particular case to proceed uncler section 26 on page 7 of the 
"Abstract of the Health Laws," or under section 16 on page I I. 

If yon cannot get legal advice near home, let me know. 

rVrittcn Complaint. 
Qucstion.--The local hoard of health say that they cannot act 

upon a nuisance until they receive a written official complaint. 
\\'ill you please tell me whether such written complaint is neces
sary to enable the local board of health to act? (The question 
related to a nuisance ,Yhich was supposed to have had something 
to do with a serious outbreak of diphtheria.) 

Answcr.-\Vhenever a local board of health has knowledge 
of a nuisance or condition which is detrimental to health in its 
town, it is its duty to act and to cause the removal of the nuisance 
if practicable, irrespective of how it comes in possession of the 
knowledge that such conditions exist. It need not, and should 
not wait until they receive a written complaint, or any com
plaint. In several cities a sanitary inspector is at the service 
of the local board, and it is the duty of the sanitary inspector 
to be on the iookout continually for nuisances and to order their 
abatement. That is the arrangement in this city. In many 
towns, and I think the most of them, the local board of health 
proceeds to arrange for the abatement of the nuisance without 
awaiting a written or formai complaint. 

Do not, however, place too great an emphasis upon local con
ditions, so much so as to overlook the fact that diphtheria is 
almost always due to infection transmitted directly or indirectly 
from one person to another, irrespective of the surroundings 
or sanitary conditions, and that although unfavorable sanitary 
conditions probably do act to some extent as an auxiliary in the 
causation of outbreaks oi diphtheria, the infection is the one 
indispensable cause. I smd a copy of this letter to your local 
board of health. 

To a Citizen. 
A complaint was made that the drainage from a neighbor's 

lot rendered his cellar unfit for the keeping of vegetables or 
other food suppiies. 
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Ans,uer.-The matter about ,vhich you ,vrote to this office 
some time ago has been referred to your local board of health. 
If the nuisance is one which affects only the value of your cellar 
for keeping vegetables, the local board of health has no juris
diction in the rnattC'r, bnt if the drainage from these places into 
your cellar creates a condition which is prejudicial to the life or 
health of your family, your local board of health have authority 
to order the abatement of the nuisance. 

School Nuisance. 
At our annual l\farch meeting, it was voted to move the out

buildings nearer to the school building. They are now only 
twenty-seven feet from the back corner of the school-house. 
One member of our school committee wants them attached to 
the wood-shed which would bring them about seven or eight 
feet from the school-honse. I think it ought not to be clone, 
and I would like your opinion on the matter. 

Answer.-If the school privy is about twenty-seven feet from 
the back corner of the school-house, it should be moved farther 
away instead of nearer. If moved nearer., it would become a 
serious and dangerous nuisance. That I know would be the 
advice which would be given by the educational department as 
well as by this office. 

Personal Uncleanliness. 
Between the towns of ---- and ---- there is an 

island in the ---- River upon which lives a lone woman. 
She is said to live in a filthy condition. Complaint has been 
made to the board of health that she is a nuisance and the 
selectmen have requested us to look into the matter. There are 
only two places on the main land at which she visits and one 
of them calls her a nuisance. I would be pleased to receive any 
advice or instructions ft om you as I do not know how to act. 

Answer.-From what you write, I should judge that that 
woman who lives upon the island docs not constitute a nuisance 
such as local boards of health have authority to suppress. 

If she is probably sane, and not destitute and suffering, and 
is not living and acting in violation of the laws of the State, I 
do not know that there is any good reason for any authority or 
officer to take action in her case. If she is suffering on account 
of destitution, and it can be shown that she is a resident of 



--- or ----, it would be the duty of the selectmen to • 
take action in her case, or if she is insane action should be taken. 
I would advise your local board to take no action in the matter. 
Lack of Drainage. 

Qucstion.-I have built here and it seems I cannot get drain
age for my cellar. There is one and one-half feet of ,vater in 
my cellar z.nd the man owning the land through which I should 
have to cross wiil not let me do so. I have tried to buy a right, 
but he will not sell. The local board of health does not know 
what to do. Have I got to live over that water? 

Answer by Mr. Jordan.-I am 111 receipt of your letter in 
regard to the trouble that l\fr. ---- has in regard to water 
in his cellar. 

In a city adjoinmg owners 0bject to creating an easement of 
drainage across their land bt1t good neighbors do so subject to 
being revoked or changed when other opportunities occur, or 
conditions of building on the adjoining lot require it. 

In the country a neighbor would rarely have a good reason 
not to accommodate in such a matter but he is not obliged to. 

If there is a highway in front of him he might dig to it and 
then dig right or left until he got belmv his cellar in a highway 
gutter. If this is not possible he should cement around the out
side of his house and try to keep the water from getting into 
his cellar. All storm water has a right to run off on the natural 
slope of the land. His only other method is to fill his cellar to 
the level that water stands and if he wants more cellar depth 
he must raise his house. If there is an opportunity to drain 
through by means of a drain in the street gutter, the selectmen 
and board of health ought to co-operate but it can be lessened 
a great deal by proper grading around the house. I an1 sorry 
for Mr.----

A Sewerage System Needed. 
We need a system of sewerage for our town. Some of our 

streets are suffering now from the sink-spout curse and we want 
to know how to remedy the evil. 

Answer.-Referring to your letters of May 23 and l\Iay 25, 
I would say that your local board of health has no authority to 
build sewers or drains for your town. You can, of course, use 
your influence with the to,vn and municipal officers to have 
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sewers built whenever such work is deemed necessary by your 
board. 

The best way for your town to do will be to engage a com
petent engineer to lay out a system of sewerage for your village. 
The plan of it need be only a simple and not expensive one, and 
by taking care of the surface ·water upon the surface, letting it 
flow as it has hitherto, or through cobblestone or other surface 
gutters. An engineer who has had experience in this kind of 
,vork can tell you pretty accurately the cost of excavating and 
back filling, and after von have determined the size of the pipes 
required and the length of the lines, you can determine the cost 
of the sewer pipe after obtaining a copy of the catalogue of the 
Portland Stoneware Company, Portland, Maine. 

I enclose two copies of the Sanitary Inspector which will be 
of use to you. If you think that I can aid you any further, 
please let me know. 

Building a Se7x•er Past a Well. 
Qucstion.--It is propos~d to put a sewer from a house to the 

main sewer to drain two water-closets in a double tenement 
house. It is intended to run the se,ver within seventeen feet of 
a well about twenty feet deep from which twenty or more fami
lies get their water supply. \Vill yon kindly advise what kind 
of pipe is the safest to use? 

A 11s·wer.-The proposed sewer runs so near the well that 
unless it is dug through impermeable clay the well would be 
sure to be polluted sooner or later. The nearness or remoteness 
of the time of pollution depends upon the character of the 
ground. Glazed sewer pipe, even if carefully cemented, would 
not be safe for the portion of the sewer near the well. I should 
say that from 50 to 100 feet of thf' pipe should be cast iron, put 
together carefully with leaded joints. One hundred feet would 
be better than 50 feet, particularly if the ground near the well 
is quite permeable. If only 50 feet of iron pipe are put in, 
another 50 feet of glazed pipe on either side of it should be 
very carefully cemented. 

N11isances for Want of S e7!1c?r. 
Local boards of health are not authorized to build or repair 

drains or sewers. That matter lies wholly with the municipal 
officers. 
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A local board of health may perhaps have authority to forbid 
a householder to nm his sewage into a street gutter or an open 
drain so as to produce a nuisance, but when a city refuses to 
construct a proper sewer for the receipt of the sewage, a local 
health officer, who is a servant of his municipality, might in 
some cases find it hard to order the abatement of such a nuisance 
when the city does not make it practicable or reasonably easy 
to abate it. I will write to Dr. ---- about the matter, and 
I would advise you and others who think as you do to lay the 
matter properly before your city government. 

Can One Member of Board Act .:-1lone? 
Answer.-In the abatement of a nuisance, the secretary of a 

board can send the preliminary notice on Form ro, signed only 
by himself; or he can, if he chooses to be less formal, have a 
neighborly talk with the offender. If, however, obstinacy is 
shown, and a second notice is sent out, Form roa should be 
used, and should be signed by at least two members of the board. 

Sewage Nuisance. 
Your sewage nuisance may give yon some difficulty unless the 

town will put in a public sewer. If yon have notified the per
sons who are at fault, using preferably Form ma signed by at 
least two of the memhers of your local board of health, and they 
fail to abate the nuisance within the time given them you can 
take action against them as the iaw provides. If, however, there 
is no practicable way in which they can ahate their nuisances, 
local boards of health usually hesitate in demanding that citizens 
shall do that which it is impossible for them to do. 

DISINFEC1'10K. 

Who Shall Disinfect? 
Answer.-As regards disinfection, the practice is somewhat 

different in different towns. In a few of the towns, all of the 
work of disinfection, done by local boards of health, is done 
free to the householders of the infected premises, and at the 
expense of the town. In other towns, those persons ,vho are 
able to pay the cost of the <lisinfection are required to do so, 
and the town bears the expense of 1.he disinfection for those 
families who are unable to pay. I would refer you to sections 
8 and 9, on page 3 of "Abstract of the Health Laws." Yon will 
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there see that the local board of health may at its option notify 
either the owner of the premises, his agent, or the occupier of 
a house to cleanse and disinfect, and this must be to the satis
faction of the health officer or board of health. You will 
further notice that section 9 provides the course which you may 
take in case a person refuses to flo the disinfection, or to have 
it done as may be required by the local board. Hoping that I 
have satisfactorily answered vour inquiries, I remain, etc. 

Spraying in Formaldehyde Disinfection. 
Many of the sprinklers for using formaldehyde are nothing 

more than playthings. They are of no practical worth in dis
infecting on a large scale, as in the disinfection of rooms. I 
know nothing about the Red Cross Disinfector except what is 
told in a circular which I have recently received from Johnson 
& Johnson, the manufacturers. The evidence presented by the 
few testimonies which they send, should be taken with much 
caution. In referring to a practical test they fail to mention 
the name of that competent bacteriological authority. I should 
be afraid that their Liste1 Fumigator, as they call it, is good 
for nothing, and I think that that is the only safe stand to take 
until more satisfactorv testimony is produced to lead us to think 
otherwise. 

Other methods of using formaldehyde in the solid form have 
been shown to be efficient on a small scale, but the cost of formal
dehyde in this form has been too great to use it in sufficient 
quantity for the general work of disinfection such as is fre
quently presented to local boards of health. 

Formaldehyde. 
Since writing my hurried letter to you circumstances have 

rendered it impossible for me to re-examine your letter. I think 
that you had very full instructions in the circulars which I sent 
you, but I answer some points in your letter which may perhaps 
be helpful to you. 

Formaldehyde is much more effective than sulphur disin
fection, but this board has never claimed for it anything more 
than that it is an efficient disinfectant for surfaces. It will not 
penetrate deeply into fabrics in ordinary room disinfection. The 
clothing, bedding, rugs, arnl carpets should be removed, and 
disinfected otherwise-in accordance with the instructions in 
Circulars 45 and 68. 



This board recommends the nse of fonnalclehycle solution. 
It is now much cheaper than it was when Circular 68 was issued. 
Disinfection with formaldehyde solution is rather more trust
worthy and otherwise preferable to that with wood alcohol. 

The personal disinfection of patients may he clone by washing 
the hair and the body ,vith a solution of carbolic acid-our 
Solution I, or with Solution 6, not full strength. For washing 
the whole body fifteen grains ( one quarter dram) wonlcl be 
strong enough. The corrosive sublimate of Solution 6 should 
be handled only by carefol persons. 

Formaldehyde solution is nnt poisonous unless it is swallowed. 
It is very irritating at the time to the eyes and mouth, but there 
is no clanger in breathing all that a person would be likely to 
breathe. 

The final disinfo:tion in connection with cases of scarlet fever 
should not take plact until the period of clesquamation or peel
ing is entirely through. 

School-houses. 
In reply to yours of yesterday, I would say that the best form 

of formaldehyde gent:rator which is probably available to you 
is what Professor Robin son calls the "Bowdoin Vaporizer." 
The 40 per cent. formaldehyde solution is used in it. Formerly 
when formaldehyde solution (formalin) was so high it could 
not well be used as a general disinfectant, but now the price is 
clown to 30 cents retail, and may ,veil be used in the general 
disinfecting work which local boards of health may be called 
upon to do. 

I do not, however, believe it is necessary for you to get a 
generator for the disinfection of the schoolroom. The best and 
surest way in disinfecting it wonlcl be to scrub the floors with 
a disinfecting solution, either Solution 6 or 7. Personally, 
I should prefer Solution 7, applied rapidly with a long handled 
mop so that the solution will soak well into the cracks and 
crevices of the floor. In addition to this I would, with a wet 
cloth di!Jpecl in the disinfecting solution and wrung out slightly, 
wipe or wash thoroughly the furniture that was occupied by the 
infectious pupil, or, ii yon deem it best, have all of the furniture 
m the room, particularly all horizontal surfaces wiped with a 
disinfecting solution. In short, for the room follow out the line 
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of disinfection which is indicated in the paragraph numbered 2 

on page 9 of Circular 68. 
I have made arrangements with Bowditch and VI ebster, of 

Augusta, and with the East Side Pharmacy, Bangor, to keep 
formaldehyde solution and sell it at 30 cents a pound, and I 
shall make arrangements as soon as possible with druggists at a 
few more central points in the State. I am very glad that you 
have taken the action which yon have. Your advice to those 
few other pupils who had been specially exposed to the infection, 
to receive immunizing doses of antitoxin, was good. I hope, 
however, that the need of that need not occur. 

Cistern. 
A correspondent asks how he shall disinfect a cistern and 

suggests the use of charcoal for that purpose suspended in a 
bag in the water. He also asks whether breaking the surface 
of the water with a pole will tend to purify the water by 
aerating it. 

A11szcer.-lf I were to use anything for the disinfection of a 
cistern I should use milk-of-lime, preparing the lime just as you 
would for whitewashing, and flushing and scrubbing the interior 
of the cistern with a Lug<' quantity of it. Of course you would 
need quite a large qnantity,---half a barrel or so, after you had 
previously emptied and cleanecl out the cistern as well as possible. 

The value of charcoal for the purpose mentioned by you is so 
slight that I should not deem it worth using. 

From some cisterns when they are full there is always a trans
uclation outward from them into the surrounding soil, but, on the 
other hand, when the water is very low in them, the transudation 
through the walls of the cistern is from the ground into the 
cistern. I ,vould suggest whether you think there is any possi
bility of this having occurred in your cistern? You make no 
statement ;n regard to whether the cistern is well above the sur
face of the ground or below. 

The breaking of the surface of the water with a pole would 
have so slight an effect in aerating it that it is not worth while 
doing it. It would, on the other hand, serve to stir np any mate
rial which has settled to the bottom. Sedimentation is quite an 
important factor in the purification of water. Of course, some 
of the materials are soluble, but bacteria and all other matter in 
the solid form obey the laws of gravitation. 
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Cistern water, upon tlw whole, if we can be folly assured that 
there is no transuclation through the walls of the cistern from 
polluted ground, is probably less likely to communicate typhoid 
fever or other water-borne diseases than is well water. But it 
is not advisable to use either cistern water or well water when 
they have a bad odor or bad taste. 

School-books. 
In the case of the infected school-books and other school mate

rial, I would advise you to burn only those few books which are 
known to have been used hy infectious pupils. The rest you can 
disinfect in the following way: 

Fit up shelves in a perfectly air-tight closet or large dry-goods 
box made air-tight by pasting up the corners and all cracks with 
brown paper. Then stand the books up on end so that the 
covers and leaves are spread open as much as possible. Then 
upon an old sheet or some other absorbent material in the bottom 
of the box, pour solution of formaldehyde ( the strong 40% solu
tion, full strength), a quantity equaling one fluid ounce to each 
cubic foot of space. There are sixteen fluid ounces in a pint. 

Then immediately close the closet or box, paste it up tightly 
and leave the books exposed to the fumes of the formaldehyde 
four or five hours at least. Y 011 could, however, do the work 
more rapidly and more efficiently if you owned a formaldehyde 
generator. If you had one, you could nm the tube extending 
from the generator through the keyhole or knob-hole of the 
closet door or through· a hole bored through the side of the box, 
and send a sufficient quantity of the formaldehyde in for the 
disinfection of the books. 

A good formaldehyde generator is that devised by Professor 
Novy, manufactured by Parke, Davis & Cumpany of Detroit, 
Michigan. Your town should own one and have it in charge 
of your local board of health. Formaldehyde may be obtained 
of any of the druggists whose names are given upon the slip 
which I herewith enclose. 

To feel sure that the work of disinfection has been thorough, 
the books should be put in a small enclosed space so that you can 
give them an extra large ,1ose of the formaldehyde. 

A Schoolroom .. 
For the disinfection of the schoolroom, scrub up very thor

oughly all surfaces with solution 6 or solution 7. Simply brush-
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jng the dust from the ceiling and the upper part of the walls with 
a damp broom, or a dampened cloth tied over a broom will 
suffice. But the lower part of the walls and all other surfaces 
should be washed with a disinfecting solution. If you can get 
the formaldehyde solution-solution 7 will be safer for non
professional persons to handle than solution 6, although there 
would be no danger in using the latter save from accidentally 
swallowing it. 

After you have done all this, the disinfection of the room with 
formaldehyde gas might be used, but if the scrubbing up of all 
surfaces has been thorough, particularly of floors and desks, the 
<lisinfection with formaldehyde gas may be omitted. 

In doing the preliminary s,veeping or disinfection, it should 
be done in the clamp way by scattering a plentiful quantity of 
dampened sawdusc over the floor, and then sweeping. 

A Fur Coat. 
Dr. Smith of Portland, just telephoned to me in regard to the 

for coat which is infected. We think there will be no difficulty 
whatever in thoroughly disinfecting it by putting it into a tight 
box, sprinkling it thoroughly with formaldehyde solution-the 
40 per cent. solution, foll strength- and then closing it up tightly 
for at least twenty-four hours. 

Figure out how many cubic :feet there are in the box which 
_you are to use, and the!, use ahout two ounces for each cubic 
foot. Be all ready to close the box quickly, then pour the 
formaldehyde in and shut the box up. It would be well to paste 
all the corners of the box and all cracks with strips of paper so 
as to make it as nearly air-tight as possible. 

Rooms. 
After sorting out the clothing, heckling, and other things that 

were in the sickroom, as is advised in Circular 45, and scrubbing 
up the floor and other snrfaces with a disinfecting solution, solu
tion 6 or 7, you can complete the process of disinfection by spray
fog formaldehyde upo11_ sheets--the so-called Chicago method. 
From a line strung across the room to be disinfected, suspend 
common bed sheets, fastened by clothespins or otherwise to the 
lines. Have two sheets for about every r,ooo cubic feet of air
space in the room. After everything is ready and the room has 
been closed up tight, all but the door through which the disin-



fector is to escape, spray the formaldehyde solution full strength 
upon the sheets, using at the rate of a foll half pint for each 
1,000 cubic feet of space. Before yon clo this, it is well to tie a 
wet towel over your mouth and nose, pour sufficient formalde
hyde solution into a large bowl, draw it into the sprayer, take 
a long breath and then spray the sheets rapidly, covering them as 
evenly with the formalclehyde solution as possible. The evolu
tion of the formaldehyde solution is so rapid that this part of the 
work will have to be clone very quickly. Close up the room, 
and leave it closed, exposed to the action of formaldehyde for 
five or six hours at least. 

The brass Eyringe or sprayer ·which I said I would !encl you 
will hold probably about ten ounces. If yon will sencl ·word to 
me just when you want it, l will send it over by the stage driver. 

(It may be added here that the State Board of Health thinks 
that some other methods of disinfection arc preferable to this, 
as being more efficient and more economical of formaldehyde. 
At present it w0tild seem that those forms of apparatus which 
generate formaldehyde gas bv the volatilization of the 40% 
solution, either those which are to be placed in the room during 
the process of disinfection or those which are to be operated 
outside of the room while the formaldehyde is carried through 
the keyhole or other opening through the door, are preferable 
forms of apparatus.) 

Letters. 
You can easily disinfect letters received in your institution 

by arranging a small tight tin or other box large enougll 
to receive the letters and large enough to receive in addition an 
old handkerchief or other absorbent material in the end of the 
box also. Drop the letters to be disinfected into the box, prefer
ably unsealed or punched so that the formaldehycle gas may 
reach the inside, and then pour a tablespoonful of formaldehyde 
solution ( the 40% solution), in upon the absorbent material and 
close the box quickly and tightly, letting the letters remain 
exposed to the formaldehyde fonr or five hours at least. It 
would be better to have the cubic capacity of the box not more 
than ¾ cubic foot. 

A still better arrangement for the disinfecting box would be 
to have a perforated metallic false bottom raised ½ an inch or 
so above the real bottom of the hox, the lower space for the 
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absorbent material and formaldehyde solution and the upper for 
the letters. 

Houses. 
The quantity of 40% solution of formaldehyde which you 

mention-one quart to 1,000 cubic feet-is very ample. I think 
we may say that one pint for each r,ooo cubic feet of space is 
ample for ordinary room disinfection, properly used. 

I am afraid that the method of usirig it which you propose, in 
the hands of the ordinary health officer would not be trust
worthy. It would, at least, be much more convenient to use an 
apparatus especially devised for the purpose. My personal 
preference would be an apparatus like that by Professor Novy 
of Ann Harbor anci mannfactnred by Parke, Davis & Co. 
George C. Frye of Portland is the agent for it and sells it for 
$9.00. The Novy Generator consists of a copper flask which 
holds about two quarts with a tube leading from it which may be 
run through a keyhole, or ming a larger tube, it may be put 
through the hole occupied by the door-knob after the knob is 
removed. It has beneath it a Primus burner which evaporates 
the solution very rapidly. 

Even with the best form of apparatus, formaldehyde should 
not be trusted to do the whole work of disinfection which you 
undoubtedly understand. The preliminary work, washing clown 
surfaces, especially the floors, of disinfecting heeling, rugs, 
carpets, etc., should be carried out before the formaldehyde is 
used for room disinfection. \\'ith clothing hung up and well 
exposed in a small air-tight closet, or other small enclosed space 
and with extra large quantities of formaldehyde gas, we can 
undoubtedly efficiently disinfect fabrics, hut we cannot be sure 
of disinfecting such 'l.rticles in a large room. 

Solidified formaldE'hyde is exploited just now. It may be all 
right, 'but as yet there is no trustworthy and sufficient evidence 
that it can be used efficiently and economically. 

Schoolhouse. 
The best way to disinfect the schoolhouse will be to scrub 

down the surfaces very thoroughly with solution 6 or solution 7, 
and when you come to the floors use a large enough quantity of 
the solution to wet the cracks and to disinfect any infectious 
dust which may be in them. The ceiling may simply be brushed 
clown with a broom, as the first stage of the disinfecting process, 
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to remove any dnst or dry cobwebs which may be adhering to 
them. So far as the walls of the room are concerned, the npper 
parts do not reqnire so thorough Yvashing as the 10\ver parts 
which the scholars come in c0ntact ·with. 

Disinfect books by arranging· shelves in a tight box, making it 
doubly tight by pasting it up thoroughly with paper. Place the 
books upon ihe shelves, standing up on edge with the leaves 
arranged as loosely as possible, not piled up flatwise. After the 
books are thus arranged put an old towel or other absorbent 
material in the bottom of the box, pour upon it at least one ounce 
of formaldehyde solt,tion to each cubic foot space, and close the 
box up tightly, letting the books remain thus exposed to the 
formaldehyde for at least five or six hours-better over night. 

Typhoid fever. 
The rules for disinfection and the work of carrying out the 

disinfection are practically the same for all infectious diseases, 
save typhoid fever. In the typhoid fever circular you will notice 
that the greatest emphasis is put upon the disinfection of the 
discharges from the typhoid fever patient, and of all things 
which may possibly have been soiled by him. The list of the 
contagious diseases which the law requires to be reported to 
local boards of he;:;.lth 2.nd to the State Board, is given on the 
back of form I. 

TCB.E'.RCULOSJS AND SANA'l'OIUU;\f TRJtATMENT. 

TV!zere is Sanatorium Treati1,ent ."foailable'!' 
Question.--A member of my family has, I fear, consumption .. 

Kindly let me know whether there is a sanatorium for consump
tives in this State, if so where, and if none, where there is one? 
I know of the State Sanatorium at Rutland, Mass., but they 
accept only Massachusetts patients. 

Answer.-In the same mail with this T send you a copy of the 
Sanitary Inspector, on the last page of which you will find my 
reply to a physician who a little while ago made an inquiry 
identical with yours in the interest of one of his patients. As 
you appear to be aware, the sanatorium at Rutland, Massachu
setts, was established by the State and, of course, admits only 
citizens of the State of Massachusetts. In the sanatoriums 
which are supported by private philanthropy the number of beds 
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available is entirely inade,1uate for the number of persons who 
apply for admission. I doubt ,vhether more than one in ten who 
seek admission are receiver!. If the member of >·our family of 
whom you write is in the incipient stage of the disease, there is 
a possibility of obtaining admission to one of the few of these 
sanatoriums, and if you wi!T !et me know the name of the attend
ing physician so that f can get a statement in reg·ard to the condi
tion of the patient, and if yon want me to do so, I will apply to the 
proper persons for admission, and use my influence so far as it 
goes in gaining admission for the person of whom you write. 

Dr. Bowditch of Boston, has charge of a small sanatorium in 
Sharon, Massachusetts. This is for women and girls exclu
sively. The only other free, or partially free sanatoriums to 
which persons from this State would have a possibility of gain
ing admission would be the Adirondack Cottage Sanitarium, or 
the Loomis Sanitarium. In the Adirondack institntion the 
patients pay five dollars per week. In the Loomis Sanitarium, 
Liberty, New York, the rates are fifteen, twenty, and twenty
five dollars per week. These rates have placed the institution 
upon a self supporting basis, and the directors were to build 
another institution upon their grounds to be about half a mile 
distant from the other for persons who are not so well-to-do. 
The rates, I was told when I was there last year, were to be seven 
or eight dollars a week in the new sanatorium. 

Aside from these which l have mentioned. there are a few 
private sanatoriums under good and trustworthy management, 
but the prices are pretty high. The one in charge of Dr. Von 
Ruck, Asheville, South Carolina, is a good one, I think. There 
are some also in Colorado, but as a general thing, persons from 
this State cured in Colorado are permanently expatriated. The 
cure which is the most likely to be permanent for persons who 
wish to reside in the State of Maine is the cnre which is made 
in a climate similar to our own. 

I would by all means advise you not to delay the open air and 
generous diet cure until the possibility of a sanatorium is deter
mined. It should be begun at home at once. It is true that in 
our climate there are many inconveniences to contend with, but 
having overcome them, there is a real therapeutic efficacy in the 
coldness of the winter temperature in the State of Maine. 
Patients properly protected against the cold-Eskimo attire you 
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might call it-gain much more rapidly in the winter than they 
do in the summer when taking the fresh-air cure whether it is 
in l\Iaine, New York, or elsewhere in the temperate zone. A 
little while ago there was an interesting statement from Mrs. 
Vickery, Auburn, Maine, in the Lr'zc·iston J 011nzal in regard to 
her condition last autnmn and her cure with the fresh-air cure 
last winter in her home. If yon have not seen it, I will look it 
up for you. It shows what may be done right at home by perse
verance. The value of onr l\Jaine climate, particularly that of the 
interior part of it, is becoming more and more recognized by 
some of the physicians outside. Yesterday, one of the patients 
apparently cured at Rutland called to see me. Upon leaving the 
sanatorium the physicians advised him to come clown to Maine 
and live, and he has followed their advice. 

To a Physiciaii. 
Your suggestion of an inspection of the schools for the pur

pose of detecting incipient cases of pulmonary tuberculosis is a 
good one, for it is very important, not only for such pupils them
selves that they are kept from the schools, but their exclusion is 
a matter of prime necessity as regards the safety of other pupils. 
There cannot be too much discussion of this subject. It should 
be brought home to the people at large as much as possible so 
that the clanger of tuberculous sputum, whether in their homes 
or in their schools, will be a matter of common knowledge which 
will influence them in their daily life. 

I wish that in every city, village, and town of any size, 
arrangements could in some way be made so that a medical 
inspection of the pupils could be made at not too long intervals,
as often at least as at the beginning of each new term. 

To a Physlcian. 
I can fully sympathize with you in the fact that it takes some 

men a long while to get out of olc1 ruts, no matter how positively 
it is proved that some of their opinions are erroneous. This 
Board feels grateful to you for your efforts to educate the people 
in the right direction in relation to pulmonary tuberculosis. It 
may seem to t1s that the work is going on much too slowly-as 
it is-but we are accomplishing considerable, and in the next five 
years I think we shall have much more in results to show. 'rhe 
head clerk of the Department of \rital Statistics has just come 
to me saying that consumption takes for the first time, in the 
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tabulations which she is now preparing, the third place among 
the causes of death in this State. The number of deaths from 
pulmonary tuberculosis from 1892 to 1808 inclusive have been 
respectively r,352, r,290, r,2G2, r,195, 1,172, r,r28, 1,021. The 
mortality from this disease has, therefore, been reduced one
quarter. That, I think, is a very good showing. 

From a Citizen of M ai11e. 
\i\Tith my wish that you add my name to the list of members 

of the proposed association for the benefit of consumptives, I 
must tell you how interested l was in reading your work on 
tuberculosis. You have boiled clown a large amount of matter 
into some good plain common sense and set it forth so that every
one can understand it, and your book should be distributed freely 
all over the State. 

To an Inquirer Outside the State. 
In 1889, the State board of health of Maine issued a circular 

on the prevention of consumption, it being the first circular on 
that subject issued by a state board of health in this country. 
Circular 54, a copy of tbe revised edition, is included in the 
packet which I send. This circnlar has been distributed plenti
fully in almost every part of the State, and it is believed that it 
has had a large irdh1ence in leading the people to adopt more 
intelligent measures to prevent the comm11nication of tnbercnlous 
infection from the sick to other persons. \Vorking in the same 
edncative line, the State board has continually, through the 
Sanitary Inspector and its annnal reports, sought to distribute 
information which might enable the people to effect a reduction 
in the tuberculosis mortality rate in the State. That our efforts 
have achieved a moderate degree of success is shown in the state
ment on page 53 of the pamphlet which I send, "Tuberculosis
Infection, Heredity, Prevention, Hygienic Treatment.., 

Though local boards of health have authority to take action 
in connection with cases of tuberculosis ,vhen it is deemecl neces
sary to do so, this eflucational ,vork, it is believed, has effected 
the larger part of the lesseuing of the death-rate from tuber
culosis. By referring to page 7 of "Abstract of the Health 
Laws," it will be noted that pulmonary tuberculosis is one of the 
notifiable diseases. 1'hE law makes it the dnty of both the house
holder and of the attending physician to report cases of pul-

5 
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monary tuberculosis to the local board of health. It is not the 
intention of this law that cases of tuberculosis shall be isolated 
or quarantined, but merely that local boanls of health may have 
information of the existence and the whereabouts of cases of 
tuberculosis, so that the family, hy means of Circular No. 54 or 
otherwise, may receive suitable instruction which may enable 
them to guard against the dangers of the communication of 
infection. 

Local boards of health have authority to disinfect houses in 
which there have been cases of pulmonary tuberculosis. ( See 
sections 8 and 9 on page 3 of "Abstract of the Health Laws.") 
Hitherto, however, the advice of the State board of health to 
local boards has been as follows: ·when the family in which a 
case of consumption exists, or in which a consumptive patient 
has died, owns the honse in which they live, they shall be 
advised, and if need be, strongly urged, to have the disinfection 
of the rooms, of the bedding, and clothing, and all other things 
which have been used by the consumptive patient, clone in an 
efficient manner. When, however, the family is living in a 
rented house, and leaves this house for another tenement, local 
boards of health are advised to insist upon the disinfection of the 
vacated house before another tenant is permitted to enter it. 

To a Local Board. 
I think that your duty in connection with the two cases of 

consumption consists only in assnring yourself that the family 
are instructed in regard to the proper methods of preventing the 
communication of infection from the sick to the well. If they 
have not had intelligent instruction in that direction, it is very 
important for them to have it either through Circular 54, or 
otherwise. Every bit of everything they spit up should be 
burned, but before it is burned some arrangements should be had 
so that flies may not get into the sputum and track it around. 
There is danger of their carrying it to the food used in the house. 

Enquiry about S anatori111ns. 
Answer.-There is the probability that one or more sanatoria 

for consumptives will be established in the future, but how near 
in the future it is impossihle to say. The only movement for 
establishing an institution of the kind is that which has been 
made and is now being made by the l\faine State Sanatorium 
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Association. The circular which I herewith enclose indicates 
the methods in which the association is working. 

No legislative attempts have been made to establish a sana
torium. 

Although personallv I have deemed it inexpedient to ask our 
legislature to make an appropriation for the establishment of a 
sanatorium until we have made an earnest attempt in the other 
way to do it, I most thoroughly believe that the aiding of its 
incipient consumptives to effect their recovery is a very legiti
mate form of State charity, and one which pays well for money 
expended in that direction. · 

SMALLPOX A:'sD VACCIKA'l'ION. 

To the Agent of a Paper Jvhll. 

During the first four or five years after the establishment of 
the State board of health, several outbreaks of smallpox 
occurred in paper mills in this State. Since the enactment of 
the law of 1893, requiring the vaccination of all operatives in 
and around paper mills using rags, a copy of which I herewith 
enclose, not a case of that disease has been traceable to the paper 
mills. The value of the law to the corporations themselves and 
to their respective towns, and the whole State, is thereby well 
shown. The importance of the faithful observance of the pro
visions of the law is also apparent. 

If, unfortunately, an outbreak referable to a paper mill should 
occur, it would be the duty of the State board of health to make 
an inquiry into the cause of it. In such a case, it is to be hoped 
that the outbreak could justly be referable to causes other than 
negligence of the requirements of this law. 
Question. 

Where a case is quarantined by a board of health, has any 
single member of the board a legal right to remove such quar
antine without the knowledge and contrary to the wishes of the 
other two? 

Ansiver.-A single member of the local board of health has 
strictly no legal right to raise a quarantine without the knowl
edge and consent of the other mt?mbers of the board. 

Question. 
When a town persist<,ntly ignores the law regarding the fur

nishing of vaccination to those desiring it though the attention 



of the officiais is caller! to the law time and again, what can be 
done? 

A11swer.-The matter of providing free vaccination rests 
entirely with the local board of health. The local board has full 
authority to make such arrangements as it deems to be for the 
best interest of the town. In a matter of this kind it would, of 
course, be better for the local board to work under the approval 
and cooperation of the municipal officers, but such approval and 
cooperation failing, the local boar<l of health is not absolved 
from its duty 

To a Local Board. 
The State board of health wonk! not encourage the unneces

sary expenditure by local boards of health of a single cent of the 
town's money, but in this matter it should be borne in mind that 
a possible introduction of smallpox infection might cost the town 
much more than the cost of vaccinating your town. I would 
suggest that to make the burden lighter, it might be well for you 
to vaccinate a part of the town this year and the remaining part 
next year, choosing the most convenient time for the work. 
June would be a good month. After your town has once been 
gone over, the annual cost of vaccinating the new comers by 
birth and otherwise would be comparatively slight. The town 
could thus be kept well protected against smallpox. 

The price paid by local boards of health for vaccinating in 
many of the towns has been 25 or 30 cents. Twenty-five cents 
is as low as I have heard of any physician doing the work. 

You vrnuld need to employ a trustworthy physician, have good 
vaccine virus nsed, and have the work clone carefully. 

The obligation to provide and offer free vaccination is upon 
the local board of health instead of the town. The town, how
ever, must pay rea;;onable hills thns incurred in complying with 
the provisions of the law. 

Arra11g111g for Vaccination. 
At the request of l\fr. ---, secretary of your local board 

of health, I write to you about vaccination. The law makes it 
the duty of your local board of health to provide free vaccina
tion-to offer it at least-to the people of your town every year. 
See chapter 172, laws of 1893. 

Of course, the local health officers in arranging for vaccination 
should have it done as economically as possible-so that the 
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burden would be felt as lightly as possible. The most conven
ient way would, of course, be an arrangement for a house to 
house vaccination., but covering the whole town in this wav 
might cause considerable complaint among the taxpayers. If 
you do not think it wonlcl be expedient to do this for the whole 
town, I have sometimes recommended arranging for vaccination 
in one part of a town one year, and in another part the next, and 
so on, so that in a short time the people would be fairly well 
protected by vaccination. As regards the payment of the bills 
all reasonable expenses incurred in carrying out this work must 
be paid by your town. 

Disinf cction. 

An inquiry was received in regard to the disinfection of a 
house which had been taken by the authorities as a hospital for 
smallpox natients. The paper and the plastering were off in 
some places. There were two finished rooms on the second 
floor with an unfinished and open chamber between them. The 
smallpox patients occupied all of the finished and the unfinished 
rooms. There were also two sheds, one adjoining the house, in 
which various things are stored. These sheds were also used by 
the patients during their convalescence. The owner asked 
advice as to the disinfection of this house. 

Answcr.-Answering your letter just received I would say 
that I think that your house can be thoroughly disinfected so that 
it will be entirely safe. The work should, of course, be clone 
very carefully and under intelligent supervision, and clone prop
erly it would cost more for labor than for material. 

The finished rooms occupied by the patients should be disin
fected by washing them clmvn thoroughly-all their surfaces, 
floors, walls, and a light brushing of the ceilings with disinfect
ing solution No. 6 or No. 7. Floors particularly should be 
thoroughly soaked with the solution so that it will run into the 
cracks and thoroughly wet the clnst ancl dirt tlwre. After that 
is clone they should be disinfected with formalclehycle, giving 
them a good large close of the gas by means of the formaldehyde 
generator which Dr. --- has. 

For the unfinished part of the chamber I should advise wash
ing the floors thoroughly with the disinfecting solution-solu
tion 6 or solution 7-and then spraying them thoroughly with the 
disinfecting solution. Immediately after the washing or the 



spraying is done all cobwebs and dirt should be brushed clown 
with a broom which has been clipped into a pailful of the disin
fecting solution. 

The shed may be clisinfdcted by spraying it thoroughly with 
the disinfecting solution, solution fi being· preferable because it 
is cheaper .. 

If there is a privy connected with the establishment, the con
tents of the vault should be removed, the seat should be scrubbed 
with the disinfecting solution, and then the whole thing should 
be deluged with a plentiful spraying. If it is probable that any 
of the articles were used by the patients or that they offered 
convenient seats for them while in the shed they should be 
scrubbed with the disinfecting solution. A good tight barrel 
should be used for making up the solution to be used, and it 
should be made up only just before it is to be used. 

The faci that the corrosive sublimate of solution 6 injures 
metals should be taken into consideration in disinfecting articles 
and in the choice of a syringe or spray pump to be used. For 
work of that kind I have used a large brass garden syringe with 
a rose which throv\"S rather a fine spray, and with which a pail
ful of the solution can be applied quite speedily. You probably 
can find some kind of a foot pump which throws the right kind 
of a spray. If a metal pump or syringe is used it should be 
rinsed out with water immediately after applying spray with it. 

I think that the directions which I have given in this letter are 
all that you need with the addition of what can he learned from 
Circular No. 68, a copy of which I herewith enclose. 

If solution 6 is used, the persons using it should bear in mind 
its poisonous nature so that there may be no danger to man or 
animals from drinking the solution or inhaling the spray. 
There will be no danger breathing in the comparatively coarse 
spray that would be used unless the person stood in the pathway 
of the spray when it is thrown. 

A Smallpox House. 
Smallpox occurred in a house twenty-five years ago. The 

owner wishes to tear out some portions of the inside work and 
renovate. He asks whether it will be safe to do so. 

Answer.-l should deem it probable that it would be entirely 
safe for any person to tear out the inside of the old house, but 
as the infection of smallpox has sometimes been known to be 
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preserved for a long while in some cases. I would suggest that it 
might be safer to employ some person who has somewhat recently 
and successfully been vaccinated, or has had smallpox. A recent 
and really successful vaccination would be just as efficient as a 
previous attack of smallpox, especially if the attack of smallpox 
occurred some time ago. 

DIPH1'HF.RIA. 

To a Local Board. 
Diphtheria antitoxin is worth a great deal in helping to bring 

an outbreak of that disease to a speedy close. It is, of course, 
worth everything when administered early for its curative effect. 
If you find the disease in a family which is unable to pay for 
the antitoxin your local board of health has ample authority to 
arrange with any physician to administer it at the expense of the 
town. Of course, the fam~ly should pay if they can, but if they 
cannot, lives should not be permitted to be lost for the want of it. 

To a Local Board. 
Some of the advice which you have received has been mis

leading. It may be that the use of antitoxin shortens somewhat 
the period during which the germs of diphtheria remain in the 
throat, neverthelt'ss, I should say that it is not safe to depart, in 
the cases in which antitoxin has been used, from the rule that it 
is not safe to make the final disinfection and to release the chil
dren from quarantine until three or four weeks have passed after 
recovery. If it is a question of re-admitting children to the 
schools, the period should he four weeks at least. See "Diph
theria" in Circular No . .5.3. 

In a letter I cannot give you so explicit directions for disin
fection as are given in the circular on diphtheria and in Circular 
No. 68, but I will say that a great deal of the work of disinfec
ti(m which is done by local boards of health is altogether too 
inefficient, and the same may be said of that which is clone by 
many physicians. I would advise you to convince yourself that 
the disinfection is done just as thoroughly as is advised on pages 
2 and .3 of the diphtheria circular. A fumigation with formal
dehyde gas or with sulphur is far from being enough. The only 
trustworthy ·way of disinfecting a house and its contents where 
there have been cases of diphtheria is to disinfect everything by 
boiling or by steaming which can be submitted to those processes, 
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then wash thoroughly all of the floors and other surfaces in solu
tion 6, or solution 7. 

For instance, in using solution 6 or solution 7, after the carpet 
has been removed from the room to be disinfected, and the other 
things have previonsly been disinfected as is advised for them 
in the circular, a half pailful of the disinfecting solution should 
be applied to the floor plentifully, enough so as to wet the cracks 
between the boards. If solution 6 is used, a hand mop may be 
used, but if solution 7, it is better to use a long handled mop. 
If a room to be disinfected is on a second floor as much of the 
solution should be applied to the floor as can be without wetting 
the ceiling below. The corrosive sublimate, of which solution 
6 is made, is cheap stuff. The only trouble with it is that it 
should not be put into the hands of ordinary families, but some 
intelligent person should be employed by your board to take care 
of it and to use it. It would be better if you could employ some 
person at the expense of the town to do the work of disinfection, 
particularly if the householders are not able to pay for the work. 

After everything possible has heen boiled or disinfected by 
steam, and the surfaces of the room, of furniture, and of other 
articles have been washed in a disinfecting solution, formalde
hyde disinfection should be userl if available to you, and I would 
advise you to send to George C. Frye, Portland, Me., and get a 
formaldehyde generator, the one devised by Professor Novy, 
and manufactured by Parke, Davis & Co. It costs $9.00. The 
formaldehyde solution to use with it ·will cost you thirty-five 
cents a pound obtained from Henry J. Hathaway, druggist, 
Houlton, Me. It wonlcl be well for you to order formaldehyde 
in large enough quantities so that you may have it on hand all 
the time-fifteen or twenty pounds at a time. A pound is almost 

a pint. 
If an infected room has rugs or carpets, these must be taken 

up before they and the floor can be disinfected. The rugs can 
be disinfected by boiling them or by steaming them, or spreading 
them out upon the ground, it would be possible to disinfect them 
by washing them down with a broom dipped in a pailful of disin
fecting solution. A large quantity would have to be used, enough 
to soak them through thoroughly. If solution 6 is to be used it 
would be better to soak them in water afterwards to remove any 
excess of corrosive sublimate which might remain in the fabrics. 
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To help you in making solution 6, I would say that you could 
buy the finely powdered corrosive sublimate in ounce packages 
of the druggist. There are eight drams in one ounce. You 
could, therefore, dissolve one ounce in eight gallons of water, 
preferably dissolving the corrosive sublimate in a gallon or two 
of hot water, and adding enougli cold water to make the quantity 
up to eight gallons. You could not easily dissolve the corrosive 
sublimate unless it is quite finely powdered, and even then it 
would be well to use the hot water as I have advised to enable 
you to dissolve it more quickly. 

Never leave solution 6 where by any possibility animals, or 
children or any other living thing can drink it. 

To help you in making solution 7, I would say that there are 
eight ounces in half a pint. You would therefore want to use 
three-quarters of half a pint of the strong solution of formalde
hyde as you buy it, making one gallon of solution 7. 

In every epidemic of diphtheria there are always some cases, 
and often many cases, in which the disease is mild and in which 
the cases are questionable, or are called tonsilitis, or simply sore 
throat. The better plan is to regard all such cases at such times 
as diphtheritic and treat them accordingly. If we had the State 
bacteriological laboratory we could determine which are and 
which are not cliphtheritic. As it is now, it is absolutely impos
sible for any physician to make a positive diagnosis in many of 
these cases. If any other points come up in which I can help 
you, kindly let me know. 

I would advise you to make a very thorough distribution of 
Circulars 44, 47, and 50, putting a copy into the hands of each 
family in your town. You can probably arrange through your 
postoffice, clergymen, teachers, etc., to have this clone. Let me 
know how many copies you think you will need, and I will send 
them to you at once. 

Question. 
How near is it safe to go to a house infected with diphtheria 

where the doors ancl windows are opened and screened, and how 
near to a person, an inmate of said house, standing in the outside 
door or at a window? 

Answer.-The danger of taking diphtheria through the air 
when it is free outdoor air is very slight indeed. There would, 
of course, be danger for young persons, particularly, to enter a 
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house in which there are cases of diphtheria, but there is no 
danger in passing a house or in going quite near to it, or talking 
with the infectious persons of the house, if the person talking 
with them is a rod a.way or so. Of course, it would not be 
advisable to have children playing or running about the imme
diate vicinity of the house. 

Question. 
Is it safe for a storekeeper to take kerosene cans from a house 

in which there are cases of diphtheria into his store, fill and set 
out, and handle other articles without washing his hands? 

Answer.-There is hardly a possibility of danger in the store
keeper taking the kerosene can, filling it, and returning it to the 
immediate vicinity of the house, provided he does not enter. If 
I were doing it, I should wash my hands, but the storekeeper 
probably would endanger other persons but very little if he chose 
not to do so. 

Membranous Croup and Disinfection. 
The secretary of a local board of health reported the death of 

a four year old child of r1iphtheria though the diagnosis of mem
branous croup was made by another physician. 

Answcr.-I am very glad that you have promptly quarantined 
the infected family and hope that you will take all necessary 
precautions to prevent the spread of infection. l\i[embranous 
croup is simply one form of diphtheria and requires exactly the 
same management as anv other kind of diphtheria. 

I would advise you to have the house thoroughly disinfected 
immediately if no new cases have occurred. So long as the 
house remains infected, the other persons in the house are 
exposed to infection. If after disinfecting, other cases should 
come down with diphtheria, it would necessitate, of course, a 
second disinfection. Do the work of disinfection in accordance 
with the directions which are given in the diphtheria circular, 
boiling everything which can be so treated and scrubbing floors 
and other surfaces with a disinfecting solution, form 6 or 7. 
Then after sorting ont the things and disinfecting them as is 
advised in the circular, formaldehyde disinfection should be used 
1f you can arrange for it. 

Period of Quarantine. 
I may make the general statement that children who have had 

diphtheria should be kept isolated for three or four weeks at 
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least, after recovery, that is, not allowed to associate with other 
,hildren or young people who are more susceptible to the infec
tion of that disease than older people. 

Persons who have be'::n exposed to the infection of diphtheria 
should be kept under quarantine or isolated for about a week 
after they have been removed from the source of infection. That 
is, after they and their clothing and things have been disinfected 
and they have left the infected house in which a person is con
valescing from diphtheria. 

Quarantine and Furnishing Help. 
After a person has had diphtheria, the infection often remains 

in the mouth and throat for quite a little while after he has fully 
recovered. For that reason it is better not to do the final disin
fection of the house and release from quarantine all of the per
sons in it too soon. So far as concerns the quarantine of children 
before their return to school, three or four weeks is not too long 
a time. 

In the case of adults whose work would not bring them into 
other houses and who may be trusted pretty well to keep away 
from other people, and especially from children, they may be 
released from quarantine earlier. The young man of whom you 
speak might be disinfected soon if he is apparently all well, and 
if he will not go for some time into the company of children, or 
into other persons' houses. That is, you can disinfect him and 
his house, and partly release him from quarantine,-that is, 
release him on conditions. 

If, however, there are other cases of diphtheria in the same\ 
house he should not be released for some time except to go out 
around and about his own premises. 

You are not obliged to furnish help to any man or any family 
unless they really need it. If they are well-to-do and can pay 
their·own bills give them no help, except when a family is quar
antined, whether they are well-to-do or poor, a man or a mes
senger should be furnished to do errands for them. 

If a man is poor and not able to furnish himself with neces
sities in the way of medicine, food, etc., it becomes the duty of 
the board to supply them at the expense of the town. In doing 
that, however, a man should not be considered a pauper unless 
he was already a pauper when the infectious disease entered his 
family. 
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Questions. 
How long must a family be quarantined with a case of scarlet 

fever? How long after one is taken with scarlet fever or canker 
rash, before all dangff of contagion is over? Can an ointment 
or anything be used to prevent infection? 

Answer.-Scarlet fever, scarlet rash, and canker rash, etc., 
are only several names for one and the same disease, the disease 
manifesting itseif differently in different cases. It is infectious 
from the first coming out of the rash until desquamation or the 
process of peeling is entirely done. The length of that period 
varies very much in different cases, from three weeks or so to 
as mnch as six weeks or perhaps longer in rare cases. 'rhe use 
of disinfecting washes or disinfecting ointments, perhaps, may 
help some in guarding ag·ainst the danger of the spread of the 
infection, but until the skin is entirely smoothed off again there 
is no safety in permitting persons to go at liberty who are con
valescing from scarlet fever. 

Rubbing the surface of the body with any kind of oil or grease 
serves to keep the infection from flying, and washing the body 
with solution r, solution 2, or solution 7 serves to destroy infec
tion lingering in the skin. \Vlwn, however, carbolic acid is 
mixed with oil or fats as in ointments, the disinfecting power of 
the carbolic acid :s destroyed. Refer to the last page of the 
Scarlet Fever Circular, copies of ·which I enclose. 

Treatment of Exposed Persons. 
Question.-Some eight or ten of our young people have been 

exposed to scarlet fever in such a way as to make it probable that 
they may take it. None of them have had the disease. Is it the 
duty of the board of health to quarantine them at once, or the 
families in which they live? 

Answer.-In the case of those young men and women who 
were exposed to scarlet fever, I would say that I should deem it 
inexpedient and unnecessary to quarantine them all. It would, 
however, be well for you to keep them under observation so as 
to know every day whether they become sick or not. If they 
take scarlet fever, it will, of course, be necessary to isolate them. 

As they were exposed to scarlet fever, there is danger of their 
carrying scarlet fever in their clothing. I would, therefore, 
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arrange with them to disinfect the clothing which they then had 
on, and to wash their faces and hair especially, in a solution of 
corrosive sublimate. The best way to disinfect their clothing 
will be with formaldehyde in a small tight closet, or trunk, or 
box. Formaldehyde solution could be obtained of Bowditch & 
\Vebster, of this city, at thirt:,· cents a ponncl, if you cannot get 
it nearer home. Use it foll strength for the disinfection of the 
clothing. See page 5, Circular No. 68. 

For the disinfection of the hair and face yon can nse our solu
tion 6. You can find corrosive snblimate tablets, 7[/2 grains 
each at any druggists. One tablet dissolved in one pint of hot 
water in an earthen washbowl will make the solution of proper 
strength. After it is used, cio not pour it clown the sink spout 
if the house has plumbing. This solution destroys metals. 

An Epidemic Long Drawn Out. 
Question.-For five or six months we have had more or less 

cases of scarlet fever in this town. \Vith two or three excep
tions cases have been mild. The result is, that at present there 
are probably over a dozen families with scarlet fever. It is 
almost impossible to enforce qnarantine. 

Answer.-I wonld urge ,our board to make some arrange
ments for the isolation of all th,~ scarlet fever patients. The best 
way would be for you, er some member of yonr board to person
ally see the families in which there are cases of scarlet fever. to 
give them to understand that they mnst observe the directions 
which you give them to prevent the spreading of the infection 
to other families. A rather free clistribntion of Circnlar No. 50, 
I think would awaken some of the families to an appreciation 
of their duties to the public. It certainly has had a salutary influ
ence in some communities. J f this kin cl of moral suasion is 
found to be ineffectual in some of the families, you can apply a 
more rigid quarantine. Look oyer Circnlar 48 for advice. 

In the disinfection of tlw houses, by means of Circular 45 you 
can instruct the families to clo a large part of the work of disin
fection, emphasizing the necessity of boiling or of steam disin
fection for all things which can he snbj ected to these processes. 
The steam disinfection cm be carried ont by making nse of an 
ordinary tin ,vashboiler, as is advised on page 7 of Circular 68. 

After the clothing and other things have been sorted out and 
disinfected by boiling or steaming, the floors, other horizontal 
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surfaces, and the wood work perhaps in the lower part of the 
room. should be washed in a disinfecting solution-solution 6, 
or 7. Next, if available, the fumigation of the rooms with 
formaldehyde is advisable, though if the work of boiling, steam
ing, and scrubbing has been thorough enough this may be 
omitted. 

Searl et J,"c'6'Cr in a School. 
A young girl who was in the graduating class of a high school, 

near the end of the last tnm had been quarantined on account 
of the illness of her brother with scarlet fever. This was a keen 
disappointment to the girl, and she cried so much that her 
parents feared the results. The girl herself had had a light sore 
throat and a slight eruption six or eight weeks before. 

Answer.-That girl of whom you write had the light eruption 
so long ago that if desquamation followed it is undoubtedly now 
all over. If the conditions in the home are such that the girl 
could leave her clothing in one room and step into another room 
which had been disinfected, disinfect her hair thoroughly with a 
corrosive sublimate solution of I : 2000, take a hot soap and 
water bath thoroughly applied followed by washing the whole 
body in the disinfecting solution, say I : 4000, then put on cloth
ing that has been thoroughly sterilized, then go to another board
ing place taking nothing with her, not even a brush or comb or 
books, which have not been thoroughly sterilized, and finish out 
her school term it would probably he safe for her to do so pro
viding that you could be sure that all of these conditions have 
been carried out very thoroughly and efficiently. 

I should, however, be afraid that there might be some weak 
link in the chain of precautionary measures, and that the result 
might be that still a larger number of the girls might be crying 
because they cannot attend the gradt:ation. If she were going 
almost anywhere else rather than into a school it would be 
entirely allowable for her to go after taking the precautions 
which I have mentioned. 

I think that the school authorities out of consideration of the 
circumstances of the case should let her graduate by receiving 
her diploma or certificate just as the other pupils do. It would 
be very curious if they could not tell whether she is entitled to 
graduation without the help which they would get from that 
small part of her record which she might make in the short time 
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between now and the time of graduation. If this arrangement 
will be any consolation to the girl I think that would be the better 
way of compromising with her. 

Authority of the Local Board. 
I have lately received a letter from your village, ·which 

expresses a fear that scarlet fever will spread from the three 
houses in which there have probably been cases of that disease. 
The letter which I received makes it appear quite probable that 
scarlet fever was present in all those families. It appears also 
that there has been some question with your board as to your 
authority to do certain things under certain contingencies. 

For instance, as to the authority of the local board of health 
to investigate the facts of contagion in a suspected house, though 
the case has not been actually determined in the courts, I think 
that the local board of health would have the right to make an 
investigation of this kind, or to quarantine a house in which it 
is evident that an infectious disease exists, although certain 
information may not be at hand as to the nature of the disease. 

As to the disinfection of suspected houses, the local board of 
health has ample authority to order the cleansing and disinfec
tion of them, and the disinfection must be done to the satisfac
tion of the health officer or the local board of health. The board 
may also make its personal supervision of the disinfection a 
condition of its being satisfied. 

My correspondent may be at fault in some of his opinions and 
statements. Kindly let me know how the matter is. 

Length of Quarantine. 
The law prescribes no minimum and maximum period of 

quarantine for scarlet fever. Local boards of health have 
authority to quarantine the cases as long as they remain infec
tious. The period of infecfam lasts, at least, until the period of 
desquamation or peeling is complete, and that means until the 
last vestige of the roughness of the palms of the hands and the 
soles of the feet due to it, has disappeared. Even after that, 
persons who have had scarlet fever are infectious until efficient 
disiniection of the person, and the clothing and surroundings, 
has been carried out. See the paragraph relating to scarlet fever 

in Circular S.'3· 
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Disinfection (If Scarlet Fez•cr. 
The house in which there have been cases of scarlet fever 

should be disinfected before the card is removed from the door. 
As to who does the disinfection, the practice varies somewhat 

in the different towns anc! cities. If rc(1uirecl to do it, it is the 
householders duty to carry out the disinfection, or to have it clone 
in accordance with the instructions of the local board. For 
those not 2.ble to pay for the work, the city or town should pay 
to insure the safety of other persons in the municipality. 

The law makes it the duty of the local board of health to 
require, and, if necessary, to provide the means of disinfection. 

The cost of disinfectiol'l is borne by the householder or, when 
the local board of health deems it impossible or inexpedient to 
have the bi11 paid by the individual, the cost is borne by the town. 

I send you a copy of Circular 45, and also one of 68 which 
will show you what disinfectants are recommended by the State 
board of health for these p11rposes. I am glad to answer your 
inquiries, but I am very sorry to learn that you have scarlet 
fever in your family. 

Length of Quarantine. 
Mrs. --- writes to this office in regard to the quarantine 

imposed by your board. She says that there was no desquama
tion because the child had the disease in a very light form and 
there was not fever fc'nough to cause peeling. Her letter indi
cates that your board has fixed upon six weeks as the unvarying 
period of quarantine in connection ,vith cases of scarlet fever. 
I would say that in some cases the period of desquamation does 
not last so long as this, whilr in many cases it is not safe to do 
the final disinfection and let the child nm at large until six 
weeks or even a longer period has passed. It is, of course, desir
able to have the period of retention as short as is compatible with 
safety. 

Please accept what I have suggested, and then let your local 
board use its judgment in this and similar cases. I find that 
there is need much more frequently of suggesting longer periods 
of quarantine for scarlet fever than of urging boards to shorten 
them. No child should he discharged from quarantine until the 
palms of the hands and the soles of the feet are entirely smoothed 
off, as an evidence of the completion of the period of desquama-
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tion, and of course not then until a trustworthy disinfection has 
been done. 

A Case of Disputed Diagnosis. 
The secretary of the local board asks the advice of the State 

board.--The disagreement of the physicians in regard to the case 
of which you write, makes some little trouble for you, but you 
have to use your best judgment in regard to which diagnosis to 
accept. If I were a local health officer, as a general rule I should 
accept the diagnosis of the physicians who were first called to 
the case. One would be justified, however, in making an excep
tion to this rule when the evidence against the first physician is 
preponderating, but, as I understand it, now, the testimony is two 
to one that it is scarlet fever. Tt might also be well for you to 
bear in ll}ind that very often the first physicians who are called 
are in a better position to nw.ke a diagnosis than those who are 
called later, particularly if the later ones are called before it is 
time for desquamation to appear. In some mild cases of scarlet 
fever the eruption is quite fleeting, lasting for a short time only. 

Disinfection. 
There is no best disinfrctant for all purposes. For instance, 

the best and cheapest way to disinfect clothing and bedding and 
all things else that can be submitted to those processes, is either 
by boiling or by steaming, as is explained on page 6, of Circular 
68. For floors, wash them up with Solution 6 or 7, and one of 
the same solutions could be used for disinfecting furniture, 
wc:od work, and the walls of rooms by washing in one of them. 
The best disinfectant of rooms, after all of the preliminary dis
infection has been clone and they have been cleared out as much 
as possible, :s formaldehyde gas. You would need, however, 
a formaldehyde generator or vaporizer and a supply of solution 
of formaldehyde if you were to use that method of disinfection. 
If this is not avz.ilable, you conld have the ·whole work of disin
fection done with the boiling or steaming and with the use of the 
liquid disinfectant. Remember that solution 6, corrosive subli
mate, is very poisonous if accidentally swallowed. 

Disinfection and Release frnm Quarantine. 
Mrs. --- should not be allowed to return to ---, Mass., 

until the child has fully recovered, and has fully and completely 
passed through the stage of desquamation or peeling. She 

6 



should wait until all the fine branny scales have fallen and the 
skin has smoothed off. Then hers and the cl1ilcl's clothing, and 
everything else in the house that has been exposed to the infection, 
bedding, carpets, and everything, shonld be disinfected. There 
will then be no need of a certificate from your local board. 

The disinfection should be clone to the satisfaction of your 
local board of health so that you can know that it has been thor
oughly done, having the cost borne by the householder, if the 
people are able to pay. The cost, however, will be but little other 
than the labor. 

Do as large a part of the disinfecting as possible by boiling or 
by steaming in a common tin washboiler. See directions for 
steam disinfection in Circular 68, and in Scarlet Fever Circular. 
Hoping that the child may be rendered free from jnfection 
before starting for home so that there may be no clanger of carry
ing the disease to other children upon the train, or elsewhere, 
I remain, etc. 

1'YPHOII' FEVER. 

To a Local Board of Health. 
In the disinfection of that house and its surroundings where 

there has been typhoid fever I would advise you to make the 
people rake up and burn all trash that can be disposed of in that 
way. Then the best and cheapest way to disinfect the ground 
where they have been throwing ont slops will be to use milk of 
lime very freely. You probably will want to use as much as a 
bushel of lime made ttp into whitewash, or milk of lime, as it is 
called in the circular on disinfection and in the circular on 
typhoid fever. Mix it np in a half hogshead or a large barrel, 
a little at a time, in accordance with the directions in Circular 
68, and pour it out over the ground, pailful after pailful. Dis
infect the privy vault in the same way by saturating it and the 
ground which surrounds it very thorough'ly with the milk of 
lime. After it has stood some time and dried out, have the privy 
vault cleaned out, and then saturate the ground beneath it again. 

You can disinfect the shed and the ground underneath it in the 
same way. 

The room upstairs which had the case of typhoid fever where 
there is only a single floor should be disinfected by having the 
floor scrubbed thoroughly with solution 7, even if it does run 
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through somewhat upon the plastering beneath. You can make 
solution 7 by mixing a gill, or say two-thirds of a teacupful of 
formalclehycle solution ,vith a gallon of water. You can obtain 
formaldehyde solution of Schlotterbeck and Foss, Portland, 
Maine, for thirty cents a Potm<l. Yon will probably need two or 
three pounds for the honsr. 

In addition to what I have written you will be helped by read
ing over carefully the directions for disinfection which are given 
in the typhoid fever circular. 

To a Local Board. 
From what you write, I think you have correct ideas in regard 

to your duty in connection with the case of typhoid fever. There 
is no danger of person::, carrying the infection of typhoid fever 
in their clothing as there is with diphtheria, scarlet fever, and 
smallpox. The State board. of health has never advised local 
boards to quarantine houses on account of the presence of that 
disease. The families in which cases of typhoid fever occur 
should have a typhoid fever circular as a help to instructing them 
in regard to the precautions which are necessary. There is, of 
course, great danger of the spread of the disease from the sick 
to other members of the family when cases are not properly taken 
care of, and neighbors or attendants might take the disease when 
the patient is not kept in a cleanly condition, and when the other 
directions which are given in the typhoid fever circular are not 
carried out. Instructions in regard to disinfection, etc., you will, 
I think, find very clearly stated in the circular on typhoid fever. 

If local boards of health deem it best at any time to placard a 
house in which there is a case of typhoid fever, and the house
holcler is willing, there is no objection to putting up the card. 
Some families have found it very convenient to have unnecessary 
callers warned away. 

Children Attending School. 
As a general practice, it is probably safe to let the children go 

to school from houses in which there are cases of typhoid fever, 
provided that the children are kept out of the sick-room, and 
further provided that they remain entirely well all the time. 
Children sometimes have typhoid fever in a mild form with 
hardly any other symptoms than a diarrhea. Such children 
might not stay home from school. If they were attending school 
they might infect the school vault, and thus possibly communi-
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cate tbe disease to other children. This is, I presume practically 
the only danger. 

Other Infected Articles. 
Perhaps the germs of typhoid fever are not so likely to be in 

the air as those of some other diseases, but there is danger of 
other persons taking the disease from the rooms in which typhoid 
patients have been sick, or from the bedding or clothing which 
has been used by typhoid fever patients. The personal clothing 
and the bedding of typhoid fever patients are often soiled by the 
discharges which contain the germs. After drying, these articles 
when they are moved may give off the typhoid bacillus into the 
air, and thus it may find its way into the mouths of other persons. 
This is how it happens that washerwomen quite frequently take 
typhoid fever by washing the clothing of fever patients. They 
probably always take it while sorting out the clothing, before 
getting it immersed in the ·wash water. 

Again, repeated attacks of typhoid fever have occurred in 
military barracks in which typhoid fever patients have been kept. 
These repeated attacks of fever have ceased after the thorough 
disinfection of the flooring with an abundant quantity of disin
fecting solution so that it has penetrated and moistened and dis
infected the infectious dust in the cracks of the floor. You will 
find detailed information in regard to the disinfection during the 
course and after the termination of cases of typhoid fever in 
Circular 46, which I herewith enclose. 

Legal Responsibility of Physicians. To a local board. 
I send you with this a copy of "Abstract of the Health Laws." 

On page 4 I mark section 13 which enumerates the diseases which, 
under the original law, it was the duty of the local board of hea.lth 
to report. You will see that this section makes it the duty of 
the physician to report cases of typhoid fever. Under the law 
of 1895, which you will find on page 7, it is provided that the 
physician shall report other diseases which you will find named 
in section 2. The penalty for not reporting is prescribed in 
section 26 on page 7. 

In case of the failure of a physician to report a case of typhoid 
fever or any other prescribed disease, section 2 on page 8 tells 
you what to do. Under this section 2 you should work up any 
such case, being sure that you have evidence which will prob
ably convict, and then turn the case over to the county attorney. 
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In the case of the physician of whom you speak, I should if 
I were in your place, have a talk with him, and ask him whether 
he has said that he will not report a case of contagious disease. 
Unless he will promise to report cases in the future and does 
as he agrees, I should report the present case to the county 
attorney. 

~IEASLES. 

M easies in a Boarding H 011se. 
Answer.-In regard to the case of measles at the bo<!rding 

house, I would say that it is advisable to make some arrange
ments, if you find it practicable to do so, to isolate the patient 
and prevent the spread of infection. I should think, however, 
that there is great danger that infection is already spread for the 
reason that measles is infectious for several days before the rash 
comes out, and while the patient supposes that he has nothing 
but a bad cold in the head. If you find that exposure has 
already taken pl2.ce, and that there will probably be other cases, 
you should take measures to prevent the conveyance of infection 
to the schools. Put a copy of Forms 51 and 53 into the hands 
of each teacher, and instruct the teacher to exclude all infectious 
persons. lt would be well also, to exclude all children who have 
symptoms of a bad cold in the head until after two or three days 
when it can be determined whether they are to have measles or 
not. 

In some of the sections of the law under which local boards of 
health act, measles is not one of the specified diseases, but local 
boards of health have authority under section 7, paragraph III, 
to take such measures to guard against the spread of measles 
as may seem necessary and reasonable. 
Question. 

Is the disease measles quarantinable? 
Ansu,er.-In answer to your inquiry T would say that a local 

board of health has ample authority to take such measures as it 
deems necessary to protect the public from the danger of the 
infection of measles. These preventive measures may include 
quarantine. 

To a Local Board. 
I have just received a letter which indicates that measles is 

very prevalent in your town, and that the old, the middle aged, 
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and the young are d~·ing from this disease, and that your local 
board of health is doing nothing. 

Your local board of health has ample authority to take meas
ures against the spread of measles, and if it is trne that the 
disease is prevailing in a severe form, it becomes doubly the duty 
of your board to do what is possible against the further spread 
of measles. I ·would suggest that in this work you make a wide 
distribution of Circular 50 which should awaken the public to a 
realizing sense of their wrong doing in not being careful not to 
spread the infection. Please report to this office in regard to 
the matter. 

Question from Secretary of Same Board. 
Measles are quite prevalent here. \Vill do everything possible 

to stop the spread of the disease. Have we authority to quar
antine houses? Please forward a supply of Circular No. 50 
and I will distribute them at once. 

Ans~:•er.-I would advise you in connection with the outbreak 
of measles carefully to exclude all infectious persons from the 
school buildings, if your schools are in session. Yon should also 
require the co6peration of the teachers in this work. You can 
instruct them by putting copies of 51 and 53 into their hands. 
Furthermore, I would advise you to placard the houses so that 
other persons may know where the cases are, and, although you 
may not deem it necessary to enforce so strict a quarantine as in 
scarlet fever and diphtheria, leaving their homes, rnnning 
around, and visiting by unnecessary persons, should be dis
couraged, and if necessary prohibite.-1. I send yon a supply of 
circulars, etc. 

You have ample authority to quarantine houses or persons, 
although it has not been generally customary to institute so strict 
a quarantine as for the two other diseases which I mention. 
Quarant1ne. 

\Vhen the local board of health knows of the first case or cases 
of measles in an outbreak it is very desirable that the cases be 
quarantined. By so doing an extended outbreak may sometimes 
be prevented. \Vhen, hmvever, the disease becomes quite 
extended, local boards of health find it a hard job effectually to 
quarantine with this disease. One great trouble is that measles 
is infectious about four days before the eruption occurs, when 
the patient is often supposed to be suffering from the symptoms 
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merely of a cold in the head. All infectious persons should 
strictly be excluded from the schools, and the same should be 
said of persons who associate with cases of measles. See 
"Measles" in Circular 53. 

WHOOI'IKG-COUG I-T. 

T(I Secretary Local Board of Health. . 
A complaint comes to this office 1.hat there has been great care

lessness in yonr town in regard to the spread of whooping-cough. 
I write to advise you to take such measures as in the judgment 
of your local board are necessary to prevent too much careless
ness. Whooping-cough is a very dangerous disease for infants, 
and every precaution should be taken by the heads of families 
and everybody else to prevent the bringing of infection to houses 
where there are very young children. It is particularly danger
ous at this season of the year. 2.\fore deaths have been caused in 
this State some years by whooping-cough than by scarlet fever. 
I send a packet of Circular. No. 50, which will give the people 
information in regard to infectious diseases generally. The 
rules given there may be applied to whooping-cough. 

CHICKENPOX. 

To Secretary of a Local Board. 
We have no placards for chickenpox, and it is not a disease 

which we quarantine. It is hardly worth while for local boards 
of health to trouble about that disease excepting when there may 
be a possibility that cases reported to be chickenpox may be mild 
cases of smallpox-smallpox in a modified form. If the cases 
should be unusually severe for chickenpox and have more erup
tion than is usual for that disease, and particularly if the cases 
should occur among adults, it might be well to have a physician 
see the cases. The special order was issued by the State board 
of health because many outbreaks of smallpox have been called 
chickenpox at first. 

To a Local Board. 
If there should be anything in those cases of chickenpox which 

is somewhat unusual for chickenpox---more than ordinarily 
.severe illness, or fever, and unusually profuse eruption, particu
larly if in adults, it would be well for you to have a physician 
.see them, or otherwise be pretty sure of the diagnosis. 
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To a Local Board. 
It is not customary to take any stringent measures against the 

spread of chickenpox, bnt it is at least desirable for local boards 
of health to exclude from the schools pupils who have this dis
ease. The most serious trouble caused by chickenpox is its 
liability to be mixed up with smallpox. It is an old and fre
quently repeated experience with our board to find that mild 
cases of smallpox, like the most of the cases which have prevailed 
in the last two or three years, are called chickenpox by attending 
physicians. I saw some similar cases yesterday in---, six, 
the earlier ones of which heing very mild had been called chick
enpox. The same thing has just happened in ---, where 
many persons have been exposed to smallpox because the earlier 
cases were supposed to be chickenpox. It would be a serious 
thing for the prosperity of your place to have a similar mistake 
made there. 

DISEASF.S OF .A.l'j"TMALS. 

Glanders. 
It is the duty of your local board of health to report the case 

of glanders to the cattle commissioners. Hon. F. 0. Beal of 
Bangor is the nearest member to yon. The members of your 
board should run no personal risk by ordering the slaughter of 
the horse, but so far as you deem the case is dangerous to the 
public, you can give orders in regard to the case, about the care 
or, I presume, the quarantine of the animal. 

Hog Cholera. 
Hog cholera is a very infectious disease and every farmer in 

your neighborhood should keep away from the vicinity of infec
tion, or there will be danger of carrying it to their own animals 
on their clothing or on their shoes. I think your local board 
would have no authority in the matter. I have forwarded your 
notification to the c-attle commissioners, but I am not sure what 
action they are authorized to take. 

Bovine Tuberculosis. 
There is no way in which a person can tell from the symptoms 

whether some cows have tuberculosis. In some cases, in which 
the cow is manifestly out of conrlition and has a cough, one may 
be pretty sure what the trouble is. In other cases, in which the 
symptoms are not so distinct, a veterinary surgeon or other 
person who is skilled in examining cases of this kind, can deter-
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mine the nature of the disease, and in nearly all cases the ques
tion is decided absolutely by the tuberculin test. I send you a 
copy of Circular No. 30. Under tuberculosis you will find some 
of the symptoms given. Many cows, however, quite badly dis
eased with tuberculosis, do not show it in their general appear
ance until they have had the disease some time. The best way 
for you to do, if you have reason to suspect that your cow has 
tuberculosis, is to notify the cattle commissioners. They will, 
perhaps, send a veterinary surgeon to examine the cow, if, from 
your description they dc:em it likely that she has tuberculosis. 
Suspected Glanders and Disinfection. 

It is a littk out of my line of work, but so far as I can do so, 
I am glad to help you. 

Dr. Bailey, State veterinarian, could advise you as to the 
nature of the disease better than I can. It is apparently an infec
tious disease, but from your description of the symptoms, I 
should not venture to make a diagnosis. I am afraid it is 
glanders. Glanders exists in both the acute and chronic forms 
and the chronic form sometimes is merged into the acute, and the 
rapidly fatal form. This may result from exposure as appears 
to have been the case in one of your spans. I would. however, 
advise you to communicate with Dr. Bailey,-Dr. G. H. Bailey, 
Deering, Maine. 

As to disinfection, I should not want to trust to sulphur fumi
gation for any part of the work. In an ordinary stable the con
struction is not close enough to permit of disinfection with 
gaseous agents, and under any circumstances the fumes of sul
phur would be inefficient. 

The experimental work that has been done in this direction 
indicates that the bacillus of glanders is very difficult to kill. If 
the stable were my own, I should disinfect the stall by ripping 
out all of the wood-work including the partitions, cribs, floors, 
and the ceiling, if it is thought that there has been any possibility 
of the animal blowing the discharges from its nostrils upon the 
ceiling. The upper floor particularly should be removed, because 
it would be likely to harbor in the cracks so much of the infec
tious dust and other infectious material. The lumber which is 
ripped out should be burned. In renovating old stalls, probably 
infected with glanders, it would be advisable to wear leather 
gloves, or at least see that the skin of the hands is unbroken. 
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If you should object to ripping out the wood-work and wish 
to trust to disinfection, I should advise you to proceed as in A. 

A.-Wash and scrub the surfaces with solution 7 (see page 
8 of Circular No. 68) putting in at least 8 ounces of the solution 
of formaldehyde instead of 6 to the gallon. In scrubbing up the 
floors and other surfaces in tight rooms 6 ounces is about as 
strong a solution as the eyes can stand. It will cause no injury 
to the eyes only a temporary smarting. 

Then in a day or two I should mop or brush all of the surfaces 
with lye of ,vood ashes, setting up your leach and making the 
lye as you would for soft soap. Mix the first or stronger part 
of the lye which comes through first with about three parts of 
water, and the later portion with about two parts before you 
apply it. It would be more efficient applied as hot as is prac
ticable. 

If it is not convenient for you to get solution of formaldehyde 
(formalin) proceed as in B. Solution of formaldehyde is now 
obtainable in some places for _so cents, or less, per pound or pint. 
I am afraid your local druggists, if they have it, would have to 
charge you somewhere from 75 cents to $Loo. 

B.-Get crude carbolic acid which is cheap. Make a strong 
soap solution, using preferably common soft soap,-putting in 
about one part soap and three parts rnft water. Heat the solu
tion of soap and water quite hot and add to each gallon of it one 
pint of crude carbolic acid. Mix thoroughly and use as hot as 
practicable. 

After a few days apply the solution of lye in the same way as 
under A. 

The lime wash is quite effective for most kinds of infection, 
but it is not very trustworthy applied to the infection of tuber
culosis and glanders. 

If the hay in the loft in your stable is quite remote from the 
stall, as you say it is, I should apprehend no danger from it. If, 
however, there were any probability that it was infected with the 
infection of glanders it could be safely fed to cattle. 

Disease of Sheep. 
Last spring I turned my sheep out into a very damp pasture 

without trimming their feet as usual, and when I got them home 
in the fall, some of them were quite lame. I had their feet 
trimmed quite close and wet them in a solution of blue vitro!. 
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Some said it was foot rot. Can you send me anyt~ing telling 
about foot-rot? Is it catching? 

Answer.-I cannot tell you whether the trouble is the foot-rot 
of sheep or not. If that was the trouble, your description of the 
symptoms indicate only a very slig-ht prevalence of the disease. 
The foot-rot of sheep is very contagious; it is easily spread_ from 
one animal to another. 

I send you a pamphlet, on pag·e 12 of which you will find a 
-short description of the foot-rot in sheep. If the trouble in your 
fl.ock continues and appears to be serious, it would be well for 
you to consult a veterinary surgeon about the matter. 

In a case of foot-rot in sheep, probably a solution of lysol, 
:about one per cent. solution, wot· kl be the best application. For 
foot and mouth diseases of cattle and sheep, a solution of lysol 
poured into a shallow vat or a slight hollow in the ground, made 
tight with puddled clay, has been used by driving the animals 
into it and letting them stanrl in the solution a little while, the 
<lepth of the solution being just enough to come above the hoofs. 

WA'I'ER .'\ND W.\'fER SUPPLIES. 

Galrnnized Iron Pipe. 
Auswer.-1 should apprehend no serious results from the use 

cf water pumped through any moderate length of galvanized 
iron pipe. For some time afte1· such pipe is put into use, the 
water dissolves the zinc and has rather a disagreeable styptic 
or metallic taste, and upon standing a slight opalescent scum 
forms on the surface. When boiled, a slight milky appearance 
is developed in the water. This trouble will usually pass off in 
a longer or shorter period of time, depending mostly on the free
dom of the flow of water through the pipe. 

The authorities are not unanimous on the question of ,vhether 
water which contains zinc is injurious as a drinking supply; 
some claim that it is and other'> that it is not. If your ~ell is 
connected with a pump, it would be well for you to pump a por
tion of the water before you take some for use, thereby getting 
rid, in a large measure, of the unpleasant taste and appearance 
of the water. 

On Choice oj' Pipe, 
Answer.-As regards the kind of pipe, galvanized iron, upon 

the whole, seems to be the best metal to choose. Good galvan-
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ized iron pipe rarely gives trouble by rusting. For a while, 
however, after it is put in, the ,vater dissolves the zinc so that it 
is a little unpleasant. After a ,vhile that trouble ceases. 

In using lead there is quite an element of danger. Quite 
frequently, I hear of cases of chronic lead poisoning to the users 
of the water that has been brought through lead pipe. Lead 
poisoning is quite a serious matter, and personally, I should not 
want to take ,my chances with it. }Vfy advice to yon would be to 
use galvanized iron. 

FOOD SUPPLIES. 
To a Local Board. 

The duty of a lccal board of health in connection with adul
terated milk or unhealthful milk supplies is not clearly defined, 
or rather I should say, is not defined at all. If milk is adulter
ated the law should clearly prescribe that it is the duty of a local 
board of health to take action, but any attempt to work under 
the existing law relating to milk supplies or adulterated milk 
supplies does not have a very good chance of success. The law 
is very faulty, and again there is no State laboratory as tnere 
should be to which you can send samples. 

DISTNTERMF,KT. 
Answer. 

We haven't much law in this State relative to the disinterment 
and removal of the remains of persons who have been buried. 
The town clerk is authnrizE'd to issue a permit for the removal, 
but though that matter is not expressly defined in the powers and 
duties of local boards of health, they probably have authority to 
forbid the removal of the remains of persons who have died of 
infectious disease, when they deem it dangerous for the disin
terment to take place. If the remains are to be transported by 
rail, or by other common carriers, it would of course be neces
sary for you to know their rules and regulations, and if the body 
is to be transported to another state, you should learn about the 
state or municipal regulations which might possibly delay the 
transportation. 

To Secretary of Local Board. 
In removing the remains of the bodies of the two persons who 

died of scarlet fever eighteen years ago, I should think that it 
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would be a sufficient precaution if the remains are simply depos
ited in a new box, transported through the village at night or 
early in the moming before many persons are astir, and have the 
workmen who attended to the disinterment and transportation 
change and disinfect their clothing after they have finished their 
work. It would be well to have the work done by some persons 
who have no small children in their own families. 

PUBLIC HEAL 'l'H DU'l'IltS OF POS'l':tlL\S'l'ERS. 

Questions. 
Has a person any right to send letters to a postoffice from a 

house where the;-e are scarlet fev,~r patients? Has a postmaster 
any right to refuse to take lt>tters :,ent from a house where scarlet 
fever reigns? What I mean is, may he refuse to enclose them 
and send them in the mail bags? 

Answer.-I enclose with this a copy of the United States 
postal laws relating to infectious diseases. That will answer 
some of your questions. 

Letters written in a house wl- ere there are ceases of scarlet 
fever should not be sent to the postoffice without disinfection in 
some way which will be satisfactory to the local board of health. 
There are numerous histories of the transmission of scarlet fever 
from one place to another through the medium of letters. Let
ters can be disinfected as follow';: Into a small box which can 
be closed up and made air-tig-hl:, the infected letter should be 
placed. Into the box by the side of the letter a quantity of 
formaldehyde solution (formalin) should be poured upon an old 
handkerchief, or some piece of cloth to absorb it. The cover 
should then be put on tightly; it should he sealed up or pasted 
up, or otherwise be made air-tight, and should thus remain five 
or six hours at least. The quantity of formaldehyde solution 
to use must depend upon the size of the box. There should be 
at least one ounce for each cubic foot of space, but if the box 
were a small one, say Sx4x2 inches, a teaspoonful or so of the 
solution would be sufficient. 

Some of your other questions are answered in the marked 
sections of the law which you will find on pages 4 and 5 of 
"Abstract of the Health Laws" which I send yon. 

U. S. Postal Law Rdatmg to Jnfectin11s Diseases. 
1. A postmaster should refuse to receive into his office mail 

matter brought to it by persons who are inmates of, or messen-
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gers from houses containing cases of contagions diseases, such 
as smallpox, yellow fever, etc., when orclcrecl to clo so by a board 
of health, or other local authority having jurisdiction of matters 
affecting the public health. J f there he no such organization or 
official, the postmaster should he governed by the advict: of one 
or more reputable physicians. 

2. :'.\fail matter arriving at an office addressed to the inmates 
of such houses may be sent to them by the hands of some respon
sible person known to the postmaster. 

3. ·when a board of health s~rve upon a postmaster a certified 
copy of a declaration or order duly made that mail matter from 
any other postoffice is liable to communicate a contagious dis
ease prevailing at the time, he should refuse to receive such mail 
matter from any carrier or messenger, but will deliver to the 
carrier or messenger a copy of such order or declaration and 
will report the facts at. once to the first assistant postmaster gen
eral. If there be no board of health the same action may be 
taken by the postmaster upon the declaration of a regular county 
or city medical society, or, if there be none, upon the advice of 
a physician reputable in his profession. The mail so returned 
shall be held until the prohibition is removed, and shall, after 
being properly fumigated under the directions of the medical 
authorities, be dispatched to its destination. 

4. If a case of smallpox, yellow fever, or other contagious 
disease occurs in the family of a postmaster occupying the build
ing in which the post.ofi"i.ce is kept the postmaster should notify 
his sureties to take possession of the office and conduct it tempo
rarily elsewhere until the danger of contagion is passed. 
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NE\V CIRCCLARS. 

Cmet1 LAR No. 71. 

S'fA'I'E BOARD OF HEAL'I'H OF MAINE, 

ON THE MANAGEMENT OF OUTBREAKS OF SMALLPOX. 

When smallpox or persons who have been exposed to small
pox come into your town, act quickly. When there are rumors 
of infectious persons or things, investigate at once. 

1'he powers of local boards of health are ample enough in 
almost any contingency. See Sec. 7, on page 2, of "Abstract of 
the Health Laws;" Sects. 8 and 9, page 3; and Sects. I to 10, 

pages 9 and IO. 

The duty of the board is to act promptly. The whole matter 
is in the hands of the local board. No time should be wasted 
in running around to get the consent or approval of the munic
ipal officers or anyone else. Your town will be obliged to pay 
all reasonable and honest bills, and the more promptly you act 
the smaller the bills will be. 

If any person breaks quarantine, violates the provisions of the 
health laws, or interferes with the work of the board so as to 
prevent the execution of the provisions of the law, have him 
arrested at once. If infectious, he can be held in any kind of a 
"shack" until he can be disinfected and brought before a justice 
for trial. 

Suspects, or Exposed Persons. 
Trace out as speedily as possible every person who has been 

exposed to the infection of smallpox. Make a note of the date 
of exposure. 
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·when located, vaccinate every such person as soon as possible. 
Vaccinate also all of the members of his family or of the 

household in which he lives. 
As to the question of quarantining a person who has been 

expm,ed to smallpox: 
If he is a transient, keep him under close quarantine. If he 

is ?. permanent resident and trustworthy, keep him under obser
vation. 

Persons who have been exposed to smallpox should be consid
ered under two classes : 

( r) Those who have been exposed but once to the infec
tion and are immediately vaccinated. These should be kept 
under observation until there are unmistakable evidences of the 
success of the vaccination, when they can be discharged from 
further surveillance. 

(2) Persons who have been exposed to smallpox and several 
days ( over four) have elapsed before vaccination. These should 
be kept under observation sixteen days from their last possible 
exposure. The wearing of their own infected clothing should 
be deemed a continuation of their exposure. 

As soon as a person has been isolated on account of exposure 
to smallpox, give him a change of clothing ( in warm weather, 
overalls and a blanket may suffice), have him disinfect his hands, 
face, and beard, at least, by washing in a r : rooo solution of cor
rosive sublimate. Disinfect his clothing as soon as possible and 
have him put it on again. 

Persons who are under quarantine or under observation on 
account of exposure to smallpox should be inspected by a physi
cian at least once daily during the period of incubation. 

Vaccination. 
In the vaccination of persons who have been exposed to small

pox, "time is money." The failure of prompt vaccination some
times costs towns much money. The persons exposed and all 
members of their families should not only be vaccinated as 
quickly as possible, but the vaccination should be done again 
and again, if necessary, until a "take" results, or there are other 
good reasons to believe that all these persons are fully protected. 

Prompt vaccination is required for the exposed person that the 
vaccination may get ahead of smallpox and modify it or prevent 
it entirely, and for the persons housed or associated with him 

,:• 
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the aim should be the speediest possible "takes," so that these 
persons may be fully protected if the person already exposed 
develops smallpox. 

If, after persuasion and reasoning with them, suspects refuse 
to be vaccinated, apply an absolute quarantine, just as long as 
may be necessary. 

As to the method of doing vaccination, see Circular No. 67. 
As to the value of vaccination, it may be said that the pro

tective power of a recent and successful vaccination is nearly if 
not quite as absolute as that from a previous attack of smallpox. 
See Circular No. 27. 

Even if not recently vaccinated, the health officer need not 
hesitate to attend promptly to any duty which an emergency 
may present. If he is exposed to smallpox and is carefully vac
cinated soon afterward ( within one or two clays, although the 
sooner the better) the vaccination, on account of its more rapd 
development will get ahead of the smallpox and prevent it. 

Quarantine. 
The quarantine of every smallpox patient should be prompt 

and absolute. There should be a guard placed over every infect.cd 
house day and night, and special visits should be made at unex
pected hours to see whether the guards are doing their duty 
faithfully. 

Transient suspects should also be quarantined as under "Sus
pects." 

Nurses. 
When it is known that persons have been exposed to smallpox, 

the local health officers should promptly arrange for the worst. 
Facilities for the quarantine and the treatment of the sick should 
be considered before the actual cases are on hand. Nurses and 
medical attendants should conditionally be engaged in advance. 

For nurses, have persons who have had smallpox, or who are 
thoroughly protected by a recent successful vaccination. 
Hospitals and Camps. 

\Vhen smallpox breaks out, the question will often arise 
whether the sick shall be kept and cared for in their houses, or 
the houses in which they are found, or shall be removed to other 
quarters. \Vhen practicable to do so, their removal is desirable. 

7 



If removed, the house from which they are taken should be 
disinfected with the least possible delay. 

·when a house is not available as a hospital, a temporary camp 
or shed may quickly be built, which will be safe and comfortable 
for patients and attendants. 

Persons who have been exposed to smallpox and persons who 
show uncertain symptoms of the disease should not be confined 
with smallpox patients, until the diagnosis of smallpox is clear. 

Dis inf ectfon. 
The rules for disinfection given in the circulars for scarlet 

fever and diphtheria and in Circular No. 68, are applicable to 
smallpox, with perhaps one exception. Sulphur fumigation 
simply as a disinfection of surfaces, is more trustworthy in small
pox than in diphtheria, and some other diseases. That is the 
experience of numerous practical public health officers. But it 
has even less power of penetration than formaldehyde. When 
available, formaldehyde is always preferable. 

If it is deemed best to do so, a preliminary disinfection may 
be clone with formaldehyde or sulphur fumigation as the first 
step in the disinfection of a room ; but a final and trustworthy 
disinfection with either of these gases can be clone only after the 
room is cleared, or partly cleared, of its contents-particularly 
clothing, bedding, rugs and carpets-as is directed in Circular 
No. 68. 

To disinfect a room with formaldehyde, close all openings, 
especially those around doors and windows, by stuffing with cot
ton or by pasting paper over the cracks. Close tightly ventilators
and fireplaces. Formaldehyde solution as a source of the disin
fectant gas is preferable to wood alcohol, and at its present 
prices, bought in quantity, is nearly, if not quite as economical 
as wood alcohol or sulphur. Vaporize 250 cubic centimeters 
( one-half pint at least) for each I,ooo cubic feet of space. Close 
the rooms tightly eight hours or more. 

To disinfect with sulphur, close all openings as is advised for 
formaldehyde. Leave one door for the escape of the disinfector. 
Into each room to be disinfected, put a tub partly full of water; 
and into each tub put an iron pot capable of containing double 
the amount of sulphur required. Put into each pot sulphur 
enough to give 5 pounds for each 1,000 cubic feet of air space. 
Pour on a small amount of alcohol; see that the sulphur is thor-
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oughly ignited, then leave the room; close the door and stop 
all the cracks. Leave the room closed for twenty-four hours. 

If the room is too open to admit of disinfection with the above 
mentioned gases, it must be thoroughly washed down with 
Solution 6 or 7. Every portion of the room should be thor
oughly wetted with the solution, and the room should not be 
occupied for twenty-four hours. The doors and windows should 
be left open to facilitate drying. 

A steam disinfector should be at hand if possible. Any good 
tinman can make a portable steam disinfector such as is 
described on page 6, of Circular No. 68. 

Brief Points for Non-Medical Members of Boards of Health. 
The period of incubation of smallpox-time from exposure to 

the first symptoms of the disease-is twelve days on the average. 
It may be longer or shorter. In about three days more the 
eruption begins to show as small red specks, and then as pimples 
or papules, at first on the forehead and wrists, gradually extend
ing over the body so that the eruption becomes general in about 
twenty-four hours. On the fourth and fifth days of the disease 
( counting from the first symptoms) the eruption is papular, and 
the characteristic "shotty" sensation is obtained by passing the 
fingers over the skin. During the next twenty-four hours the 
papules become vesicles, with clear summits. From the sixth to 
the eighth day these vesicles or watery blisters become yellow, 
and the eruption has then become pustular, the pustules often 
presenting a slight depression in the center, that is, they are "um
bilicated." The fever having declined when the eruption first 
appeared, now rises again. Severe pain in the small of the back 
is somewhat characteristic of smallpox. In modified smallpox 
or varioloid, the eruption aborts at various stages, or fails to 
follow a typical course. 

Smallpox is intensely infectious, but less so in the earliest 
stages of the eruption. The patient is infectious until the skin 
is entirely cleared of crusts and the desquamation of the pox
marks has ceased. 

The following maxims issued by the United States Marine 
Hospital Service are worthy of a place in the top of the hat of 
every health officer: 
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"Smallpox cannot be suppressed without the expenditure of 
money. 

"The more promptly you act the less it \\·ill cost. 
"When in doubt act on the safe side. 
"Finally, the following motto is offered for your banner in 

smallpox work: 
"ISOLATE. VACCINATE. DISINFECT. Vaccinate 

with glycerinated lymph." 

FORM 67. 

THE TECHNIQUE OF VACCINATION. 

[Enn'roN or 1901.1 

ISSUED l1Y THE S'l'.\TE JlO,\RD OF HI,.\LTH OF l\L\INE. 

It has been thought advisable to o.ffer the following sugges
tions as to certain points to be observed in the actual use of the 
lymph, and stress should be laid upon the observan~e of certain 
requirements; first, because any person whom we inoculate with 
the virus of an infectious disease, though an attenuated one, is 
entitled to all the protection from possible ill results which care
ful management can secure for him; and, second, because as 
simple a matter as vaccination is, it requires a knowledge of the 
technic of the operation, and the observance of certain precau
tions, which, if wanting, may result in non-success or in an 
abnormal course of the vaccinal disease. 

Use only animal lymph, as fresh as possible and only from pro
ducers of known reliability. 

Dried lymph upon points, glycerinated lymph in tubes, or upon 
points, and the glycerinated pulp in tubes and upon points are all 
serviceable. 

The glycerinated forms are least likely to be contaminated by 
undesirable organisms and give the greatest percentage of suc
cessful results in all cases. 
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Points should be used as soon after coating as possible, and all 
kinds should be kept in a cool dry place and carefully protected 
from the light. 

Use no form that does not bear the date of collection if attain
able, the number of the animal from which it was taken, and the 
date limiting its use. Never use lymph which has in it even the 
slightest admixture of blood. 

Before handling either points or tubes, have the hands scrupu
lously clean. 

In opening and handling points, avoid any contact of their 
dipped ends with the fingers, or with anything else that may 
convey foreign matter to them. 

Usually it is unnecessary to sterilize the site of the vaccination 
by chemical germicides. They are likely to destroy the efficiency 
of the lymph. 

A prerequisite is a clean skin, and this may usually be secured 
by the application, when necessary, of soap and water, followed 
by alcohol to remove all traces of the soap. 

If circumstances seem to demand the use of a germicide, use 
alcohol and boiled water freely to remove all traces of it, before 
vaccinating. 

Avoid the use of any but the simplest instruments for the 
denudation of the skin. Needles are cheap and efficient and may 
be easily sterilized before using by passing through a flame. A 
fresh needle should be used for each person vaccinated. If a 
scalpel is used, scrape the epidermis, do not cut it. 

It is only necessary to produce a denuded surface through 
which serum will ooze. Bleeding is to be avoided. 

Do not scarify large areas. Intensity of inflammatory action 
is thereby favored. ::\fake the denudation not over one~quarter 
of an inch square and if glycerinated lymph is used, even smaller. 
Make two or three of them, especially if it is a revaccination. 
Make them an inch or more apart, and so avoid coalescence of 
the vesicles. In primary cases when glycerinated lymph is used, 
one area of scarification is sufficient. 

If dried lymph on points is used, moisten it by dipping the 
point in water that has been boiled, and lay it aside for the lymph 
to soften while the denudation is being made. Wipe the lymph 
from the point upon the raw surface, and then rub it in with the 
flat side of the point. 
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If moist glycerinated lymph on points is used, apply in the 
same manner, omitting the preliminary softening, or the scarify
ing may be made with the charged point. 

If glycerinated lymph or pulp in tubes is to be used, wipe the 
tube with a clean damp cloth or bit of absorbent cotton. Insert 
it through the rubber bulb furnished for that purpose, break off 
one end and draw the tube back till the bulb is over the open end; 
then break off the other end and express the lymph, by compress
ing the bulb, allowing- it to drop upon the denuded surfaces. Do 
not expel the lymph by hl0wing. Salivary infection of the 
wound is a possibility. Rub the lymph in thoroughly with the 
needle, the fb.t surface of the scalpel, or a sterilized wooden 
spatula, or it may be pricked in, as in tattooing. 

Allow nothing to come in contact with the vaccinated area until 
it is dry. If the underclothing is clean, the sleeve may be drawn 
duwn ,vithont further delay. Otherwise, a soft covering of 
sterilized gauze or some one of the ventilated shields may be laid 
lightly over the arm without pressure and held in place by an 
adhesive strip. The leg is an undesirable location for vaccina
tion because of the greater liability of infection. 

lf possible, inspect each vaccinated person by the seventh day. 
If unsuccessful or atypical, revaccinate, especially if there has 
been exposure to smallpox. Repeated vaccination in primary 
cases rarely fails eventually to secure a typical vesicle. 

Caution the vaccinated person, or if a child, its parent, to guard 
against premature rupture of the vesicle. Experience shows 
that the great µroportion of septic inflammations and eroding 
ulcers is due to infection introduced after the development of the 
vesicle. 

N me every thing which bears upon the purity and reliability 
of th?. lymph. If untoward effects, irregularities or abnormali
ties occur in other cases vaccinated with the same lymph, change 
to some other product. 

Vaccinate every child during its first year of life, again between 
the agt. of ten and fourteen, and once again after puberty. 

Always vaccinate and revaccinate anyone exposed to smallpox, 
regat dle,;s of the previous vaccinal history. Advise it generally 
during any prevalence of the disease. 

Record the names of all persons vaccinated, the elate of vac-
cination, the results, and the number of the package used. These 
facts are useful for reference, especially the latter, if question 
arises as to the purity of the material used. 



·wATER ANALYSIS. 

The following tabulation gives the results of the chemical 
examinations of samples of water which were made during the 
two years. As may be seen, only a few analyses were done in 
1901. Miss Lovejoy, who has hitherto done all work of this 
kind, has left the service of the State board of health, and in the 
.absence of any special provision for it, all laboratory work has 
had to be discontinued. 



ANALYSES OF SAMPLES OF WATER-EXPRESSED IN PARTS PER rno,ooo. 
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1900. 
1477 Well, North Bridgton ........................ , ......... !January 
1478 Hobbs Pond, Camden ................................. Jlfarch 
147B Mirror Lake, Cam,len ................................. March 
1480 Well, Sherman ........................................... Mar~h 
14~1 Well, Augusta ..................................•... Apnl 
1482 Water supply, Cahtis ...................................... April 
14~3 Well, East Northport ................................... April 
1484 Well, Bangor...... . . . .. • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . April 
14~5 Well, Bangor ........ , ............................. , ....... April 
14~6 Well, P1ttsfiel<l . . .......................................... A pri\ 
1487 Well, Pittsfielrl ............................................ April 
1488 Water supply, l'ittsfiel([ ................................ April 
1489 Well, Pittsfield .......................................... April 
1490 Spring, Dover .......................................... April 
l4!Jl Spring, Gar<liner ......................................... April 
1492 Well, Steep !<'alls ........................................ April 
14B8 s11ring, Skowhegan ............ _ ...................... April 
14!J4 Spring, Augusta ........ , ................................ May 
1495 Well, Southwest Harbor ................................ April 
l49li Well, Monmouth........ . . . . . .... . . . . . . . . . . . ............ May 
1497 Well, Augusta . .. . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . .. . May 
14!18 Spring, Yarmouth ...•.................................. May 
14!)9 Spring, Augusta ....................................... May 
1500 Well, Pittsfield ...... , .... , ................................. May 
1501 Well, Pittsfield....... . .... . ............................ May 
1:,02 Well, Pittsfiel,t. .......................................... May 
1503 Well, Pittsfiehl ... , ..........•.. , .......................... May 
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42.2 12.6 ~4.44 
16.0 6,4 8.86 
3.6 1.2 1.95 

23.4 8.2 12.56 
29,6 10.8 18.02 
13.8 4.4 8.86 
26.8 6.6 22.02 
5.8 LS 3.90 
4.8 2.2 3.25 

50.6 25.8 26.62 
4.0 .8 3.51 
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.6 .ooo .002 None .... . ...... Jlfuch. 

.5 .ooo .007 NonP .......... Very slight trace. 

.6 .003 . 007 None ............ v,,ry slight trace . 
3.0 • OOJ .009 Trace ............ Much . 
2.2 .or, .028 Trace ........... . Much. 
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1.2 .001 .002 Very slight trace Trace. 
1.2 .000 .ooo Slight trace .... Much. 
4.0 .000 .007 Verv slight trace Much. 
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.3 .0001 .ooo Nt>ne ......... .... Slight trace, 
4 .4 .000 .003 Very slight trace Heavy trace. 
4.4 .001 .004 Very slight trace Much. 

.6 :8~1 .002 Very slight trace Much. 
}.J .007 Much ........... Much. 
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1504 Well, Canton ............•..•..••...•...••...•.•...•.••.. May 16, 
J!\05 Spring, Berry Mills ............................•. , ...••.. May 14, 
1506 Well, Lisbon Falls ......................................... ~Jay 21, 
150, Well, South Berwick .................................... May 2:{, 
1508 Spring, Bangor............... . . . ••. . . . ... . . . . .•. . . .. . .. May 20, 
1om1 Well, Auburn ............................................ M!ly 23, 
1510 Lily Porni, ltockport....... ... . . ... . . .. . .. .. . ......... May 2tt, 
15ll ~pring-, Cherryfield ...................................... May 10, 
151:? Spring, MunclH;ster ....................................... May 30, 
1513 Well, Pittston ............................................ ,June ~. 
15I~ Well, Lowell . .. . .. . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . .. . .................. ,June 14, 
1.'>15 Willi, Canton ............................................. ,June 14, 
15lt::i Spring, .Jackson ......................................... June 1.5, 
1517 Spring, Milltown ......................................... ,June 14, 
1518 Spring, Saco ............................................ ,June 14, 
15LJ Spring, Hope... . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . .. . .. . . ...... ,June 18, 
lfi20 \Vell, A11g-ust::t ...... , .....••.............•.............. ,\ngust ti, 
J.'J21 ..;;pringi \\' aHhington ....................... , ............. A ugu~t 4, 
lf.i22 \Ve 11, York IlarlJor ... ................................. A ugu~t 6, 
l.)i,l \Vell, Pophatn Beach .. ............................... August 7, 
1524 \Vell, SelJago Lake...... . . ........................... Augu~t 9, 
152.\ Well, Sebago L>1ke ...................................... August 9, 
1520 \Vell, :Montagne .... .................................... August, 
1527 Well, Mor1tn,gue . ..................... •··· ....... • •····· • •··········· •· 
rn!s Well, Montague ....................................................... . 
152B \Vell, Portland ....... .................................... August 10, 
lf,:311 "Pring, Prout's Neck ...................................... August 10, 
1531 Well, Uray .............................................. August 11, 
1532 S11ring, Augusta............................................ . ...... , •. 
1533 Well, Pittsfield.......... . . . . .•. . .. . . ................. August 9, 
1534 Well, Pittsfield . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ......................... August 14, 
1535 Ward's Brook, Wiscasset ................................ August 23, 
1"3fi Well, Waterville ....................................... August 23, 
1537 Spring, Hallowell ..................................... August 25, 
1538

1

\Yell, Saco ............•................................... Au,;ust 25, 
153~ Well, Saco....... .... .....• . . ...... . .................... August 25, 
1540 S])ring, Blancbarcl..... . .. . . . .• . . . . . . ...............•. August 29, 
1541 Well, t,outh Berwick ..................................... September 11, 
1542 A rtifimnl Pond, South Berwick. ... . .................. Septeinber ll, 
l543;Well, Popham Beach..... .. .. •. . ..•......•........... September 17, 
1544'Well, East Newport ...................................... September 26, 
1545 Well, Falmouth ........................................ September 29, 
1546 Well, t:>1st Livermore............................ . ..•... October 2, 
1547 Well, Richmond .............................•....... October 4, 
1548 Well, Richmon cl... .. . . .. . . . . . . . . .. . . ............... October 5, 
1549 Well, Waterville •........•...••.............•........•... October 10, 

38.2 
8.8 
7.4 

12.6 
8.4 
5.2 

11.6 
6.0 
8.8 

10.0 
3.2 
5.6 
4.2 
4.2 
3.0 
4.>' 

38.6 
11.2 
]9.0 

197.4 
10,8 
6.4 

66.2 
17 ,2 
6.6 
8.4 
8.6 
4.6 

]4.0 
31.6 
40.8 
6.0 

43.0 
3.8 

30.0 
14.4 
9.8 

21.2 
7 .o 

}8.4 
17 .6 
5.4 

13.6 
}7.2 
8.2 

20.6 

7.8 6.71 
2.0 8.14 
3.6 3.90 
4.0 5.29 
3.4 6.2!} 
2.6 3.25 
5.0 7 .86 
4.0 2.34 
2.4 5.71 
4.0 6.71 
1.4 1.6!) 
2.2 ·i.m, 
2.0 2.60 
1.6 2.73 
2.2 .~5 
1.2 2.21 

15.2 22.02 
3.61 6.2~ s.~ 6.71 

36.2 34.44 
5.4 2.60 
4.0 2.G0 

32.4 21.19 
!}.4 6-71 
3.2 2.9!} 
2.4 3.25 
3.2 2.60 
2.4 2.60 
2.0 12.56 

17.s 15.63 
7 .4 18.81 
3.0 1.95 

10.2 22.S(l 
2.2 2.60 

16.0 R.86 
5.6 3.90 
4.0 4.57 
9.4 8.14 
4.0 3.25 
5.4 3.~o 
5.6 13.31 
3.2 2.9!l 
4.6 !l.57 
6.0 8.86 
2.2 5.29 
5.0 16.43 
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.3 
.3 
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.3 
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.4 
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1.2 

.3 
1.6 
3.6 
4.8 

.6 
3.8 

.2 
2.2 
1.0 

.2 
l.H 

.4 
7.0 
1.4 

.8 
1.4 
1.3 
.3 
.3 

.004 

.026 

.001 

.001 

.or1 

.00l 

.003 

.001 

.001 

.004 

.003 

.004 

.003 

.003 

.001 

.001 

.025 

.003 

.001 

.007 

.ooo 

.O(~I 

.017 

.000 

.001 

.003 

.001 

.001 

.ooo 

.001 

.000 

.006 

.001 

.ooo 

.006 

.007 

.003 

.007 

.003 

.006 

.045 

.ooo 

.021 

.004 

.003 

.001 

. 003 Very slight trace. Much. 

. 003 Much ........••••• Ve1·y slight trace . 

. 003 Tr!lce............ Much . 

. 003 Very slight trace Heavy trace . 

. 002 Very slight trace Heavy trace . 

. 005 Very slight trace Trnce . 

. 017 Very slight trace Very slight trace . 

. 002 Very slight tra,•e Very slight trace . 

. 001 Very slight trace Heavy trace . 

. oo~ Very slight trace Heavy trace . 

. 002 Very slight trace Trace . 
• oc,2 Very slight trace Slight trace . 
• Oil Very slight trace Slight trace . 
. 002 Very slight trace Slight trace . 
. ooo Very slight trace Slight trace . 
. 002 None ............. Very slight trace . 
• 00\l Heavy tr!lce ..... Trace . 
• <J02 Trace ............ Yery slight traee . 
. 003 Very slight trace Heavy trace . 
. oo:, Slight trace . . . . M ueh . 
. 002 :;light trace ...... Slight trace . 
. 002 Slight trace .•.... Trace . 
. 017 Very slight trace Heavy trace . 
. 00:! Trace • . . . •.•.•• Slight trace . 
. 002 Very slight trace Very slight tr!lce . 
. 007 Very s!Ight trace Slight trace . 
. 003 Very slight trace Slight trace . 
. 002 Slig11t trace ..... Very slight trace . 
• OOH Very slight trace Heavy tr>ice . 
.002 Very slight trace Very slight tr!lce . 
. 003 None .•...•.....•. Very slight trace . 
• 02\l None .•.•. , ...•... Very slight trace . 
• OJH None............ Very much . 
. ooo Very slight trace Slight trace . 
. 005 Mucb • . • . . . . . . . . • Much . 
. 005 Trace ..••...•.... Trace . 
. ooo None .••.......... Tr!lce . 
. 007 Trace ...••.....•. Much . 
. 04~ Heavy trace..... Slight trace . 
. 003 Slight trace ...... Much . 
. 007 Heavy trace ..•... Much . 
. ooo Slight trace . • • • . Heavy trace . 
. om Slight trace ...... Heavy trace . 
. 002 Slight trace . . . . . Heavy tntce . 
. 003 Very slight trace Trace . 
. 005 Very slight trace Trace . 
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ANALYSES OF SAMPLES OF WATER-EXPRESSED IN PARTS PER Ioo,ooo-Conc1uded. 

,;, 
·a3 ,. ,:i 
h § ~ 
@ " "' ... 
0 Origin of Sample. 0 
'" " "' ... 
.0 0 

s 3 
" "' ;,; Q 

Hi50 Well, Waterville ......................................... October 10, 
lfi51 Spring, Waterville ...................................... October 10, 
1552 Well, Cape Porpoise ................................... October 
1553 Well, Lebanon...... .. . .......................... October 

10, 
11, 

1554 Well, Fnlmouth ............................................ October 25, 
1565 Well, Bangor... . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . ...................... October 
1556 Spring, Bangor ......................................... October 
1557 -- , Scarboro ......................................... October 

24, 
25, 
30, 

1558 Well, Scarboro ............................................. November I, 
1559 Well, Bangor....... ... . ............................... November 2, 
1560 Spring, Greenville ,Junction ............................... November 6 
1561 Spring, Dixfiel<l . . . . .. . . . . . . .. . . . . .. . . .. . .. .. .. . .. .. .. . November 8, 
1562 Well, Brunawick ......................................... November 8, 
1563 Well, Bridgton.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . ............................ November 
1564 Well, Bridgton ...•....................................... November 
1565 Well, Canton...... . ...................................... November 

9, 
9, 

14, 
1566 Well, Mllo... .. . . ..... .. . . . .• .. . ....................... November 16, 

1901. 
1567 Waseka Spring, Machias ... . .. . . . . . .•. . •......... February 7, 
1568 Well, Hallowell. ...... . ............................. February 27, 
156H Well, Waterville ........................................... March 12, 
lli70 Medomak River, Wahloboro ............................ April 3, 
1571 Medomak River, Waldoboro ........................... April 3, 
1572 Well, Oakland ......................................... May 26, 
1673 --, Fort Fairfield ................................................... . 
1574 Well, Milo.................. . . . . • ...........•........... October 30, 
1575 Well, Charleston . ......... . . . . . .. .. .. ... .. . .. . . ...•.. December 12, 
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rn.6 
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5.S 
7 .s 
9.2 

10.2 
4.8 
8.8 

13.0 

2.8 
]6.4 
6.4 
2-~ 
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]8.6 
16.6 
23.8 
27.6 
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E 
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"' "' 0 
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3.(j 
5.0 

lH.2 
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3.6 
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7.(j 

17.6 
6.4 
4.8 
3.6 
4.6 
3.0 
4.6 
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1.4 
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2.4 
2.8 
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3.S 
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"' "' C 
c::, .... 
"' c:: 
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s. 14 

14.0(i 
S.86 
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19.60 
18.81 
10.30 
In.BO 
22.02 
5.29 
4.57 
6.00 
3.1,0 
3.25 
4.57 
4-57 

2.34 
12.56 
4.57 
1.69 
1.69 
9.57 

]4.06 
8.86 

]7.22 
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.oos 
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.03] 
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.088 
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s 
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" ·a 
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.O();ilVery slight trace. 1Heavytmce . 

. 002 Very slight trace. Heavy trace . 
• 019 Heavy trace ...... Much . 
• 018 Very much. . . . . Much . 
. 003 Trace ............. Trace . 
.003 Trace ............ Much . 
.ooo S"one .........••... Very much. 
.020 Trace ........... Much . 
.009 Much ............. Much. 
. 001 Trace ............ Much . 
.002 Very slight truce. Much . 
.002 Trace ..... ...... Heavy trnce. 
.0(13 Trace ........... Heavy trace . 
.006 Very slight trace. Heavy trnce. 
.ooo Very slight trace.I Heavy trace. 
.ooo Very slight trace. Trace . 
.022 Very much ....... Heavy trace. 

. 002 Trace ........... -I Heavy trace . 

. oco Very slight trace. S!Jght trace . 

. 001 None..... . . . ... Very slight trace . 

.025 None ............. Very slight trace . 

. om None.. . ......... Very slight trace . 
• 06G Much ............. Heavy trace . 
. 007,

1

. Very slight trace. Slight trace . 
• 010 Trace ............. Much. 
. 002 Very slight trace . .Weavy trace . 
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ADDITIONS TO THE LIBRARY. 

During the years 1900 and 1901 the following books, pamph
lets, and journals were a<lded to the library of the Board by 
exchange and by purchase. 

BOOKS. 

Atkinson. The Science of Nutrition. Boston. 1896. 
Brush. Milk. New York. 1898. 
Brush. Human and Bovine Tuberculosis. New York. 1898. 
Bulkley. Syphilis in the Innocent. New York. 1894. 
Egbert. A Manual of Hygiene and Sanitation. Philadelphia 

and New York. 1898. 
Fischer. Infant-Feeding. Philadelphia and Chicago. 1901. 
Folwell. Sewerage. New York. 1900. 

Fournier. Syphilis and Marriage. New York. 1881. 
Fuertes. Water and Public Health. New York. 1897. 
Gardiner. The Care of the Consumptive. New York. 1900. 
Harrington. A Manual of Practical Hygiene. 1901. 
Hillier. Tuberculosis. London. 1900. 
Howell. An American Text-Book of Physiology. Philadel

phia. 1900. 
Kotelmann. School Hygiene. Syracuse, New York. 1899. 
McFarland. A Text-Book upon the Pathogenic Bacteria. 

Philadelphia. 1900. 
Miles. Farm Draining. New York. 1892. 
Mitchell. Flesh Foods. London. 1900. 
Mosler. Uber Entstehung und Verhiitung der Tuberkulose als 

Volkskrankheit. Wiesbaden. 1899. 
Ogden. Sewer Design. New York. 1899. 
Pannwitz. Bericht iiber den Kongress zur Bekampfung der 

Tuberkulose als Volkskrankheit. Berlin. 1899. 
Par.k and Guerard. Bacteriology in Medicine and Surgery. 

New York. 1899. 
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Polk. Medical and Surgical Register of the United States and 
Canada. HJOO. 

Purrington. Christian Science. New York. 1900. 
Pyle. A ;,fanual of Pe:-sonal Hygiene. Philadelphia. 1900. 
Richards. The Cost of Living. New York. 1900. 
Richards and vVoodman. Air, ·water and Food. New York. 

1900. 
Rideal. Sewage and the Bacterial Purification of Sewage. 

New York. 1900. 
Solly. A Handbook of Medical Climatology. Philadelphia and 

New York. 1897. 
vValker. Open-Air Treatment of Consumption. London. 

1899. 
Whipple. The Microscopy of Drinking-Water. New York. 

1899. 
Worcester. Small Hospitals. New York. 1900. 
Index-Catalogue of Surgeon-General's Office. U. S. A. Vol. 

V, 2d series. 
Index-Catalogue of Surgeon-General's Office. U. S. A. Vol. 

VI. 1901. 
Schulgesundheitslehre. Berlin. r900. Vols. I and II. 
Senate Report Ko. 516. Adulteration of Food Products. 

Washington, D. C. 1900. 

State Board of Illinois. Report of the Sanitary Investigations 
of the Illinois River and its Tributaries. r9or. 

Statistiches J ahrbuch der Stadt. Berlin. 1898. 
Statistique Internationale Resultant des Reccusements de la 

Population. Paris. 1899. (Bertillon.) 
Yearbook of the Department of A.griculture. vVashington, 

D. C. 1899. 
Transactions of the Medical Association. State of Alabama. 

19or. 
Transactions of the American Climatological Association. Vol. 

XVI. 1900. 

Connecticut 
of Health. 

Connecticut 
of Health. 

REPORTS. 

Twenty-Second Annual Report of the State Board 

1899. 
Twenty-third Annual Report of the State Board 
1900. 
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Florida. Eleventh Annual Report of the State Board of Health. 
1900. 

Florida. Twelfth Annual Report of the State Board of Health. 

1901. 
Hawaii. (Ter.) Report of the President of the Board of 

Health. 1899-1900. 
Indiana. Eighteenth Annnal Report of the State Board of 

Health. 1898-99. 
lowa. Eighth Biennial Report of the State Board of Health. 

1895. 
Iowa. Kintl1 Biennial Report of the State Board of Health. 

1897. 
Iowa. Tenth Biennial Report of the State Board of Health. 

1899. 
Kansas. Fifteenth Annnal Report of the State Board of Health. 

1899. 
Kansas. Sixteenth Annnal Report of the State Board of Health. 

1900. 
Lonisiana. Biennial Report of the State Board of Health. 

1898-99. 
Maryland Annual Report of the State Board of Health. 1898. 
:Massachusetts. Thirty-Second Annual Report of the State 

Board of Health. 1901. 
l\Iichigan. Twenty-fifth Annual Report of the State Board of 

Health. 1897. 
l\Iichigan. Twenty-sixt;1 ,-\nnual Report of the State Board of 

Health. 1898. 
l\Iichigan. Twenty-eighth Annual Report of the State Board 

of Health. 1900. 
New Brunswick. Twelfth Annual Report of the Provincial 

Board of Health. 1898. 
New Brunswick. Thirteenth Annnal Report of the Provincial 

Board if Health. 18~;9. 
New Hampshire. Sixteenth Rep()rt of the State Board of 

Health. 1899-1900. 
New Jersey. Twenty-third Annnal Report of the State Board 

of Health. 1899. 
New Jersey. Twenty-fourth Annnal Report of the State Board 

of Health. 1900. 
New York. Nineteenth Annual Report of the State Board of 

Health. 1898. 
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New York. Twentieth Annual Report of the State Board of 
Health. 1899. 

North Carolina. Eighth Biennial Report of the State Board 
of Health. 1899-1900. 

Nova Scotia. Seventh Annual Report of the Provincial Board 
of Health. 1899. 

Ohio. Thirteenth Anm.rnl Report of the State Board of Health. 
1898. 

Ohio. Fourteenth Annnal Report of the State Board of Health. 
r899. 

Ontario. 
Health. 

Eighteenth Annual Report of the Provincial Board of 
1899. 

Ontario. Nineteenth Annual Report of the Provincial Board of 
Health. 1900. 

Pennsylvania. Fourteenth Annual Report of the State Board of 
Health. 1898. 

Pennsylvania. Fifteenth Annual Report of the State Board of 
Health. 1899. 

Quebec. Fifth Annual Report of the Provincial Board of 
Health. 1899. 

Quebec. Sixth Annual Report of the Provincial Board of 
Health. 1900. 

Rhode Island. Twenty- first Annnal Report of the State Board 
of Health. 1898. 

South Carolina. Twentieth Annual Report of the State Board 
of Health. 1899. 

South Carolina. Twenty-first Annual Report of the State 
Board of Health. 1900. 

Wisconsin. Eighteenth Report of the State Board of Health. 
1899-1900. 

Massachusetts. Forty-sixth Report on Births, Marriages and 
Deaths. 1887. 

Massachusetts. Forty-seventh Report on Births, Marriages and 
Deaths. 1888. 

Massachusetts. Forty-eighth Report on Births, Marriages and 
Deaths. 1889. 

Massachusetts. Fifty-first Report on Births, Marriages and 
Deaths. 1892. 

Massachusetts. Fifty-second Report on Births, l\farriages and 
Deaths. 1893. 
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Massachusetts. Fifty-fourtlt Report 011 Births, :Marriages and 
Deaths. 1895. 

Massachusetts. Fifty-fifth Report on Births, Marriages and 
Deaths. 1896. 

Massachusetts. Fifty-sixth Report 011 Births, 1\farriages and 
Deaths. 1897. 

Massachusetts. Fifty-seventh Report on Dirths, Marriag·es and 
Deaths. 1898. 

Michigan. Thirty-first Annnal Report 011 Births, Marriages 
and Deaths. 1897. 

Michigan. Thirty-second Annual Report on Births, Deaths, 
Marriages and Divorces. 1898. 

Minnesota. Fifth and Sixth Biennial Reports on Vital Statis
tics. 1894-1897 inclusive. 

New Hampshire. Ninth Annual Report on Births, Marriages, 
Divorces and Deaths. 1888. 

New Hampshire. Twelfth Annual Report on Births, Marriages, 
Divorces and Deaths. 1891. 

New Hampshire. Thirteenth Annual Report on Births, Mar
riages, Divorces and Deaths. 18~1:2. 

New Hampshire. Fourteenth Annual Report on Births, Mar
riages, Divor~es and Deaths. 1893. 

New Hampshire. Fifteenth Report 011 Births, Marriages, 
Divorces and Deaths. 1R94-95. 

New Hampshire. Seventeenth Report on Births, Marriages, 
Divorces and Deaths. 1808-99. 

Ontario. Report on Births, Marriages and Deaths. 1898. 
Ontario. Report on Births, Marriages an<l Deaths. 1899. 
Rhode Island. Forty-sixth 'Registration Report. 1898. 
Rhode Island. Forty-seventh Registration Report. 1899. 
Boston. Twenty-ninth Annual Report of the Health Depart-

ment. 1900. 
Boston. Report of Chief of Massachusetts District Police. 

1899. 
Boston. Report of Chief of Massachusetts District Police. 

1900. 
Chicago. Biennial Report of the Department of Health. 

1897-98. 
Lanark, Scotland. Ninth Annual Report of the Health and 

Sanitar:v Condition of the County. 1899. 
District of Columbia. Report of the Health Officer. 1900. 



Sixteenth Annual Report of the Bureau of Animal Industry. 
1899. 

Twelfth Annnal Report of the Experiment Station, Kansa,; 
Agricnltural Colleg·e. 1898-99. 

Annual Report of Health in the City of Shefneld. 18sxJ. 
Annual Report of Health in the City of Shefnclcl. 1900. 
Twenty-eighth Annual Report 'Jf the Local Government Board. 

London. 1898-99. 
Twenty-ninth Annual Report of the Local Government Board. 

London. 1899-1900. 
Rapport presente au Conseil Communal en seance du 1 Octobre, 

1900, par Le College des Bourgmestre et Echevins. Bruxelles. 
1900. 

Statistiches J ahrbuch der Stadt. Berlin. 18q7. 

J>,\!\I PH LETS. 

Beaudry. Formes Anormales de la Variole Epidemique. 1899-
H)00. 

Pelletier. Precis d'Hygiene Scolaire. 
Thorne. Open-Air Treatment of Phthisis. London. 1899. 
\!Voodbriclge. \Varrning and Ventilating of Mills. Boston. 

1900. 
Main Drainage \V orks of Boston and its ?\Ietropolitan Sewerage 

District. I 899. 
Organization Lists of the Agricultural Colleges and Experiment 

Stations in the United States. 1899. 
Cornell university Agricultural Experiment Station Bulletin. 

Vv' arc!. The Invasion of the Udder by Bacteria. 
United States Department of Agriculture. Trichinosis in Ger

many. \Vashington, D. C. 1901. 
Eleventh Annual Report of the Board of Metropolitan Sewerage 

Commissioners. 1899. 
Forty-sixth Annual Report on Births, Marriages and Deaths. 

Providence, R. L H)OO. 

Tenth Annual Report of the County and District l\Jedical Offi
cer, County of Lanark. 1900. 

Proctedings and Addresses of 
Health Officers in Michigan. 
1899. 

the 4th General Conference of 
Grand Rapids. October 26-27, 

Proceedings and Addresses at the Sanitary Convention at 
Traverse City, Michigan. Augusta 22-23, 1899. 
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SANI'I'ARY ,\ND O'I'HER JOCRNALS. 

The Sanitarian. Brooklyn, N. Y. 1900-or. 
The Engineering Record. New York. 1900-or. 
The Sanitary Record. London. 1~100-01. 
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The Boston 2\Jedical and Surgical Journal. Boston. 1900-or. 
The Architects' and Builders' 2\fagazine. New York and 

Chicago. 1900-01. 
Brooklyn Medical Journal. Brooklyn, N. Y. 1900-or. 
Medical News. Philadelphia. 1900-or. 
Medical Times. New York. 1900-or. 
Medical Record. N e,.v York. 1900-01. 
The American Monthly Microscopical Journal. ·washington, 

D. C. 1900-or. 
Modern l\leclicine. Battle Creek, Mich. 1900-or. 
Occidental :Medical Times. Sacramento, Cal. 1900-or. 
Public Health. Philadelphia. 1900-01. 
The Medical \Vorld. Philadelphia. 1900-or. 
Journal of Medicine and Science. Portland, Me. 1900-or. 
Lehigh Valley Medical Magazine. Easton, Pa. 1900-or. 
The Virginia Medical Semi-Monthly. Richmond, Va. 1900-or. 
Journal of Hygiene. New York. 1901. 
The Journal of Experimental Medicine. Ke,v York. 1900-or. 
The Journal of Tuberculosis. Asheville, N. C. 1900. 
Therapeutic Gazette. Philadelphia. r900-01. 
Columbus Medical Journal. Columbus, Ohio. 1900-or. 
Philadelphia l\Iedical Journal. Philadelphia. 1900-or. 
Pennsylvania :Medical Journal. Pittsburg. 1900-01. 
Post-Graduate. New York. 1qoo-01. 
Medical Mirror. St. Lonis, Mo. 1900-01. 
American Medicine. Philadelphia. 1901. 
Journal of Applied Microscopy. Rochester, N. Y. r900-or. 
The Sanitary Home. Fargo, Korth Dakota. 1900-or. 
Dietetic and Hygienic Gazette. ;'\ew York. 1900-or. 
Quarterly Journal of Tnehriety. Hartford, Conn. 1900-or. 
Pediatrics. New York. r900-or. 
American Physical Education Review. Boston. 1900-or. 
Journal of the I\' ew England vV ater VI/ orks Association. New 

London, Conn. 1900-01. 
8 
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Monthly Report of Climate and Crop Service. Boston, Mass. 
1900-or. 

Monthly Bulletin of the Indiana State Board of Health. Indian
apolis. 1900-or. 

Monthly Bulletin of the Iowa State Board of Health. Des 
Moines. 1900-or. 

Michigan Monthly Balletin of Vital Statistics. Lansing. 
1900-01. 
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ABSTRACTS FROM THE REPORTS OF THE LOCAL 

BOARDS OF HEALTH. 

AnnoT. 1900. One nuisance removed. Two cases of scarlet 
fever.-D. M. Kimball, Sec. 

1901. No contagious diseases reported this year.-E. E. 
Hescock. 

ACTON. 1900. One nuisance removed. No cases of infec
tious disease. 

1901. Three cases of diphtheria and one of scarlet fever. 
One nuisance was removed.-B. J. Grant, Sec. 

ADDISON. No contagious diseases in either year except one 
case of typhoid fever in 1900.-U. W. Curtis, Sec. 

ALBANY. We have had no work to do as there have been no 
nuisances reported and no cases of infectious disease.-C. G. 
Beckler, Sec. 

ALBION. 1900. One nuisance removed. Nine cases of scar
let fever in three houses and three of typhoid fever. 

1901. Two nuisances reported and removed. Three cases of 
scarlet fever and two of typhoid. In our cases of scarlet fever 
we used formaldehyde disinfection.-Dr. E. P. Day, Sec. 

ALEXANDER. 1900. Vv e have had no contagious diseases in 
our little town this year.-T. Varnum. 

1901. No infectious diseases reported.-C. L. Brown, Sec. 
ALFRED. One nuisance was removed in 1900. In 1901, free 

vaccination was offered and accepted by more than one hundred. 
No infectious diseases in either year.--C. E. Lander, Sec. 

ALNA. Nothing in the way of nuisances or infectious diseases 
reported either year.-A. B. Erskine, Sec. 

ALTON. · Two cases of typhoid fever in 1901. No other 
infectious diseases during the two years.-H. L. McKechnie, Sec. 

AMHERST. 1901. One nuisance removed and two cases of 
scarlet fever.-Maurice M. Sumner, Sec. 
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AMI'l'Y. 1900. \Ve have had no contagious diseases in town 
except four cases of scarlet fever, all of which were in one house. 
As soon as notified, we put the family in quarantine, supplied a 
doctor, and, as soon as recovered, we thoroughly disinfected.
Geo. E. Nickerson, Sec. 

ANDOVER. The board has had nothing to do in either year.
D. 'vV. Barnes, Sec. 

ANSON. 1900. Five nuisances removed. One case of diph
theria and two of typhoid fever. In the case of diphtheria we 
used antitoxin with good results. In both diseases we disin
fected with formaldehyde. 'vVhen cases of consumption occur, 
we burn the sputum.-L. P. Lincoln, Sec. 

1901. Ten nuisances were reported and all removed. ~ o 
infectious diseases.-J. P. Spooner, Sec. 

ArPLE'fON. 1901. Twenty cases of scarlet fever in ten 
houses. One case of typhoid fever. The cases of scarlet fever 
were in a light form.-V. 0. Keller, Sec. 

ARGYLE. 1900. One nuisance removed. Five cases ,of scar
let fever, but no other infectious diseases. 

1901. Four cases of typhoid fever in one house.-J. l\L 
Freese, Sec. 

Armows1c. Ko nuisances or infectious diseases reported to 
the board either year.--J. M cF'adden, Sec. 

ASHLAND. 1900. Two nnisances removed. Fifteen cases 
of scarlet fever, but no other infectious diseases. No cases of 
diphtheria for the past ten years. In cases of pulmonary tuber
culosis, the State board of health circular thereon has been 
freely distributed. 

1901. Three nuisances reported and removed. Thirty-nine 
cases of diphtheria, twenty-five of scarlet fever, and two of 
typhoid fever In our outbreak of diphtheria, antitoxin was 
used in twenty-seven cases including four of cliphtheritic croup. 
There were sixty-six immunized, and of these, one developed 
the disease thirty-one days after injection of 500 units antitoxin. 
We disinfected with formalin and by boiling. About one hun
dred and eighty people were vaccinated.-Dr. H. L. Dobson, 
s~ . 

A'l'r-nms. 1900. One nuisance removed. There have been 
no cases of contagious diseases in town the past year.-L. C. 
Elliott, Sec. 
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1901. No work has been required of the board of health in 
this town this year as we have had no infectious diseases.
. J. H. Curtis. 

ATKINSON. 1900. One case of scarlet fever, but no other 
infectious diseases.-J. C. Campbell, Sec. 

1901. No nuisances or contagious diseases reported.-Geo. 
D. Lyford, Sec. 

AcBURN. 1900. Ten nuisances removed. Twenty cases of 
diphtheria, four of scarlet fever, and five of typhoid fever. In 
families where consumption exists, we have distributed Circular 
No. 54, revised edition of 1900, and have given instructions to 
follow directions of same. 

1901. Twelve nuisances reported, all of which were removed. 
Sixteen cases of diphtheria, eight of scarlet fever, and twelve 
of typhoid. In cases of diphtheria, we used antitoxin with good 
results.-Dr. A. M. Peables, Sec. 

AuRORA. 1901. No cases of diphtheria, scarlet fever, or 
typhoid fever.-Chas. P. Silsby, Sec. 

AvoN. 1900. No contagious diseases reported.-Fred Mor
ton, Sec. 

1901. One case of scarlet fever.-George T. Jacobs, Sec. 
BA1LEY\'lLLE. We have been blest with good health so that 

our board has had nothing to do for the past two years.
Michael Maloy, Sec. 

BALD\VIN. 1900. One nuisance removed. One case of scar
let fever, and one of typhoid. 

1901. Five nuisances reported and four removed. No infec
tious diseases except three cases of diphtheria, in which antitoxin 
was used with good results.-Ambrose Spencer, Sec. 

BANCROFT. The removal of one nuisance in 1901 was all the 
work which the board had to clo during the two years.-Thos. 
Fitzpatrick, Sec. 

BANGOR.-1900. Kinety nuisances reported and removed. 
Five cases diphtheria, thirty-eight of scarlet fever, and fifty of 
typhoid. 'vVe have constructed 3,339 feet of new sewers, and 
have improved the sanitary condition of our city very much by 
doing a,vay with a good many privies and earth-closets and 
putting in a large number of water-closets connecting with the 
sewers. 
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19or. One hundred and t,venty-five nuisances reported, all 
of which have been removed or discontinued. Nineteen cases 
of smallpox, four of diphtheria, seven of scarlet fever, and 
seventy of typhoid fever. Antitoxin was used with good results 
in the cases of diphtheria. ln this disease, and also in scarlet 
fever, we disinfect with formaldehyde, using Professor Robin
son's disinfecting lamp. \Vhen we have cases of pulmonary 
tuberculosis, we advise the burning of the sputum. \Ve have 
done more work this year than any previous one since the board 
was organized in 1887.-John Goldthwait, Sec. 

BARING. 1900. Ten cases of scarlet fever.-Joseph Stevens, 
Sec. 

19or. One nuisance reported which was removed at once. 
One case typhoid fever.-S. P. Polleys, Sec. 

BATH. 1900. Five nuisances reported and four removed. 
Two cases of diphtheria, fifteen of scarlet fever, and two of 
typhoid. 

1901. Nine nuisances reported, six of which were removed. 
Three cases of smallpox, nine of diphtheria, two of scarlet fever, 
and six of typhoid fever. In three cases of diphtheria, antitoxin 
was used with fine results.-Dr. E. J. Marston, H. 0. 

BEDDINGTON. One case of typhoid fever was reported in 
1900, and two or three cases of whooping-cough in 1901, but 
no other contagious diseases in either year.--A. F. Libby, Sec. 

BELFAST. 1900. Six nuisances reported; four removed. 
Twelve cases of scarlet fever, and two of typhoid. 

1901. This year eleven nuisances were reported, eight of 
which were removed. Two cases of diphtheria, none of scarlet 
fever, and one of typhoid.-E. L. Stevens, Sec. 

BELGRADE. 1901. \Ve have had no cases of contagious 
disease.-} ames Tebbetts, Sec. 

BELMONT. We have had no contagious diseases for the past 
two years, so no work has been required of the board.-C. R. 
Andrews, Sec. 

BENEDICTA. 1901. Three nuisances reported but none 
removed. Three cases of scarlet fever.-James Duffy, Chr. 

BENTON. Two cases of typhoid fever in 1901 are all the 
infectious diseases reported to the board in either year.-A. L. 
Plummer, Sec. 

BERWICK. 1900. Three nuisances removed. One case of 
scarlet fever and two of typhoid. 
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1901. One nuisance removed. Two cases of scarlet fever 
and one of typhoid.-Dr. J. E. Lord, H. 0. 

BETHEL. 1900. Two nuisances reported; one removed. 
Four cases of typhoid fever. 

1901. No infectious diseases reported. During the past 
season a sewer has been constructed throughout the length of 
our principal street which must necessarily improve the sanitary 
conditions by enabling closets to be put into the business and 
<lwelling houses. We think the people are realizing the neces
sity of better sanitary precautions and are keeping things in 
better condition than heretofore.-E. C. Park, Sec. 

BmDEIIORD. 1900. One hundred and eight nuisances 
reported, ninety-two of which were removed. Eight cases of 
diphtheria, six of scarlet fever, and thirty-six of typhoid. For
maldehyde disinfection was used in scarlet fever and diphtheria 
cases. We have attended to our duties in the same general 
way that has been de,ne in the past few years. \Ve have tried 
to keep the city clean, but the population and imperfect sewer
age is such, that it is a wonder there has not been more sickness. 
We regard the dumping of waste near the residential part of 
the city a menace to health. In our judgment, this waste should 
be burned.-Edward L. Cowan, Sec. 

1901. Thirty-eight nuisances reported; thirty-one removed, 
or in process of removal. Two cases of smallpox, two of diph
theria, seven of scarlet fever, and nine of typhoid fever. A 
large sewer is now being constructed, which, when finished, 
will abate several formidable nuisances along its course. It 
will not be completed until next year as it involves a great deal 
of work and expense.-Dr. John Lord, H. 0. 

BINGHAM. 1900. One nuisance reported, but 1not removed. 
Two cases of scarlet fever. No public or private improvements 
within the past year. The great need of the village is a system 
of sewers. 

1901. One nuisance removed. Eleven cases of scarlet fever 
in five houses. Whenever there have been cases of pulmonary 
tuberculosis, we have warned the families of the danger of con
tagion, and supplied them with circulars furnished by the State 
board of health. Formaldehyde disinfection has been very 
generally used.-T. F. Houghton, Sec. 

BLAINE. 1900. Nothing· in the way of infectious diseases 
this year, and no nuisances reported. \Ve have improved the 
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sanitary conditions in our village and town during the past 
three or four years and we have certainly seen the benefits 
derived, by the quite general absence of cases of infectious 
diseases. There are two villages in the town, Blaine and Rob
inson, and we generally have one member of the board of health 
in each village and a thircl in one of the rural districts some
where in the town; in this way every section of the town is quite 
carefully looked after. The matter of vaccination has not been 
properly attended to; none having been vaccinated for several 
years so far as I can learn.-R. V./. Bell, Sec. 

1901. No nuisances reported. Five cases of scarlet fever 
and two of typhoid.--Dr. A. J. Fulton, H. 0. 

BLANCHARD. No nuisances reported in either year. In 1900, 

we had five cases of scarlet fever and one of typhoid. In 
cases of scarlet fever, formaldehyde disinfection was used.
E. P. Blanchard, Sec. 

BLUEBILL. 1900. Two cases of scarlet fever and three of 
typhoid. 

1901. One nuisance removed. Two cases of scarlet fever 
and four of typhoid fever. In cases of consumption, precau
tions have been taken to prevent contagion. \Ve have advised 
the patients to use spit-cups containing a disinfecting solution.
Dr. R. P. Grindle, Sec. 

BooTHBAY. 1900. 1'hree nuisances removed. No con-
tagious diseases with the exception of four cases of diphtheria 
in which antitoxin was nserl freely with good results. 

1901. Two nuisances reported and removed. No infectious 
diseases.-Byron Giles, Sec. 

BooTHBAY HARBOR. 1900. Seven nuisances reported, five 
of which were removed. Five cases of typhoid fever, but no 
more infectious diseases. ;,Iany improvements in the way of 
private sewerage systems have been made. 

1901. Six nuisances rc>moved. One case of diphtheria, one 
of scarlet fever, and three of typhoid. \Ve used antitoxin ·with 
good results in the case of diphtheria. By our direction some 
400 feet of sewer pipe leading to the shore of the harbor have 
been put in.-A. P. ·wylie, Sec. 

BowDOIN.-X o cases of infectious diseases in either year 
except three of scarlet fever in r901 in which formaldehyde dis
infection was used.-\V. B. Chase, Sec. 
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BOWDOINHAM. 1900. Four cases of typhoid fever, but 
none of diphtheria or scarlet fever.-Lewis M. Foulton, Sec. 

BOWERBANK PLANTATION. One case of scarlet fever in each 
year, but no other contagious diseases.-B. L. Glover, Sec. 

BRADFORD. No nuisances reported in either year. In 1900, 

we had twelve cases of scarlet fever and two of typhoid.
L. W. Coy, Sec. 

BRADLEY. Two cases of typhoid fever in 1901 are all the 
infectious diseases we have to report for the two years.-Geo. 
W. Reed, Sec. 

BREMEN. No cases of diphtheria, scarlet fever, or typhoid 
fever for the last two years.-W. B. Hilton, Sec. 

BREWER. 1901. Five nuisances reported; all have been 
removed or surroundings greatly improved. Two cases of 
diphtheria and fifty of typhoid fever. A thorough vaccination 
was made of school children and many adults.-\V. H. Gard
ner, Sec. 

BRIDGEWATER. 1900. One nuisance reported and removed. 
No contagious diseases.-Percy Sargent, Sec. 

1901. Two nuisances removed. Our town has been remark
ably free from sickness this year. Scarlet fever was reported 
in one family, and we had three cases of typhoid fever. I am 
satisfied from inquiries made of the doctors and families where 
these diseases occurred that the houses, bedding, and clothing 
were properly disinfectecl.---:-,A..sa H. Bradstreet, Sec. 

BRIDGTON. 1900. Two nuisances removed. Twenty-seven 
cases of scarlet fever, four of typhoid, three hundred and forty
nine of measles, sixty-eight of whooping-cough, and one each 
of pulmonary tuberculosis, memhraneous croup, and typhoid 
pneumonia have been reported. 

1901. Two nuisances removed. Nine cases of whooping
cough, one of tuberculosis, one of diphtheria, six of scarlet 
fever, two of typhoid fever, and five of measles. Disinfection 
was clone by steam, carbolic acid, or formaldehyde.-I. S. ·w ebb, 
Sec. 

BRIGHTON PLANT,\TIO?\. 1900. 'vVe have not made any 
improvements, either public or private, for the last year. Most 
of the village is supplied with water from good springs. \i\r e 
have had no co;1tagions diseases reported.-J. C. Adams, Sec. 
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1901. Three cases of scarlet fever, hut none of diphtheria 
or typhoid fever.-J. S. Nason, Sec. 

BRISTOL. 1900. Six nuisances removed. One case of diph
theria and one of typhoid fever. \i\T e had an outbreak of 
measles, one hundred and fifty cases, but no fatalities known. 
One case of glanders in horse and two of tuberculosis in cows. 
These were visited hy the Cattle Commissioners, and after being 
appraised, were ordered killed and the stables disinfected, in 
two cases with formaldehyde, and one with corrosive sublimate. 

1901. Two nuisances reported and one removed. Five cases 
of diphtheria, two of scarlet fever. and one of typhoid fever. 
Antitoxin was used freely in the diphtheria cases with good 
results. It has been reported to us, that there are physicians 
from other states, who come here for their vacation and respond 
to calls. This not only interfered with our local doctors, but 
makes a danger from contagious troubles, as these physicians 
do not dare to report because they have no licenses.--George 
E. Little, Sec. 

BROOKLIN. 1900. There have been no outbreaks of any 
contagious diseases except one case of scarlet fever. No 
improvements have been made or undertaken. 

1901. Ten cases of scarlet fever and one of typhoid. The 
scarlet fever cases appeared in three different families, and 
neither of them connected in any way with the others, nor have 
we been able to find the source of contagion in either case. Vvr e 
think it must have been brought in from out of town in some 
way unknown to us. In cases of consumption, we advised that 
the sputum be received in paper boxes and burned, the rooms 
being thoroughly cleansed afterward.-E. P. Cole, Sec. 

BROOKS. No nuisances reported in either year. No cases of 
contagious diseases except two of typhoid fever in 1900.-Dr. 
N. R. Cook, H. 0. 

BROOKSVILLE. 1900. Our secretary having removed, we are 
unable to make a fuli report, but so far as we can learn there 
have been no contagious diseases with the exception of two cases 
of typhoid fever.-W. C. Bates, Chr. 

1901. An epidemic of whooping-cough, very fatal to infants, 
resulted in closing a number of schools. This has been a very 
healthy town in regard to other infectious diseases.-Dr. Frank
lin Farrow, Sec. 
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BROOKTON. No infectious diseases in either year.-A. 0. 
Fish, Sec. 

BROWNFIItLD. 1900. Four cases of scarlet fever, but no 
cases of diphtheria or typhoicl.-H. F. Fitch, Sec. 

B1wwNVILLE. 1900. Twelve nuisances reported; all have 
been taken care of. Twenty-five cases of scarlet fever and three 
of typhoid. We disinfected with formaldehyde, using Professor 
Robinson's lamp. 

A small brook running through Henderson has given us some 
trouble as the alder bushes stopped the current, rendering it 
offensive, and, the physicians say, a cause of sickness. V-/ e have 
put in a ditch and have it in good condition now. 

1901. Six nuisances were reported; all have been removed. 
Six or more cases of scarlet fever. No special work has been 
done this year.-T. W. Pratt, Sec. 

BRUNSWICK. 1900. Fourteen nuisances removed. Fifteen 
cases of diphtheria, thirty-three of scarlet fever, and two of 
typhoid. 

1901. Twelve nuisances reported and removed. Seventeen 
cases of diphtheria. twenty-seven of scarlet fever, and two of 
typhoid fever. Both years, antitoxin was used in all but very 
mild cases of diphtheria with invariably good results. In this 
disease, as well as in scarlet fever, disinfection was done by 
steam, boiling, and formaldehyde.-Dr. Chas. H. Cumston, Sec. 

BucKFLE;LD. 1900. The only contagious diseases we have 
had during the past year are confined to a few cases each of 
whooping-cough and measles. One so-called nuisance was 
reported and that if found to be a nuisance the parties promised 
to remove. While we have been very fortunate in having very 
little disease, I feel that as a town grows older, there is great 
need of a better sewerage system. I also find that some physi
cians are less strict in measures to prevent the spread of conta
gious diseases than they ought to be, and do not cooperate with 
the board as it seems to me thP.y should.-Arthur E. Cole, Sec. 

1901. One nuisance reported,and promptly removed by notice 
from board. Five cases of diphtheria and one of scarlet fever. 
Antitoxin was used in each case of diphtheria. All recovered. 
;._Merritt Parsons, Chr. 

BUCKSPORT. 1900. Three nuisances removed. Five cases 
of scarlet fever and three of typhoid. Have endeavored to con
struct sewers of which we are in need.-F. VI. Smith, Sec. 
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1901. Seven nuis2.nces reported and six removed. One case 
each of diphtheria and typhoid fever, hut none of scarlet fever.
Dr. H. E. Snow, H. 0. 

BURLINGTON. 1900. \\Te have had eight cases of measles in 
town and five of scarlet fever. 

1901. One case of diphtheria and one of measles, but no 
other infectious diseases.-Chas. Barker, Sec. 

BURN HAM. 1900. One nuisance reported. One case of 
scarlet fever, none of diphtheria or typhoid. 

1901. One nuisance removed. Two cases of scarlet fever 
and one of typhoid.-F. A. McAllister, Sec. 

BuxToN. 1900. Two nuisances removed. Five cases of 
diphtheria, eight of scarlet fever, and four of typhoid fever. 
Antitoxin was used in all cases of diphtheria with excellent 
results. The town purchased during the year a formaldehyde 
generator which has been a great help in disinfecting. ·where 
there has been scarlet fever or diphtheria, we have tried to have 
infected room, after disinfection, painted, ceiling whitewashe~ 
and wall papered.-Dr. A. H. \V eeks, Sec. 

1901. Two nuisances reported and removed. No cases of 
diphtheria, or scarlet fever, but one of typhoid.-Dr. V. C. 
Totman, H. 0. 

BYRON. One· mild case of diphtheria in 1900 was the only 
infectious disease c1.uring the two years.-H. H. Richards, Sec. 

CALAIS. 1900. Ten nuisances removed. Six cases of diph
theria, twelve of scarlet fever, and six of typhoid. Formalde
hyde disinfection was used. The only important improvement 
that occurs to me is, that in conjnnction with the school board, 
we have established a system of cornpnlsory vaccination in the 
public schools. We require every pupil to obtain from some 
reputable physician a certificate of successful vaccination, or a 
certificate from two physicians, of physical unfitness for vaccina
tion.-Dr. J. R. N. Smith, Sec. 

1901. Six nuisances reported; all have been removed. Two 
cases of diphtheria, three of scarlet fever, ancl five of typhoid 
fever. Antitoxin was used in all the cases of diphtheria in both 
years, resulting in recovery. This report is very nnsatisfactory, 
but it is the best I can make with the information at my command. 
-Dr. \V. S. McKellar, Sec. 
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CAMBRIDGE. 1900. This has been a very healthy year for 
this town. Nothing to n1)te except its epidemic of measles in 
the winter and spring when we had thirty cases.-Dr. J. H. 
'Wilson, Sec. 

1901. This year has been an unusually quiet one for the board 
on account of the good health ancl natural sanitary conditions 
of the town. We offered free vaccination twice during the year, 
March 4 to 16, and 1\fay 31 to June 12. About twenty-five were 
vaccinated. Eight cases of measles were reported, but no other 
infectious disease.-F. J. Hersey, Sec. 

CAMDEN. r900. Fourteen nuisances reported; nearly all 
removed. Six cases of diphtheria, five of typhoid fever, but 
none of scarlet fever. The cases of diphtheria were confined to 
two families who had recent I y moved here. 'vV e have no doubt 
that they :ontracted the disease before coming here. \Ve used 
antitoxin with the best results, and, after recovery, disinfected 
with formaldehyde, steam, and boiling. 

1901. Thirteen nuisances reported to the board and nearly 
all removed. We had four cases of diphtheria, all in very light 
form, and four of typhoid fever. In cases of diphtheria, anti
toxin was used early with excellent results. There was also one 
fatal case of membraneous croup and one death from consump
tion.-A. Buchanan, Sec. 

CANAAN. 1900. Two nuisances removed. Two cases of 
diphtheria, six of scarlet fever, hut none of typhoid. 

:::901. Two nuisances reported and removed. Three cases of 
diphtheria, four of scarlet fever, and two of typhoid fever.-Dr. 
L. W. Shean, Sec. 

CAN'l'ON. 1900. Five or six cases of diphtheria in a light 
form, five of scarlet fever, and six of typhoid. 

1901. Three cases of diphtheria, one of scarlet fever, and 
three of typhoid fever.-R. A. Barrows, Sec. 

CAPE ELIZABETH. 1900. Four nuisances removed. One 
case of typhoid fever, bnt none of diphtheria or scarlet fever. 

1901. One nuisance reported and removed. One case of 
diphtheria if! which antitoxin was used with good results. 
Formaldehyde was used for clisinfecting.-Edward F. Hill, Sec. 

CARATUNK PLANTATtON. I()O0. One nuisance removed. 
No infectious diseases reported.-C. L. \Vitham, Sec. 

1901. No contag-ious diseases reported for this year except 
one case of scarlet fever.-Erncst Sterling, Sec. 
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CARIBOL 1900. Six nuisances reported; four removed. 
One case of diphtheria, three of scarlet fever, and eight of 
typhoid. In the above case of diphtheria, antitoxin was used 
with the best of results. Every spring as soon as the snow has 
left us and frost is out of the ground, we make an inspection of 
all the buildings in the village proper--look after the privies, 
sink-drain, and the natural and unnatural accumulation during 
the winter. If these matters have not been attended to, we notify 
the owner personally and are generally cordially received. The 
sanitary concitions of High street are bad, but this board, the 
same as its predecessor, is at a loss to know how to remedy it 
without a sewerage system. 

1901. Five nuisances removed. One case of diphtheria, one 
of scarlet fever, and five of typhoid fever.-Dr. Vv. E. Sincock, 
Sec. 

CARMEL. No nuisances reported except one in 1900 which 
was removed. We had no infectious diseases reported to the 
board except two cases of scarlet fever in 1900.-F. A. Simpson, 
Sec. 

CARROLL. We have had nothing to do during the past two 
years. A constant watch is kept hy the board, and if cases of 
infectious diseases should he reported, they will be dealt with as 
the health laws direct. T think this town one of the most healthy 
localities in this State.-Hiram Stevens, Sec. 

CARTHAGE. 1900. No infectious diseases except one case of 
typhoid fever and six of measles. No nuisances reported. 

1901. Two cases of typhoid fever were the only contagious 
diseases reported to the hoarcl.--C. F. Eaton, Sec. 

CARY PLANTATION. No contagious diseases reported for 
either year.-Davi<l A. l\foore, Sec. 

CASCO. 1900. Three nuisances reported; all were removed. 
Ten cases of typhoid fever in three houses. 

1901. Three nuisances removed. No infectious diseases 
reported to the board.-Dr. -waiter Corliss, H. 0. 

CASTINE. 1900. Four nuisances reported and removed. No. 
cases of diphtheria, scarlet fever, or typhoid fever reported. In 
cases of pulmonary tuberculosis, the family was warned of the 
nature of the disease, and request made to isolate as far as pos
sible. Our latest public improvement is a six-inch sewer that 
connects with all the schoolhouses and empties into the river at 
low water mark. 
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1901. Four nuisances removed. One case of diphtheria, but 
no other infectious disease except an epidemic of whooping
cough this fall and winter.-Dr. S. J. \Vallace, Sec. 

CASTLE HrLL PLANTATION. 1900. No nuisances reported. 
Three cases of typhoid fever, but none of diphtheria or scarlet 
fever.-F. C. Dudley. Sec. 

1901. Four nuisances reported and removed. Six cases of 
typhoid fever.-Dr. Chas. E. Dow, H. 0. 

CASWELL PLANTATION. 1900. One nuisance removed. No 
infectious diseases reported during the year.---Johnson Caldwell, 
Sec. 

1901. No infectious diseases except four cases of typhoid 
fever which proved to be very light.-Edward Girrard, Sec. 

CENTERVILLE. 1900. I cannot report anything but a clean 
bill of health.-Chas. vV. Caler, Sec. 

1901. Had no contagious diseases in the year. Town in 
good condition.-Henry F. Foster, Sec. 

CHAPMAN. 1901. No infectious diseases reported during 
the year.-E. C. McLaughlin, Sec. 

CHARLESTON. 1900. No nuisances reported. One case of 
diphtheria, eleven of scarlet fever, but none of typhoid fever. 
Formaldehyde was used as a disinfectant. When cases of pul
monary tuberculosis occur, circulars on consumption are given 
and orders to follow their instructions. \Ve endeavor to be pro
gressive and utilize all necessary means as advised by the State 
board to avoid contagion. 'vVe have come to the conclusion that 
the scarlet fever was brought from Levant through a case who 
had it so light that it was regarded as measles and treated with 
the knowledge of a physician. The cases having it frequented 
the house as neighbors and students with the consequent results. 
Only one death from a malignant form. 

1901. Seven cases of typhoid fever, hut no other infectious 
disease. The cases of typhoid fever were confined mostly to one 
family. It is suspected that the cause was polluted well water. 
A sample of it has been sent to the State chemist for analysis.
Dr. G. B. Noyes, H. 0. 

CHARLOTTE. 1900. I am glad to inform you that we have 
not had any cases of contagious diseases in this town for the past 
year.-J. F. Mahar, Sec. 
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1901. No nuisances reported. I\ o cases of diphtheria, scar
let fever, or typhoic! fever reported to the hoard.-F. J. Sprague, 
Sec. 

CHELSEA. 1900. I\·o nuisances reported. Four cases of 
scarlet fever, but none of cliphtheria or typhoid fever. In cases 
of scarlet fever, formaldehyde disinfection was used.-\1/. T. 
Searls, Sec. 

1901. No cases of infectious diseases except one of cliphthe
ria.-J. S. Tenney, Sec. 

CHERRYFn-;LD. 1900. No contagious diseases reported to the 
board. Ir.. cases of consumption, patients were informed of the 
possibility of infection from the sputum and advised to use 
vessels containing a little carholic acid in solution, and also soft 
cloths to be immediately burned.--Dr. \V. A. Van ·wart, Sec. 

CHESTER. 1900. One case of scarlet fever and, one of 
typhoid. Upon the wholf' it has heen a general time of good 
health throug·hout the town the past year. One case of consump
tion was also reported. 

1901. No nuisances n:ported during the year. No infectious 
diseases.-J. D. Ky!e, Sec. 

Cnr,;s'rERV[LLE;. ryoo. :'.\o nuisances reported. Two cases 
of diphtheria in which antitoxin was used with good results, were 
the only infectious diseases reported for the year.-S. T. Grant, 
Sec. 

CHINA. 1900. Two nuisances reported one of which was 
removed. Twenty-four cases of diphtheria, one of scarlet fever, 
and two of typhoid fever. In cases of diphtheria, antitoxin was 
used with most excellent success. None of our cases proved 
fatal where it was used in the first stages of the disease. Disin
fecting was done by boiling and formaldehycle.--Dr. G. J. Nel
son, Sec. 

1901. No nuisances reported to the board. One case of scar
let fever and five of typhoid.-Dr. C. J. Lincoln, Sec. 

CLIFTON. 1900. No nuisances reported. No cases of infec
tious disease.-\V. H. Parks, Sec. 

1901. There has nor bee11 a case o-f contagious clisease of 
any kind in our town during the past year.--F. \V. Bowden, Sec. 

CLINTON. 1900. Six nuisances reported; all of them 
removed. There were three cases of typhoid fever, also twenty 
cases of measles and about the same of whooping-cough. \Ve 
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have made some improvements on 'rwelve Mile stream by blow
ing out the ledge and giving the water a free run to carry off the 
waste. 

19or. No nuisances reported. Two cases of diphtheria, one 
of scarlet fever, and two of typhoid. There were eleven cases 
of measles reported also.-}. VI/. \Valdron, Sec. 

CODYVILLE PLAN'rATJON. 1900. No infectious diseases 
reported during the year.-Thomas 0. Hill, Sec. 

1901. \Ve have had no contagious diseases and no work to 
do in that capacity.-Hiram Cochrane, Sec. 

COLUMBIA. No nuisances reported for either year. We have 
had no infectious diseases during either year except a number 
of cases of measles in 1900. They were very light. One school 
was closed for a few weeks on account of them.-John E. 
Stewart, Sec. 

COLUMBIA FALLS. No nuisances were reported to the board 
during either year. Five cases of scarlet fever in 1900 and one 
of typhoid in 1901 were the only infectious diseases in either 
year.-G. L. Bucknam, Sec. 

CONCORD. No contagious diseases in either year.-Wm. 
Littlefield, Sec. 

CooPER. No nuisances in either year. No cases of diphtheria 
or scarlet fever, but one of typhoid fever in 1901.-Willis G. 
Day, Sec. 

COPLIN PLANTA'l'JON. No contagious diseases in the planta
tion the past two years.-F. T. Blackwell, Sec. 

CORINTH. 1900. One nuisance removed. One case of scar
let fever, one of typhoid, but no other infectious disease. In 
case of scarlet fever, formaldehyde was used for disinfecting.--
F. H. Skinner, Sec. 

1901. One nuisance reported and removed. One case of 
typhoid fever, but none of diphtheria or scarlet fever.-W. E. 
Jordan, Sec. 

CORNISH. 1900. Nothing has been reported to the board of 
health during the year past. V\T e have been very free from con
tagious diseases. NI.easies and whooping-cough have been quite 
prevalent, but no bad results have been noticed from either of 
them. vVe have not had any typhoid fever for a long time.
Howard Brackett, Sec. 

9 
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1901. 1\ o nuisances reported to the hoard. 1\ineteen cases 
of scarlet fever and two of typhoid. In cases of consumption, 
we have advised the fumig·ation of rooms with formaldehyde.
Dr. Geo. W. \Veeb, H. 0. 

CORNVILLE. 1900. One mild case of scarlet fever and sev
eral cases of measles were the only infectious diseases reported 
to the board. One case of measles proved fatal, a lady with 
rather weak lungs.-S. S. V.J oodman, Sec. 

1901. No infectious diseases reported.-W. H. Morrill, Sec. 
CRANB:ERRY Isu:s. H;JOO. No cases of diphtheria, scarlet 

fever, or typhoid fever reported. 
1901. \Vith the exception of one case of typhoid and one case 

of scarlet fever in a mild form, we have been free from any 
infectious diseases. The past year has been a very healthy one 
in this town.-Geo. \V. Bulger, Sec. 

CRAWFORD. The past two years have been very healthy, there 
being only two cases of measles and one of tuberculosis reported 
to the board. We have been in readiness to take action if 
required.-}. P. Jeffery, Sec. 

CR1EHAV:EN. 1900. No nuisances reported to the board. We 
look after the cellar drains, sink pipes, and outhouses carefully 
each year. vVe have had no contagious diseases during the past 
year but, should any occur, we shall go by the directions of the 
State board of health.-E. \V. Crie, Sec. 

1901. No infectious diseases reported for the year.-H. J. 
McClure, Sec. 

CRYSTAL Pr.ANT,\TTON. 1900. There have not been any con
tagious diseases reported.-\V. C. Hackett, Sec. 

CuMB:ERLANn. 1900. Six nuisances removed. Five cases 
of scarlet fever and one of diphtheria, but none of typhoid fever. 
Antitoxin was used in the case of diphtheria with good results. 

1901. No nuisances reported to the board. There were three 
cases of scarlet fever in which formaldehyde disinfection was 
used after recovery.--Dr. H. 1Vl. Moulton, H. 0. 

CUSHING. No infectious diseases reported during the past 
two years except one case of typhoid fever in 1901.-A. R. 
Rivers, Sec. 

CUTLER. 1900. No cases of contagious disease except two 
of scarlet fever. 

1901. No nuisances reported. \Ve are a seaboard town, have 
good drainage, and people in general take an interest in doing 
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all that is possible for the sanitary condition of the town.-F. S. 
Stevens, Sec. 

CYR PLANTATION. 1900. No nuisances reported. No infec
tious diseases during d1e year.-Eli Ouellet, Sec. 

DALLAS PLANT,\TION. No infectious diseases reported for 
either year.-1\!Irs. Ella G. Adams, Sec. 

DAMARISCOTTA. 1900. 'l\vo nuisances removed. One case 
of diphtheria and one ::if typhoid, but none of scarlet fever. The 
one great need of this village now is a sewer through the main 
street. The sewer would be short, straight and the expense light. 
The street is to grade and includes essentially all the business 
portions of the village. 

1901. There have been no infectious diseases during the year. 
There has been nothing clone this year by way of sanitary 
improvements.-A. H. Snow, Sec. 

DANFOR'fH. No nuisances reported except four in 1901, all of 
which were removed. Three cases of scarlet fever and four of 
typhoid in 1901 were the only infectious diseases during the two 
years.-Dr. M. L. Porter, Sec. 

DAYTON. 1900. The only epidemics that have visited us dur
ing the last year were measles and influenza. There were many 
cases of measles among adults as well as children. I am sure 
that had the first patients been quarantined and a moderate 
degree of care taken, many would have escaped the disease and 
much trouble avoided. There have also been a few cases of 
pneumonia and tonsilitis. I think all cases of "sore throat" 
should be isolated for a while until the true value of the malady 
is determined. 

1901. Again thi-, year we have been quite free from infectious 
diseases, none having been reported to this board. We have 
made no public improvements the past year. I think however 
that in private families some consi<lerable improvements have 
been made in the line of sanitary reform. Pure water and better 
drainage are among the foremost in this direction. Vv e have 
made suggestions where we thought appropriate and they have 
been well received. They begin to appreciate the fact that with 
a little well directed effort, much trouble can be avoided and are 
governing themselves accordingly. In country towns like this, 
each family must be a law unto itself in this direction and I think 
the people are getting to understand where the responsibility 
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rests and are making progress all along the line of sanitary 
reform.-Dr. Geo. Sylvester, H. 0. 

DEAD RrvER PLAN'l'A'l'ION. 1900. No infectious diseases 
reported to the board. There have been no changes, nor no occa
sion for any.-S. A. Parsons, Chr. 

1901. There has not been a case of sickness in the plantation 
for the past year.-B. F. Safford, Sec. 

DEBLOIS. 1900. \Ve have had no cases of contagious dis
eases for the past year.-Wm. B. Leighton, Sec. 

1901. No nuisances reported to the board. No infectious 
diseases.-A. H. ·Wilson, Sec. 

DEDHAM. There were three nuisances removed in 1901 and 
one in 1900. No infectious disea5es in either year except one 
case of typhoid fever in r900.-C. ,T. Lamber, Sec. 

DEER IsLE. 1900. Five cases of diphtheria, two of typhoid 
fever, and one of comumption were the only infectious diseases 
reported to the board. In one case of diphtheria antitoxin was 
administered, but too late and the patient died. 

1901. One nuisance removed. Four cases of typhoid fever. 
No improvements have been made during the past year.-Geo. 
W. Small, Sec. 

DENMARK. 1900. There has been but very little work for 
the board during the past year. With the exception of whoop
ing-cough and a few cases of measles, there have been no infec
tious diseases in town. Two nuisances were reported, but were 
removed without any trouble. 

1901. We have had bnt one case of contagious disease for the 
past year, that being a case of scarlet fever, with the exception 
of tuberculosis. There have been four cases of that, three being 
in one family. Vv e have used every means known to ns to pre
vent the spread of this disease The patients were kept away 
from other people as much as possible.-Dr. S. T. Brown, Sec. 

DENNIS1'0WN PLAN'l'A'l'lON. Nothing reported for either 
year.-Joseph Henderson, Chr. 

DENNYSVILLE. No infectious diseases reported during either 
year except a number of cases of measles in 1900.-Fred L. 
Gardner, Sec. 

DETROIT. 1900. No nuisances reported. One case of 
typhoid fever, but none of diphtheria or scarlet fever. \\' e have 
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carefully investigated the town at times to see that no nuisances 
are tolerated. 

1901. Three nuisances removed. Three cases of typhoid 
fever.-L. W. Clark, Sec. 

DEXTER. 1900. Five nuisances reported and removed. 
Three cases of scarlet fever and fonr of typhoid, but none of 
diphtheria. In cases of scarlet fever and diphtheria, formalde
hyde disinfection was used. 

1901. Three nuisances removed. Six cases of smallpox, two 
of scarlet fever, and two of typhoid.-Edgar A. Russ, Sec. 

DixFIELD. 1900. One fatal case of membraneous croup in 
which antitoxin was used in the last stages, two of scarlet fever, 
and one of typhoid fever. \Ve conld not locate the origin of the 
first case of scarlet fever, but the boy, sixteen years of age, 
thought it might be from a pair of ready-made pants which he 
had worn but a short time previous to the sickness. 

1901. No contagious disease reported to the board except 
three cases of typhoid fever.-Dr. J. S. Sturtevant, Sec. 

DIXMONT. 1900. No nuisances reported. Three cases of 
scarlet fever were the only infectious diseases during the year. 
When cases of consumption occur, the family is informed of the 
infectious nature of the disease and advised as to care of patient's 
person and clothing.--Dr. E. E. Brown, H. 0. 

1901. One case of scarlet fever.-A. F. Tasker, Sec. 
DovER. 1900. Two nuisances removed. One case of diph-

theria, forty-eight of scarlet fever, and one of typhoid. No 
public or private improvements.-Geo. G. Downing, Sec. 

DRESDEN. We have had no infectious diseases during the two 
years except two cases of typhoid fever in 1900 and three of 
scarlet fever in 1901.-Dr. L. H. Dorr, H. 0. 

DREW PLAN'I'A'I'ION. ~o contagious diseases reported in 
either year.-Charles R. Andrews, Sec. 

DURHAM. 1901. Fom cases of diphtheria, but none of 
typhoid or scarlet fever.-S. B. Lihhy, Sec. 

DYER BROOK. No infectious diseases reported to the board 
during the past two years except two cases of scarlet fever in 
1900.-L. S. Townsend, Sec. 

E PLAN'I'A'rION. 1900. .No nuisances reported. No conta
gious diseases.-Sylvanus Rideout, Sec. 

1901. Nothing reported except one case of typhoid fever and 
one death from consumption.-G. H. Kingsbury, Sec. 
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EAGLE LAKE PL\N'l'Xl'ION. Tl)OO. ·we have not been called 
to any case of infectious disease during the year.-John i\I. 
Brown, Sec. 

EASTBROOK. No cases of contagious diseases reported during 
the two years. S. S. Butler, Sec. 

EAsT LIVERMORE. 1900. Five nuisances reported, ancl if not 
removed, have been remedied as far as possible. Two cases of 
diphtheria and one of typhoid fever. Tn cases of diphtheria, 
antitoxin was used. One died and one recovered. 

1901. Six nuisances removed. Two cases of typhoid fever. 
-Dr. C.H. Gibbs, Sec. 

EAsT :MACHIAS. 1901. Twenty-five nuisances reported, but 
only twenty removed. One case of diphtheria in which antitoxin 
was used with perfect success.-E. E. \Viswell, Sec. 

EASTPORT. 1900. Twenty-seven nuisances reported; all 
removed. One case of diphtheria and six of typhoid fever. In 
cases of consumption, the attending physicians looked after them 
by direction of the board of health. 

1901. Fifty-five nuisances removed. Twenty-eight cases of 
scarlet fever in twelve houses, and nine of typhoid fever. For
maldehyde was used for disinfecting.--John A. Lowe, Sec. 

EDDINGTON. Two nuisance.,; reported and removed in 1901 

were the only ones reported for the two years. One case of 
diphtheria in 1900 and four of t?phoid fever in 1901 were all the 
infectious diseases during the two years.-Geo. 'vV. Estes, Sec. 

EDEN. 1900. A good many nuisances have been reported, 
some trivial, but all are thoroughly investigated by the board. 
One case of diphtheria, forty-one of scarlet fever, and one of 
typhoid.-S. J. Clement, Sec. 

1901. One hundred nuisances reported; about eighty have 
been removed. One case of diphtheria, ten of scarlet fever, and 
four of typhoid fever. Antitoxin was used in the one case of 
diphtheria with good results. \Ve are trying to take measures 
for cremating garbage, offal, etc., and have asked the assistance 
of the municipal officers in regard to it.-F. Loring Foster, Sec. 

EDGECOMB. I have but little to say in my report as, with the 
exception of two cases of typhoid fever in 1900, we have been 
entirely free from contagions diseases during the two years. 
One nuisance was reported in 1901. Each member of the board 
has his particular section of the town to look after so we are 
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ready to act promptly should occasion arise.-Frank M. Dodge, 
Sec. 

EDINBURG. \\Te have had no infectious diseases reported to 
the board during the past two years.-C. W. Eldredge, Sec. 

EmvIUNDS. 1900. No nuisances reported. No contagious 
diseases reported.-Chas. E. Hayward, Sec. 

1901. One case of typhoid, but none of diphtheria or scarlet 
fever.-Leveston Jones, Sec. 

ELIOT. 1900. Three cases of scarlet fever. Very little work 
has come within the province of the board during the past year. 
Whooping-cough and chickenpox have been generally prevalent 
among the children. 

1901. No nuisances reported. Twenty cases of scarlet fever 
in nine houses and one of typhoid, but none of diphtheria. This 
has been a very uneventful year with us except as above noted.
Dr. H. I. Durgin, Sec. 

ELLIOTTSVILLE PLANTATION. \Ve have had nothing to do for 
the past two years. There has been no sickness in the plantation 
of any kind during the two years.-H. W. Lane, Sec. 

ELLSWORTH. 1900. Fourteen nuisances reported, nine of 
which were removed. Sixteen cases of scarlet fever and nine of 
typhoid. In cases of scarlet fever, formaldehyde disinfection was 
used. 

1901. Four nuisances removed. 
reported except twenty rases of 
McDonald, Sec. 

No contagious diseases 
scarlet fever.-Dr. J. F. 

EMBDEN. 1901. Nothing reported for the year.-F. B. 
Young, Sec. 

ENFIELD. 1901. One nui.~ance removed. Two cases of 
typhoid fever, but no other infectious diseases.-S. Vv. Bragg, 
Sec. 

ETNA. 1900. One case of typhoid fever. Measles were 
reported in the high school and from seventy-five to one hundred 
cases have developed.-O. 'vV. Cole, Sec. 

1901. Six cases of scarlet fever and two of typhoid. The 
six cases of scarlet fever were in one school and were badly scat
tered before anything was done. There was only one death 
from this disease.--~S. J. Locke, Sec. 

EusTrs. Five cases of diphtheria in 1900 and two of scarlet 
fever and one of typhoid in 1901 were the only infectious dis-
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eases during the two years. In cases of diphtheria, antitoxin 
was used with good results.-F. L. Gordon, Sec. 

ExETER. 1901. 'I'hree cases of typhoid fever, but no other 
contagious disease reported.-Dr. S. J. Redman, Sec. 

FAIRFIELD. 1900. Fifteen nuisances reported to the board; 
all removed except one that is out of our hands and is in litiga
tion. One case of scarlet fever. Also one case of consumption 
in which the house vvas thoroughly disinfected with formalde
hyde. 

19or. About twenty-five nuisances reported and removed. 
Twenty cases of scarlet fever and about ten of typhoid fever.
Geo. C. Eaton, Sec. 

FALMOUTH. 19or. No cases of infectious diseases reported 
to the board.-D. W. Lunt, Sec. 

FARMINGDALE. 19or. Nothing reported during the year.
D. W. Pillsbury, Sec. 

FARMINGTON. 1900. Three nuisances removed. Four cases 
of diphtheria, one of scarlet fever, and three of typhoid. Anti
toxin was used in cases of diphtheria with good results. All 
houses in which there have been contagious diseases should be 
strictly quarantined until all danger from infection is passed. 
We have had more trouble in this respect than any other. The 
sewerage has been improved in a great many instances. Every 
town should have a system of sewerage. 

19or. Five nuisances removed. Four cases of diphtheria, 
one of scarlet fever, and one of typhoid. In every case of diph
theria, antitoxin was used with good results.-Dr. F. 0. Lyford, 
H.O. 

FAYETTE. There has not been much work for the board dur
ing the last two years, there having been only one nuisance 
removed in 1900 and one case of typhoid fever reported in 1901. 
-0. L. Basford, Sec. 

FLAGSTAFF PLANTA'fION. 1900. There was nothing to report _ 
for this year.-vVarren Wing, Sec. 

19or. One case of scarlet fever, but none of typhoid or diph
theria. Formaldehyde disinfection was used.-David A. Butler, 
Sec. 

FoREST CrTY. 1900. 
-A. S. Robinson, Sec. 

No infectious diseases during the year. 
+ 

19or. No nuisances reported. Six cases of scarlet fever.
A. F. Dunphy, Sec. 
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FoRT FAIRPIELD. Nothing reported for the two years except 
two nuisances removed in 1900; also forty cases of diphtheria 
and two of scarlet fever in 1901.-Dr. Robert H. Perkins, Sec. 

FoRT KEN'.r. Three nuisances removed in 1900 and four in 
1901. There were no infectious diseases in either year with the 
exception of four cases of diphtheria and one of typhoid in 1900. 
In cases of diphtheria, antitoxin was used with the best of results. 
-Dr. Felix G. Serois, H. 0. 

FoxCRo:FT. 1900. Three nuisances removed. One case of 
scarlet fever and one of typhoicl were the only contagious dis
eases. Fo, the case of scarlet fever, we nsed formaldehyde and 
steam for disinfecting. In the summer we had the people of the· 
town clean up the premises where it needed it, and keep them so. 
We have a good system of water. \i\Te have only a small amount 
of sewer which makes it bad in some cases where there is so 
much waste water running. 

1901. Five nuisances removed. Two cases of diphtheria and 
one of scarlet fever. Antitoxin was used with good results in 
cases of diphtheria.-Geo. vV. Ham, Sec. 

FRANK:FORT. 1900. Two nuisances removed. There have! 
been no cases of scarlet fever or diphtheria, but we have had a 
form of ulcerated sore throat in this vicinity that very closely 
resembles the latter disease. We have had quite an epidemic of 
typhoid fever, fifteen cases in all, but they ,vere not reported to 
the board by the attending physicians. The board has tried to 
keep the village in a tolerably healthy condition, but without the 
cooperation of the physicians )t has been up-hill work-Dr. 0. 
S. Erskine, H. 0. 

1901. Three nuisances reported and removed. We have 
been very lucky the last year in regard to contagious diseases not 
having any reported to the board.-1:<----. L. 1'yler, Sec. 

FRANKLIN. Nothing reported to the board in either year.
Geo. U. Dyer, Sec. 

FREEDOM. 1900. vVe are pleased to report that we have had 
no cases of contagious diseases in town for the past year. We 
have kept a watchful eye on outhouses and privies and have often 
recommended that they be kept in better order. The people of 
this town take great pride in the cleanliness of their sanitary 
arrangement-Lorenzo D. Jones, Sec. 

1901. No infectious diseases reported to the board during the 
year.-Dr. A. M. Small, H. 0. 



FRitEMAN. :Measles prevailed to a great extent all over town 
in 1900. Tint epidemic, with fonr cases of scarlet fever in 1901, 

was all the board had to report for the two years.-J. M. Bur
bank, Sec. 

FREEPORT. 1900. Eight nuisances reported; all have been 
attendee! to. Six cases of diphtheria in one house was the only 
infectious disease reported. Antitoxin was used with the best 
of results. 

1901. , Five nuisances removed. Ko contagious diseases. 
When cases of consumption occur, we advise keeping the patients 
out of doors as much as possible.-Dr. N. D. Hyde, Sec. 

FRENCHVILLE. The only infectious disease reported during 
the two years past was three cases of diphtheria in 1900 and one 
in 1901. Formaldehyde, was t;secl for disinfecting.-Dr. Isidore 
Cote. 

FRIENDSHIP. One doubtful case of diphtheria, but nothing 
else that required the attention of the board during the two years. 
-Edwin M. Cooke, Sec. 

FRYEBURG. 1900. Two nuisances removed. Two cases of 
typhoid fever. 

1901. One nuisance reported and removed. No infectious 
disease except two cases of scarlet fever.-Dr. A. C. Ferguson, 
Sec. 

GARDINE'.R. 1900. Five nuisances reported, three of which 
were removed. Eight cases of diphtheria, eleven of scarlet 
fever, and five of typhoid fever. There were no fatal cases of 
diphtheria. Antitoxin was used in all. 

1901. Five nuisances reported; four removed. Twenty-two 
cases of diphtheria, nine of scarlet fever, and four of typhoid. 
In cases of pulmonary tuberculosis, we give circular and direc
tions for disinfection of sputum.-Dr. F. E. Strout, H. 0. 

GARFIELD PLANTATION. Nothing to report except seven cases 
of scarlet fever in 1900 and one in 1901. There was one death 
from scarlet fever that we have not reported.-Louis K. Tilley, 
Sec. 

GARLAND. No infectious diseases reported in either year 
except one case of typhoid fever in 1900 and one of diphtheria 
in 1901. In cases of consumption, the people are supplied with 
circulars. The sputum is generally received in waxecl paper and 
burned.-Dr. F. A. C. Emerson, Sec. 
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GEoRGE1'0vVN. 1901. No nuisances reported. Two cases of 
scarlatina, but no other infectious disease.-vV. H. Dearborn, 
Sec. 

GILEAD. 1900. This town has been very fortunate the past 
year in not having a single case of any kind of contagious dis
ease, and the board of health has not been called upon to remove 
any nnisances.-C. H. Cole, Sec. 

GLENBURN. The town has been favored during the past two 
years. There has not been any case of severe sickness. There 
was, last year, very much complaint about one nuisance; it being 
a case where fish offal ·was deposited near dwelling houses 150 

or 200 feet from the main road. The local board took hold of 
the matter and after much talk and some very earnest threats, the 
party was induced to go out of the business, so that this year we 
are free frm any such nuisance. As the years go by, the people 
are beginning to respect the actions of the local boards of health. 
They are becoming educated to it so that the board is not receiv
ing so much opposition. This board has never been backward 
in enforcing its duties when it was necessary to do so.-John F. 
Tolman, Sec. 

GLENWOOD PLAN'I'A'I'ION. 1900. One nuisance removed. 
No contagious diseases. ~o improvements have been made this 
year.-Wm. H. Grant, Sec. 

1901. Nothing to report for the year.-J. F. Read, Sec. 
GORHAM. 1900. Seven nuisances removed. Four cases of 

diphtheria, ten of scarlet fever, and seven of typhoid. 
1901. Two nuisances reported and removed. One case of 

diphtheria, two of scarlet fever, and four of typhoid fever. In 
case of diphtheria, antitoxin was used with good results.-Geo. 
W. Heath, Sec. 

GouLDSBORO. 1900. No infectious diseases.-S. L. Tracy, 
Sec. 

1901. No nuisances reported. No cases of diphtheria or 
typhoid fever, but one of scarlet fever.-Ira Shaw, Sec. 

GRAFTON. We have had no contagious diseases during the 
last two years.-J. W. Chapman, Sec. 

GRAND FALLS PLANT_\'l'ION. 1900. One nuisance removed. 
No cases of contagious disease.-A. S. Folsom, Chr. 

GRAND Isu:. Nothing reported for two years.-Florent San
facon, Sec. 
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GRAND LAKE STREAM PLAXTATION. 1900. No infectious 
diseases.-\V. B. Hoar, Sec. 

GRAY. 1900. Two cases of typhoid fever.-Geo. 'vV. Osgood, 
Sec. 

1901. One nuisance reported to the board and removed. No 
contagious diseases reported.-L. T. Cushing, Sec. 

GREENBUSH. 1900. One nuisance removed. One case of 
scarlet fover. Cases of typhoid fever are not reported to the 
board so I am unable to give you the correct number we have 
had.-H. F. Harris, Sec. 

19or. One nuisance reported and removed. One case of 
typhoid fever.-Albion Harriman, Sec. 

GREENE. 1900. No nuisances reported to the board. 'I'hree 
cases of scarlet fever, but no other infectious disease.-Geo. E. 
Parker, Sec. 

r9or. One nuisance remove<l. No cases of diphtheria or 
scarlet fever, but two of typhoi<l--Dr. 0. E. Hanscom, H. 0. 

GREENVALE PLANTATION. There were no contagious diseases 
in Greenvale during the past two years.--Frank A. Hight, Sec. 

GREENVILLE. 1900. Two nuisances removed. Five cases of 
typhoid fever in three houses.-Dr. Hiram Hunt, H. 0. 

19or. Two nuisances reported to the board and removed. 
One case of smallpox and five of typhoid fever, but none of diph
theria or scarlet fever. "½' e have no system of public sewerage 
and private sewers nm into the highway in several instances.
A. L. Fletcher, Sec. 

GREENWOOD. Two nuisances were removed in 1900, but none 
in r9or. There were no infectious diseases during the two years 
with the exception of one case of typhoid fever in 1901.-A. C. 
Libby, Sec. 

GurLFORD. 1900. No work for the board during the year.
Dr. Q. A. Bridges, Sec. 

r9or. One nuisance removed. One case of scarlet fever. 
Formaldehyde was used for disinfecting.-Dr. R.H. Marsh, Sec. 

HALLOWELL. 1900. Three nuisances removed. Three cases 
of diphtheria, one of scarlet fever, and two of typhoid. 

r9or. Five nuisances reported and removed. Two cases of 
scarlet fever and thirty of typhoid. Disinfection was clone by a 
thorough use of formaldehyde.-E. l\f. Henderson, Sec. 

HAMLIN PLANTATION. 1900. No infectious diseases.-John 
Ayotte, Sec. 
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1901. Nothing reported during the year. No public improve
ments have been made.-Thos. Smith, Sec. 

HAMMOND PLANTATION. The plantation has been remark
ably free from contagious diseases for the last two years.-John 
W. Davidson, Sec. 

HAMPDEN. 1900. One nuisance removed. One case of 
diphtheria and six of typhoid fever, but none of scarlet fever.
Dr. W. H. Nason, H. 0. 

1901. No nuisances reported. The past year has been an 
unusually healthy one, two mild cases of typhoid fever being all 
the diseases reported to this board. The board of health voted to 
offer free vaccination, which was generally accepted by the town. 
-Dr. C. F. Cowan, H. 0. 

HANCOCK. 1900. Ko contagious cliseases.-Benj. Shute, 
Sec. 

HANOVER. 1901. One nuisance removed. Four cases of 
scarlet fever.-Harry E. Dyer, Sec. 

HARMONY. 1900. Three nuisances reported; all removed. 
Three cases of typhoid fever, but no other contagious diseases. 
The town of Harmony has been well looked after this year by 
the board of health. 

1901. Six nuisances removed. One case of diphtheria in 
which antitoxin was used with good results.-\V. W. Jacobs, Sec. 

HARPSWELL. 1901. One nuisance reported, but the local 
board could find no cause for complaint. Four cases of scarlet 
fever and two of typhoid. The local board issued free vaccina
tion to all the inhabitants of Harpswell.-H. 0. Coombs, Sec. 

HARRINGTON. Nothing reported for either year except one 
case of scarlet fever in 1900 and one of typhoid in 1901.-E. R. 
McKenzie, Sec. 

HARRISON. These two years have been uneventful for our 
board, there being only one case of diphtheria and one of typhoid 
fever in 1900 and one case of typhoid fever in 1901. ·whoop
ing-cough was prevalent in December, 1901, and is still going the 
rounds.-Dr. E. A. Wight, Sec. 

HARTFORD. 1900. Two cases of diphtheria in which anti
toxin was used. Both cases recovered. The board of health 
have had really no work to do until this present outbreak of 
diphtheria. 



1901. Eleven case~ of diphtheria. Antitoxin was nsecl with 
excellent results. Two deaths occurred before the doctors called 
it diphtheria. One child was saved by the use of antitoxin after 
the doctor thought there was no chance whatever.-T. B. \V. 
Stetson, Sec. 

HAR1LAKD. 1900. Four nuisances removed. Three cases 
of typhoid fever, but none of diphtheria or scarlet fever. 

1901. Five nuisances removed. Five cases of diphtheria, 
four of scarlet fever, and four of typhoid.-£. K. Fuller, Sec. 

HAYNESVILLE. 1900. No infections diseases reported in 
1900. 

1901. Two nuisances reported and removed. Two cases of 
scarlet fever and five of typhoicl-J ames F. Bryson, Sec. 

HEBRON. 1900. vVe have had no fevers or sickness as the 
result of a very short water supply last summer and fall. Sev
eral farmers in town have purchased windmills and get water 
from springs or wells a long distance away. They use iron 
pipes. I think no iead pipe has been used by any one. 

1901. No infectious diseases. Free vaccination was offered 
for all in town. The grip visits ns with cold weather. There 
were several cases in December. One was very severe, but no 
deaths.-L. L. Phillips, Sec. 

HER~ION. Our town ha5 been free from contagious diseases 
for two years. It is in an excellent sanitary condition.-Dr. F. 
R. Whitaker, Sec. 

HERSEY. No infections diseases reported for two years except 
four cases of scarlet fever and one of typhoid. No private or 
public improvements have been made.--Lowell M. Davis, Sec. 

HIGHLAND PLANTATION. 1901. There have been no conta
gious diseases and no work for the board of health to do.-L. C. 
Parsons, Sec. 

HIRAM. 1900. Two cases of typhoid fever. I think physi
cians should report to board of health or State board the details 
relating to disinfection, and see that rooms and bedding, cloth
mg, etc., are disinfected. I judge that in cases of tuberculosis 
the clothing is hung on the fence to be "airecl," as the old saying 
has it. vVe propose the coming year or the present, to have this 
important matter fully attended to. 

1901. Two cases of scarlet fevET reported for this year. I 
am coming to believe in the theory of Lycurgus, the Grecian law-
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giver, that "children are the property of the State," ancl should 
be trained and educated on that basis in order to secure for them
selves, and for the State, the best possible results. I strongly 
favor a law providing that all children in schools shall be vac
cinated; that a record shall he kept by all physicians of all 
vaccinations, giving n:ime and elate, also providing free and com
pulsory vaccination for persons or families unable or unwilling 
to attend to the duty. A vigorous, persistent movement every 
two years would finally develop and test a law that would fur
nish ample protection for all at the public expense.-L. A. Wads
worth, Sec. 

HODGDON. No infectious diseases reported during the two 
years except one case of typhoid fever in 1901 .-Moses Benn, 
Sec. 

HOLDEN. One nuisance removed in 19or. We have been 
free from contagious diseases during the past two years except 
one case of typhoid fever and a few cases of chickenpox that 
occurred among the children in a mild form.-G. \V. Clark, Sec. 

HOLLIS. Nothing reported in the way of infectious diseases 
except two cases of diphtheria in 1900 and one of ty_phoid in 
1901. In one case of diphtheria, antitoxin was used with good 
results.-S. G. Rumery, Sec. 

HoPE. No contagious diseases except one case of diphtheria 
in 1901.-Geo. F. Taylor, Sec. 

HouLTON. 1900. Forty nuisances reported; thirty-nine/ 
removed. One case of diphtheria, three of scarlet fever, and 
twenty-five of typhoid. Antitoxin was used in cases of diph
theria with good results. Our water works and sewer system 
have been extended during the past year. 

1901. About thirt_v nuisances reported; all have been removed 
as far as possible. Three cases of diphtheria, seven of scarlet 
fever, and thirty-one of tvphoid fever.-Dr. C. E. Williams, Sec. 

HowLAND. 1900. Two nuisance removed. Four cases of 
scarlet fever and five of typhoid. I would suggest that as some 
physicians arc somewhat negligent in reporting cases of conta
gious and infectious diseases some new and more stringent rule 
or law be enacted to better enforce it.-Dr. F. D. Vv eymouth, Sec. 

Ht::DSON. \Ve have had no work to do for the past two years. 
In 1901, we gave free vaccination.--John B. Southard, Sec. 

HURRICANE Isu:. 1900. No nuisances reported and no cases 
of diphtheria, scarlet fever, or typhoid.--E. P. Patterson, Sec. 
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1901. No infectious diseases reported. Had all vaults 
cleaned and drains opened and put in good shape.--M. E. 
Landers, Sec. 

INDUSTRY. One nuisance ,vas removed in each year. No 
contagious disease,; except five cases of diphtheria in 19.01 in 
which antitoxin was used with good results.--C. B. Fish, third 
member. 

ISLAND FALLS. 1900. One nuisance removed. Fourteen 
cases of scarlet fever and six of typhoid. 

1901. Three nuisances reported and removed. Eight cases 
of typhoid fever, very light, and seven of scarlet fever. Formal
dehyde was used for disinfecting.--\V. S. Leavitt, Sec. 

ISLE AU HAU'l'. 1900. Nothing reported during the year.
Asa D. Hopkins, Sec. 

1901. \Ve have not had any kind of contagious disease in our 
town for the year of 1901. \Ve are on guard all the time against 
such diseases and have done all that could be done to prevent 
their getting into the place. We are looking after all possible 
cases of nuisance and attend to them at once.-Dr. S. W. 
Bridges, H. 0. 

ISLESBORO. 1900. Three nuisances removed. One case of 
scarlet fever, but no other infections diseases have been reported. 
-Dr. E. D. Williams, H. 0. 

1901. We have had but two nuisances reported to the board 
and they were quickly removed. We have had no contagious 
diseases this year of any kind.-J. A. Sprague, Sec. 

JACKMAN PLAN'I'A'.l'JON. rcior. No nuisances reported. Two 
cases of scarlet fever and five of typhoid. We have used a good 
deal of care and thus limited everything to the place of occur
rence.-Dr. N. E. Nichols. H. 0. 

JACKSON. 1900. Nothing reported to the board except one 
case of scarlet fever and two of typhoid.-Vl. E. \Varren, Chr. 

JAY. 1900. One nuisance reported but not removed. Four
teen cases of diphtheria, none of scarlet fever, and five of typhoid 
fever. Antitoxin was used with good results in all cases of diph
theria except three. Formalin was used for disinfecting. All 
the disinfection that we have had to do the past year has been a 
source of a great deal of satisfaction to onrselves and the public. 
It has been so much so that we have overcome to a great extent 
the opposition that all boards af health meet with. I wish to 
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speak a good word in favor of the antitoxin treatment in diph
theria. I have used it early and late with excellent results.
Dr. F. W. Merritt, H. 0. 

1901. No nuisances reported. Two cases of diphtheria and 
one of typhoid fever, but none of scarlet fever.-S. B. Farnum, 
Sec. 

JEFFERSON. r900. Four cases of diphtheria and two of scar
let fever.-J. J. Bond, Sec. 

1901. No infectious diseases. I would make a suggestion 
in regard to disinfecting a great number of school-books at once 
( or a small number either). 'vVe used this method two years 
ago when we had an outbreak of scarlet fever and all the books 
in one of our schools were probably infected. \Ve used formal
dehyde by sprinkling it freely between the leaves of the book as 
the leaves were turned. An oil-can was used for the purpose, 
and enough of the solution was nsed to dampen the book thor
oughly. No harm was rlone to the books. They were not even 
spotted except in case of one or two it caused the ink to "run" 
slightly. We packed them in a tight box for a day or two and 
then aired them thoroughly to remove the formaldehyde. I have 
not seen this method recommended and would suggest it for its 
convenience. I cannot see why it is not efficient.-Dr. A. W. 
Nash, H. 0. 

JONESBORO. No contagious diseases reported during the two 
years except a few cases of measles in 1900.-D. C. Marston, 
Sec. 

JONESPORT. 1900. Three nuisances removed. One case of 
scarlet fever and four of typhoid.-E. B. Sawyer, Sec. 

KENDUS,<EAG. One nuisance was removed in 1901. No cases 
of infectious disease reported except one case of scarlet fever 
and one of typhoid in 1900. Formaldehyde was used for disin
fecting after scarlet fever.-Dr. J. F. Benjamin, Sec. 

KENNEBUNK. 1900. Fifteen nuisances removed. Three 
cases of diphtheria, six of scarlet fever, and four of typhoid 
fever. In the four cases of consumption which occurred, great 
care was taken to disinfect and guard households. 

1901. Nine nuisances reported; all removed. Two cases of 
scarlet fever and three of typhoid.-Dr. Frank M. Ross, Sec. 

KENNEBUNKPORT. 1900. Twelve nuisances removed. Two 
cases of diphtheria, fifteen of scarlet fever, and two of typhoid 

IO 
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fever. Diphtheria antitoxin was used in one case with good 
results. In the second case, the disease had made rapid head
way before a physician was called, and the child had always been 
sickly. For the public improvements we have been agitating the 
question of a complete system of sewerage. In cases where we 
quarantined dwellings in which there were contagious diseases, 
we always had some person to wait on the family whom they 
wished to have and in some cases where we employed one of their 
selection, we have learned from experience that such families 
take too much liberty and bad results have followed. Now we 
employ one whom we know is honest and will keep us well 
informed and help us in our work. 

1901. Nine nuisances reported ; all have been removed by the 
board. One case of diphtheria, scarlet fever, and typhoid fever. 
Wm. H. Cluff, Sec. 

KINGFIELD. 1900. Three nuisances removed. One case of 
scarlet fever and three of typhoid, but none of diphtheria. For 
disinfecting, we used steam and formaldehyde Several houses 
have been fitted with modern plumbing for closets, etc. Measles 
have been quite prevalent, but, as the parents are willing to keep 
their children out of school if they have been exposed, we have 
not had to close the schools. 

1901. Five nuisances removed. Two cases of scarlet fever 
and one of typhoid. The town has put in main sewer and two 
branches accommodating fifty or sixty families. vVe have an 
excellent water supply from a pond in the mountains.-Dr. R. D. 
Simons, Sec. 

KINGSBURY PLANTA'l'ION. Nothing reported for either year. 
Guy L. Cameron, Sec. 

KITTERY. 1900. Seven nuisances reported and removed. 
About twenty-five cases of scarlet fever and one of typhoid. 
The town also had an epidemic of measles, many adults as well 
as children being sick with them.-Frank 0. Kuse, Sec. 

1901. Eight nuisances removed. No infectious diseases 
reported for the year.-Dr. E. E. Shapleigh, Sec. 

KNOX. One nuisance reported but not removed in 1900. 

Nothing else for the two years.--E. L. Thompson, Sec. 
LAGRANGE. 1900. One nuisance removed. No infectious 

diseases. 
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19or. No nuisances reported to the board. Two cases of 
smallpox, two of scarlet fever, and one of typhoid.-Perley E. 
Speed, Sec. 

LAKE V1Ew PLANTATION. 1900. Nothing reported to the 
board during the year.-Ai Clapp, Jr., Sec. 

19or. No work for the board for the year.-C. C. Roberts, 
Sec. 

LAKEVILLE PLANTATION. Our plantation has been quite 
healthy during the past two years. Have had no contagious 
diseases of any kind.-James Hamm, Sec. 

LAMOINE. 1900. One nuisance removed. One case of 
typhoid fever, but none of scarlet fever or diphtheria. At 
Lamoine Point two miles of water pipe have been laid by private 
parties through a thickly settled part of the town introducing 
pure spring\water conveyed from Blunts lake. This lake situated 
two hundred feet above sea level, is fed by springs, the water 
being clear as crystal and very pure.-James T. Grant, Sec. 

r9or. Nothing reported for the year.-John F. Lear, Sec. 
LANG PLANTATION. 1900. No cases of diphtheria, scarlet 

fever, or typhoid fever reported to the board.-J. L. Harris, Sec. 
190r. The board has had nothing to do the last year.-Geo. 

Z. Vaughn, Sec. 
LEBANON. One nuisance was reported to the board and 

removed in 1901. No infectious diseases except one case of 
scarlet fever and two of typhoid in 1900.-S. D. Lord, Sec. 

LEE. 1900. No nuisances reported. Two cases of scarlet 
fever. No improvements have been made.-Dr. Geo. F. Way, 
H.O. 

1901. One case of diphtheria and seven of scarlet fever, but 
no other contagious diseases. Formaldehyde disinfection was 
usecl.-Lee vVeatherbee, Sec. 

LEEDS. Nothing reported in either year except one case of 
diphtheria in 1900 and one of typhoid fever in 1901.-E. A. 
Mills, Sec. 

LEVANT. 1900. No infectious diseases.-John White, Sec. 
1901. No nuisances reported. No contagious diseases dur

ing the year.-Frank White, Sec. 
LEWISTON. 1900. Eighty-seven nuisances reported, seventy

nine of which have been removed by the board. Forty-one cases 
of diphtheria, sixteen of scarlet fever, and six of typhoid. Anti-
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toxin was used with good results so far as I know in cases _of 
diphtheria. We voted to issue monthly statements of our busi
ness, and to issue cail cards for garbage team with general advice 
on back. 

Our hardest work, but one in which we have been successful, 
has been to convince some classes of persons that we have the 
law to back us in the matter of taking care of quarantined per
sons who may not have friends to care for them.-James E. 
Scott, Sec. 

LIBERTY. We have had no infectious diseases reported except 
two cases of scarlet fever and one of typhoid in 1900, and one 
case of typhoid fever in 1901. In cases of consumption, we have 
had the sputum burned and house thoroughly disinfected.-Dr. 
Chas. B. Holt, Sec. 

Lnv1ERICK. No report to make as we have had no work to do 
the past two years.-] ohn C. Hayes, Sec. 

LIMESTONE:. No nuisances reported during two years. The 
only infectious diseases were eight cases of scarlet fever in 1900, 

and two of diphtheria, and seven of typhoid fever in 1901.

A. D. Hatfield, Sec. 
LIMINGTON. 1900. Two nuisances removed. One case of 

diphtheria and two typhoid fever, but none of scarlet fever. In 
case of diphtheria, antitoxin was used with good results. 

1901. No infectious diseases reported with the exception of 
one case of diphtheria. Disinfecting was done by boiling, steam, 
and formaldehyde.-Dr. J. F. Moulton, Sec. 

LINCOLN. 1900. Five nuisances reported; all removed. 
Nine cases of scarlet fever, but no other contagious disease 
reported.-Dr. C. Fuller, Sec. 

1901. Nothing reported except two cases of scarlet fever.
A. Weatherbee, Sec. 

LINCOLN PLANTATION. 1900. Nothing reported during the 
year.-Horacc Bennett, Sec. 

LINCOLNVILLE. 1900. Five nuisances removed. Three cases 
of diphtheria, nine of scarlet fever, and eleven of typhoid. 

1901. Two nuisances reported to the board and removed. 
One case of diphtheria, three of scarlet fever, and five of typhoid 
fever.-Dr. E. F. Brown, H. 0. 

LINNEUS. Nothing reported for the two years with the 
exception of two nuisances which were removed. In cases of 
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pulmonary tuberculosis, the sputa was ordered burned.-Dr. 
Robert Boyd, H. 0. 

LISBON. 1900. Five nuisances removed. Thirty-five cases 
of diphtheria, five of scarlet fever, and six of typhoid. Antitoxin 
was used in every case of diphtheria with good results. 

1901. Twenty-five nuisances removed by the board. Nine 
cases of diphtheria and four of scarlet fever, but none of typhoid. 
-F. A. Jordan, Sec. 

LITCHFIELD. 1900. Four nuisances reported: all were 
removed. Two cases of typhoid fever were the only infectious 
diseases during the year. 

1901. One nuisance removed. Two cases of diphtheria, but 
none of typhoid or scarlet fever.-Gardiner Roberts, Sec. 

LITTLETON. One nuisance removed in 1900. Two cases of 
typhoid fever in 1900, but nothing else reported for the two 
years.-W. P. Curtis, Sec. 

LIVERMORE. Tv,o nuisances removed in both 1900 and 1901. 

We have had no occasion to <lisinfect as there have been no con
tagious diseases, but we stand in readiness to do so if needed. 
The children are well vaccinated. \Ve shall keep schoolhouses 
thoroughly cleansed.-F. H. Boothby, Sec. 

LONG ISLAND PLX!\TATION. Nothing reported for the two 
years.-Wm. S. Rich, Sec. 

LovELL. No infectious diseases in the two years except five 
cases of scarlet fever in I<JOO. When cases of pulmonary tuber
culosis occur, we use every precaution to keep others from taking 
it by cleanliness and disinfection.-Dr. C. P. Hubbard, Sec. 

LowELL. r900. Two cases of typhoid fever were all the 
contagious diseases during the year.-J ames E. Cabel, Sec. 

1901. One nuisance removed. We have had no infectious 
diseases the past year. Our town is in a very healthy condition. 
J. R. Shorey, Sec. 

LUBEC. 1900. Four nuisances reported and removed. No 
infectious diseases. 

1901. Two nuisances removed by the board. Ten or twelve 
cases of typhoid fever.-F. W. Fanning, Sec. 

LUDLOW. 1900. Two nuisances removed. We have given 
our attention to the sanitary condition of our school-buildings 
and have had them thoroughly cleansed.-R. H. Thompson, Sec. 
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1901. vVe have not made any public or private improvements 
or anything else. Have made no changes in methods or work. 
At present, we are having a very quiet time and hope it will 
always remain so.-David Small, Sec. 

LYMAN. 1900. A few cases of measles are all we have had 
reported the past year. 

1901. One case of diphtheria. In this case extreme caution 
was used and the result showed it was successful in confining 
it to one family and an individual case. We, as a board, have 
not been notified of any case where it required the abatement of 
a nuisance.-F. E. Tripp, Sec. 

MACHIAS. 1900. No cases of infectious disease.-Dr. F. L. 
Shaw, Sec. 

1901. Six nuisances reported, two of which have been 
removed. One case of typhoid, but none of scarlet fever 
or diphtheria. We have no public water works and no system of 
sewerage. In summer, this makes a very bad condition of 
affairs. In many places the drains from water-closets and sinks 
simply run out under the sidewalks. In daytime people com
plain all over town of odors arising therefrom. The town will 
not vote to put in a sewerage system and we cannot seem to 
remedy it.-Dr. A. L. Smith, H. 0. 

MACHIASPORT. 1900. Five cases of scarlet fever and one of 
typhoid.-W. F. Grant, third member. 

1901. One case of scarlet fever, but no other infectious dis
ease reported.-E. N. Palmer, Sec. 

MACWAHOC PLANTATION. 1900. Nothing reported to the 
board.-G. D. O'Roak, Sec. 

1901 No contagious diseases. \Ve call this a very healthy 
place.-M. Johnson, Sec. 

MADAWASKA. 1901. No cases of infectious disease.-Eloi 
Albert, Chr. 

MADISON. 1900. Ten nuisances reported; all removed 
,except two. One case of diphtheria, two of scarlet fever, and 
five of typhoid. In cases of consumption, circulars on tuber
culosis were furnished.-Dr. W. G. Sawyer, H. 0. 

1901. Six nuisances removed. Four cases of scarlet fever 
and two of typhoid.-D. L. Churchill, Sec. 

MADRID. 1900. Two cases of diphtheria and a few cases of 
measles. 
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1901. There has not been a call made on the board during the 
year. We have offered free vaccination. Shall act as promptly 
as possible in cases of any infectious or contagious disease.
L. C. Witham, Sec. 

MANCHESTER. 1900. One case of diphtheria and two of 
typhoid fever, but no other infectious diseases. 

1901 No contagious disease reported with the exception of 
one case of consumption. In this case, the utmost care was 
taken by attendant and patient that the sputum should not get 
on the clothing and it was either disinfected or burned.-G. M. 
Knowles, Sec. 

MAPLETON. One nuisance reported in 1900. No infectious 
diseases reported in either year except fifteen cases of scarlet 
fever in 1900 and three in 1901.-L. \V. Hughes, Sec. 

MARIAVILLE. 1900. No infectious diseases reported.-Fred 
C. Grover, Sec. 

MARION. We have had no contagious diseases and no work 
of any kind has been done by the board.-B. L. Smith, Sec. 

:MARSHFIELD. 1900. Two nuisances removed.-L. B. Thax
ter, Sec. 

1901. No infectious or contagious diseases reported.-E. L. 
Hanscom, Sec. 

MARS HILL. One auisance removed in 1900. Thirty cases of 
scarlet fever in 1901 and four in 1900, but no other infectious 
disease.-C. N. York, Sec. 

MASARDIS. Nothing reported in either year with the excep
tion of six or more cases of diphtheria.-Fred \V. E. Goss, Sec. 

MASON. One nuisance removed in 1901. The past two years 
have been exceptionally healthy ones, there having been no sick
ness reported to the board. In 1901, we had a physician go 
through the town and all who would be were vaccinated.-Addi
son S. Bean, Sec. 

MATINICUS ISLE PLANTA'I'ION. We have not had any cases 
of contagious disease during the two years.-W. B. Young, Sec. 

MATTAMISCONTIS. One nuisance removed in 1900. No 
other work for the bo,ud for either year.-H. C. Roberts, Sec. 

MATTAWAMKEAG. 1900. No infectious diseases. A. F. 
Martin, Sec. 

1901. Four cases of typhoid fever.-F. A. Perley, Sec. 
Maxfield. Three cases of typhoid fever in 1900 and two in 

1901. There have been no improvements during the two years. 
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The people of this town as a general thing are quite healthy.
I ames Wiley, Sec. 

MAYFIELD PLANTATION. One nuisance reported and removed 
in 1901. Fortunately we have been exempt from contagious 
diseases the past two years and the work of the board has been 
light.-S. A. Chamberlain, Sec. 

MECHANIC FALLS. 1900. Nine nuisances removed. Two 
cases of diphtheria, two of scarlet fever, and five of typhoid 
fever. The physicians in this place use antitoxin immediately 
in all suspected cases of diphtheria, and always with good results. 

1901. Six nuisances reported; all removed. One case of 
diphtheria and three of typhoid fever.-M. N. Royal, Sec. 

MEDDYBEMPS. Nothing to report in either year.-J. S. 
Bridges, Sec. 

MEDFORD. 1900. One of the pupils in the public school con
tracted scarlet fever. She was at once placed under quar
antine restrictions, ·with the result that no other cases have 
appeared in town. 

1901. Good health has generally prevailed and no contagious 
diseases have appeared in town this year. Free vaccination was 
provided and a large percentage of the population were vac
cinated.-E. G. Lovejoy, Sec. 

MEDWAY. 1900. We take every precaution that lays in our 
power to keep the town in good healthy condition. Have had 
no contagious diseases except one case of typhoid fever. 

1901. One nuisance removed. Vie notified the selectmen to 
clean up all filth that has accumulated through the winter and 
they complied promptly. \Ve have been free from all contagious 
diseases with the exception of one case of typhoid fever.-C. F. 
Moore, Sec. 

MERCER. Nothing reported except one nuisance which was 
removed in 1900.-I. C. Tracy, Sec. 

MERRILL PLANTATION. 1901. No contagious diseases.-Dr. 
A. B. Libby, H. 0. 

MEXICO. 1900. Two nuisances removed. One case of 
typhoid fever. In cases of pulmonary tuberculosis, the families 
were furnished with printed circulars and advised concerning 
them.-Dr. H. J. Binford, Sec. 

1901. Three nuisances reported to the board and removed by 
them. Two cases of diphtheria, three of scarlet fever, and five 
of typhoid fever.-Geo. R. Wills, Sec. 
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MILBRIDGF'.. Two cases of scarlet fever, one of diphtheria, 
and five of typhoid fever in 1900, and one of diphtheria and one 
of scarlet fever in 1901 were all the infectious diseases reported 
during the two years.-Dr. J. A. Walling, Sec. 

MILFORD. 1900. Seven cases of scarlet fever and five of 
typhoid. Formaldehyde was used for disinfecting.-Albion 
Oakes, Sec. 

1901. One nuisance removed. No contagious diseases.
}. E. Canney, Acting Sec. 

M1LLINOCKF'.T. 1901. Four nuisances removed. 'I'wo cases 
of scarlet fever and twenty of typhoid, but none of diphtheria. 
We have a system of public water works and an efficient sewer
age system also. It is pleas111g to possess citizens who have the 
disposition to appropriate sums for the maintenance of works 
that are allied to public and private health. No money should 
be more generously appropriated than that which goes into better 
drainage appealing at once to the good health and consequent 
earning and producing capacity of our citizens. All houses, 
premises, or lots contiguous to any street in which sewers are 
placed have been connected with said sewers. In all cases of 
infectious diseases, we have used the utmost care in disinfecting; 
adopting any other precaution possible to prevent the occurrence 
of new cases. My experience has suggested that towns should 
furnish disinfectants to householders of infected houses as it is 
the logical thing for such householders to expect. Improved 
methods of removing garbage will no doubt be secured the com
ing year. In conclusion would say that for sanitary condition 
Millinocket has few that can excel her.-Dr. P. Vv. Cody, Sec. 

MILO. 1900. Thirty-one cases of scarlet fever. but none of 
diphtheria or typh5">id.-A. W. Murray, Sec. 

MILTON PLAN'l'ATION. 1900. No contagious diseases.-E. 
A. Farnum, Chr. 

1901. One case of diphtheria and six of scarlet fever. Anti
toxin was used and in three days the patient was able to leave 
his bed.-Henry Davis, Sec. 

MrnoT. 1900. N,Jthing reported for the year.-Geo. F. 
Bridgham, Sec. 

1901. One nuisance removed. 'I'hree cases of typhoid fever. 
-W. E. Leland, Sec. 

MoNHF'.GAN PLANTATION. 1900. No infectious diseases.
E. G. Wincapaw, Sec. 
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1901. Two nuisances reported and removed. Six cases of 
scarlet fever, but no other infectious disease.-R. Davis, Sec. 

MONMOUTH. 1900. Our town has been remarkably free 
from contagious diseases for the last year. One mild case of 
typhoid fever, two cases of measles, and two of whooping cough. 
We have kept a watchful eye on outhouses and privies, and have 
quite often recommended that they be kept in better order. Our 
people are learning to take care of themselves in these matters, 
which is very pleasing to the board of health.-J. L. Orcutt, Sec. 

1901. One nuisance reported but not removed. No conta
gious diseases.--John B. Fogg, Sec. 

:MONROE. Two nuisances reported in 1900, one of which was 
removed. No contagious diseases during the two years except 
four cases of measles in 1900.--Dr. H. A. Holt, H. 0. 

MONSON. No infectious diseases reported in either year with 
the exception of forty cases of scarlet fever in 1900 and five in 
1901 ; also one case of smallpox in 1901. Formaldehyde disin
fection was used.-Dr. J. Jackson, Sec. 

MONTICELLO. 1900. This town has been singularly free 
from contagious diseases the past year. No cases of diphtheria, 
scarlet fever, or typhoicl.-L. E. Stackpole, Sec. 

1901. Three or four cases of scarlet fever.-S. P. Archibald, 
Sec. 

MoNTVlLLE. 1901. No infectious diseases reported to the 
board.-Dr. A. D. Ramsey, H. 0. 

Moosr R1vER PLANTA'fION. 1900. No cases of scarlet fever, 
or none of diphtheria or typhoid fever.--David Hughey, Sec. 

1901. Three cases of scarlet fever.-Dr. N. E. Nichols, H. 0. 
MoRo PLANTATION. No contagious diseases during the two 

years and no cases of pulmonary tuberculosis.-;--S. T. Bates, Sec. 
MORRILL. Nothinis to report for the two years.-Dr. T. N. 

Pearson, H. 0. 
Moscow. No nuisances reported to the board. No conta

gious diseases except three cases of scarlet fever in 1901.-F. H. 
Gilman, Sec. 

MouNT CHASE. \i\Te haven't had any work in our town for 
two years beyond what we usually have.-]. A. McDonald, Sec. 

MouNT DESERT. 1900. Three nuisances removed. Two 
cases of diphtheria and one of typhoid fever. Antitoxin was 
used in both cases of diphtheria with the best of results. A small 
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extension has been put on to the sewer system at Northeast 
Harbor. 

1901. Three nuisances reported and removed. Twenty cases 
of scarlet fever and one of typhoid. There has been a main 
sewer put in at Seal Harbor; also some branch sewers at North
east Harbor. Both of the above places will be in the best of 
sanitary condition this season. The reason for our having such 
an outbreak of scarlet fever was that it was in so mild a form 
that the first cases were not reported to our board and many had 
been exposed before we heard of it. Vv e then took vigorous 
measures and soon stamped it out. Although it was of so mild 
a nature, one or two cases developed into more severe forms, 
which if they had come at first instead of later we should have 
had no trouble in stopping the spread.-J. C. Hill, Sec. 

MouNT VBRNON. 1900. One case of diphtheria, one of 
typhoid fever, twelve of measles in a mild form, and two of 
whooping-cough. There were two cases of consumption 
reported also. In these, we furnished the families with circulars 
and advised caution in every respect. Our orders were to burn 
or bury the sputum. 

1901. One case of diphtheria and several of pneumonia. 
The case of diphtheria was a child about three years of age liv
ing in the southeast portion of the town. Upon being notified, 
our board of health at once held a consultation and immediately 
went to the district in which the child was sick. After a thor
ough investigation, we decided to close the school. We think 
every precaution has been taken to prevent the spread of the 
disease and do not anticipate any further cases. VY e think the 
child contracted the disease in another town.-A. P. Cram, Sec. 

NAPLBS. No work has come to the notice of the board during 
the last two years.-J ohn L. Meserve, Sec. 

NtwBuRG. 'vVe have not had a case of infectious disease 
reported for two years.-Dr. E. C. Newcomb, H. 0. 

Ntw CAN,,DA PLANTATION. 1900. Seven cases of diph
theria, but none of typhoid or scarlet fever.-Thos. Daigle, Sec. 

Ni;:wcAS'l'LE. Two nuisances removed in 1901. 'vVe have 
been exceptionally free from contagious diseases during the 
past two years.-D. S. Glidden, Sec. 

N EWF!BLD. ~ othing has been reported to the board for two 
years.-Dr. E. C. Jenigor, H. 0. 
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N:ew GwucEsTER. 1900. One nuisance removed. Three 
cases of diphtheria, but no other infectious disease reported.-
E. J. Mitchell, Sec. 

1901. No nuisances reported. Four cases of diphtheria and 
two of typhoid fever. In cases of diphtheria, antitoxin was 
used with good results.-Wm. L. Shurtleff, Sec. 

NtwPoRT. 1900. Five nuisances reported and removed. 
We have extended the sewer system about 1000 feet. No con
tagious diseases. 

1901. Six nuisances reported; all have been removed. One 
case of typhoid fever.-F. M. Shaw, Sec. 

NEw PORTLAND. One nuisance removed in 1900. One case 
of typhoid fever in each year, but no other infectious disease. 
In 1901, free vaccination was offered by the board.
E. Hutchins, Sec. 

NtWRY. 1901. One nuisance removed. We have not had 
any contagious diseases in this town in the last year.-H. M. 
Kendall, Sec. 

NEw SHARON. One nuisance removed in 1900. No infec
tious diseases during either year.-F. C. Hale, Sec. 

NEW SWEDEN. Nothing was done by the board during the, 
two years, except the offering of free vaccination in 19or .
N. E. Ringdahl, Sec. 

NEw VINEYARD. 1900. No nuisances reported. One case 
of scarlet fever.-W. A. Lee, Sec. 

1901. Two cases of diphtheria, eleven of scarlet fever, and 
two of typhoid. Antitoxin was used with good results in 
cases of diphtheria. Formaldehyde was used for disinfecting. 
-E. J. Voter, Sec. 

NOBLEBORO. One nuisance reported and removed in 1900. 
No cases of contagious disease except one case of typhoid 
fever and five of measles in 1900.-A. S. Winchenbauch, Sec. 

NoRRIDG:E;WOCK. 1900. One nuisance reported and removed 
at once. Two cases of scarlet fever and six or eight of measles. 
Consumption is too much neglected, and public spitting in halls 
and on the sidewalks ought to be prohibited by law. 

1901. Have had a very healthy year, a few cases of chicken
pox, measles, and whooping-cough being the only diseases 
during the year. The importance of precaution in every con
tagious disease is urged upon every person.-F. C. Holt, Sec. 
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NORTH BERWICK. 1901. One nuisance removed. Two 
cases of scarlet fever and two of typhoid.-Haven A. Butler, 
Sec. 

NORTHFIELD. There have been no contagious diseases in our 
town the past two years and the board has not been called upon. 
-F. B. Albee, Sec. 

NORTH HAVEN. 1900. Two nuisances reported, one of 
which was removed. No infectious diseases. 

1901. One nuisance removed. Nothing else to report for 
the year.-J. B. Crockett, Sec. 

NORTHPORT. One nuisance removed in each year. Two 
cases of scarlet fever in 1900 and one of diphtheria in 1901 

were the only contagious diseases during the two years.-F. A. 
Rhodes, Sec. 

NORTH Y ARMOUTE One nuisance reported and removed in 
1900. Five cases of diphtheria in 1900 and three of scarlet 
fever in 1901. In cases of diphtheria, antitoxin was used freely 
with good results.-£. D. Loring, Sec. 

NORWAY. 1900. Eighteen nuisances reported; all removed. 
Five cases of diphtheria, eight of scarlet fever, and three of 
typhoid. Antitoxin was used in three of the cases of diph
theria with fair results. 'fhere has been quite an improvement 
in regard to the abatement of nuisances. There is much interest 
shown on the part of the inhabitants about keeping the town 
clean. There is chance for more improvement on a sanitary 
line. 

1901. Twenty-eight nuisances removed. Two cases of diph
theria and one of typhoid fever. The board of health have 
looked well after the contagious diseases that we have had. We 
hope to make many improvements in the coming year.-Dr. 
S. A. Bennett, Sec. 

No. 8 PLANTATION. No diseases of any kind reported to 
the board in either year.-Hiram E. Archer, Sec. 

No. 14 PLANTATION. No infections diseases during two 
years. In cases of consumption, we have advised cleanliness 
and thorough ventilation. In 1901, free vaccination was pro
vided, and all other precautions have been taken against conta
gion that we thought necessary.--Sidney VI/. Gray, Sec. 

No. 21 PLANTATION. 1900. No infectious diseases.-Chas. 
H. Yates, Chr. 
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1901. Nothing reported for the year.-Lewis S. Crosby, 
Sec. 

No. 33 PLANTATION. 1900. \Ve have had no contagious 
diseases this year. No improvements have been made. If we 
have a case of contagious disease reported, we look after the 
matter and disinfect the house infected thoroughly.-} ohn R. 
Shuman, Sec. 

1901. We have had no infectious diseases and our town 
has been quite healthy during the past year.-F. A. Avery, 
Sec. 

OAKFIELD. 1900. Thus far we have had no work to do 
as there have been no contagious diseases reported in this town 
this year.-N. C. Martin, Sec. 

1901. Fourteen cases of diphtheria, but none of scarlet fever 
or typhoid. Antitoxin was used in four cases of diphtheria 
with good results.-W. H. Gerrish, Sec. 

OAKLAND. 1900. Five nuisances removed. Four cases 
each of typhoid and scarlet fever. 

1901. Three nuisances reported; all removed. 
of typhoid, but no other infectious disease.-Dr. M. 
H. 0. 

Two cases 
S. Holmes, 

OLD ORCHARD. 1900. Thirty nuisances removed. Three 
cases of typhoid fever, but no other contagious diseases reported. 
We recommended the boiling of all drinking water during the 
drought of last year. All other work mainly routine. 

1901. Twenty-nine nuisances reported and removed. Three 
cases of typhoid fever. Our main effort has been to extend 
our system of sewerage to accommodate the increasing number 
of cottages at the Beach, \Ve have also been doing a thorough 
vaccination of the town.-Dr. J. A. Randall, H. 0. 

OLD TowN. 1900. Thirteen nuisances reported; all have 
been removed. Two cases of diphtheria, sixteen of scarlet 
fever, and fifty of typhoid fever in the city and thirty-five in 
the hospital. We have extended the sewerage system.-H. M. 
Dickey, Sec. 

ORIENT. 1900. One nuisance removed. One case of 
typhoid, but none of diphtheria or scarlet fever.-L. H. Dun
ning, Sec. 

1901. No contagious diseases with the exception of one 
case of typhoid fever.-Daniel Maxell, Sec. 
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ORLAND. 1900. Two cases of typhoid fever.-Frank Buck, 
Sec. 

1901. Three cases of typhoid fever reported to the board, 
but no other infectious disease.-Dr. R. H. Croxford, H. 0. 

ORNBVILLE. 1900. Two cases of typhoid fever, but none 
of diphtheria or scarlet fever.-J. S. Farnham, Sec. 

1901. No cases of contagious disease with the exception of 
one case of typhoid fever.-John C. Booher, Sec. 

ORONO. 1900. One nuisance removed. Two cases of scar
let fever. 

1901. Five nuisanceE reported; all have been removed. 
Twelve cases of diphtheria and two of typhoid.-W. C. Taylor, 
Sec. 

ORRINGTON. 1900. Nothing reported with the exception of 
eleven cases of scarlet fever and four of typhoid.-Dr. G. B. 
Tibbetts, Sec. 

OTrs. Nothing reported for either year.-J. R. Grant, Sec. 
OT1SP!ELD. One nuisance removed in each year. No cases 

of infectious disease except one of typhoid fever in 1901.
E. B. Jillson, Sec. 

OxPORD. 1900. Six nuisances removed. Two cases of 
typhoid fever. 

1901. Three nuisances reported, two of which were removed. 
Nine cases of scarlet fever, bnt no other contagious diseases 
reported.-W. L. Mont, Sec. 

PALMYRA. No cases of infectious disease except three of 
scarlet fever in 1900. Our board has not made any changes 
in methods of work. The sanitary condition of our town is 
g11od.-G. W. Applebee, Sec. 

PARIS. 1900. Three nuisances reported and removed. One 
case of diphtheria and four of typhoid fever. 

1901. Three nuisances remove<l. Three cases of diphtheria 
and one of typhoid fever. In cases of diphtheria which were 
f\Tery mild, antitoxin was used resulting in recovery. Two cases 
of pulmonary tuberculosis were also reported, and in both, the 
directions given in Circular 54 were very carefully followed.-
Horatio Woodbury, Sec. 

PARKMAN. Three nuisances removed in 1901. No con
tagious diseases except two cases of scarlet fever in 1901. I 
look after all the best interests of the town in the health line. 
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I think the local boards can prevent a great deal of sickness 
by looking after it early in the spring. See that privy vaults 
are taken care of before hot weather.-N. M. Cobb, Sec. 

PARSONSFIELD. Nothing reported for the two years.-Dr. 
F. G. Devereux, Sec. 

PASSADUMKEAG. 1900. Six nuisances removed. Thirteen 
cases of scarlet fever in six houses. Formaldehyde disinfection 
was used. 

1901. Five nuisances reported; all removed. One case of 
scarlet fever and one of measles reported, but no other infec
tious disease.-M. D. Beane, Sec. 

PATTEN. 1900. Five nuisances reported, four of which 
have been removed. No contagious diseases with the exception 
of five cases of typhoid fever. 

1901. Five nuisances reported; four removed. Two cases 
of typhoid fever.-John Jackman, Sec. 

PEMBROKE. Nothing reported in either year with the excep
tion of five cases of scarlet fever and one of typhoid in 1900; 
also nine of scarlet fever and five of typhoid in 1901.-Dr. 
J. C. Rogers, Sec. 

PENOBSCOT. 1900. One case of scarlet fever and two of 
typhoid.-J. H. Littlefield, Sec. 

1901. One nuisance removed. Two cases of typhoid fever. 
As far as possible, all who came in contact with persons having 
consumption, were notified of the dangers of infection and 
requested to take precautions. The sputum was either received 
on linen which was burned, or in cups containing solution of 
carbolic acid. There have been no outbreaks of contagious 
diseases during the past year. In consequence of the genef0.l 
good health which has prevailed, the local board of health has 
not been required to take any action to prevent the spread of 
any contagious disease and therefore have nothing to report 
in that line.-Dr. M. A. Wardwell, H. 0. 

PERHAM. 1900. One case of scarlet fever. It is difficult 
to get people in back places to respect the quarantine law, and 
keep from mingling with the public.-F. L. McIntire, Sec. 

1901. No contagious dis~ases reported.-\V. H. Braydon, 
Sec. 

PERKINS. No changes or improvements have been made. 
This is a very healthy town, there having been no infectious 
diseases during the two years.-F. L. Call, Sec. 
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PERRY. 1900. Nothing reported for the year.-W. H. 
Lincoln, Chr. 

1901. No nuisances reported to the board. No contagious 
diseases with the exception of two cases of scarlet fever.
H. I. Goulding, Sec. 

PERU. 1900. No nuisances reported. No infectious dis
eases during the year.-S. F. Robinson, Sec. 

1901. vVe have had two cases of scarlet fever reported to 
our board in the last year.-O. 0. Tracy, Sec. 

PHILLIPS. Nothing reported for either year except four 
cases of scarlet fever and one of typhoid in 1901.-Dr. E. B. 
Currier, Sec. 

PHIPPSBURG. 1900. One nuisance reported and removed. 
One case of diphtheria, seven of scarlet fever, and one of 
typhoid fever. Formaldehyde is used for disinfection. 

1901. One nuisance removed. No infectious diseases.-Dr. 
A. F. Williams, Sec. 

PITTSFIELD. 1900. Three nuisances reported; all removed. 
Fifteen cases of typhoid and twenty-one of scarlet fever. In 
cases of pulmonary tuberculosis, the sputum is burned during 
sickness, and rooms disinfected after death with formalin solu
tion, walls, ceiling, and floors washed and rooms newly papered 
and painted. 

1901. Two nuisances removed by the board. No infectious 
diseases except seven cases of typhoid fever.-Dr. F. J. Taylor, 
H. 0. 

PITTSTON. One nuisance removed in 1900. The last two 
years have been very healthy ones, there having been only one 
case of diphtheria in 1901 and a few cases of measles in 1900. 
-J. A. Kenney, Sec. 

PLYMOUTH. Nothing reported for two years with the excep
tion of six cases of scarlet fever in F)OO and two of typhoid 
fever in 1901.-Dr. E. P. Goodrich, I-I. 0. 

POLAND. 1900. One case of diphtheria, one of scarlet fever, 
and five of typhoid. Antitoxin was used in case of diphtheria 
with good results. \Ve have watched carefully for all diseases 
that were in any way of a contagious nature and have done 
everything we could to allay any matter of suspicion. 

1901. No nuisances reported to the board. Our town for 
the past year has been very fortunate in regard to contagious 

II 
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diseases, none having come under our notice except one mild 
case of typhoid fever. The usual amount of disinfection was 
given with good results, and no results from former contagion 
reported. Our board has done everything to suppress contag-ion 
of every nature and are all well pleased with the results of our 
work-Martin C. Davis, Sec. 

PoRTAGE LAKE PLANTATION. 1901. Nothing reported for 
the year.-O. Iverson, Sec. 

PoRTLAND. 1900. Two hundred and fifty nuisances reported, 
but only two hundred removed. Nine cases of smallpox, one 
hundred and eighteen of diphtheria, eighty of scarlet fever, a1,d 
eighty of typhoid.-E. L. Dyer, Sec. 

PowNAL. We have had no infectious diseases for two years. 
-Dr. S. A. Vosmus, Sec. 

PRESQUE ISLE. 1900. Five nuisances reported, three of 
which have been removed. One hundred cases of scarlet fever 
and five of typhoid. A dumping ground has been purchased 
by the town at the extreme town limits in a neglected swamp 
and well removed from any dwelling, and all refm,e is drawn 
to this spot and burned. No other improvements worth men
tion have been made during the year. 

1901. Twenty nuisances removed. Seven cases of diph
theria, one of typhoid, but none of scarlet fever. Antitoxin 
was used in three cases of diphtheria with good results. The 
other cases were so mild that it was not deemed necessary to 
use it. Have done nothing outside of our usual work during 
the past year.-Dr. W. F. McNamara, Sec. 

PRINCETON. Nothing to report except one case of typhoid 
fever in 1901 ; also a severe epidemic of measles, about two 
hundred cases in all.-Dr. S. G. Spooner, Sec. 

PROSPECT. 1900. Sixteen cases of scarlet fever and one of 
typhoid.-C. K. Harriman, Sec. 

1901. We have had an unusually healthy year as there have 
been no contagious diseases reported, and we have not been 
called upon to do any work since our meeting.-C. H. Groce, 
Sec. 

RANDOLPH. 1900. Seven nuisances reported; six removed. 
Three cases of diphtheria, bnt none of typhoid or scarlet fever. 
Dr. B. E. Lamb, Sec. 
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1901. Seven nuisances removed. Nine cases of diphtheria 
and one of scarlet fever.-H. S. \Vinslow, Chr. 

RANGELEY. 1900. Two nuisances removed. One case of 
typhoid fever.-Geo. M. Esty, Chr. 

1901. Five nuisances removed. One case of scarlet fever 
and one of typhoid.-Dr. F. B. Peabody, H. 0. 

RANGELEY PLANTATION. We have not made any changes 
during the past two years. Our town has been in a very 
healthy condition and we have not had any sickness whatever 
the last two years. \Ve have been very careful to see that all 
privy vaults are disinfected and drains well cleared out, and 
also that drinking water is kept pure.-E. M. Gile, Sec. 

RAYMOND. 1900. No nuisances reported. Three cases of 
diphtheria and four of scarlet fever, but none of typhoid. 

1901. Twenty-one cases of diphtheria, but no other infec
tious diseases reported.-Geo. M. Leach, Sec. 

READFIELD. 1900. One case of diphtheria and several of 
measles.-Dr. E. S. Hanaford. 

REED PLANTATION. One nuisance removed in 1900 and three 
in 1901. Six cases of scarlet fever in 1901, but no other con
tagious diseases.-F. G. Pierce, Sec. 

RICHMOND. 1900. Nine nuisances reported; six removed. 
Two cases of diphtheria and twelve of typhoid fever. 

1901. Four cases of typhoid fever, but none of diphtheria 
or scarlet fever.-Dr. D. S. Richards, Sec. 

RIPLEY. No nuisances reported in either year. One case 
of diphtheria in 1900; also one case in 1901 and two cases of 
typhoid fever in the same year. There were also a few cases 
of measles in 1900.-A. G. Farrar, Sec. 

ROBBINSTON. Three nuisances removed in 1900. No_ con
tagious diseases during the two years.-Frank R. Leach, Sec. 

ROCKLAND. 1901. Twelve nuisances reported, ten of which 
have been removed. Three cases of diphtheria, four of scarlet 
fever, and one of typhoid. Antitoxin was used in one case of 
diphtheria with excellent results.-Dr. A. R. Smith, Sec. 

RocKPORT. 1900. Three nuisances removed. One case of 
typhoid fever. \Ve have been very fortunate as regards con
tagious diseases during the past year. The one case of typhoid 
fever spoken of above was imported. No cases followed in 
family. 
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1901. One nuisance reported and removed. Seventeen cases 
of scarlet fever and ten of typhoid, but none of diphtheria. 
There has been no special work or improvements.-Dr. S. Y. 
Weidman, H. 0. 

ROME. 1900. Nothing reported for the year.-H. M. 
Hooper, Sec. 

1901. Four cases of typhoid fever.-E. T. Foster, Sec. 
ROQUE BLUFFS. No infectious diseases, except one case of 

typhoid fever in 19or, reported during the two years.-Geo. 
W. Schoppe, Sec. 

ROXBURY. Two cases of typhoid fever were the only cases 
of infectious disease reported during the last two years.-A. W. 
Robbins, Sec. 

RUMFORD. 1900. Five nuisances removed. Twelve cases 
of diphtheria, two of scarlet fever, and eighteen of typhoid. In 
every case of diphtheria, antitoxin was used with the best of 
results. 

1901. Four nuisances reported and removed. Nine cases 
of diphtheria, eighteen of scarlet fever, and twenty-fiye of 
typhoid.-Dr. F. A. Porter, H. 0. 

SACO. 1900. One case of diphtheria, twenty-seven of scar
let fever, and twenty of typhoid fever. On account of the 
incompleteness of the records and data left by the late secretary, 
it is doubtful wheth~r the foregoing is a correct statement.-
Dr. J. D. Cochrane, H. 0. 

1901. Twenty-one nuisances reported; twenty removed. 
Three cases of diphtheria, twelve of scarlet fever, and seventeen 
of typhoid fever. Antitoxin was used in all cases with satis
factory results. A sewer has been built on the main street by 
request of the board of health.-Dr. J. D. Haley, H. 0. 

SALEM. 1900. One nuisance removed. One case of typhoid 
fever.-W. S. Lovejoy, Sec. 

SANFORD. 1900. Seven nuisances reported; all have been 
removed. Eight cases of diphtheria, forty of scarlet fever, and 
nine of typhoid. Antitoxin was used in several cases of diph
theria with good results. When cases of pulmonary tuber
culosis occur, physicians are requested to use proper precau
tions. 

1901. No formal complaints have been made in regard to 
nuisances. Occasionally we have to tell the people to clean 
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out privy vaults. Twenty-four cases of scarlet fever and eight 
of typhoid fever. The large number of scarlet fever cases 
reported occurred in the winter. Two cases of measles have 
been reported and one case of cerebra-spinal meningitis which 
resulted fatally within forty-eight hours. Since May, 1900, 
our town has been practically free from contagious and 
infectious diseases. Our board ordered free vaccination and 
appointed two competent physicians to attend to the business. 
The results of the vaccinations, so far as heard from, have been 
very successful and satisfactory.-Geo. E. Allen, Sec. 

SANGERVILLE. 1900. One nuisance removed. Two cases 
of diphtheria, five of scarlet fever, but none of typhoid. The 
outbreak of diphtheria was confined to one family. One 
patient died before antitoxin could be procured, but it was used 
with perfect success on the other case. 

1901. Two nuisances reported and removed. No infectious 
diseases reported with the exception of three cases of scarlet 
fever. When cases of consumption occur, we give the people 
in tJle house instruction and furnish circulars on pulmonary 
tuberculosis.-Dr. C. W. Ray, Sec. 

SCARBORO. 1900. Ten nuisances reported; all removed. 
One case of typhoid. but none of scarlet fever or diphtheria. 
-Dr. B. F. Wentworth, H. 0. 

SEARSMONT. 1901. One nuisance removed. No contagious 
diseases reported.-C. S. Adams, Sec. 

SEARSPORT. 1900. Three nuisances reported and removed. 
No cases of infectious disease. 

1901. Ten nuis;mces removed. One case of scarlet fever 
and two of typhoid.-Dr. H. H. Sellers, H. 0. 

SEBAGO. \Ve have had no cases of contagions diseases with 
the exception of whooping-cough and mumps. We had the 
children of this town vaccinated at the town's expense in 1901. 
-Loren Bacheldor, Sec. 

SEBEC. No infectious diseases reported except three cases 
of scarlet fever in 1900 and eight in 1901; also one case of 
typhoid fever in 1901.-Clarence Parker, Sec. 

SEBOE'.IS PLANTATION. Nothing reported - to the board in 
either year.-C. L. Smart, Sec. 

SEDGWICK. 1900. No contagious diseases with the excep
tion of three cases of typhoid fever.-J. N. Sargent, Sec. 
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1901. No nuisances reported to the board. One case of 
diphtheria and one of typhoid fever, but none of scarlet fever. 
-F. H. Harding, Sec. 

SHAPLEIGH. Nothing reported for the t\rn years except one 
case of typhoid fever in 1901. \Ve offered free vaccination to 
the people of this town in 1901, hut few have accepted it.
H. A. Stanley, Sec. 

SHERMAN. 1900. One nuisance, a dangerous cesspool com
plained of, was promptly taken in hand by the selectmen and 
removed at quite :m expense to the town. Private improve
ments are constantly being made voluntarily, which add much 
to the healthfulness of the town. By the public improvements, 
the sanitary condition of the town is being improved from year 
to year. During the three first quarters of the year, there was 
no contagious disease in town reported, and until the outbreak 
of German measles and scarlet iever, it was remarkably healthy, 
and we had but very little to do. Forty-three cases of scarlet 
fever in a very mild form were reported, but five of these 
properly belonged to a neighboring town. 

1901. The work of the boanl has been on the same line 
a5 in the past. Private individuals endeavor to make their 
premises more healthful, and in many cases, what might have 
proved a nuisance if not cared for, is immediately attended to 
and abated without complaint being made or orders given by 
the hoard of health. Aside from the twenty cases of scarlet 
fever, nearly all of a mild form and no deaths resulting, it has 
been unusually healthy during the year.-L. C. Caldwell, Sec. 

SHIRLEY. 1900. Two nuisances removed. Two cases of 
scarlet fever, but no other infectious disease.-\V. W. Sawtelle, 
Sec. 

SIDNEY. 1900. Two nuisances reported and removed. Two 
cases of scarlet fever and two of typhoid.-Dr. H. L. Johnson, 
H.O. 

SILVER RIDGE PLAN1'A'l'ION. 1900. Generally soeaking, a 
good state of health has prevailed during the past year. In 
the summer, the measles broke out. The board stopped the 
school and advised the people to use all means to prevent the 
spread of the disease. Every precaution has been taken to keep 
out infectious diseases.-G. H. Bcwie, Sec. 

1901. Nothing reported during the year.-G. A. Greaves, 
Sec. 
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SKOWHEGAN. 1900. Twenty nuisances removed. Three 
cases of scarlet fever and one of typhoid. Formaldehyde was 
used• for disinfecting. One case of consumption was reported 
also, and a pamphlet of instructions was sent to the party. 

1901. Six nuisances reported and removed. Three cases of 
scarlet fever and two of typhoid, but none of diphtheria.-Dr. 
\V. S. Stinchfield, H. 0. 

SMI'l'Hl<'IELD. No cases of infectious disease during either 
year with the exception of one case of scarlet fever in 1901. 
There has been no work of any kind for the board to do.
W. M. Ellis, Sec. 

SMYRNA. 1900. No contagious diseases reported.-A. B. 
Libby, Sec. 

1901. The board has done no work for the past year only 
offering free vaccination for the town.-A. M. Leavitt, Sec. 

SoLoN. Nothing to report except six cases of scarlet fever 
111 1901. No improvements have been made during the two 
years.-S. F. Greene, Sec. 

SOMERVILLE. This town has been unusually free from dis
eases of all kinds. There have been no infectious diseases 
during 1900 and 1qo1.-L. \V. Soule, Sec. 

SoRREN'rO. l!)OO. No contagious diseases.-]. VI. Hall, 
Third Member. 

1901. No infectious or contagious cliseases reported to the 
board. There have been no improvements.-L. T. Harvey, 
Sec. 

Sou'rH BERWICK. 1900. Forty-seven nuisances removed. 
Ten cases of diphtheria and four of scarlet fever. Antitoxin was 
used in nearly all of the cases of diphtheria with good results.
Geo. F. Clough, Sec. 

Sou'rHPOR'r. 1900. One nuisance removed. No cases of 
infectious disease except two of typhoid fever.-Wm. Cameron, 
Sec. 

Sou'rH THOMASTON. 1900. No nuisances reported to the 
board. Two cases of diphtheria and twelve of scarlet fever. 

1901. One case of typhoid fever, but none of diphtheria or 
scarlet fever.-Dr. Geo. C. Horn, Sec. 

SPRINGFIELD. No contagious diseases reported for the two 
years except two cases of typhoid fever in 1900 and eight of 
scarlet fever in 1901.-Dr. P. H. Jones, Sec. 
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STACYVILLE PLANTA'rION. i900. One nuisance removed. 
Two cases of scarlet fever and one of typhoid.-K. C. Woodard, 
Sec. 

1901. There have been no cases of a contagious nature 
reported to the board this year.-C. Black, Sec. 

STANDISH. 1900. No nuisances reported. Two cases of 
scarlet fever and two of typhoid, but none of diphtheria. 

1901. No infectious diseases reported. There has been some 
improvement in the water supply. A number of drilled wells 
are added each year.-Dr. L. 0. Buzzell, Sec. 

STARKS. 1900. Measles has been the only contagious disease 
that has appeared in our town the past year.-A. G. Sawyer, Sec. 

1901. One case of typhoid fever, but no other infectious dis
ease.-C. D. Waugh, Sec. 

STETSON. One nuisance removed in each year. No infec
tious diseases reported for the two years.-S. J. Ridlon, Sec. 

STEUBEN. Nothing reported for either year except one case 
of scarlet fever in 1901.-G. V/. Moore, Sec. 

ST. AGATHA. 1900. Two cases of typhoid fever, but none 
of diphtheria or scarlet fever.-Dr. Isidore Cote, H. 0. 

ST. ALBANS. 1900. No nuisances reported. One case of 
scarlet fever.-Dr. J. H. Murphy, Sec. 

1901. Five cases of scarlet fever and one of typhoid, but 
none of diphtheria. D. L. Frost .. Sec. 

ST. FRANCIS PLANTATION. 1900. Nothing reported for the 
year.-Xavier Cyr. 

1901. This plantation has had no cases of contagious disease 
during the year.-David McKenzie, Sec. 

ST. GEORGE. Only one case of contagious disease has been 
reported during the past two years, that being a case of typhoid 
fever in 1900. Vle have had two very healthy years in all 
respects. No improvements have been made in town. In cases 
of consumption, we have charged the patients to use the utmost 
care under advice of attending physicians.-Dr. F. 0. Bartlett, 
Sec. 

STOCKHOLM PLANTATION. 1900. No infectious diseases.
Alfred Tall, Sec. 

STOCKTON SPRINGS. 1900. One nuisance reported and 
removed. No cases of contagious disease.-Dr. J. A. Pierce, 
H.O. 
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STONEHAM. 1901. Two nuisances removed. Nothing else 
reported for the board to do.--S. A. Stearns, Sec. 

STONINGTON. 1900. Two nuisances reported; one removed. 
Eight cases of diphtheria, four of scarlet fever, and one of 
typhoid. Antitoxin was used in four of the diphtheria cases and 
worked like magic. 

1901. Two nuisances removed. No cases of contagious dis
ease reported.-A. T. Richardson, Sec. 

STRONG. Nothing reported for either year with the exception 
of nineteen cases of scarlet fever in 1901.-Dr. Chas. vV. Bell, 
Sec. 

SuLLrVAN. One nuisance removed in 1900. No infectious 
diseases reported for either year except four cases of typhoid 
fever in 1901. ·when cases of pulmonary tuberculosis occur, the 
suggestions of Circulars No. 54 and 70 are carried out as strictly 
as practicable.-Dr. F. W. Bridgham, Sec. 

SuMNER. 1900. Two cases of typhoid fever.-Dr. E. H. 
Andrews, H. 0. 

1901. One case of diphtheria in which antitoxin was used 
with good results. Practically, there has been very little for the 
board to do in the line of contagious diseases during the past 
year. There has been more or less sickness in town but little 
contagion. We are inclined to the opinion that our citizens are 
more awake to the importance of sanitary measures than form
erly. Being a rural town, abounding in rugged hillsides with 
scarcely any low marshy localities, the air and water are excep
tionally good. We have several nonagenarians in town show
ing that the health conditions compare favorably with any rural 
town. While there has been little occasion for the active serviceJ 
of the board, yet its existence in an emergency is obvious. For
tunate is the town that has little for its board of health to do.-
S. Robinson, Sec. 

SuRRY. 1900. One nuisance removed. No cases of infec
tious disease except one of typhoid fever.-H. J. Milliken, Sec. 

1901. One nuisance reported and removed. Thirteen cases 
of scarlet fever and three of typhoid.-Dr. W. E. Emery, .§ec. 

SWAN'S ISLAND PLANTATION. 1900. Three cases df typhoid 
fever, but none of diphtheria or scarlet fever.-Dr. H. W. Small, 
H.O. 

1901. Six nuisances reported; all have been removed. Seven 
cases of typhoid fever, but no other infectious disease reported 
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to the board. This island is a very healthy place.-Henry L. 
Conary, Sec. 

S w ANVlLLE. No contagions diseases reported for either year 
with the exception of six cases of scarlet fever in 1900.-A. T. 
Nickerson, Sec. 

SWEDEN. 1900. Nothing to report for the year.-C. \V. 
Bennett, Sec. 

1901. One nuisance removed. No cases of infectious dis
ease.-A. S. Bailey, Sec. 

TALMAGE. 1900. There was not a contagious disease in 
town during the past year.-F. R. Neal, Sec. 

TEMPLE. There have bee!!l no cases of sickness during the 
last two years that have come under the jurisdiction of the board 
with the exception of kn cases of scarlatina in 1901.-H. L. 
Sampson, Sec. 

THE FORKS PLANTATION. One nuisance removed in 1900 
was all the work the board had to do for two years.-C. H. 
Young, Sec. 

THOMASTON. One nuisance removed in 1900. One case of 
typhoid fever in 1900, and one in 1901.-Dr. J. Edwin ·walker, 
H.O. 

THORNDIKE. One nuisance reported and removed in 1901. 
No contagious diseases in either year.-Dr. 13. P. Hurd, H. 0. 

ToPSFIELD. No cases of contagious diseases reported for the 
past two years.-John Kneeland, Sec. 

ToPSHAM. 1900. Four nuisances removed. Six cases of 
diphtheria, nine of scarlet fever, and two of typhoid fever. 
Antitoxin was used in several cases of diphtheria and worked 
finely. We have had no public improvements. There have been 
a number of private improvements by our direction which we 
think in times to come, will be of benefit to the town.-James C. 
Purinton, Sec. 

1901. Five nuisances reported; all removed. Two cases of 
diphtheria and one of scarlet fever.--Dr. H. 0. Curtis, H. 0. 

TREMONT. 1900. 'l'hree cases of scarlet fever, but no other 
infectious disease.-E. B. Clark, Sec. 

TRENTON. 1900. No contagious diseases reportecl.-John 
Smith, Sec. 

TRESCOTT. No infectious diseases in either year with the 
exception of fifteen cases of typhoid fever in 1901.-John Saun
ders, Sec. 
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TROY. Nothing reported except one case of typhoid fever in 
1900. ~o improvements made in either year.-Dr. M. T. 
Dodge, Sec. 

TURNER. 1900. Two nuisances reported, one of which has 
been removed. Four cases of <liphtheria, one of scarlet fever, 
and one of typhoid. Antitoxin was used in one case of diph
theria and was very successful. 

1901. No nuisances reportec:1. Two cases of diphtheria and 
·one of scarlet fever.-J. P. ·waterman, Sec. 

UNION. 1900. Seven cases of scarlet fever in three houses. 
1901. One nuisance removed. One case of scarlet fever and 

one of typhoid.-L. W. Hadley, Sec. 
UNITY. Three cases of scarlet fever were the only cases of 

infectious disease during the year 1900.-Dr. C. M. \Vhitney, 
H.O. 

UNITY PL\NTA'l'ION. Nothing except four cases of scarlet 
fever reported for two years.-\Nm. J. Getchell, Sec. 

UPTON. No contagious diseases during the two years past 
except one case of typhoid fever in each year.-H. I. Abbott, 
Sec. 

VAN BGREN. 1900. Eight cases of typhoid fever. 
1901. One case of diphtheria and fifty-five of typhoid. 

Nothing has been done in the way of improvements.-Dr. H. H. 
Hammond, H. 0. 

VANCEBORO. 1900. We have had no sickness in our town 
this year. The board has not been called on to do any work in 
that time. There have been no improvements made, and, in my 
opinion, everything is in first-class condition.-Geo. \V. Eales, 
Sec. 

1901. Six cases of scarlet fever and one of typhoid. The 
chief matter of importance I have noticed, is the ease of control
ling scarlet fever outbreaks when dealing with intelligent people 
and the ease with which same can spread under reverse condi
tions.-Dr. M. L. Young, H. 0. 

VASSALBORO. 1900. Four nuisances reported; three removed. 
One case of diphtheria, five of scarlet fever, and three of typhoid. 
Formaldehyde was used for disinfecting. Some of the worst 
tenements at North Vassalboro have been entirely removed.
Edward H. Cook, Sec. 

VEAZIE. 1900. Two nuisances removed by the board. No 
,contagious diseases have been reported to this board this year. 
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1901. Three nuisances reported; one removed. Four cases 
of typhoid fever. \ Ve are pleased to say that our little town has 
been blessed with good health the past year.-Albert J. Spencer, 
Sec. 

VERONA. No infectious diseases reported in town during the 
last two years except one case of diphtheria in 1901.-A. H. 
Whitmore, Sec. 

VIENNA. Three nuisances reported and removed in 1900. 

One case of typhoid fever in 1900 and 1901 also. We arrange 
each spring for free vaccination.-E. N. Allen, Sec. 

VINALHAVEN. r900. Six nuisances removed. No infec
tious diseases. 

1901. Thirteen nuisances reported; all have been removed. 
Six cases of typhoid fever.-Dr. E. H. Lyford, Sec. 

WADE PLANTATION. 1901. There was nothing clone by the 
board of health during the year.-Dr. L. Curtis, H. 0. 

W AlTE. 1901. One case of typhoid fever, but none of dipli
theria or scarlet fever.-}. C. Neale, Sec. 

WALDO. 1900. Two cases of scarlet fever.-}. G. Harding, 
Sec. 

1901. No cases of contagious clisease.-C. Vv. Shorey, Sec. 
WALDOBORO. 1900. Two nuisances removed. Three cases 

of scarlet fever and one of typhoid. 
1901. Three nuisances removed. One case of typhoid fever. 

-Dr. G. H. Coe>mbs, H. 0. 
WALES. 1900. No contagious diseases reported for the year. 

-W. A. Alexander, Sec. 
WALLAGRASS PLANTATIOK. 1900. There has been only one 

case of diphtheria in the place this year.-Peter Saucia. 
WALTHAM. 1901. I am glad to say that we have not had 

any infectious diseases the past year.-Alden K. Haslen, Sec. 
WARREN. 1900. Three cases of diphtheria and two of 

typhoid fever. The board has had really nothing to do during 
the year. The people have always been ready to heed any sug
gestion made by the board in regard to wells and drainage; also 
disinfection and disposition of sputum from tubercular patients. 
-Dr. J.M. Wakefield, H. 0. 

WASHBURN. 1900. No nuisances reported to the board. 
Three cases of scarlet fever and three of typhoid. Our village, 
has been quite healthy and the few cases of contagious diseases 
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have not spread, as we were careful in confining and attending 
to them, the parties themselves being anxious to keep the dis
eases from spreading. 

1901. One nuisance removed. One case of scarlet fever and 
ten of typhoid. We had quite a number of typhoid cases this 
season in our village, generally light cases with no fatal results. 
Otherwise the sick list has been light. Our villag-e is clean and 
householders are tidy about their outbuildings.-David L. 
Duncan, Sec. 

WASHINGTON. 1900. Nothing reported to the board during 
the year.-Dr. S. P. Strickland, H. 0. 

1901. No contagious diseases reported. In cases of pul
monary tuberculosis, patients are warned not to expectorate on 
floor and to use pieces of paper or cloth which were burned.
Dr. J. W. Laughlin, H. 0. 

WATERBORO. 1900. Five cases of diphtheria. Antitoxin 
was used in four of the cases, resulting favorably in three. In 
the fourth, which proved fatal, it was not administered until an 
advanced stage of the disease.-B. L. Cluff, Sec. 

1901. One nuisance abated. No cases of infectious disease. 
The townspeople are generally healthy.-vVm. A. Follette, Sec. 

WATERFORD. Three cases of typhoid fever in 1900 and two 
in 1901. As we have had so few cases of contagious disease, our 
work has been very limited and devoid of interest-Dr. A. B. 
Libby, H. 0. 

W ATERVILLit. 1900. Seventy-six nnisances removed. Six 
cases of diphtheria, seven of scarlet fever, and fifteen of typhoid 
fever. 

1901. Ninety-seven nuisances reported; all have been 
removed. One case of smallpox, nine of diphtheria, ten of scar
let fever, and fifty-five of typhoid fever.-Dr. L. G. Bunker, Sec. 

WAYNE. One nuisance removed in 1901. No cases of infec
tious diseases except one of scarlet fever and two of typhoid in 
1900.-Dr. F. L. Chenery, H. 0. 

WEBSTER. One nuisance removed in each year. One case of 
typhoid fever in 1900 and four of diphtheria in 1901 were all 
the contagious diseases during the two years.·-James G. J orda.n, 
Sec. 

WEBSTER PLANTATION. \Ve have had no cases of infectious 
diseases during the last two years.-A. A. Patch, Sec. 
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\VELD. Two cases of typhoid fever in 1900 and one in 1901 

were the only contagious diseases reported for two years.
\ V. H. Scammon, Sec. 

\VELLINGTON. 1900. There has not been one infectious dis
ease reported to the board this year.-O. B. Davis, Sec. 

1901. We have not had one case of contagious disease
reported during the last year. It has been a very healthy year 
for our town.-] os. Libby, Sec. 

\VESLEY. We have not had any infectious diseases to contend 
with the past two years and no work has been done by the board. 
-Samuel Hawkins, Sec. 

\VEST BATH. 1900. Nothing to report for the year except 
one case of typhoid fever.-C. W. Campbell, Chr. 

1901. No cases of contagious disease.-Lincoln Williams, 
Sec. 

WESTBROOK. 1900. Eight nuisances removed. Thirty-six 
cases of diphtheria, nine of scarlet fever, and eleven of typhoid 
fever. In nearly all cases of diphtheria antitoxin has been used 
and our physicians are highly pleased with results when applied 
in season. If the family is poor, we furnish the antitoxin at th~ 
expense of the city, as the sooner it is administered the more
decisive its results. 

1901. Eight nuisances reported and removed. Ten cases of 
diphtheria, thirty-four of scarlet fever, and twelve of typhoid 
fever. Our epidemic of scarlet fever originated in light cases 
where a physician was not called. Parents in some cases seemed 
disposed to conceal the appearance of the disease. Hence we 
had copies of the section of the law relative to the obligation to 
promptly notify the board of health, distributed. These were 
printed in French as the most of the cases occurred in French 
families. The convent schools became infected and were closed 
and the building disinfected.-H. K. Griggs, Sec. 

\VEsTFlELD PLANTATION. 1900. One nuisance removed by 
the board. No infectious diseases reported. Our community 
is very healthful so the board has had little to do. vVe were 
visited by the measles in the spring, but there were no fatal cases. 

1901. No nuisances reported. One case of scarlet fever, but 
none of diphtheria or typhoid fever. The board gave free vac
cination to ail who wished to take it.-Perry H. Smith, Sec. 
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WEST FORKS PLANTATION. 1900. No infectious or conta
gious diseases.-Frank J. Durgin, Sec. 

WEST GARDINER. No cases of infectious disease for two 
years with the exception of one case of typhoid fever in 1900.

Wm. P. Haskell, Sec. 
WESTMANLAND PLANTATION. 1900. Nothing has been done 

of any kind during the year.-J. H. Peterson, Sec. 
1901. No contagious diseases reported to the board. We 

offered free vaccination during the year.-Emil Carlson, Sec. 
WESTON. No infectious diseases in either year.-V. W. 

Putnam, Sec. 
WHITEFIELD. 1900. One nuisance reported and removed. 

With the exception of three cases of scarlet fever, the people of 
this town have been remarkably free from all contagious diseases 
for the past year, no such disease having been reported, or come 
to our knowledge. 

1901. The people of this place have been free from any infec
tious diseases during the last year, only four cases of diphtheria 
in a very mild form having come under our observation. The 
house wherein these cases occurred was quarantined and there 
was no spread of the disease. So little of contagious disease 
having occurred, in our town, the board of health has not been 
called upon to make improvements or changes in the methods of 
work, to any extent.-Marcellus Philbrick, Sec. 

WHITING. 1900. One case of typhoid fever.-Willis H. 
Leighton, Sec. 

1901. One case of typhoid fever, but no other infectious dis
ease reported to the board.-J. H. Bell, Sec. 

WHITNEYVILLE. 1900. As soon as the frost is out of the 
ground in the spring, we see that every one cleans out his privy 
vault and cleans up around his buildings, so of late we have had 
but very little sickness, there being only one case of scarlet fever 
and two of measles during the past year.-\i\'. M. Flynn, Sec. 

1901. One nuisance removed. 'Ne have had no disease of a 
contagious nature during the past year. There have been no 
improvements of any kind except such as have been made by our 
highway commissioner who made several improvements in the 
drains in the village.-Chas. F. Bridges, Sec. 

WILLIAMSBURG. Nothing to report for the two years.-R. J. 
Williams, Sec. 
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\VrLLIMANTIC. No contagious diseases during either year 
with the exception of one case of scarlet fever in 1900.-C. C. 
Norton, Sec. 

\VrLTON. 1900. No nuisances reported. Two cases of 
diphtheria, two of scarlet fever, and six of typhoid fever. Anti
toxin was used in both cases of diphtheria with good results. 

1901. No cases of infectious disease reported.-Dr. A. B. 
Adams, Sec. 

\VINDHAM. No contagious diseases reported except five cases 
of diphtheria in 1900 in which antitoxin was used with most 
satisfactory results.-Dr. I. D. Harper, Sec. 

\VINDSOR. 1900. One nuisance removed. Six cases of 
diphtheria, eight of scarlet fever, and one of typhoid. Antitoxin 
was used in all cases of diphtheria with good results. Formal
dehyde was used for disinfecting. 

1901. Nothing reported to the board during the year in the 
way of infectious diseases.-C. F. Donnell, Sec. 

vVINN. 1900. Two nuisances removed. Four cases of scar
let fever.-P. J. Mulherin, Sec. 

1901. One nuisance reported which was promptly removed. 
No cases of contagious disease.--}. R. Cromwell, Sec. 

\Vrnsww. 1900. Two nuisances reported and removed. 
One case of diphtheria which was very mild. A readiness on 
the part of owners of property and of tenants to improve condi
tions in regard to sanitary arrangements as suggested by the 
board of health has relieved the board of much unpleasantness 
and work that otherwise might have been necessary. 

1901. Eleven nuisances removed by the board. One case of 
diphtheria, one of scarlet fever, and one of typhoid. Our free
dom from contagious diseases we believe to be due to the pre
cautions taken by the physicians and nurses, and thorough fumi
gation. In June, when smallpox broke out in Waterville, care
ful investigation proved that thirty persons in this town who 
had never been vaccinated had been fully exposed after case had 
become fully developed. All persons thus exposed were success
fully vaccinated within three days, the result being that no small
pox occurred here.-Geo. \V. Patterson, Sec. 

\VrnTER HARBOR. 1900. Two nuisances reported; both 
removed. No infectious diseases. Sewer pipes have been 
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extended to low water mark instead of high water mark as 
formerly.-Dr. A. E. Small, H. 0. 

1901. Two nuisances reported and removed. Four cases of 
typhoid fever.-B. F. Sumner, Sec. 

vVrnTERPOR'l'. 1901. Nothing reported to the board.-T. H. 
Sproul, Sec. 

WINTHROP. 1900. Two nuisances reported. One was 
removed by the board and the other by the parties themselves. 
One case of typhoid fever, but none of diphtheria or scarlet fever. 
Formaldehyde disinfection was used.-H. E. Foster, Sec. 

WISCASSET. 1901. One nuisance removed. No cases of 
contagious disease.--Dr. L. C. Bickford, Sec. 

\i\i'ooDLAND. 1900. No nuisances reported. Thirteen cases 
of scarlet fever in rive houses.-D. A. Snowman, Sec. 

vVooDSTOCK. 1900. One nuisance r~movecl. One case of 
typhoid fever, one of consumption, several of measles, and one 
doubtful case of diphtheria.-Geo. L. Stephens, Sec. 

1901. Two nuisances reported; one removed. One case of 
typhoid fever, but no other contagious clisease.-Dr. G. W. 
Carroll, H. 0. 

vVoODVILLE. 1900. 

nuisances this year. 
Sec. 

The hoard has not been notified of any 
No infectious cliseases.-N ason Ingalls, 

1901. Our town has been free from any contagious diseases 
during the last year.-Gorham Trelancl, Sec. 

YARMOUTH. 1900. Six nuisances reported; five removed, 
the other one partially so. Seven cases of diphtheria, two of 
scarlet fever, and four of typhoid. Antitoxin was used in every 
case of diphtheria, resulting in recovery. 

1901. Five nuisances abated. Two cases of diphtheria, 
twenty-three of scarlet fever, and two of typhoid fever.--L. R. 
Cook, Sec. 

YORK. 1900. Four nuisances reported; all removed. Four 
cases of scarlet fever and four of typhoid. Each case of typhoid 
was distant from ail others by more than a mile. No traceable 
reason for three of them. The other was clue to a foul sink drain 
and privy vault. 

1901. One nuisance removed. Sixteen cases of scarlet fever 
and three of typhoid. \i\Thenever any report is made of any 

12 
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infectious disease, we compei a strict quarantine of all exposed 
persons. Everybody is satisfied so long as it is the other fellow 
who is quarantined. \Vhen it comes home, the case is usually 
different. We have several times been threatened with legal 
proceedings.-Dr. John C. Stewart, Sec. 
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INFANT FEEDING. 

Artificial Feeding.-The decision to nourish an infant in any 
other way than with breast milk brings serious dangers to the 
baby and is ju~tified only by absolute necessity. Though the 
methods of artificial feeding now advised by physicians are 
better generally than those formerly in vogue, it has been 
impossible, and will undoubtedly remain impossible, to devise 
any substitute food which will be as suitable and safe a nutri
ment as the natural food of infants. That the period of infancy 
is fraught with special dangers is ma<le evident by the statistics 
of mortality. In our own State during the nine years 1892-1900, 

for which records are available, 15,364 infants under one year 
of age died, or an average of more than 1,700 each year. During 
the same years, 5,006 infants died of cholera infantum and other 
diarrheal diseases of children. A great majority of these deaths 
occurred among bottle-fed babies, but just what the comparative 
death-rate of bottle-fed and breast-fe<l babies is, the registration 
of vital statistics in this country does not show. Dr. Boeckh, 
of Berlin, however, has collected a great number of valuable 
observations bearing upon this question. "He has, for several 
years, kept a careful record of each infant born in Berlin, with 
reference to the method of feeding during the first year of life. 
By this means he is enabled to arrange all infants in the city in 
groups, so that the dead of each class can be compared with 
the living of the same class ; and these results have been pub
lished. 

"The results were, briefly, as follows : 
Mortality per r,ooo infants under one year old: 

Among those ,vho were feel on the mother's 
milk only ............................. . 

Among those who were fed on mother's milk 
and cow's milk ......................... . 

Among those who were fed on cow's milk alone, 
Among those who were fed on milk substitutes, 
Among those who were fed on cow's milk and 

milk substitutes ........................ .. 

7. 4 per 1,000 

21.4 

42. I 
67.7 

125.7 

" 
" 
" 

" 
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"These figures are the result of a large number of observations 
(65,720 deaths), and may be considered as conclusive as to 
what is the best food for new-born infants."* 

But aside from the excessive death-rate of bottle-fed babies, 
many of the survivors fail to develop into such perfect physical 
specimens of humanity as their heredity would lead us to look 
for, simply because their nutrition in childhood has been defec
tive. This insufficient nutrition is due in part to a deficiency 
of the required food principles, and partly to the administration 
of these food elements in a form in which their digestion and 
absorption are difficult for the child. 

It is well known to the husbandman that animals stunted in 
early months have but slight chance later to recover fully and 
to make as fine types of their species as those which have never 
suffered such temporary check in their growth. The greater 
difficulty in raising perfect specimens of animals by hand is also 
well known to stock breeders : but this task of the stock breeder 
is much less difficult, and much less likely to be unsuccessful 
than that of the mother, even the intelligent mother, who decides 
to bring up her baby on the bottle. 

Disadvantages and Dangers in Feeding Cow's Milk.-The 
difficulties and dangers encountered in feeding cow's milk are 
of various kinds. Tuberculosis or other disease of the cow 
may be transmitted to the child through the medium of the 
milk. There should, therefore, be an assurance that the cows 
are healthy. Infectious diseases of dangerous kinds in the 
homes of the dairymen, are easily transmissible through the milk 
supply. Infectious persons should therefore not have anything 
to do with the milking, or with the subsequent care of the milk. 

A still greater and more constant danger to the bottle-fed 
baby are various fermentative and putrefactive changes induced 
by bacteria which find their way into the milk from the udder, 
abdomen, and sides of the cow, from the hands or clothing of 
the milkers, from the dust of the stable, or from the utensils 
used in milking, caring for, and transporting the milk. The 
danger to bottle-fed babies from these sources are so real and 
great that the milk from the ordinary dairy which has no more 
than ordinarily intelligent care, cannot be considered suitable 
for infant feeding. 

*Quoted from Dr. s, W. Abbott, Secretary of State Board of Health of Mass. 
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A third difficulty attending the use of cow's milk is that its 
quality is very often unfavorably affected by the injudicious feed
ing of the cow, unkind or thoughtless treatment of her, or by 
various disturbing influences to which she is subject. These 
dangers, and some previously indicated, can be avoided or miti
gated in a great measure by using the milk of the whole herd 
of cows, which is always preferable in infant feeding to the 
milk from one cow. 

But with milk from healthy cows, cared for with intelligence 
and with a desire to prodnce milk which is clean and suitable 
for infant feeding, the difficulties are not ended. The inherent 
difference between cow's milk and milk which nature has 
intended for the nourishment of the infant makes the problem 
of bottle feeding one which requires intelligent supervision to 
insure success. This inherent difference has been brought out 
very clearly by Dr. H. D. Chapin* in a new work just from the 
press. He says : 

"While chemical analyses shmv ali milks to be alike in con
taining the same ir,gredients, but in different proportions, milks 
differ in their behavior with rennet, and as chemical analyses 
give so little information as to the character of the milk, chemists 
classify milks according to their behavior with rennet. It is 
found that cow's, goat's, and sheep's milk form solid curds when 
acted upon by rennet, which even when broken up into fine 
particles will readily unite again: while horse's and ass' milk 
form a fluid jelly which will not become solid. Human milk 
seems to stand between these two types of milk. 

"The greater part of the digestion of cows, goats, and sheep 
is performed in their stomachs, which, as stated before, comprise 
about seventy per cent of their whole digestive system. In 
changing the milk of these animals into a solid that cannot 
easily leave the stomach, the rennet causes the digestion of the 
young animal to take place in its stomach, the same _as in the 
case of the parent. 

"The stomach of the horse or ass, being only eight or nine 
per cent of the digestive tract, will not hold enough food for a 
meal, and the outlet to the intestine is large, so the food can 
easily leave the stomach, which it does continuously during a 
meal. The milk of the horse or ass does not form a solid lump, 

~Theory and Practice of Infant ~'eeding. New York. 1902. 
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but a fluid jelly that can readily be forced into the intestine, 
which comprises ninety per cent of the digestive tract. Here 
again it is plain that the mother's milk is exactly suited physi
cally to the digestive tract of the young animal, and that the 
process of digestion of the young animal is similar to that of 
the parent. 

"In human beings, which eat meat and vegetable substances, 
the digestive system is adapted for either class of food, but the 
food must be prepared for digestion by thorough chewing of 
meat and by cooking of vegetable substances, as no paunch or 
enlarged intestine is furnished where they may lie and soak 
preparatory to digestion. 

"The human stomach, which comprises about twenty per cent 
of the digestive tract, is provided with a small outlet to prevent 
lumps passing into the intestine. This small outlet, teeth for 
dividing every kind of food, and salivary glands that secrete 
more fluid than the kidneys, show that the stomach was intended 
to receive soft, finely divided material which could easily pass 
into the intestine. If any proof of this conclusion was needed, 
the distress that is often brought on by hasty eating and bolting 
great lumps of food would furnish it. 

"Human milk does not form a solid lump or fluid jelly in the 
stomach, but a soft, finely divided mass. 

"A whole book could be written showing instances of how 
nature adapts an animal to its surroundings and food, but from 
the few instances cited, which bear particularly on the feeding 
of young animals, it will be clear that, in physical properties at 
least, there are different kinds of milk and that these differences 
are not freaks of nature or inexplicable, but are of the highest 
importance in de1}eloping the y:mng animal's digestive system; 
also that milks are not interchangeable from a digestive stand
point. These physiological comparisons throw a strong side 
light on the difficulties necessarily met with in utilizing the 
natural food of one species for the nutriment of another." 

When circumstances unfortunately preclude natural feeding, 
the best and safest substitute by far in spite of its disadvantages 
is cow's milk, modified as nearly as may be to the need and the 
digestive capacity of the inrliYidual child. Of the hosts of other 
foods, often suggested or offered-patent infant's foods, con- · 
<lensed milk, the milk of other animals, etc.-none are so gen-

• 
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erally available, and so satisfactory and safe as fresh cow's milk 
properly prepared. 

Cows Milk vs. Breast Milk.--Chemically the principal differ
ences are shown in the following : 

TATILF, NO. I. 

Fat. IM ilk- sugar· I Proteids. J Reaction, 

Breast milk ............................ I 
Cow's milk . .. . .. . . ..................... ! 4%1 7%1 1%1 Alkaline. 4% 4,5% 4% Acid. 

This is the analysis of average human milk and of average 
cow's milk as given by Rotch, but the recent results obtained 
in the examination of milk indicate that the range of variation 
in normal milk is, at least, for breast milk, fat 3-5, sugar 6-7, 
proteids 1-2; and for cow's milk, fat 3-5, sugar 4-5, pro
teids 3.50-4. 

Making a further comparison of cow's milk and human milk 
the following differences bearing upon the question of suitability 
for infant feeding are found: 

The average rc:sults obtained in the analyses of the two kinds 
of milk show that the quantity of fat is practically the same in 
each, but the fat of mother's milk differs from that of cow's 
milk in containing fewer volatile acids; it is also in a much finer 
state of emulsion, and is therefore easier of digestion. 

In cow's milk there is a much larger total quantity of proteids 
than in human milk and there is an essential difference in the 
character of the proteids in the two milks. In cow's milk a 
comparatively large percentage of the proteids consists of casein 
which in the digestive process coagulates into larger and harder 
curds than does that of human milk. In human milk on the 
other hand with a smaller percentage of casein there is a larger 
proportion of albumen not coagulated in the digestive process 
and readily assimilated. 

In cow's milk the quantity of sugar is decidedly smaller than 
in mother's milk. 

In cow's milk the reaction is amphoteric or slightly acid, 
while the infant at the breast receives a fluid which is neutral 
or faintly alkaline. 

Cow's milk as ordinarily furnished for infant feeding con
tains a multitude of bacteria and the products of their activity. 
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The breast-fed infant receives a milk which is practically sterile. 
In the mineral constituents the most important difference 

probably is that in mother's milk a large part of its phosphorus 
is in the more readily assimilable form of organic ,combination 
as casein, nucleon and lecithin while in cow's milk only the 
smaller part is in organic combination. 

}vlilk M odification.--The marked differences in the chemical 
and physical composition of cow's milk and human milk and 
the disastrous results which usually follow the feeding of cow's 
milk in its unmodified condition make it plain that cow's milk, 
as an infant food must be modified so that it shall conform as 
closely as possible to human milk in digestibility, ease of assimi
lation, and nutritive value. How this may be done and a fuller 
consideration of the reasons for the various steps in the process 
will now be given. 

Proteids.-The chief obstacle to success in the artificial feed
ing of infants is the comparative indigestibility of the casein of 
cow's milk. The casein of cow's milk is not only in greater 
']Uantity, but it coagulates in harder, tougher masses. The first 
problem in the modification of milk is the diminution of the 
quantity of th:s coagulable proteid, and in the feeding of infants 
during their first few weeks or months of life, it is exceedingly 
important that the casein content he kept low enough to avoid 
the dangers of digestive disturbances, which once started, seri
ously, and ·often for a long while, complicate the difficulty. 
·while the total proteid content of breast milk is between one and 
two per cent, it is never safe to administer to very young babies, 
cow's milk which has been diluted only to a corresponding 
proteid percentage. On this point Rotch* has said: 

"It may, perhaps, be of some significance also to state that in 
making a careful analysis of 164 fully recorded cases treated at 
the Boston \Valker-Gordon Laboratory, I have found a decided 
reduction in the percentages emploved, amounting to at least 
fifteen per cent during· the last two years, in comparison with 
the high percentages used in the previous two years, and that 
~luring the same two years here in New York the same reduction 
has been found in the prescriptions sent to the laboratory by the 
New York physicians. That is, we are learning that low per
centages, if carefully adjusted, produce better results than begin-

• Medical News, LXX., 420. 1897. 
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ning with high ones. I have also found, somewhat to my 
surprise, that a critical review of my own prescriptions. shows 
:hat my tendency has been to increase the proteid percentage 
much more slowly than in former years, and that I arrive at 
the percentage of 4, which is that of.cow's milk, rather after the 
twelfth month than at or before that age of the infant. In 
private practice also the rule has heen that in summer the 
most successful treatment of diarrheai cases has been with low 
percentages of all the elements of the milk, the average per
centages being: Fat, r. 50 to 2.50; sugar, 4. 50 to 5. 50; proteids, 
0.25 to 0.67." 

Agaimt the practice of rapidly increasing the percentage of 
proteids with the advance of the period of artificial feeding, 
seem to be the results obtained in the later and probably more 
trustworthy analyses of mother's milk. vVith the increasing 
wants of the infant, there i,, furnished an increased quantity of 
mother's milk as the period of lactation advances, but there is 
no increase in the proteid percentage. On the contrary after 
the first few weeks, there is a fairly constant proteid content 
during the rest' of the period of lactation, or a slight diminution 
in the last few months of it. This is shown in the following 
proteid column which is derived from a statement of the 
thorough work of John and Vanderpoel Adriance of New York 
in determining the comr,osition of breast milk. 

Second to seventh day ........................ . 
Eighth to fourteenth day ...................... . 
Three weeks ................................ . 
One n1onth ................................. . 
Two n1onths ................................ . 
Three munths ............................... . 
Four months ........................... , ..... . 
Five 111onths ................................ . 
Six monthc; . 
Seven months 

Per cent. 

2. 77-r.90 
r.87-I. 70 
1.62 

1. 58 
1.55 
1.48 
1.40 
1.32 
1.25 
1.18 

Eight months . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . I . I I 

Nine 111onths ....................... ,. . . . . . . . . . I .04 
Ten months . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 97 
Eleven months . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .90 
Twelve 1nonths . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 83 
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Per cent. 

Thirteen months . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 77 
Fourteen months . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 70 
Fifteen months . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 63 

Schlossmann, Pfeiffer, and Richmond confirm the statement 
that, in mother's milk, there is a gradual decrease in the pro
portion of proteids, while a still greater diminution in the 
proteicls of breast milk is shown in the average of the results 
of the analyses made by Soldner and Camerer and Carter, viz: 
First week, 2.0; second week, 1 .6; third week, 1.4; fourth week, 
1.3; second month, 1.2; third month, I. 1 ; fourth month, I.0; 

fifth month, 0.9; sixth month, o.8. Commenting on these 
results, Zahorsky* oays: 

"Ail this goes to show that we have regarded the proteids 
too high, and it is probable that this great excess of proteids 
given in artificially feel babies has wrought mischief. Schloss
mann has given strong argumentative facts for the support of 
the view that babies at the fourth to eighth month feel on high 
proteicls show the greatest mortality. In another place I have 
reported deaths from thermic fever, all of which occurred in 
babies who took about 4 per cent proteids." 

This may all serve as a warning against the common practice 
of increasing too rapidly the proteid percentages for bottle-fed 
babies. 

Albumen.-While the difficulty which the infant encounters 
in the digestion of the casein of cow's milk, requires a low 
percentage of it in artificial feeding, the other principal con
stituent of the prnteids, albumen, uncoagulatecl in the process of 
infantile digestion, is readily absorbed and assimilated. Efforts 
have therefore been made in some methods of feeding to retain 
the foll normal percentage of milk albumen or to increase it 
while effecting a diminution of the casein. These will be men
tioned under ·'Whey and \Vhey Mixtures." 

While modifying cow's milk to adapt it to the digestive 
capacity of the individual child, and while it may sometimes be 
necessary to reduce temporarily the proteid percentage to an 
extremely low figure, it must be remembered that this food 
element is an indispensable constituent of food mixtures, and 
is an essential in the structnre of every cell in the organism of 
the growing child. 

* Pediatrics, V., 581. 189S. 
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Fat.-The percentage of fat in cow's milk in the form of 
cream corresponds so nearly with that of human milk that it 
may be considered the same--about 4 per cent. Fat is needed 
in the infant economy for both nutrition and for the development 
of heat. It also aids in the digestion of the proteicls and in the 
regulation of the intestinal peristalsis. Some claim that rickets 
is often clue to fat starvation. 

:N evertheles3 with bottle-fed babies there is need of an intelli
gent limitation of the fat percentage. Next to the proteicls, the 
fat of cow's milk gives the most trouble in artificial feeding. 
The fat of human milk differs markedly from that of the cow, 
notably by a higher refractive index, which seems to show a 
higher molecular weig-ht. The fat of cow's milk is more diffi
cult of digestion. As a general statement it may be said that 
success in artificial feeding reqnires a smaller percentage of fat 
than is found in average breast milk. 

"In deciding, then, what percentage of fat must be given in 
the infant's food, we must bear in mind that moderate rather 
than high percentages usually give the best results. Two per 
cent of fat m:iy safely be administered to the newborn child, 
and the percentage may be soon increased to three, provided the 
infant is healthy and has a vigorons digestion. During the 
first four or five months of the .child's life it is rarely necessary 
to reduce the percentage of fat below two, and rarely advisable 
to exceed the limit of three and a half. In some cases it is 
permissible to increase the proportion of fat to four per cent 
during the second half of the first year; for the great majority 
of infants, however, the limit of three and a half per cent of fat 
had best not be exceeded until the child is put on a diet of whole 
milk."* 

S11gar.-Sugar is the third o.f the three chief food principles 
founc\ in milk. It is needed as a source of heat and vital energy. 
\Vhilt cow's milk, compared with human milk, has a much 
larger percentage of proteids, it has a smaller proportion of 
sugar. In the dilution of cow's milk required to bring its pro~ 
teid percentage down to the digestive capacity of the infant, its 
sugar content is attenuated far below what it should be. We 
must therefore bring up the percentage of sugar in milk modifi
cation so that it will be somewhere near the six or seven per cent 

• Judson and Gittings-Infant Feeding. Philadelphia. 1902. 
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found in human milk. The only question here is what kind of 
sugar shall be added, and this is one over which specialists of 
equal eminence have differed. "Reasoning from analogy," says 
Rotch,* "we should say that as milk-sugar is the only kind of 
sugar found in the milk of mammals, it is there for some good 
purpose. Both cane-s11gar and milk-sugar are converted into 
glucose in the intestines. The bacillus lactis cer~genes is present 
:n normal digestion, and acts on the milk-sugar to produce an 
organic acid which drives out the more noxious forms of bac
teria. \:Vhen milk sugar is converted into glucose, we physio
logically have a gradual conversion into lactic acid, which may 
aid in the digestion of the albuminoids, thus giving us a very 
yahrnble addition to the means at our command for rendering 
modified cow's milk digestible." 

Against the objectio1; to the use of cane-sugar that it is a 
foreign substance as a constituent of milk-food, has been replied 
that the sugar derived from cow's milk is equally foreign when 
added to infant foods. 

The sugar of human milk has a specific rotatory power of 
48.7 degrees, while that of anhydrous lactose is 55.3. Human 
milk sugar crystallizes in rhomboid plates; lactose in wedge
shaped crystals. By oxidation with nitric acid, more mucic acid 
is formed than can be given by an equal weight of lactose. 
Then human milk sugar is less sweet than that of cow's milk. 
Carter concludes that the swzars are not the same in the 
two milks, and foJm differences obtained by the polariscope, 
Fehling's test, the differential method, and certain chemical 
tests, he believes there are two sugars in human milk, a crystal
line alclobiose and an amorphous snbstance.t 

For many years Jacobi has strongly urged the use of cane 
sugar instead of milk sugar in infant feeding. He claims that 
the antifermentative action of lactic acid displayed during the 
putrefaction of albuminoicls is shared by other sugars and by 
starch, and lV[iura has proved that the small intestines of the 
fcetus and new-b0rn contain an inverting ferment which renders 
possible the absorption of cane sugar. To repeat, a milk mix
ture which contains twcnt_v-five per cent of milk will furnish 
enough milk sugar for the purposes of lactic acid production 
and of digcstion.t 

* Pediatrics. Phila,lel phiR. 1896. 
t Dr. Zahorsky. Pecliatrics, V ., fi:lO. l~DS. 
t Quote,! from ,Juclson antl Gittings. 
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Dr. E. F. Brush* says that one of the faults of physiological 
chemists is, that they make no distinction between a substance 
existing in a natural condition and that substance eliminated and 
isolated by chemical means. Thus, the sugar of milk of com
merce and the sugar of milk as it exists in that fluid are regarded 
by the chemist as one and the same thing. Hence, the physician 
has been led into the error of thinking that as the sugar in milk 
is that designed by nature as the best saccharine nutrient, there
fore the isolated sugar must fulfill the same function. This is 
not the truth. Sugar of milk in that fluid is all assimilated, 
and the milk sugar of commerce when added to baby food is 
eliminated both by the kidneys and bowels. This, I have demon
straterl by numerous experiments. I have never found sugar 
present in the urine or freces of babies feel at the breast, but in 
three cases of infants feel with mixtures containing commercial 
milk sugar to the amount of three ounces or more in twenty-four 
hours ( as in Meigs' mixture) I have always found sugar in the 
urine and fceces demonstrated by Fehling's test. Therefore 
instead of being· of value as a nutrient it must be harmful, to 
what extent, I am not at present prepared to say. A substance 
that is not broken up in the system but eliminated without 
change, if it be not an abso1ute poison will produce little if any 
appreciable immediate effect. Describing the methods of its 
manufacture Dr. Brush indicates the clanger of serious chemical 
and bacteriological contamination of commercial sugar of milk. 

In line with others who have successfully substituted cane 
sugar for milk sugar, Dr. Perryt said, a few years ago, that 
three years ago cane sugar, which costs about six cents a pound, 
was substituted for milk su~iar at forty cents, in the food of the 
babies at the Massachusetts Infant Asylum, without causing 
any appreciable disturbance in their digestion and at an annual 
saving of one hundred dollars a year to the institution. 

In the choice of a sugar for use in infant food it would seem 
to be a good rule to use milk sugar only when an undoubtedly 
pme article can be obtained and the necess<).rily high price for 
it car2 be afforderl, otherwise to use crystallized cane or beet 
sugar. 

• "Milk." New Yorkana Albany. 1898. 
t Boston Metlical ant1 Surgieal ,Journal, CXXXIV., 631. 1896. 
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Mineral Matter.--Comparecl with human milk, cow's milk 
contains an excess of salts, but it is deficient in some substances 
whic.h are supposed to have a high nutritional value for the 
infant. 

"Siegfried and his pupil, Wilmaack, have found r.r to 1.3 
grammes of nucleon in a liter of human milk; cow's milk con
tains only o.6 gm. per liter. Of the total phosphorus of cow's 
milk six per cent is contained in the nucleon, while in human 
milk it is 41. S p':'r cent. In fact they state that nearly all the 
phocphorns in human milk is in organic combination."* 

"In woman's milk a portion of the lime is united to the casein; 
the rest is combined with phosphoric acid as a mixture of di- and 
tri-calcium phosphates, which are kept soluble and held in sus
pmsion hy the casein. The phosphorus in woman's milk con
sists mainly of c;i.sein-phosphorus, nucleon, and lecithin; it is 
nearly all held in organic combination, whereas in cow's milk 
l~ss than half of the phosphorus is in organic combination. 
Nucleon is the richest in phosphorus of the organic compounds 
in milk." ' 

"\i\'hile cow's milk is richer than mother's milk in phosphorus, 
only the smaller part of it is in organic combination in the former 
case. The remainder is present as inorganic phosphates. In 
woman's milk, on the other hand, all the phosphorus is in organic 
combination: accqrding to Schlossmann, thirty-five per cent in 
the casein, thirty-five per cent in the nucleon, and thirty per cent 
in the lecithin, as against thirty-five per cent in the casein, eleven 
per cent in the nucleon and lecithin, and fifty-four per cent in 
inorganic combination in cow's milk. Since the casein contains 
phosphorus, it may be considered a nucleo-albumen; but whereas 
the nuclein contained in it is not absorhable as such, nucleon 
and also lecithin are ve:ry easy of absorption. The organic phos
phorus combinations are much more important for the nourish
ment and growth of the infant than the inorganic."t 

''Up to the present we have found no means of compensating 
for the greater richness of mother's milk in nucleon and lecithin, 
which increases as the secretion of milk becomes more abundant. 
We know also that boiling destroys the lecithin ( Baginsky), 
and if the application of heat is prolonged, also the nucleon; the 

• Pediatrics, V ., 532. 1898. 
t .Elllefson. Quoted from Judson.and Gitting. 
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nuclein of the casein is probably also modified. These facts 
perhaps explain why infants fed for a long time on milk and 
milk preparations which have been subjected for a considerable 
period of time to excessive heat sometimes develop scurvy. The 
beneficial results from the administration of phosphorus and 
cod-liver oil in rickets make it probable that this disease is due, 
in great measure at least, to an insufficient amount of organic 
phosphorus ir.. the food."* 

Alkalinity.-It has been customary to neutralize the slight 
acidity of cow's milk by the addition of lime water or other 
alkali, but there is mit a complete unanimity as to the need of 
this. "lt is to be questioned/ says Jacobi, "how much can be 
effected by the addition of lime water in five per cent strength 
( as commonly advised). At 5<)° F. it contains o. r 7 per cent of 
limr, in rising- temperatures less, and at the boiling point o. 13 
per cent. An experiment with good cow's milk showed that 
lime water failed to overcome acidity. 

"To render milk distinctly alkaline with sodium bicarbonate 
may be a grave error. The very hacil!i which, with their spores, 
resist boiling to an unusual degree thrive best in an alkaline 
milk." 

At the request of Rotch, Dr. Harrington made some experi
ments with lime water and ordinary cow's milk twenty-four hours 
old. It was found that as small an amount as one-sixteenth 
part, when added to ordinary milk, will render it alkaline, so 
tl1at for making an acid milk correspond in its reaction to 
woman's milk, lime water is of great vafue, as it apparently does 
not produce any other changes in the milk. In ad<lition to this, 
the taste of the mi:x:tnre which is made from ordinary cow's milk 
so as to correspond to the composition of woman's milk, is 
strikingly like that of woman's milk if it contain one-sixteenth 
part of lime water. t 

The need of the addition of lime water to milk has probably 
been overestimated. The aciditv of cow's milk when freshly 
drawn has been more apparent than real. The addition of lime 
water merely retards the peptic coagulation of milk until its 
alkalinity is neutralized. Lime water appears to be beneficial 
when litmus paper indicates acidity, or when there is vomiting. 

* Judson and Gittings-Infant ~'eeding. Philadelphia. 1902. 
t Pediatrics. Philadelphia. 1896. 

13 
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The experiments of Dr. F. Vv. ·white* indicate that lime water 
has no effect upon the character of the curd, and that for render
ing the curd softer and more floculent, dilute solutions of starch 
are far superior. 

Lime Water.-It can be prepared in any household by placing 
a piece of unslaked lime the size of an egg in one gallon of water 
in an earthen vessel. Stir and let settle. Pour off the first 
water and adct fresh. Keep covered to exclude the dust. Use 
from the top, being careful that the lime beneath is not disturbed 
and that · the lime water poured off is perfectly clear. To 
replenish the supply add water, stir and let settle as before. 

Lime water should not be added to preparations of milk which 
are to be sterifo:ed. vVhen that is done the heating causes a 
precipitation of the lime, and the lime enters into combination 
with the sugar prorlucing a brownish color. 

When the milk mixture is to be sterilized, the acidity of the 
milk may be neutralized by using a solution of sodium bicar
bonate, one dram to the quart. This has the same degree of 
alkalinity as lime ,vater. The quantity of either ordinarily added 
to milk mixtures is five per cent, or one ounce in twenty. 

Raw Milk z•s. Heated J11ilk.---That the "heated term" in every 
year is a trying and a dangerous time for the little ones is well 
known. Of the babies who died from infantile diarrhea in 1900, 
for instance, 500 died in the three months July, August, and 
September, which constitute the third quarter of the year, while 
in the first, second and fourth quarters there were, respectively, 
only 28, 35 and 117 deaths from this cause. Now the heat 
directly plays, perhaps, a minor part in this death-rate, but it is 
generally conceded that the main cause is the poisons which are 
generated in the milk of bottle- fed babies, before and after feed
ing, by the rapid development of the bacteria that happen to gain 
access to the milk. With the full comprehension of this, there 
was a ~eneral turning to sterilization with heat as a means of 
obviating this danger, and the statistics in New York and some 
of our other cities seem to show that this precautionary measure 
has been the means of saving many infant lives. 

But milk boiled, or subjected to a somewhat lower temper
ature long enough, undergoes, aside from the diminution of the 
number of bacteria in it, some other changes affecting its 

* Jr of Boston Soc, of Med. Sc. V., 125. 1900. 
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physical, chemical, and nutritive properties. The full signifi
cance of these changes with reference to infant feeding is not 
fully known now after mnch investigation and still more dis
cussion of the matter. 

The following are some of the statements which have been 
made relative to the changes which result from the sterilization 
of milk. 

Heat produces in milk chemical changes so that the reaction 
of the stomach acid and the lactic ferment on the casein is incom
plete, and consequently, an excessive residue of the milk proteids 
remain tmassimilated. 

Milk sugar is partly changed or destroyed at elevated temper
atures. 

The fat cmnlsion is rendered less complete by the coalescence 
of the fat globules. 

At 67° F. separation of the alhurnin hegins a.nd increases as 
the temperature is raised. 

The cooking of the milk prodnces objectionable changes m 
its taste. 

Normal lactic acid ferment;:ition is prevented, thereby favoring 
the development of the casein ferments. 

Heat destroys certain ferment-like bodies which, when 
absorbed, are probably of distinct value to the organism. 

Heat destrovs trypsin, which, as a constituent of milk, aids in 
the digestion of it. 

Nucleon, nuclein, and lecithin are destroyed and their phos
phorus which was ir, org2,nic combination in them is precipi
tated. There is therefore a diminution of the organic phos
phorn s and an increase of inorganic phosphorus. 

Some of the calcium salts, riormally soluble, become insoluble. 
Many physicians believe the changes ,vhich sterilized milk has 

undergone seriously injures its nutritive value and renders its 
digestion more difficult. A collective investigation made a few 
years ago, and other evidence, show that the use of sterilized 
milk in infant feeding has, in many instances, been followed by 
scurvy, rickets, or other dtsorders of nutrition. On the other 
hand., it is maintained that the digestion of sterilized milk is less 
difficnlt than that of raw milk and that the cases of scurvy and 
rickets have not by any means followed exclusively the use of 
sterilized milk, and that, if it is shown that sterilization is some-



times the cause of these diseases it is the choice of the lesser 
clanger when compared with the greater one · of gastric and 
intestinal clistnrbances. 

Illustrating some of the views which are adverse to feeding 
infants on sterilized milk is, first, that of Dr. Brush.* 

"The natural food for the hnman young comes from the female 
breasts; this is a living, vitalized foo<l ..... Thus it will be seen 
that Nature has abnnclant resources to supply vitalized food for 
the young, and it would seem from all the plain teaching of 
Dame Nature that the prime necessary quality of food for the 
young is 1:itality. Contrary to this is the enthusiastic endeavor 
of the antibacteriologist to thoroughly devitalize all the food 
prepared for the baby. In the present state of soc_iety it seems 
inevitably necessary to endeavor to pass some of the young 
through babvhood by the use of artificial foods. Of all the 
artificial foods" easily procured and abundantly supplied, the milk 
of the dairy cow is universally admitted to be the best. Unfor
tunately, however, the ccw is a delicate animal, subject to many 
diseases that affect the milk perniciously, and her keeper is care
less, often allowing the milk to become contaminated from many 
sources. The proper sterilization of cows' milk, when used for 
infant food, witbout doubt eliminates or neutralizes many of 
these disturbing influences, and the work of Dr. Soxhlet, Dr. 
Caille, and others, has been, without doubt, of great value during 
the present condition of the flairies and the milk supplied to 
large cities. 

"Hut the apparent satisfaction that has taken possession of 
many' at the idea of sterilization as having solved the problem of 
infant freding, may possibly delay the absolutely necessary 
reform that is required in the dairy itself. Cows that are per
fectly healthy, receiving proper food and care, supply a milk, 
which, if properly guarded, retains much of its vitality for 
several hours, and is absolutely the best artificial nourishment 
for the human young. Sterilizing milk obtained under these 
conditions rohs it undoubtedly of much of its nutritive value." 

Again, the same idea is expressed by Dr. J. L. Kerr,t of 
England: 

"'"Milk." New York and Albany. 189~. 
t Britisb Medical Journal. Quoted by Dr. Fischer. 
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"Milk consists of a multitude of cells suspended in serum. 
The cells are fat-cells, which form the cream; the remaining 
cells are nucleated, and of the nature of white blood-corpuscles. 
The serum consists of water, in which is dissolved milk-sugar 
and scrum-albumin, with various salts, and, chief of all, casein. 
The cells, with the exception of the fat-corpuscles, are all living 
cells, and they retain their vitality for a considerable time after 
the milk is drawn from the mammary gland. 

"There is reason for supposing that when fresh milk is 
ingested, the fr,,ing cells are at once absorbed without any process 
of digestion, and enter the blood-stream and are utilized in build
ing up the tissues. The casein of the milk is digested in the 
usual way of other albuminoids by the gastric juice, and absorbed 
as pcptone. There is also absorption of serum-albumin by 
osmosis. The chemic::al result of boiling milk is to kill all the 
living cells and to coagulate all the albuminoid constituents. 
Milk after boiling is thicker than it was before. 

"The physiological results are that all the constituents of the 
milk mu8t be digested before it can be absorbed into the system; 
therefore there is distinct loss of utility in the milk, because the 
living cells of fresh milk do not enter into the circulation direct 
as living protoplasm, and build up the tissues direct, as they 
wonkl do in fresh, unboiled milk. In practice it will have been 
noticed by most medicai practitioners that there is a very dis
tinctly appreciable lowered vitality in infants which are feel on 
boiled milk. The process of absorption is more delayed and the 
quantity of milk required is cfatinctly larger for the same amount 
of growth and nourishment of the child than is the case when 
fresh milk is used.'' 

Against these objections to the sterilization of milk may be set 
the opinion of J aC(Jbi that "only one great progress has been made 
in infant feeding these dozens of years, namely, the more or less 
universal introduction of the practice of heating cow's milk and 
all other substances employed in infant feeding," and again: 
"As long as cows are tubercular, and milk is exposed to conta
gion from scarlet fever, diphtheria, typhoid fever, etc., as ordi
narily obtained it needs to be boiled." * 

A not too restricted survey of .the pediatric literature of the 
last few years should convince one that the prevailing opinion is 

* Judson and Gittings. Infant Feeding. l9U2. 
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that, until there are distinct improvements in the quality of the 
milk supply, the heating of milk for infant feeding is a necessary 
evil. The chief difference of opinion relates to the temperature 
to which the milk should be subjected, and other details of the 
process. 

Pasteurization.-The extent of the undesirable changes which 
milk undergoes ,vhen heated depends upon the degree of heat 
employed and its duration. There has therefore been an earnest 
effort by many investigators to determine the minimum degrees 
of temperature which suffice to free milk from those bacteria 
which cause infectious diseases or harmfol changes in milk or 
greatly to reduce their number. The following observations and 
opinions are helpful in determining this point: 

Bitter" concludes that the tubercle bacillus, the most resistant 
of the pathogenic germs likely to be found in milk, is killed in 
30 minutes at the temperature of 155° F. 

Professor Forster, at that time connected with the University 
of Amsterdam, determined the thermal death-point of the tubercle 
bacillus to he 

149° F. for 30 minutes. 
I 55° F. for 15 minutes. 
167° F. for 10 minutes. 

Later De Man;!- in the laboratory of Professor Forster, carried 
out a careful series of experiments which showed him that the 
bacillus of tuberculosis is destroyed 

in fifteen minutes at the temperature of 149° F. 
in ten minutes at the temperature of 158° F. 
in five minutes at the temperature of 176° F. 

In experiments in heating milk to from 1 I 3° to 158° F. for 20 

minutes, Farrington and Russell learned that over 99 per cent. 
of the bacteria+ were destroyed. \Vhile the average unpasteur
ized milk remained sweet about two clays, milk pasteurized at 
l 55° F. for l 5 minutes and at I 40° for l 5 and 30 minutes kept 
over six clays. 

In earlier work Russell§ concluded that 149° F. for 30 minutes, 
or 155° F. for 15 minutes, or 1()7° F. for JO minutes suffices to 
destroy the tubercle h.tcillt1s. 

* Zeitschrift flit• Hygiene, VIII., 255. 1S90. 
t Archiv fiir Hygiene, XVIII., 133. 18,13. 
t Experiment Station Recor<\, XfI., 84. 1900. 
§ Bui. No. 44, Agric. Exper. St. of Wis., p. 11. 1SH5. 
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Another experiment station worker, 1farshall,* of Michigan, 
inoculated 13 guinea pigs with milk which had been kept at the 
temperature of 155° F. for 20 minutes, while 5 other guinea pigs 
as controls were inocuiated with some of the same milk not 
heated. He states the results as follows : "Every one of the 
controls died in the advanced stages of tuberculosis, while not 
one of those receiving the pasteurized milk, even in quantities 
five times as great, showed any traces of tuberculosis." 

At the Maryland Agricultural Experiment Station the pasteur
ization of milk at 140° F. for thirty minutes gave rather better 
results than 167° F. for IO minutes. The percentage of germs 
k;lled was 99.2 per cent. and 98.8 per cent. respectively, but the 
milk pasteurized at 140° F. had, before pasteurization, a much 
greater number of bacteria, due to a warmer season of the year 
.and not cooling the miik after it had been drawn.t 

Dr. Theobald Smitht learned from his experiments that 
tubercle bacilli suspended in milk are destroyed at 140° F. in fif
teen to twenty minutes, but that, unless the milk is stirred or 
agitated during its heating the pellicle which forms upon its sur
face may contain living bacilli even after sixty minutes exposure. 

For the pasteurization of milk Holt§ recommends the tempera
ture of 167° F. for twenty minutes. This temperature does not 
alter the taste of the milk, it keeps two or three days at room 
temperatures, and the bacilli of cholera, typhoid, diphtheria, 
tuberculosis, coli communis., and all other pathogenic germs are 
destroyed. 

Monti prefers to heat milk only to 140° or l 58° F. for ten 
minutes and then quickly cool down to 42° F. and keep at or near 
that temperature until it is used. 

Dr. Dessau§§ advises exposing the milk ten minutes to a grad-
ual rise from 140° to 160° I-<'. in a closed vessel. This does not 
coagulate the albumin and nucleins, nor decompose the fats, nor 
render the calcium salts insoluble, but it does destroy 99 per 
cent. of the vegetating germs and renders the curd finer and 
more easily digestible. 

For s0me years Dr. Freeman':'* has made an effective plea for 
the pasteurization of milk at 155° F., for thirty minutes, followed 

~ul. No. 173, Mich. Agric. Exp. Station, p. 316. 1899. 
t Bui. No. 77, \\Id. Agric. l!:xper. St. rnul. 
t The Journal of Experimental !\ledicine, IV., 217. 18@9. 
-§ Diseases of Children, 2d Edition. New York. rno2. 
§§ Pediatrics, XUI., b4. 1902. 
u Archives of Pediatrics, X\'., 50!1. 1898. 
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by rapid cooling as the best temperature exposure. ''Such a 
temperature will destroy the germs of diphtheria, typhoid fever 
and tuberculosis, and so many of the other germs present that a 
plate planted from milk so treated and kept at a laboratory tem
perature will usually show no growth in twenty-four hours. At 
the f;ame time this milk has not been heated sufficiently to give it 
a ·'cooked milk" taste or to change its taste at all, and the tem
perature to which it has been exposed is more than ten degrees 
crntigrade below that at which the chemical changes in milk due 
to heating- are said to take place." 

This examination of the results of somewhat recent experi
mental work and of the opinions of those who are qualified to 
speak on this point, appears to warrant the conclusion that it is 
safe to choose~ somewhat lower temperature than seemed justifi
able a few years ago and that or<linarily fresh milk kept twenty 
minutes at the temperature of 155° to 160° F. and then cooled 
immediately to the temperature of 45° F. and kept near that tem
perature until it is used has escaped the undesirable changes 
which milk heated to a higher temperature undergoes, and has 
been freed from pathogenic organisms and those milk bacteria 
which are the most prolific canse of trouble. Such treatment 
do·es not, however, destroy the bntyric acid and peptonizing 
bacterb but so long as the milk is kept on ice their development 
is prevented. 

Method o/ Pastcurizing.-The pasteurization of milk should 
consist we will say, in heating it to 1 SS 0 or 160° F. and keeping 
it at that tem1Jerature a suffi.cient length of time, and then cooling 
quickly by means of ice to about 45c F. The rapid cooling is an 
essential part of the process. 
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The milk mixture to be sterilized, filled into bottles or tubes, 
one meal in a bottle, and stoppered with cotton, is !placed in the 
pasteurizer. The pasteurizer, Fig. 1,t consists of a tin pail and 
cover fitted up with a rack which has spaces for the required 
number of bottles. The pasteurizer is filled with water to a 
height corresponding with the height of the milk in the bottles, 
ancl the water is heated to 160° F. The pail is then removed 
from the fire, wrapped ,,,,-1th a clean piece of blanket or covered 
with a cozy macie especially for the purpose, and kept in a warm 
place half an hour. Cool the bottles gradually at first and then 
keep them on ice. 

Diluent-The Cereal Quesiion.--For many years the question 
what shall be used as the diluting agent in preparing cow's milk 
as infant food has been a lively one. The chief controversial 
point has been whether water properly sterilized by boiling or a 
cereal preparation shall be usec!. The principal cereal prepara
tions employed for the purpose are barley water, rice water, and 
oatmeal water. On the one side have been those who say that, 
as woman's milk docs not contain starch, and as the function of 
converting starch is in process of rlevelopment during the first 
ten or twelve months of life and should therefore not be taxed, 
starch should not form any part of the infant's food in the early 
months of life. 

On the other side the claim is made that starch in small quan
tity, acting mcchanically or otherwise prevents the coagulation of 
milk into hard anJ firm curds, facilitates the digestion and the 
utilizat10n of the proteids of milk. The argument for the use 
of decocLions of the cereals may be presented in the following 
quotations from eminent authorities. 

Dr. Abnm Jacobi, oi New York, has for more than forty years 
continuously ad vacated the use of decoctions of the cereals for 
the dilut1011 of milk for bottle-fed babies. His report to the 
children's section of foe International Medical Congress held in 
1900, contained these worcls :·1' 

''Starch shares some of the properties of all carbohydrates. 
As early as 1881, Voit proved their equivalence with milk-sugar 
and grape-sugar in regard to their effect on the decomposition 
of albuminoicls. Dnring feeding with carbohydrates the con-

· t The cut does not show tile full number of bottles nor the rack holding the 
bottles. 

* Pediatrics, X., 345. 1900. 
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sumption of aibuminoids is diminished and becomes in part 
unnecessary. Increase of muscle goes, to a certain extent, hand 
in hand with the diminution in the food of albumin and with the 
increase of carbohydrates. That agrees perfectly with the expe
rience Gregor had lately when he found that his infants when 
nourished on milk containing sufficient quantities of starch were 
more ::ictive and less rhachitical than the average, and with 
Kassowitz's experience, according to which 50 per cent. of his 
rhachitic infants were indeed breastfed, not to speak of my own 
observations ncm,- extending over much more than forty years and 
made on tens of thousands of infants in whom not exactly large 
amo11nts of starch but cereals containing a small percentage of 
starch, were proven to add tc, health and strength in preference 
to anything else when combined with milk, and with sugar and 
salts in the average cases, and in cases of incipient rhachitis with 
animal food. 

"It is understood, and Biedert and Escherich emphasized the 
fact that m1lk-suga1 cannot be tolerated in sufficient quantities 
to have all the effect claimed for carbohydrates. Nor is dex
trinized flour (malt), even in Arthur Keller's opinion, the best, 
or only carbohydrate to be employed. Though using it in 
preference, he admits that safety lies mainly in the admixture 
of wheat-flour to his malt--soup, the latter when not so mixed 
giving rise to diarrhea. He states distinctly that the beneficent 
effect in doubtful cases must be due to the starch of the wheat, 
inasmuch as all the other constituents of the wheat are contained 
in the malt also. Thus, he too attributes the principal effect to 
the starch. 

This leads us to the consideration of starch from another point 
of view. Not only does it save feeding with albumin, the excess 
of which leads so easily to intestinal putrefaction, not only is it 
( together with other carbohydrates) the principal source of 
muscular force in general and of the heart in particular, mainly 
in acute diseases ( and probably better than alcohol), but it acts 
as a direct intestinal antiseptic. I neecl not prove that, as it is a 
generally accepted fact. 

"Heubner -.vas converted to believe in the good there is in 
flour-feeding by the observation that infants sick with gastro
intestinal dis0rders bear and require flour, and that nurslings 
before the fourth month of life dextrinize and absorb it. He 
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11refers simple flours, mairrly oats and rice, to any compound. 
To him and to Carstens a good deal of change in the public 
medical opmion m regard to the estimation in which flours are 
held is due. 

"At present it begins to be considered fair to accept that milk 
becomes more digestibk by the addition of flour decoctions, and 
that starch is not only changed in the upper but also in the lower 
intestine, even of moribund infants, an occurrence which need 
not even depend on the presence of microbes. 

"I suggest that whatever is possible in the sick and in the 
moribund, is not difficult in the well. 

'·Is starch dig,sted by the very young? 
"Schiffer proved the transformation of starch into sugar within 

from five to ten minutes in the mouths of babies, of whom one 
was two hours, one sixteen clays, and one two months old. 
Zweifel demoustratecl. the cliastatic effect of the parotid of an 
infant of seven days ,vithin four minutes; even in the case of one 
thal died on the eighte~nth clay of its Ii fe of gastro-enteritis, there 
was some little cliastatic action in the parotid infusion. Koro
win in his last paper on the subject, says, verbally: 'There is a 
distinct Jiastatic influence of the oral secretion from the first 
minute. It increases with every month. Infusions of the paro
tid prepared at different periods after death will transform 
starch. lnfusio,1s of the pancreas of infants that died in the 

first three weeks haJ no ciiastatic action: it begins with the fourth 
week but remai11s feeble to the end of the first year.' " 

Editorially one of our medical journals* says: 
"An important although hitherto unsuspected action of carbo

hydrates ,vhen added to cow's milk is that they decrease nitroge
nous elimination. When maltose was added to the cow's milk 
of a baby's dietary, Keller found that the elimination of nitrogen 
was reduced to lE'ss than one-half what it was before. The strik
ing differenc~ between mother's milk and cow's milk as far as 
regards infant nutrition seems to be that while most of the 
nitrogenous material absorbed by the breastfed infant is 
retained-a percentage of retention as high as 80 per cent. has 
been noted-the bottlefed infant on a diet of cow's milk alone 
retains very little of nitrogenous substances absorbed-in one 
case only a trifle more than 5 per cent. of the amount supplied. 

~ l\Ie,lical ~ews. LXXYIL, 3S4. moo. 
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This rnle applying to the retention of important albuminous 
material holds also for children who are not well. In them the 
nitrogenous ,vaste when on an exclusive cow's milk diet is prone 
to be excessive, sometimes reaching 99 per cent. of the amount 
ingested. The addition of a carbohydrate to the food at once 
reduces this waste and leads to the retention of albumins in the 
system." 

Dr. H. D. Chapint tells us that he has tried all kinds of infant 
feeding with that hardest class of cases, bottle-feel babies in hos
pital and dispensary practice. By adding gruels to the milk, the 
best results are obtained with these babies. The theory is that 
the cereal will help attenuate the curd of cow's milk and· aid in 
the nourishment of the baby; in practice, the infant is not so apt 
to vomit thick curds, and the tendency to a stationary or losing 
weight is often lessened. 

Dr. Rotch, of Harvard University, has been one of the most 
strenuous objectors to the addition of cereal clecoctions to milk 
mixtures for infants, not believing that starch thus used exerted 
a favorable action in breaking up the curd, but at a meeting of 
the Maine Academy of i\Iedicine and Science last winter he 
frankly admitted that recent experiments had proved that a cer
tain small amount of a cereal aclde(l to the modified milk does 
exert this power.* 

The experiments to which he refers were undertaken, at his 
suggestion, by Dr. F. VV. \Vhite in the laboratory of the Massa
chusetts General Hospital. They consisted of experiments in 
test tubes and experiments on animals. The results led him to 
the following conclusions: 

I. Dilution of milk with cereal decoctions of proper strength 
renders the casein curd much more fine, soft, and digestible than 
simple dilution with water. There is no difference in the action 
of various cereals, such as barley, oats, rice, or wheat. 

2. The above property is clue mainly, if not wholly, to the 
starch in solution. The most desirable amount of starch in the 
milk mixture for practical use is approximately ¾ of I per cent.t 

Chapin,:j: and this is also true of others, believes that the best 
general diluent for cow's milk is a cereal gruel in which the 

t Medical Record. L VI., 182. 1899. 
* Jr. of Medicine and gcience, VIII., 37. 1902. 
t Reprint from The .Jr. of the Boston Society of Med. Sciences. V., 125. 1900. 

t Theory and Practice of Infant Feeding. 1902. 
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starch has been dextrinizecl or rendered soluble by the action of 
diastase. Dr. \Vhite., however, found that diastase, by convert
ing the starch to dextrine and maltose, promptly lessens and 
removes the action of cereal waters upon casein. Its addition 
is, therefore, not a practicable measure when action upon the 
curd is desired. 

The evidence now seems to be conclusive that an attenuated 
cereal water made from barley, wheat, rice, or oats-from the 
last when constipation exists ancl from one of the other grains at 
other times-is the btst diluent for cow's milk. \,Vhile good 
results follow the use rJf very cli!ute gruels made from the cereals, 
only pernicious results may be expected when uninstructed per
sons administer thick or pasty amylaceous mixtures to infants 
in their early months. Two tablespoonfuls of a cereal flour
barley, wheat, or other-mixed thoroughly with enough cold 
water to form a thin paste, should then have added to it enough 
boiling water to make one quart. It should then be boiled fifteen 
mi;mtes at least. 

I'ercnztage Feeding.-The crudest form of modifying milk 
for infant feeding \.Vas to dilute it with water and then sweeten 
it: but the dilution of the milk for the purpose of "diminishing 
the casein and rendering the curds which result from its coagu
lation less troublesome rcdnced the fat far below the quantity 
which is required for the normal development of the child. The 
effort of Dr. :Meigs and others to prepare milk mixtures whose 
composition should approximate as closely as possible that of 
mother·s milk was a distinct advance, but these methods of feed
ing were not flexible enough. \Vhile scoring a considerable 
degree of success they did not provide accurately enough for the1 

wants of infancy from the earliest days to the period of weaning 
nor for the special needs of a larger class of difficult cases clue to 
prematurity, acute or chronic digestive disturbances, and other 
abnormal conditions. Digestive and nutritional disorders, so far 
as the food is a factor, may be clue to an excess or a deficiency 
in any one of the three food principles, fat, proteid, or sugar. 
The adaption of the quantity of each of these to the needs of the 
individual child was not possible until the present method of 
percentage feedmg was devised. Percentage feeding is there
fore a method by means of which we are enabled to measure out 
the various food constituents with a degree of accuracy and to 
know their percentage strength. The prime requisite now in 
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infant feeding by any methods which are not obsolete is to 
accustom one's self to thinking in percentages and to arranging 
milk mixtures upon a peTcentage basis. 

H omc M odification.--O{ the many methods which have been 
suggested for calculating the percentages of fat, sugar, and 
proteids, some presuppose a knowledge of the higher mathe
matics, others, though not assuming this, require too complicated 
a calculation for every physician to carry out, while other 
methods, which in the minds of their authors are simple, have 
nevertheless not been explained with sufficient clearness to enable 
all persons, even some ,vith more than the average of mathe
matical aLility, to fignre out a mixtnre upon a percentage basis. 
Perhaps the foliowing method for doing this may be open to 
some similar faults, but it is hoped that it may be understood 
without troublesome study, and that in its use the calculations 
may be made with little loss of time. 

The perce;1tages of fat and of proteicls in the upper portions 
of bottled milk after the cream has been rising for certain 
lengths of time have been determined analytically by various 
persons and tables have be en presented showing the results of 
such analyses. The following table is given by Dr. F. M. Cran
dall,* of New York, and is based upon milk containing 4 per 
cent. each of fat and proteid. bottled at the dairy in quart bottles 
(32 ounces), and cooled and kept cool four hours. 

T,\BLF, NO. .2. 
7 ounces top milk contain 16% fat, 4% protei<ls.t 
S 14 " 4 
!) 

11 

12 II 4 

10 " 4 
15 8 " 4 
20 6 " 4 

A great variety of percentages may be made up from these 
top milks, sufficing for all of the ordinary requirements of infant 
feeding. To secure a prompt and complete rising of the cream 
the milk must be bottled soon after it is drawn and must be 
promptly cooled. 

Bearing in mind the composition of ordinarily good milk from 
the common breeds of covvs-4.00 fat, 4.50 sugar, 4.00 proteids-, 

"Medical News. LXXVIIL, 725, 1901. 
t In the home modification of milk the mother or nurse should be ma,le to unrler

stancl that the whole seven ounces must be dipped off from the top of the can 
though only an ounce or two may be needed for the proposed mixture. 
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and assuming, as we may, that, so far as practical •results are 
concerned and to facilitate calculations, all top milks may be 
considered to have the same percentage of proteid (the same as 
that of milk); and remembering also that dilution leaves the 
ratio between fat and proteid unchang-ed, we may formulate this 
general rule for arranging milk mixtures on a percentage basis. 

Quantity of 1 op Milk.-'l'o get the requisite quantity of top 
milk in a given mixture divide its total number of ounces by the 
fignre which represents the number of dilutions ( the number of 
times th:: proteid of whole milk exceeds that of the desired 
mixture). 

Example. Vv e want 32 ounces of milk mixture, 3 '% fat, and 
1 % prote1d. As the proteid is one-fourth of that of the top milk 
( or whole milk) we shall need one-fourth of 32, or 8 ounces as 
the quantity of top milk to he used. 

Percentage of Top J;Jilk.--Then the top milk from which the 
dilution 1s to be made must have a percentage of fat as much 
larger than that of its proteid as the percentage of fat in the mix
ture required exceeds the percentag·e of its proteid. Thus when 
the percentage of the fat in the mixture to be prepared is 

4 times the proteid use rno/a top milk. 
1½ LJ.% " 
3 " " 12% " 
2;,~ " " 10% " 
2 " 8% " 
IJ/2 " ., 6% " 

Example.-A 32-ounce mixture of 3 % fat, and Io/a proteid is 
wanted. As the fat is three times the proteid, the percentage of 
fat in the top milk to be used must he three times its ( 4 o/a) pro
teid. A 12% top milk is therefore wanted ( 9 ounces from the 
top of the can). Or by rule of three: I proteid : 3 fat : : 4 
proteid : 12 fat. 

The percentage of sugar in these dilutions of milk may be con
sidered the same as that of the proteids. If the mixture is one
fourth milk, there remains Io/a of sugar in it; if one-half, it con
tains 2% of sugar. Practically it would do to add 5 o/a ( one
twentieth) of sugar to all mixtures containing less than 2 per 
cent. of proteid, thus giving a total of from 6 to 7 per cent. 

When lime water is added 5 o/o ( one-twentieth of the mixture) 
is the usual quantity. 
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Exam jJfe.-A 30-ounce mixtnre is required with the following 
composition : 

Fat, 2.40% 
Sugar, 6.oo 
Proteid, o. So 
Lime VVater, 5. oo 

\Ve may make our calculations as follows: 
Quantity of top milk.--As 0.80 is one-fifth of 4.00 ( the proteid 

of whole milk), one-fifth of the mixture, or 6 ounces of top milk 
is required. 

Percelltage of top miU:.-As the fat in the mixture is 3 times 
the proteid, the fat of the top milk must be three times the (4) 
percentage of its prolcid, or r2%.* ., 

Limewater.-Five per cent., or one -twentieth of 30 ounces, is 
1. 5 ounce. 

Sugar.-The top milk will carry to the mixtnre about 0.80 
per cent. of sugar. \V c must therefore add 5. 2 per cent. 30 
ounces x .052= 1. 5 ( 1. 56) ounce. 

Water or other Diiuent.--A.s the sugar should be dissolved in 
a part of the water the total quantity of water should be 22. 5 
ounces. The several quantities required are therefore: 

12% Top milk, 6 ounces. 
Limewater 1. S 
Diluent, 22. 5 " 
Milk Sugar, 1. 5 " 

For those who may prefer to do so the rule-of-three may be 
used in calculating the quantity of top milk and its percentage of 
fat. Thus, for 16 ounces of 1. 50 fat, and o. 50 proteids: 

Quantity, 4. oo: o. 50:: 16 ozs.: 2 ozs. 
Percentage, o. 50: 1. 50:: 4 % : 12%. 

or for 24 ounces of 2. 50 fat and o. 80 proteids : 
Quantity,4.00: 0.80:: 24ozs. :44-5ozs. 
Percentage, 0.80: 2.:;o:: 4%: 12½%. 

The following table'f may serve as a general guide to the 
modification of milk for an average healthy infant. It shows 
the manner in which the changes required by the age and devel
opment of the child are made. 

* It slrnuld hardly be necessary to remind that to obtain a 12% top milk, the 
whole~ ounces must be removed from the top of the jar, although we are to use 
only 6 ounces of It. 

t From Holt, Diseases of Infancy and Childhood, Second Edition. 1902. 
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TABLE NO. 3. 
,, 

PERCENTAGES OF "" --~ .s . :>, 'Ca, 

00 o.~ "'"' .0 
~s:: "" '2 AGE. 'C 000, ... 0 ,; @ "" ... .<:l > 

'" """' o.,. .. 
,.,; .. 

=" ". "" 0 •Ol .., >-
'" " .. 6§ o~ ='" ta, rLl Q.; z.::: '"''C 

1. Premature infants ........ 1.00 4.00 0.25 l- " 12-18 1-1½ hours. ' 2. First to fourth clay ....... 1.00 5.00 0.30 1 - l½ 6-10 2-4 hours. 
3. Fifth to seventh clay ..•.. 1.50 5.0U 0.50 1 - 2 10 2 hours, 
4. Seconcl week........ • .... 2.00 6,00 0.60 2 - 2½ 10 2 hours. 
5. Thircl week ............ 2.50 6.00 0.80 2 - 3½ 10 2 hours. 
6. Fourth to eighth week ... 3.00 6.00 1.00 2½- 4 9 2½ hour8. 
7, Third month . .... ....... 3.00 6.00 1.25 3 -- 5 8 2½ hours. 
8. Fourth month ... ....... 3.50 7.00 1.50 3½- fi½ 7 3 hours. ~- Fifth month. ············ 3.50 7 .oo 1.75 4-6 7 3 hours. 

10. Sixth to tenth month ..... 4.00 7.00 2.00 5 - 8 6 3 hours. 
11. Eleventh month .......... 4.00 5.00 2.50 6 - 9 5 4 hours. 
12. Twelfth month .... 4.00 5.00 :,.oo 7 -B 5 4 hours. 
13. Thirteenth month ........ 4.00 4.501 3.50 7 -10 5 4 hours. 

The percentages shown in this table are rather lower than 
those which were recommended until quite recently, and lower 
than those given in the works on pediatrics published only a few 
years ago. The general tendency now among the leading 
pediatrists is to begin with low percentages and gradually work 
up to the point of tolerance of the individual child, but in doing 
so it would be a great mistake to follow too implicitly this or 
any other schedule for infant feeding. These percentages are 
those which are adapted to the average healthy infant at the 
stated ages, but it often happens that infants at corresponding 
ages require higher percentages, or, on account of unusually 
feeble digestive powers, they mnst, temporarily, be pnt back upon 
lower percentages than are here indicated. Schedules of per
centages may indicate ,vhat a child probably should have, but his 
digestive capacity must be the supreme law for that particular 
child. Startmg with low percentages the first consideration 
should be to accustom the infant's digestive organs to the diges
tion of casein of cow's milk, and then, while gradually increasing 
the percentages, keep the strength of the milk mixture below that 
which would be productive of digestive disturbances. A serious 
and very frequent error is beginning with too high percentages 
and thereby inducing digestive difficulties from which it often 
takes weeks or months for the child to recover his normal diges
tive capacity. 

14 
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Applying the rule given on pages 20(i and 207 for the purpose 
of arranging food mixtures having the percentages indicated in 
table No. 3, we have the following formulct>, disregarding minor 
fractions which occur in the calculations of some of them. 

ro ounces, 

12 ounces, 

No. I. For premature infants. 

r . oo fat, 4. oo sugar, 
r6% Top milk, 
\Yater, or other diluent, 
:Milk sugar, 

No. 2. First to fourth day. 

r . oo fat, 5. oo sugar, 
12% Top milk, 
\Nater or other diluent, 
Milk sugar, 

o. 25 proteids. 
¾ ounce. 
9¾ ounces. 
½ ounce. 

o. 30 proteids. 
.9 ounce. 

r I . r ounces. 
¼ ounce. 

Accurately tlrn percentage of the top milk required is 13¼-•To get thi~ slightly 
higher percentage, a little smaller quantity of top milk, or about 8 ounces, instead 
of 9 may be removed. 

16 ounces, 

No. 3. Fifth to sez1enth day. 

I. 50 fat, 5. oo sugar, 
12% Top milk, 
\Vater or other diluent, 
Milk sugar, 

o. 50 proteids. 
2 ounces. 
14 ounces. 

¾ ounce. 
When limcwater is to be added its calculated quantity shoul<l of course be de

ducted from the quantity of other rliluent to be adcled. 

20 ounces, 

No. 4. Second week. 

2. oo fat, 6. oo sugar, 
12% Top milk, 

o. 60 proteids. 
3 ounces. 

\,Vater or other diluent, 17 ounces. 
Sugar, ( 1 . 08 oz.) 1 ounce. 

Here again the actual percentage of the top milk wanted is 13½, requiringjithe 
upper 8 ounces to be rerr,oved from the top of the quart bottle of milk. 

24 ounces, 

No. 5. Third wee.Fr,, 

2. 50 fat, 6. oo sugar, 
12% Top milk, 
\Vater or other diluent, 
Sugar, 

o. 80 proteids. 
5 ounces. 

19 ounces. 
1¼ ounce. 

Precision would require the use of 4t ounces of 12-5% top milk. 
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No. 6. Fourth to eighth weelc. 

28 ounces, 3. oo fat, 6. oo sugar, 
12% Top milk, 
\Nater or other diluent, 

2Il 

I . oo proteids. 
7 ounces. 

21 ounces. 
Sugar, I. 4 ounce, 

30 ounces, 
No. 7. Third 1nonth. 

3. oo fat, 6. oo sugar, 
IO% Top milk, 
Water or other diluent, 
Sugar, 

Accurately, g~ ounces of gll% top milk is requirerl. 

32 ounces, 

No. 8. Fourth month. 

3. 50 fat, 7. oo sugar, 
IO% Top milk, 
\Vater or other diluent, 
Sugar, 

1. 25 proteids. 
9 ounces. 

21 ounces 
I .4 ounce. 

1 . 50 proteids. 
12 ounces. 
20 ounces. 
1¼ ounce. 

In making up this mixture it will be necessary to remove the top milk from two 
bottles of milk. The whole 11 ounc"s from both bottles must be remover! and 
mixed before any is taken for the mixture. If a slight deviation from the 
percentages here gi\·en were made, only one bottle of milk would be needed. 

34 ounces, 

36 ounces, 

No. 9. Fifth ·month. 

3. 50 fat, 7. oo sugar, 
8% Top milk, 
\Vater or other diluent, 
Sugar, 

No. IO. Si:rth to ti'nth month. 

4. oo fat, 7. oo sugar, 
8% Top milk, 
\Yater or other diluent, 
Sugar, 

l. 75 prqteids. 
15 ounces. 
19 ounces. 

1¼ ounce 

2. oo proteids. 
18 ounces. 
18 ounces. 

I .8 ounce. 
Here again, as in Nos. S, 11, and 12 more than one qual't of milk must be used to 

obtain the requisite quantity of top milk. See note un,ler No. 8. 
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38 ounces, 

No. I 1. Ef.:7•e11th inn nth. 

4. oo fat, 5. oo sugar, 
6'.;70 Top milk, 
\Vater or other diluent, 
Sugar, 

2. 50 proteids. 
24 ounces_. 
14 ounces. 

1 ounce. 
For this mixture Hi% top milk is required, obtainable by removing about 18 

ounces from tbe top of tbe bottle of milk. 

40 ounces, 

No. 12. T,{•e!fth month. 

4. oo fat, 5. oo sugar, 
S 7'0 Top milk, 
\Vater or other diluent, 
Sugar, 

3. oo proteids. 
30 ounces. 
10 ounces. 

.8 ounce. 
The 5¼ per cent. top milk required may be obtained by removing about 22 ounces 

from each of two bottles of milk. 

44 ounces, 

No. 13. Thirteenth r1w11th. 

4.00 fat, 4.50 sugar, 
4. 5% Top milk, 
Diluent, 
Sugar, 

3 . 50 proteids. 
38_½ ounces. 

s.½ ounces. 
;"i ounce. 

It is not claimed that any system of home modification of milk 
can give precisely accurate results, but the differences between 
the actual percentages present in intelligently home made mix
tun~s and the percentages which the physician believes he has, 
are probably not greater than the variation from any standard 
mean which we may decide on for mother's milk. Human milk 
varies considerably in its composition with different mothers, and 
with the same woman it varies from day to day, at different milk
ings on the same day, and at different stages during the same 
milking. In fourteen specimens of human milk the composition 
of which was determined by Dr. Harrington* the total solids 
varied from IO. 33 to I 5. 30, the fat from 2. 02 to 5. 16, the sugar 
from S. 68 to 7. 30, and the proteids from I. 08 to 4. I 7. These 
samples were from healthy women whose babies were doing well. 
In artificial feeding slight variations from day to day in the com
position of the modified milk mixtur.es are usually of no account, 
and wide variations from the desired percentages may be avoided 

* Rotch. Pediatrics. Philadelphia. 1896. 
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by using the mixed milk from several cows of the ordinary 
native breeds, excluding the Jersey, Guernsey, or any other 
breeds which yield milk whose percentage of butter fat is above 
the average. A preliminary, or an occasional determination of 
the percentage of fat in the mixed milk of the herd which is to be 
the source of supply would be an advantage. A milk of unusual 
richness will give a top milk with a higher percentage of fat than 
is shown in the table on page 206, and milk with a smaller fat 
content than four per cent. will give a top milk with a lower per
centage of fat. This is shown in the following tabulation of the 
results of the assays of poor, medium, and rich milk.* 

Fat-per cent. 

Whole milk ................................. ······· \.~~~3·_1!~~~4·_zl~~ 

Top 6 ounces ................................... . 
" 7 " ...........••...... ·•· ................. . 
" 8 •••••••••·•• ••••••••••••••..•••.••.. 
" !!) 00 0 0 •• 0 0 0 0. 0 00 0 0 0 •• 0 0 00. 0 COO O O O O O O O 0 

" 10 . . . . . . . ...... , .................... . 
" 11 ................................... . 
" 12 .........•.......................... 
" ]3 ........•..........•.................. " 14 . . . .. . . . .......................... . 
" 15 .. , ..... ... . ..................... . 
" 16 . . . . .. . . . . .. . . . . . . .. . . .. . .... , ..... . 

Skim milk .......................................... . 

13.4 
11 .6 
10.2 
9.2 
8.4 
7,'i 
7 .1 
6.6 
6.2 
5.S 
5.5 

.7 

19.0 
)6.4 14. l 
12.6 
11.4 
10.4 
9.6 
9.0 
8 .. , 
7 .-P,. 
7 .i 

.6 

23.0 
19.8 
17.3 
15.5 
13.9 
12.7 
11.7 
10.8 
10.0 
9.4 
9.0 

.4 

In his admirable work on the ''Diseases of Infancy and Child
hood" Dr. L. Emmett Holt, gives the following advice about 
increasing the food of the infant: 

"With all infants it is best to increase the food very gradually. 
Abrupt increases are very likeJy to derange the organs of diges
tion. The successive formulas of the schedule indicate the steps 
by which the strength of the food is increased. In increasing 
the quantity, it is seldom wise to do more than add half an ounce 
to each feeding, and often a fourth of an ounce is better. The 
best general rule that can be given is to increase the food when 
the child is unsatisfied or not gaining in weight, but is digesting 
well. During the early weeks both the quantity and the strength 
of the food must be increased every few days. It may be !diffi
cult to tell which of these is best to <lo. I have found it well to 
alternate; thus when the infant clemancled more food, first 
increasing the quantity; then, after a few days, if still unsatis-

* (Jbapiu. Theory and Practice Qf Infant Feeding. New York. 190'J. 
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fied, increasing the strength; the next time increasing the quan
tity again, etc. In this way will !Jf: avoi(lecl the error into which 
mothers and nurses so often fall, who adopt a single formula and 
keep on simply increasing the quantity indefinitely whenever the 
child is unsatisfied. J have repeatedly seen infants of two or 
three months taking as much as 7 or 8 ounces every two hours, 
and even then crying from hung-er. After a daily total of 35 to 
38 ounces is reached, as happens with most infants by the fourth 
month, the increase 111 the food shonld he chiefly in strength; for 
the same child at eight mouths will rarel_1· require more than 40 
to 48 ounces. 

"\,Vhile the chik;'s weight is :m important guide in directing 
the feeding, it is a mistake to be inAuenced by it alone during the 
first two or three weeks in infants artificially fed from birth. 
Very low percentag·es are necessary until the child has become 
somewhat accustomed to the food. \Vbile taking such low per
centages no material gain in weight is to be expected. However, 
if there is no vomitiug· or colic, if the child is entirely comfort
able and sleeps most of the time, and if the stools are gradually 
assuming a healthy colour and normal odour, conditions may be 
considered entirely satisfactory. The food may be steadily 
strengthened with the demands of the child's appetite, and soon 
the increase in weight ,vill begin, and when once begun it will 
be coritinuous. But nothing is easier than to derange the organs 
during the first weeks by too high percentages, and such disturb
ances, even though they appear trivial, often continue for many 
weeks. The closest attention is rer1uired for the first few weeks; 
for if '.veil started, subsequent progress becomes an easy matter ; 
but if baclly started, there wiil he trouble most of the time. 

"At weaning, or with a child who has previously had no cow's 
milk, one must begin, even in the case of one whose digestion 
seems quite normal, with percentages considerably lower than 
lhe age and weight would appear to require. At three months 
it 1s better to begin witb the proportions ordinarily taken by a 
bottle-fed infant at three weeks: or at nine months with those 
usually taken by one of two or three months, making the increase 
in strength just as rapidly as tbe condition of the digestive organs 
\V2.rrants. A stationary weight for a week or two, or even a loss 
of a few ounces, is of no importance, provided the change in diet 
can be affected without deranging digestion, for as soon as a child 
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becomes somewhat accustomed to cow's milk the percentages can 
be raised, and progress is assured." 

Household Care of lvfilk.-Fc,r the use of infants, bottled milk 
should be received from some dairyman who will intelligently 
do his part to have 1t come fresh and clean. It should be put 
into the bottles soon after it is drawn from the cow, and should 
be cooled immediately, and kept cool until it is delivered. It 
should be shaken as little 2.s possible in handling and in transit, 
so the cream, if it is rising, shall be disturbed as little as possible. 
\i\Then received, the milk must remain undisturbed in the bottles, 
and should immediately be put into the ice-box so as to be cooled 
clo,vn as near as is possible to 45° F. and kept thus cooled four 
hours. After that length of time, the cream will have risen so 
the top milk may be used. 

How to Reniove the Top Milk.-The best and most convenient 
method of removing the top milk is by means of a one-ounce 
dipper with a perpendicular handle, as was first suggested by 
Chapin. When a given number of ounces from the top of the 
bottle of milk is required to furnish a top milk of a certain per
centage of fat, the number of dipperfnls corresponding to the 
number of ounces are clipped off. It will be necessary to remove 
the first dipperful with a spoon. 

FIG. 2. 

Mixing Baby's Food.-The inventory of things which we shall 

need is: 

Bottle of milk. 
Barley water, or other cereal gruel. 
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Boilir.g water. 
Cream dipper. 
8-ounce glass graduate. 
2 Pitchers for mixing. 
Milk sugar or cane sugar. 
Lime water ( when needed). 
An agate fnnne!. 
Feeding bottles. 
Clean non-absorbent cotton. 
Pasteurizer. 
Ice-box, preferably wood. 
Baby food warmer. 
Alcohol lamp. 
Rubber nipples. 
Bottle brushes. 
Borax, or boric acid. 
Bicarbonate of soda. 

These things should be used for no other than their legitimate 
purpose, and should be kept always cleansed and ready for use 
again in a place all their own. They should never be exposed 
to dust. 

The whole quantity of food which will be required in twenty-
four hours should be mixed at once, thereby saving considerable 
time and trouble each day. Suppose we want 9 feedings of 4 
ounces each containing 3 % fat, 6% sugar, and I% proteids, a 
total quantity of 3Ci ounces for the twenty-four hours. As this 
requires a 12% top milk we dip off 9 ounces* from the top of the 
can of milk, and this whole gnantity must in all cases be clipped 
off and put into the mixing pitcher before any is taken for mak
ing up our food mixture. As the 1 % of the proteids is one
fourth of the percentage of the milk, or top milk, one-fourth of 
the 36 ounces to be made np, or 9 ounces, the whole quantity 
dipped off, will be needed. If barley water is to be used we pour 
in 18 ounces, half of the total hulk of the mixture. There 
remain 9 ounces to be made up of water in which the sugar has 
been dissolved. Five per cent. of sugar is I .8 ounces, nearly 
six even tablespoonfuls.·;· 

The mixture thus made is, with the help of the funnel, filled 
into 9 bottles, 4 ounces in each, care being taken not to soil the 
mouth or neck of the bottle with the milk. 'fhese bottles are 

* See Table No, 2, page 206. 
t Three tablespoonfnls of milk sugar, or two of granulated cane sugar make an 

ounce. 
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then stoppered with cotton, pasteurized, and then put back into 
the ice-box or elsewhere where their temperature may be kept 
at 45° or 50° F. 

Fceding.-'vVhen the time for feeding comes one of the bottles, 
with the cotton plug in its mouth undisturbed since the pasteuri
zation, is taken from the ice--box and placed in warm water for 
warming. The heat of the water is gradually increased until the 
milk reaches the temperature of about 100 F. Before feeding, 
the temperature of the food should be tested by dropping a few 
drops upon the wrist, never by putting the bottle to the lips or 
tongue. On the wrist it should feel warm but not hot. A rub
ber nipple is then to be slipped over the month of the bottle, and 
before feeding, the bottle should be inverted to see that the milk 
drops slowly but does not flow in a stream. 

The best thing for warming the n1 ilk is a baby food warmer 
consisting of a cylindrical cnp of not much greater diameter than 
the bottle and nearly as tall. It should have a short handle, and 
should contain a circular piece of perforated tin with tabs or clips 
bent downward to support it and the bottle a little above the 
bottom of the warmer. Holcling but little \Yater the bottle and 
its contents may be quickly warmed-over the kitchen range in the 
daytime, or over a spirit lamp at night or while travelling. 

Core of Utensils.-A.11 things used in mixing the food-glass 
graduate, mixing pitchers, agate vvare funnel---shonlcl be well 
cleansed with cold water before the milk dries upon them and 
then should be thoroughly scalded and reversed to drain and dry 
and left in that position until they are used again. They should 
never be dried with the wiping cloth. 

B ottles.-The bottles employed. for feeding should be smooth 
inside and should have no angles which render cleansing diffi
cult. One of the best forms is that of the long cylindrical bottle, 
or so-called feeding tube shown in Fig. 3. 

l<'IG. 3. 



At the close oi the meal rinse the bottle by half filling it sev
eral times with cold water an<l shaking thoroughly. Let it 
rernam filled with clean water until the time arrives for scalding 
it before 1t is agam filied with milk. 

Nipples.-The whole apparatus for feeding babies should be 
as c:imple as possible rn that it may not harbor dirt and bacteria, 
and may easily be sterilized. This reqnirement absolutely 
excludes the use of tl:e nipple with the long rubber tube which 
cannot be cleansed properly and which has been the cause of the 
death of thousands of children. Recognizing its dangerous 
influence the French law and the ordinances of some American 
cities prohibit its use. 'fhe best kind is a black rubber nipple of 
conical shape which can be turned wrong si<le out for cleansing 
and which slips over the month of the bottle. The opening in the 
extremity should not be so large as to necessitate no suction, and 
it should take the baby not less 1han ten or fifteen minutes to get 
his meal, a brief rest being givC'n now and then. Two at least 
of tl1ese rubber tips should be kept on hand. 

The use of this form of nipple necessitates the holding of the 
bottle for the young infant-at Je;ist this should always be done, 
and done m such a manner that the neck of the bottle may always 
be kept full thus preventing drawing in and swallowing air. 
Suction should not continue a momrnt after the bottle is emptied. 

At the encl of each keeling the rubber nipple should be rinsed 
m cold water and ,vashcd inside aml out, it being evertecl to 
faciiitate its cleansing. It sho11ld then he immersed in a solution 
of borax, and remain in it nntil it is taken out to be scalded just 
before another feeding. 

Qztantity of Food.-One important thing which should be 
impressed upon those who care for bottle-fed babies is that the 
normal capacity of the infant stomach is much less than is gen
erally assumed, anci that its dilatation with excessive quantities of 
food should n•Jt be considered an indifferent matter. It is a very 
frequent and a serious error to feed too much. In the early days 
of life particularly it 1s safer to feed too little rather than incur 
the danger of over distending ancl of <leranging the stomach by 
feeding too much. At birth the stomach holds without disten
sion only about one fiuid ounce, and at one month, two ounces. 
The reader is referred to the table on page 209 as an indication of 
the quantity of food at a meal required by the average baby. 
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TVcighing the Bab:v.-''The value of the systematic recording 
of an infant's weight scarcely needs to he emphasized," says Dr. 
Griffith.* "Every physician especially interested in diseases of 
children fully recognizes it, for be knows tbat often a failure to 
gain. even before the child shows to the eye any ailment what
ever, may be the sign that some form of illness is present or that 
the child is underfrd. The weight-chart is even more valuable 
than the temrerature-chart in the case of infants. The weigh
ing, too, is such a simple matter that there is no excuse for a fail
ure to have it carried out by the mother at least once a week, and 
where a change in the method of feeding is being made, twice 
a week. Good spring scales showing ounces are not expensive, 
or a steelyard or ordinary kitchen scales with weights will 
answer; but best are some of the standing spring scales fitted 
with an oblong basket or a scoop, ancl which are to be devoted 
solely to the weighing of the baby. 

"It is of course understood that the weight recorded is that of 
the child undressed. If undressing at every weighing is incon
venient, the child may he weighed when dressed and then when 
undressed, and the weight of the clothes deducted. At subse
quent weighir.gs, then, 1t is only necessary to see that the cloth
ing is exactly similar, and undressing will not be required." 

The same trustworthy authority further says :t "The truth of 
the matter is that the variation is too considerable to allow of any 
ironbound statements regarding it. The table here given is an 
approximation of the length ancl weight which children should 
exhibit from birth up to sixteen years of age." 

* New York Mectical Journal. 
t Tbe care of tbe Baby, Secon<l Ed. 1898. p. 51. 
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TABLE NO. 4 SIJOWINC, GRO\\''l'H IN Hl~IGIIT AND WEIGHT_ 

Age. Heigllt. \Yelght. 
Birth. 19 inches, 7 pounds, H ounces. 
1 week ............ , .. 7 i½ 
2 weeks ............. 7 
3 weeks............. 8 
1 month, 20½ inches, 8.:£ 
2 month::,, 21 " lOl 
3 months, 22 12,l 
4 1nonths, 'l3 131 
5 rnonths, 23½ u 15 

6 months, 24 12} 
7 n1onths 1 24½ " 11,i 
8 months, 25 18l 
9 n1onthR, 2:1½ '' 18j 

J0111ontbs, 26 19J 
111nonths 1 20! " 20½ 

1 year, 27 21½ 
2 years, 31 
3 years, 35 
4 years, 38 

27 
32 

36 

t .. I Gained 1 onnce a <lay; 7 ounces
, / a week. 
J 

~ Gained l ounces a day; 5½ ounces a week. 

l 
1 Double original weight. 

1 

I .. Gained~ ounces a day; 4Jounces a week. 

I > .. Gained½ inch a n1onth. \ I · .Gainea about 1 pound a month. 

J J Treble original weight. 

( .. Gained 4 inches a year. 

.... Double original length. 

Special Mixtures.-To meet certain indications in infant feed
ing a variety of special preparations are used, some of which are 
the following: 

Cereal Gruels.-\Yhe;i required as a dil11ent of modified milk 
mixtures, one of the following four kinds of cereal gruel or cereal 
water is most frequc1ttly prescribed. 1Vhen the purpose in view 
IS merely the mechamcal action of the starch gruels in rendering 
the curd more floculcnt ont-half of the bulk of the milk mixture 
should consist of a cereal gruel made with two tablespoonfuls of 
barley, wheat, rice, or oats, preferably in the form of flour or 
meal, to one quart of ,vater. lVIixcd half ancl half with milk, the 
food mixture contains about three-fourths of one per cent. of 
starch, the proportion which Dr. White found to be the most 
<lesi1 able.* 

Barley W ater.-To two tahlesponfuls of barley flour acid 
enough of a quart of cold water to make a thin paste, then add 
the remainder of the quart of water; stir, and boil fifteen or 
twenty minutes. Barley flour is more convenient to use than 
pearl barley. vVhen the latter is used, the same proportions of 
cereal and water may be taken, but the boiling must be continued 
two or three hours, enough water being added meanwhile to keep, 
the quantity up to one quart when the preparation is clone. 
Strain. 

This is often employed to prevent the formation of large, com
pact curds in milk, or as a temporary substitute for milk in cases. 

* See page 204. 
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,of acute indigestion in infants. Barley water and other similar 
<liluents should be freshly prepared every day. They should not 
be Jsed after there is a possibility that souring has begun. 

T,Vheat Gruel.-Frepare the same as barley water using, instead 
00£ barley flour, two tablcsponfuls of wheat flour to the quart of 
water. 

Rice W ater.-U se two tablespoonfuls of rice flour to the quart 
•of water and prepare it as is directed for barley water; or put 
two tablespoonfuls of rice, thoroughly vvashed, into a quart of 
·water and place near the fire 'Where it may soak and be kept warm 
for two hours; then boil slowly for two honrs longer, add more 
water as evaporation occ11rs so that the final mixture will be one 
·quart. Strain. This is considered a useful diluent for milk 
particularly in cases of diarrhea. 

Oatmeal /Vater.-Stir two tablespoonfuls of oatmeal into one 
,quart of boiling water ; cover and let it simmer for two hours. 
Replace the water as it evaporates. Strain. This is often pre
scribed in place of plain water or instead of barley water or other 
cereals for diluting milk when constipation exists. 

~Vlzey aJld !Vhe:y Mixtures.-As was stated in enumerating the 
•tHferential qualities of breast milk ancl cow's milk there is a 
marked difference in the character of the proteicls in the two 
·milks, in. that the relative proportion of the albumin to casein is 
very unlike. The rest,lts obtained hy different analysts vary 
somewhat, but it may be stated that in human milk the percent
.age of albumin is about twice that of the casein, while in cow's 
milk the albumin is only abont one-fourth that of the casein. 
Furthennore, this large percentage of casein in cow's milk and 
its greater degree of indigcstibiiity when compared with human 
milk make it necessary to dilute very largely cow's milk when 
used for infant feeding. But when this is done the percentage 
of the easily assimilable part of the proteicls, albumin, compara
tively low in whole milk, is reduced to a small figure.* 

In infant feeding a contingency thus often presents itself due 
on the one hand to the indispensable need of a due proportion of 
protcicls in the food of the infant, and on the other hand to the 
,digestive inability of the infant to utilize this due percentag-e of 
protein when presented to it almost wholly in the form of cow's 

-;-i;;: cow's milk (whole milk) the percentage of albumin is only 0.66 and of casein 
"1\bout 2.48 ,Van Slyke). In human milk the albumin is 0.5tl aml the <1asein 1.23 

,(Koenig.) 
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milk casein. To overcome this difficulty we sometimes resort 
to the expedient of increasing the percentage of the soluble 
proteids by the use of whey as a part of the diluent of the milk 
mixture. The whey which results from the removal from milk 
of its fat and casein consists essentially of a solution of milk 
albumin and of milk sugar in water. 

The use of whey is no new thing in infant feeding·, but several 
specialists, European and American, have macle a practical appli
cation of the idea ancl have emphasized the value of whey as a 
part of ihe clilnent, v,-hcn it is desirable to increase the easily 
assimilable proteids and, at the same time, to keep the percentage 
of casein clown to a very low fignre. Given alone or mixed \\·ith 
cream or top milk in various proportions. it is valuable for the 
newly born infant, for older infants whose capacity for digesting 
casein is limited, or for tiding them over attacks of indigestion. 

"\iVhey, with or without an addition of two or three drams of 
milk-sugar to the pint,'' says Ashby/' ''makes a useful food for 
newly born infants who have to be artificially fed, or for infants 
who suffer from chronic vomiting or have liquid, green, and 
curdy stools. They gain weight and are more comfortable than 
when taking diluted milk. 

·'It is often convenient to give dyspeptic infants whey at first, 
or even diluk the whey with a solution of maltose or barley
water, as such mfants cannot ahvays digest as much as 2 per 
cent. of fat in their food. As they improve, add milk to the 
whey, or 'top-milk,' as their digestive powers gain strength." 

The composition of whey according to Konig is, fat, 0.32; 

proteids, o.86; sugar, 4.79; salts, .65; water, 93.38. The proteids 
of whey as fonnd by White and Ladd and as given by the U. S. 
Department of Agriculture is practically 1.00%. From his 
study of the results obtained by Van Slyke and others, the ratio 
of casein to albumin 111 cow's milk, as deduced by Wescottt is 4 
to I. \Ve may therefore in mixtures consisting of top milk, and 
whey as a diluent count on about 1.00% of proteids in the whey 
and milk albumin. \Vescott has published formul;:e for the cal
culation of the percentages of whey mixtures, and of the results 
of their use he says: 

"In practice the use of mixttires prepared under this system of 
modification has yielded the most gratifying results, especially 

~in burg Med. Jr.-Arch. of Pediatrics, XVf., 4,6. 1899. 
t Arner. Jr. of the Med. Sciences, CXXIL, 439. 1901. 
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with cream and whey, or milk and whey, or cream, whey, and 
,vatcr, or cre:un, milk, whey, and water combinations. In the 
most difficult cases, i11 which very low percentages of caseinogen 
are al first required these combinations may be used in a sort of 
progressive series, beginning with a cream, whey, and water, or 
a cream and pure whey mixture. Then by a gradual increase of 
the caseinogen percentage secured by adding successive small 
quantities of milk, vvhile the whey or water is decreased equally 
so as to prescrve a constant total quantity of the mixture ; the 
combination becomes one of cream, milk, and whey, or cream, 
milk, whey, and water; and if the decrease is confined to the 
whey alone, or if at the time the milk is increased the water is 
also increased while the whey alone is decreased, we after a time 
reach a point when the quantity of whey becomes so small, say 
six to eight 01111ccs, that it mav be omitted altogether, its bulk 
being supplied by the same quantity of water. Thus the mixture 
becomes a simple cream, milk, and water modification, from 
wl11ch, by continued increase of milk, decrease of water, and, 
after the fat percentag·e reaches 4.00, by appropriate decrease of 
the cream, we finally reach whole milk. 

"In a very few cases the adcl.ition of whey to the mixture in any 
proportion has seemed to produce pain and indigestion. * * * 
In a large number of other in fan ts, of from four to five months 
or older, most of whom suffered from serious catarrhal disease, 
the result of previous faulty methods of feeding whey has been 
perfectly borne, and ha,, yielded results which seemed impossible 
under other forms of feeding. In not a few of these cases whey 
has formed the almost exclusive means of supplying proteids in 
mixtures consisting of cream and all whey. In all these cases 
the improvement of nutrition under whey modifications has been 
striking and comparable only to that to be sometimes attained by 
resort to the breast milk of a perfectly satisfactory wet-nurse." 

As to the influence of whey in rendering the casein curds more 
floculent, White and Ladd found that "whey cream-mixtures 
yield a much finer, less bulky, and more digestible coagulum than 
plain, modified mixture with the same total proteids; the coagu
lum 1s equalled in fineness only by that of barley-water mixtures." 

Preparatio11, of W/zey.-vVescott's directions for preparing 
whey are as follows : 

''In preparing the whey the separated milk is warmed to a tem
perature of 100° F., ancl essence of pepsin, liqnid rennet, or a 
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junket tablet adcled to it. About two teaspoonfuls of essence of 
pepsin to the pint are required, while lir1uicl rennet, according to 
\Vhite and Ladd; is active in the proportion of one clrachm to two 
quarts. The junket tablet is a cheap, convenient, and very effi
cient m,cans of percipitating the curd, and has been generally 
preferred by mothers who have tried all three agents. 

·'The miik is kept at 100° F. until coagulation takes place, and 
it is then put aside in the refrigerator to favor contraction of the 
curd and exudation of the ·whe_v. At the encl of half an hour the 
solid curd is to be cut into small cubes, put into a freshly-boiled 
cheese-cloth bag of double thicknes8, and allowed to drain simply 
by gravity, since squeezing forces some of the curd through the 
meshes of the bag. After the whey is thoroughly drained it 
should be heated to a temperature of 150° F. in order to destroy 
the rennin, and again cooled before being finally mixed with the 
other fluids. When partial predigestion of the milk and cream 
has been effected this heating of the whey is not necessary, unless 
it be desired for its pasteurizing action. Otherwise, in combi
nation with ra,,· milk the excess of rennin in the whey would 
cause precipitation of fresh curd." 

Dcxtrinized Gruels.-Before starch can be absorbed and util
ized as nutriment it must be cooked and then converted into 
clexirine and maltose. In the aclult the saliva and the diastatic 
ferment of the pancreatic juice rapidly convert starch into clex
trine, and maltose, forms of carbohydrates which are readily 
available as food, but during the period of infancy this function 
;s only in its developmental stage and the infant in the fir8t few 
months of life should be considered incapable of transforming 
starch into usable compounds, though very small quantities of 
unconverted starch, acting mechanically, serve a useful purpose 
in rendering the curds of cow's milk more flocculent and conse
quently more easily digestible. By means of the artificial dex
trinization of the starch of cereals, preparations may be had 
which are very useful under various conditions in the artificial 
feeding of infants, whether as an addition to the ordinary modi
fied milk mixture for the purpose of increasing its percentage of 
carbohydrates, or alone or mixed with egg albumin, or when it 
is necessary temporarily to withdraw all milk foods. Chapin 
particularly has been an earnest advocate of the use of these 
clextrinizecl grnels, of which he says, the youngest infant can 
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usually assimilate them, and that in fact in many cases there is 
no other form of nourishment so well borne. "The advantages 
of this form of diluent are: (I) It acts mechanically on curds; 
(2) it furnishes tissue-building proteir1 in appreciable amount; 
( 3) it forms the best temporary subf+hnte for milk; ( 4) it is 
always at hand when wanted; and (5) it can be easily and 
cheaply prepared." * 

The process of making dex'l:rinized gruels recommended by 
the same author is to beat up one to two heaping tablespoonfuls 
of barley, wheat, or rice flour with enough cold water to make 
a thin paste; or use two to four heaping tablespoonfuls of rolled 
oats. Pour on a -quart of boiling water and boil for at least 
fifteen minutes, preferably in a covered double boiler as the gruel 
will not then burn. If the mixture is to be dextrinized after it 
is cooked, place the cooker in cold water, and when the gruel is 
cool enough to be tasted add one teaspoonful of diastase solu
tion, or Cereo, and stir. This will thin the gruel. Strain add 
salt to taste, and cool. 

'Wheat, barley, and rice are well absorbed and should be used 
when the bowels move naturally. Oatmeal contains considerable 
coarse material that stimulates the bowels, and should be used 
when the bowels are constipated. 

He also gives the following directions for the preparation of a 
home-made solution of diastase: 

"A tablespoonful of malte<l barley grains crushed is put in a 
cup and enough cold water added to cover it, usually two table
spoonfuls, as the malt quickly absorbs some of the water. This 
is prepared in the evening and placed in the refrigerator over 
night. In the morning the water, looking like thin tea, is 
removed by a spoon or strained off, and is ready for use. About 
a tablespoonful of this soiution can be thus secured and is very 
active in diastase. It 1t sufficient t6 dextrinize a pint of g-ruel in 
ten or fifteen minutes. Such a decoction must be prepared each 
day as it soon spoils, owing to the unstable nature of the enzyme. 
For this reason it may be more convenient to use some commer

cial preparation of diastase." 
Albumin-vVatcr.-A<ld the white of one egg and a pinch of 

salt to half a ::iint of cold water and stir until the mixture is com-

*Theory and Practice of Infant Feeding, New York, 1902. 
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plete. Sweeten if desired and strain to prevent the clogging of 
the rubber nipple by minute shreds. Should be warmed only 
moderately before it is given. It it used as a temporary nourish
ment when milk does not agree, and is sometimes recommended 
as an addition to milk mixtures when it is necessary to reduce 
the casein to a very low percentage. 

In digestive disturbances when the fat, sugar, and albnminoids 
all have to be reduced to minute quantities, Townsend* finds that 
the nutritive value of the mixture can be greatly increased with
out taxing the digestion, by the addition of raw white of egg. 

In summer diarrheas when it is necessary to withhold milk, 
Chapint finds that egg-,vater is one of the most easily procurable 

· and satisfactory substitutes. 'l'he only objection is its tasteless
ness and this may be overcome by the addition of a few drops of 
aromatic spirits of ammonia which checks stomach irritability 
when there is a tendency to vomit. • 

The white of egg mixture had been used extensively by Dr. 
Kerley:j: but he has discarded it because many children fail to 
digest it. In the discussion which followed, Dr. Koplik was 
surprised at the abandonment of the use of albumin water. He 
and Dr. Morse had both found it very useful, particularly during 
the first few days of life. Dr. Rotch preferred the albumin 
derivable from milk and stated that albumin water is usually 
given in too high a percentage. 

Zahorsky§ has used for young infants a mixture of milk, white 
of egg, and sugar, so that the proportion was as follows : Casein, 
0.75; ovalburnin, 0.7.5; fat, 2.5; sugar, .6. This has reaped no 
favorable results. Diarrhea developed in most cases. Vomiting 
ensued, and in all but one there was no gain of weight in ten 
days. This one infant, which had been suffering from malnu
trition and was almost moribund, gained nearly a pound in a 
week. The conclusion is forced upon us that ovalbumin does 
not replace lactalbumin in young infants. It was noticeable that 
the curds of this mixture were smaller, similar to human milk. 

Dr. ·white,-~* on the other hand, in experiments made to deter
mine the one point of its action upon the coagulation of milk 

* Boston Med. and Surg. ,Tr., CXL., 2,·5, 1899. 
t Medical News, LXXV., 65. 1899. 
+ Archives of Pediatrics, XVIII., 561. 1901. 
§ Pe:liatries, V ., 53i. 1898. 
** Reprint from Jr. of the Boston Soc. of Med. Sc. V., 125. 1900. 
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casein, found that its action in this respect is much inferior to 
starch. "The best albumin water mixture containing 3 per cent. 
of white of egg yielded a cnrd which was much less fine than a 
mixture co:1taining only a quarter as much soluble starch." 

J nelson and Gittings•r express their judgment of this matter as 
follows: 

''Hesse was the first 1.o use egg albumin in his infant food. 
Kow there are various preparations on the market which base 
their claims to be periect substitutes for the maternal nourish
ment on the presence of a certain amount of white of egg. Apart 
from the question of its digestibility, there seems to be some 
reasonable doubt whether egg albumin is sufficiently well assim
ilated to aid very materially the infant's nutrition. At the same 
time it serves a useful purpose at certain critical periods when the 
administration of milk in any form is contraindicated. Egg 
albumin may be given either mixed with water and a little salt 
or added to various decoctions of starch, meat broths, etc. It is 
probably inferior to whey in nutritive value." 

Peptoni.zed Milk.-The giving of peptonized milk has been 
considered a vaiuable expedient in the feeding of some difficult 
cases, particularly in attacks of acnte indigestion and in some 
chronic cases with feeble casein digestion, but now with our 
somewhat varied resources in infant feeding the need of predi
gested milk is less frequently felt than formerly. Peptonization 
may be carried out as follows : 

Into a clean quart bottle empty the contents of a peptonizing 
tube ( Fairchild Bros. & Foster's, or other), then pour in a few 
ounces of the water which is to be used for the dilution of the 
milk, and shake thoroughly. Add the milk and the remainder 
of the diluent and again shake. Place the bottle in water of the 
temperature of n5° F., or about as warm as the hand can bear 
comfortably and keep the contents of the bottle thus warmed for 
a length of time depending upon the degree of peptonization 
which it is desired to bring about-ten, twenty, or thirty minutes. 
Milk which has been peptonized for ten minutes is altered but 
little or not at all in taste, but that in which this process is con
tinued for twenty minutes has acquired a slightly bitter taste due 
1.o the formation of peptones. This bitter taste increases with 
the duration of the process of artificial digestion. When it is 

• Infant ~'ecrting, p. 291. Phlla., 1902. 
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desired to arrest the peptonization, the process may be stopped 
by placing the milk upon ice, or more surely by raising the tem
perature of the milk to the boiling point at once destroying the 
ferment. 

The following instructions relating to the administration of 
peptonized milk are given by Judson and Gittings.* 

"For a new-born infant the proportions of our peptonized 
milk mixture should be about one per cent. proteids, from two to 
two and a half per cent. fat, and six per cent. sugar. If this is 
well tolerated, the strength of the mixture may be increased to 
one and a half per cent. proteids, three per cent. fat, and six per 
cent. sugar at the end of the fifth or sixth week. If it is desir
able to continue this mode of freding during the third and fourth 
months, the proportions may be increased to proteids two per 
cent., fat three and a half per cent., and sugar seven per cent. 

"It must be understood that peptonization is only a temporary 
expedient, and that it is inadvisable, except for difficult cases, to 
continue the process over a longer period than two or three 
months. By gradually reducing the time of peptonization, there 
will seldom be any difficulty in replacing this food with a milk 
mixture containing the same proportions. 

''Milk and cream may be mixed in any desired proportion and 
the process of peptonization can be carried out for from ten 
minutes to half an hour or longer. It requires about two hours 
to completely peptonize milk. The use of pre-digested milk 
offers disacivantages in that this food does not furnish the neces
sary physiological stimulus to the infant's stomach, since it is 
offered already prepared for intestinal digestion and absorption. 
·where the miik is only partially peptonized, this objection has 
less weight. It is well to begin with half an hour's peptoniza
tion, gradually reducing the time as the infant's digestive powers 
regain their normal condition." 

Condensed Milk.-The following quotations from the words 
of eminent specialists in diseases of children may be considered 
a fair expression of the opinion of the profession in regard to the 
use of condensed milk in infant feeding·. 

Griffith.t "I have seen so many babies starving on condensed 
milk that I now rarely give it. It is true that some babies grow 

• Infant Fee,ling, Phila,lelphia. 1902. 
t The Care of the Baby. Secolltl Ed., 1898, p. 14fl. 
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fat and are seemingly healthy, but the health is often only appar
ent, and rickets is very liable to result." 

Starr.* "Infants fed upon condensed milk, though fat, are 
pale, lethargic and flabby ; although large, are far from strong; 
have little power to resist diseases: often cut their teeth late, and 
are very likely to drift into rickets. It must be remembered also 
that condensed milk, when long· kept, or when packed in imper
fect cans, not infrequentlv undergoes decomposition, and thus
becomes utterly unfit for use. 

"For a temporary change of diet, and as a substitute during 
travelling or under circumstances in which sound cows' milk 
cannot be obtained, it may be resorted to with advantage." 

Crandall. t "Diluted condensed milk always produces rickets 
if its use is prolonged, for it is deficient in fat and proteicls. A 
dilution of r in 12, the one most commonly used, contains but 
one-eighth the amounl of fat and one-third the amount of proteid 
of average breast milk. Doubie that strength contains but one
fourth the proper amount of fat, but the sugar is so excessive as 
to soon upset the stomach. A food so wide of the standard is 
not a proper one for an infant." 

W ells.:t "Children fed on condensed milk soon become fat, 
and for some time the digestion really seems to be improved; 
this is more frequently the case if the child is changed to a diet 
of this substance from one of farinaceous foods. After a con
tinued diet of condensed milk, however, a child generally becomes 
flabby, restless or sleepy, suffers from impaired digestion with 
considerable fermentation, and is apt, sooner or later, to drift 
into a condition of marasmus. Some of the worst cases of 
simple atrophy that we have seen have been infants who have 
been feel for a long time on this form of diet. In these children 
the period of dentition comes later, is irregular and prolonged, 
and a strong tendency to rickets or a chronic state of mal
nutrition is manifest. It has also been noticed that if children 
fed on this diet fall into a subacute diarrhea, it is almost impos
sible to save their lives." 

Kerley.§ Of the many hundred marasmic and rachitic 
infants that I have had an opportunity to observe, fully ninety-

~ Hygiene of the Nursery. Sixth E,l., 180S, p. 175. 

t Medical News, LXXVllI., 725. 1901. 
t,Tr. of Amer. Me<l. AssoP., xxxr., 1016. 1898. 
§ Medical News, LXX., 736, 18!!7. 
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five per cent. had been feel on the meal foods or on canned con
densed milk, chiefly the latter. This ill-conditioned class of 
children, with their starved muscular and nervous systems and 
catarrhal tendencies, fall an easy prey to the infectious diseases 
during the entire year, to broncho-pneumonia in winter, and to 
the gastro-intestinal Jiseases in summer." 

Nevertheless in his dispensary practice Dr. Kerley often uses 
condensed milk. 

"I employ condensed milk voluntarily under one condition 
only. I meet with a few delicate infants, usually from tw'o to 
ten weeks old, who must be bottle-fed, and for whom it is impos
sible to modify fresh cows' milk. These children are unable 
to assimilate the proteids contained in fresh cows' milk in suffi
cient amount to thrive; and under these circumstances I order 
the unsweetened or canned condensed milk, preferably the 
former. A dilution of one-in-twelve will oftentimes be borne 
without inconvenience, and the child will do well for six or 
eight weeks, when it will be able to digest a modified fresh 
covv's milk containing a low percentage of proteids." 

"I employ the canned condensed milk because I am obliged 
to do so in the case of several hundred infants each year. I use 
it among the very poor, the ig;norant, and the careless who bring 
their children to the dispensary, and for this reason: The very 
poor cannot afford cows' milk at six or eight cents a quart, 
neither can they buy refrigerators or ice to properly keep the 
milk. The ignorant cannot appreciate or follow out the instruc
tion as to the dilution and care of the milk. This class also 
may be inclucied under the first heading. \Ve occasionally meet 
with representatives of the careless class in the better walks of 
life. They insist upon feeding condensed milk to their children 
against our wishes, their excuse being that such a plan is the 
easiest to follow. The wives of the American and Irish laborers 
comprise a goodly number of the indifferent class. The pro
prietary foods are happily excluded from the uses of the poor, 
for the reason that they are expensive:" 

To make up the deficiency in fats Dr. Kerley prescribes cod 
liver oil or, when the parents can procure it, cream, and to 
increase the percentage of proteins, a meat broth is added, 
making what must be considered a poor substitute for mixtures 
made with fresh milk. 
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Summarizing, it may be said that condensed milk, like the 
patent foods generally, is deficient in fat and proteids, but has 
an excess of carbohydrates in the form of sugar. It may be 
fed for ·short periods of time when better food is not available, 
but the hand-feel baby should be brought back as soon as pos
sible to a properly modified mixtnre of fresh cow's milk. 

Patented Infant Foods.-A large number of patented or pro
prietary foods for infants are upon the market. The manu
facturers claim that they are "perfect substitutes for mother's 
milk," but for not one of them is this claim true. They are 
lacking in proteids in an easily available form and in fats, and 
have an excess of carbohydrates. A more trustworthy and a 
better and cheaper substitute can be prepared in any household 
from good, clean cow's milk and other material needed for its 
modification. Thrn a tolerably correct idea may be had of the 
nutritive value of what the baby is getting and whether it is 
adapted to its wants. 

Referrmg to patent foods for infants Rotch':' says: 
"Analyses show that there is a lack of uniformity in these 

foods from year to year, and that original claims are apparently 
forgotten or allowed to give way to cheaper production. In 
fact, as my experience in the feeding of infants increases, and 
as I examine year by year the effects of the different foods 
on infants, I am strongly impressed with the belief that with 
our present physiological, chemical, and clinical knowledge all 
"the patent foods are entirely unnecessary. The claims made 
for them are not supported by intelligent and unprejudiced 
investigation." 

The opinion of Griffith-r is that some of them are harmful 
and none of them are necessary or desirable for a child with a 
healthy digestion. 

Cantley:j: states as an axiom that proprietary foods are 
unnecessary for the proper feeding of infants so long as good 
cow's milk, cream, and sugar are available. They should never 
be used before the sixth month, and then only as diluents. 

Dr. Zahorsky,§ of St. Louis, tells us that "all the patent foods 
lack in albumen and especially in organically combined metals. 

* Pediatrics. Philao.elphia, 1896. p. 283. 
t The care of the Baby, p. 148. 1898. 
tTreatise on lnfant Feeding, quoted by Judson and Gittings. 
§ Pediatrics, V ., 536. 1898. 
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In these is found an absence of extractives and unknown sub
stances in 11111k; consequently none can be recommended and 
all are, in a large percentage of cases, followed by the various 
diseases of nutrition. 

"Prof. Saunders has frequently pointed out a nutritional dis
order which he calls 'salts starvation'; especially does it follow 
certain patem foods, the salts of which are deficient, or exist 
merely as bases neutralized by inorganic acids." 

Dr. S. W. Abbott, Secretary of the State Board of Health of 
Massachusetts, referring· to the various substitutes for milk in 
artificial feeding says: 

''The readers of magazines and other periodicals are treated 
with pictures of children of marvellous beauty, who are said to 
have been reared upon the different kinds of milk substitutes. 
All these methods of advertising appeal to the public eye, but 
medical men know full well the specious character of such 
advertisements. If the photographs of the dead infants who 
crowd the graveyards could be shown, the ratio of the dead to 
the living among those who were feel upon milk substitutes 
would be found to be at least ten times as great as that of the 
mfants who were nursed at tht" mother's breast." 

The Significance oj Some Symptoms.-"Colic may be caused 
by an excessive quantity of prott"id in the food or by the infant 
not being kept warm enough, especially the bowels and extremi
ties. The excess of proteid in the food may be reduced bv 
increasing the dilution. Persistent ·vomiting may be caused by 
feeding too great a quantity at a time ; from too much fat or 
cream in the food, or by poisonous products in the milk, the 
result of bacterial growth. Abnormal stools may contain curds 
of casein or fat, fermenting sngar, and mucus resulting from 
the indigested food irritating the intestine. Digestion is at a 
standstill and the infant is living partly on its own tissues. hence 
the malnutrition."* 

''Biedert and Demme have devoted considerable attention to 
the subject of fat diarrhea. In some children the faces showed 
50 to 60 per cent. of fat, whereas the normal percentage in 
ordinary f~ces varied from r 3.9 per cent. ( which is the normal 
quantity), according to U ffelmann. 

"Casein is not nearly as common an ingredient of f~ces as is 
commonly supposed, as I have previously stated. Casein lumps 

• Chapin. Tneory and Practice of Infant Feeding. New York, 1902. 
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can be seen in abundance in the course of a diarrhea during an 
exclusive diet of milk. 

"The proteids of nulk are so thoroughly absorbed that only 
small traces of them can be found in the f;:eces. Normal milk
fa:ces contain large quantities of bacteria, but chiefly two kinds, 
prev10usly mentioned, viz.: bacterium lactis cerogenes (Esch
erich) and bacterium coli com1nune. Other germs, especially· 
thos~ of the proteolytic type ( i. e., those that render gelatin 
fluid), are not found under normal conditions. 

"If the sugar is too low, the gain in weight is apt to be slower 
than when furnished in proper amount. 

"Symptoms indicating an excess of sugar: Colic or thin, 
green, very acid stools, sometimes causing irritation of the but"'. 
tocks ; sometimes there is reptrgitation of food and eructations 
of gas. 

'·Excess of fat is indicated by the frequent regurgitation of 
food in small quantities, usually one or two hours after feeding. 
Sometimes an excess of fat causes very frequent passages very 
nearly normal in appearance. In some cases the stools contain 
small round lumps somewhat resembling casein, but really masses 
of fat. Tlns has already been mentioned in speaking of the dif
ferentiation of true casein curds ·and small fat lumps by the solu
bility of the latter in alcohol or ether. 

"\Vhen too little fat is given, it is indicated by hard, dry, pasty 
stools, and usually constipation. This can be easily remedied 
by the addition of cream three-fifths of which is fat. Holt 
speaks against increasmg the fat above 4.5 per cent. in infants 
under six months old, and believes we should not go above 4 
per c~nt. "* 

Dietetic Treatment of Sick Babies.--1'he following notes 
from American authors on the feeding of sick children indicate 
the methods of management which are generally approved. 

We are told by Dr. T. S. ¥/escott,t of Philadelphia, that, 
"In the presence of a summer diarrhea of any and every degree 
of severity the first dietetic principle is absolutely to interdict 
the use of cow's milk. This principle is often violated, either 
because the baby may object for a time to taking a substitute 
which does not taste like his usual feeding mixture; or, without 

• Fischer. Infant J<'eeding in Health and Disease. Philadelphia. rno1. 
t Philadelphia Medical Journal. Vol. X., 125. 1902. 
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the physician's kno,vledgc, the mother may keep on givmg 
'tastes' of milk .to prevent the bahy's being 'starved to death.' 

'· It is just as rational to expect to cure an attack of milk 
infection while milk is continued in the diet as to attempt to 
cure the morphine habit while morphine is given to secure sleep 
and quietness, or, perhaps with a closer analogy, to control 
glycosuria without excluding starches and sugars from the diet
ary. In such cases it is not the milk itself which may be harm
ful, but the continuance of favorable conditions· for bacterial 
development kept up by the fresh supplies of the preferred 
culture medium for the bacteria already swarming in the intes
tinal canal. Milk starvation of the infant really means milk 
starvation of the bacteria, and as this culture medium is no 
longer supplied, the great bulk of bacteria perish for want of 
sustenance. Milk starvation, conjoined with intestinal anti
sepsis for the middle gut and enteroclysis for the large bowel, 
constitutes the chief therapeutic formula for the treatment of 
such conditions. 

"The length of time during which fresh milk should be with
held from the diet will vary according to the degree of severity 
of the case an<l the promptness with which the intestinal dis
charges become normal in frrquency. The most common mis
take is to resume milk feeding too early, thereby furnishing 
material for re-infection within the intestinal canal, even though 
the milk itself may be perfectly sound. 

''\iVith babies who are in good condition at the onset of an 
attack of summer diarrhea, fresh milk should be entirely with
held for from five to six clays to a week, and frequently even 
longer. under the plan of feeding above suggested, a well
nouri8hed, healthy baby will show little evidence of starvation 
even at the er-cl of the week. By this time, however, or in some 
cases much earlier, the number of bowel movements will have 
decreased to one or two a clay, and other evidences of intestinal 
irritation will have subsided. Even before this time the baby 
may show signs of hunger, and it will then become necessary 
to add something to the watery mixture to give it a body. It 
has been a fact of frequent observation in dispensary practice 
that babies with diarrhea who had heen previously fed upon 
condensed milk could be put back upon this diet earlier and 
with greater safety than the babies fed upon fresh milk: This 
is doubtless to be attributed to the fact that condensed milk 
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ordinarily is a sterile preparation and that the percentage of 
fat and proteids in weak dilutions are quite low., both of which 
qualities are for the time of considerable practical importance. 

"It has, therefore, seemed of advantage to make use of this 
property of condensed milk by employing it in very weak dilu
tions for a time in preference to an immediate return to fresh 
milk. A dilution of one drachm to four ounces of egg or barley 
water offers a satisfactory strength for most cases. In some 
mstances even the weak mixture is not well digested and then 
partial peptonization may be resorted to. 

"After the movements have become natural in consistency and 
frequency, the most satisfactory plan for returning to a· fresh 
milk diet is to prepare and sterilize the milk mixture to which 
the b3by has been accustomed, at first in quarter or half of the 
usual amount for the day, and to begin by taking out not more 
than half an ounce of the condensed milk mixture or of the 
other food that is being given, as prepared for the feeding, and 
replacmg it by an equal quantity of the fresh milk mixture. 
This gradual substitution of one mixture for the other may be 
continued with varying rapidity, according to the strength of 
digestion, until half of the feeding c,onsists of the fresh milk 
mixture; after this, or ever; before, the condensed milk may be 
omitted altogether and the feeding will consist of a one-in-two 
dilution of the original mixture, which will contain just half 
of the original percentages. From this point the !proportion of 
the milk mixture may be cautiously increased according to the 
digestion as judged hy the bowel movements, until all added 
diluent is omitted and the baby has returned to his usual feeding. 
Since, however, the intestinal mucons membrane ls still very 
prone to irritation, the child may not be able to take the full 
strength of his original feeding mixture for a considerable 
length of time, say a month or six weeks. In many cases partial 
peptonization of the mixture may be very helpful; and in some 
mstances, in the convalescence from a very severe attack of the 
disease, the whole plan of feeding may require change, and in 
these cases a differential modification of the proteids by means 
of whey mixtures may offer the most satisfactory solution of 
the dietetic problem.'' 

In a study of 555 cases of summer diarrhea among the out
patient poor of New York, Dr. C. G. Kerley says:* 

* Archives of Pediatrics, XYIII., 561. 1901. 
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"In our management of summer diarrhea we have one invari
able rule of treatment; regardless of the severity or duration of 
the illness, regardless of the diet, whether breast-fed or bottle
fed, whether the stools are freqnent and watery, or infrequent 
and foul, we stop the milk at once. This is based upon the belief 
that in every case of summer diarrhea, no matter how mild, we 
have an infected gut, or soon will have it, and we wish to make 
the intestinal contents as poor a culture field as possible. 

"vVe have learned that every case of summer diarrhea must 
be looked upon as dangerous and treated vigorously whether 
the initial symptoms are mild or severe. This we must teach. 
A .. cas·e of so -called dyspeptic diarrhea with milk feeding con
tinued will soon become a virulent infection. I question if in 
the great majority of cases the streptococcus and colon bacillus 
play a very important part at the commencement of the illness. 
The average case is of gradual onset: we meet a few cases, 
hm-vever, in which the onset is sudden and severe. 

''\Ve not only advise that the milk be discontinued, we com
mand it, and if the order is not complied with further treatment 
is refused. To those ol intelligence, among whom the Ameri
can-born mother predominates, we explain why the milk should 
be discontinued for a few days. Our directions are almost 
always followed. The very ignorant. among whom the Italians, 
Russians, etc., figure largely, are given medicine and told 
that if the medicme and milk or any food except that which we 
aciv1se, are given together they may kill the baby; the mothers 
give the medicine and feed the child according to our oral 
instructions which are supplemented by printed directions. No 
milk is allo~ed until the stools approximate the normal, which 
may mean an abstinence from forty-eight hours to five months; 
this was the longest time a child was kept on a non-milk diet. 
ln three it could not be given for several months. Fifty-seven 
suffered relapse upon resuming the milk diet. ..With very few 
exceptions barley was the substitute selected. Additions in 
the form of liquid non-milk nourishment were added to change 
the taste and give the child a variation in the diet. A favorite 
mixture with us is four or five ounces of barley water and one 
or two ounces of broth-beef, mntton or chicken. Two tea
spoonfuls of beef juice added to the cereal water often makes 
a suitable change. The taste of the substitute must vary or the 
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child will soon tire of it. Broths must not be added in too large 
amount as in some a decidedly laxative effect will result. I 
usually order two or three substitute preparations and alternate 
them. 

"Brandy and whiskey, so frequently added to substitutes, 
should not be given to a child with summer diarrhea. The 
dangers of stomach involvement and nephritis are great with
out our provoking them by the use of alcohol." 

The following paragraphs are taken from a paper read before 
the New York Academy of Medicine by Dr. H. D. Chapen:* 

''In general, a bottle-baby should have less bulk of food and a 
higher dilution of milk i,1, :c'cr31 hot u:eather than it is accustomed 
to under more favorable conditions. If this simple precaution 
were taken much summer diarrhea would be avoided. The 
mtervals between feedings may also be prolonged if the diges
tion shows any signs of derangement, but water is to be freely 
given during these intervals. 

"The final effort of preventive treatment is to note the first 
sign:; of gastric or intestinal indigestion, as both may often be 
checked by simple dietetic or medicinal means before a marked 
diarrhea begins. 

"In the detetic treatment of summer diarrhea, bearing in mind 
that a majority of the cases consist largely of milk-poisoning, 
all forms of milk must be temporarily withheld. Even the 
breast may be withdrawn in nursing babies until vomiting 
ceases. In the interval, water may be frequently given, but in 
small quantities at a time, if the stomach tends to reject it. The 
common mistake is in giving too much nourishment at this time, 
as the infant seems to be weak and in need of support. It is 
not the food taken but that which is assimilated that supports, 
hence it is folly to force milk upon a haby at a time when the 
digestive powers are weakened, if not entirely arrested. Many 
a summer diarrhea would be stopped at the very beginning if 
milk were entirely withheld for from twelve to forty-eight hours. 
When it ,is necessary to withhold milk for any length of time, 
other forms of nourishment may easily be substituted. 

'·One of the most easily procurable and satisfactory is egg
water. The white of an egg is thoronghly stirred in haif a glass 
of cool water. This forms a pure and easily assimilable albumin 

* Medical News, LXXV, 65. 1899. 
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water. The only objection is its tastelessness, and I have over
come this by the addition of ahout ten <irops of aromatic spirits 
of ammonia. 

"Among other substitutes for milk may be mentioned thin 
gruels made from barley or wheat flour and cold whev. When 
the cereals are used, the starch may be easily dextrini;ed by one 
of the preparations 0£ diastase that are now on the market. If 
cow's milk is withheld for several days or longer, mutton-broth 
from which all the fat has been carefully skimmed, makes a 
good substitute. Expressed beef-juice with the fat removed and 
diluted with cool water makes a stimulating and nourishing 
drink. 

''When the acute symptoms have subsided and milk is resumed, 
it must be tentatively begun at long intervals and with high 
dilution. If a prescription to be filled at a laboratory were 
written it might call for fat, I per cent. ; sugar, 4 per cent. ; 
proteids, 0.50 per cent.; or plain fresh milk may be diluted five 
or six times with sugar-water. By thus starting with a con
siderable reduction of the casein anrl fat, these solids may be 
gradually increased to a proportion that is proper for the infant's 
age and development. The difficulty of digesting the tough curd 
of cow's milk is a constant source of trouble. After trying 
various methods of overcoming this difficnlty, a proper dilution 
of the milk with decoctions of the cereals as advised many years 
ago by Jacobi, has yielded the best results in my hands. In hot 
weather a gruel made of wheat or barley flour, and partially or 
completeiy dextrinized, will modify and attenuate the clots of 
casem in a favorable manner." 

Doctors Holt, Jacobi, Koplik, and others took part in the dis
cussion. Dr. Holt said that "twelve hours is more precious for 
therapeutic purposes at the beginning of the sickness than is a 
whole week of medication later on. The trouble is, however, 
that beginning diarrheas are neglected. They are attributed to 
teething, to a cold, to the weather, and it is thought that they 
will get better of themselves or with some simple household 
remedy, and with some slight modification of diet. In twenty
four hours, perhaps, a fatal cliarrheic condition that defies all 
treatment is lighted up. Four or more movements a day in the 
chiid are allowed to occur fo,· some clays without seeking relief 
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for them. The infection gains a firm hold by irritation of the 
intestine, and then cannot be eradicated before it has produced 
serious effects. 

"Stop all food at once until there is a decided improvement 
in the intestinal condition. The indication is to get the stomach 
and intestines empty as soon as possible. All food should be 
stopped absolutely 'for twelve hours or longer. \Nater may be 
given freely, and stimulants are often good. It must be remem
bered that even sterile milk does not stay sterile long in an 
infected digestive tract, and that its presence only irritates, while 
the milk itself forms an excellent cnlture medium for the growth 
of micro-organisms that are present." 

Dr. Jacobi reminded the Academy of the fact that the presence 
of carbohydrates prevents putrefaction in the intestinal canal, 
and that consequently the use of the cereals in baby-food is at 
once a preventive and a curative agent in certain intestinal dis
orders. 

Dr. Kopiik said that "a slight frequency of stools, especially 
if they are of watery consistency and if accompanied by the 
slightest inclination to vomit, should be the signal to stop all 
feeding at once. Then the bowel should be promptly cleaned 
out and the stomach also if thought advisable." 

The main points for the non-medical reader to note are the
uniform insistence upon the stopping of all milk food tempo
rarily at the beginning of infantile diarrheas, that the cessation 
of all food for a while is often necessary, and that the resump
tion of the use of milk must be very gradual. For some time 
there have been fair grounds for believing that some forms of 
infantile diarrhea, particularly acute gastro-enteritis and cholera 
infantum, are infectious, and that there is therefore urgent need 
of careful precautions not to let the infant's food become infected 
by exposure to a dusty air, or throngh the medium of dishes and 
utensils which have not undergone a careful sterilization with 
steam or boiling water. One other source of infection should 
be remembered-the hands of the nurse or mother after the 
removal of the diapers. They should, before further attendance 
upon the sick or other babies, and especially before preparing· 
or handling food, Le carefully washed an<l then sterilized with 
the hand brush and Parke, Davis & Co's. germeciclal soap or 
otherwise. The diapers, before they are put into· the wash, 
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should be soaked in a solution of carbolic acid, or lysol-Solu
tion I or Solution 2, one-half strength. Diapers which have 
been wet should be washed and dried and warmed before they 
are again applied to the infant. 

Afixed Peeding.-In the last few years Dr. Jahorsky,* of St. 
Louis, has given the subject of mixed feeding much thought 
and has employed this method of feeding iri a variety of cases, 
both in hospital and in private practice. The subject divides 
itself very naturally into (a) artificial feeding as an adjuvant 
to nursing, and ( b) human milk as an adj uvant to artificial 
foods. 

Artificial Feeding as an Aid to Hursing.--"The indications 
for the use of artificial food as an auxiliary to human milk are 
several, depending on abnormal variations in the quantity and 
quality of the milk. Our text-books usually give only two--a 
deficiency of the quantity of milk secreted and a diminution of 
the solid milk co113tituents. But other conditions exist, and the 
principal ones I shall enumerate. 

I. "The mother's milk is deficient in quantity.-This is 
exceedingly common. Three-fourths of the mothers, at least 
among the wealthier classes, do not have a sufficient amount of 
milk for their offspring. The gradual increase which should 
take place as the period of lactation advances, fails, and after 
a few weeks the mother cannot satisfy the infant. The bottle 
must be given in addition, at first possibly only once daily, then 
two or three times. But whatever means we use to supply the 
deficiency, the mother should continue to nurse regularly. 
Otherwise the milk secretion steadily diminishes. The act of 
nursing regularly 1s the most powerful galactagogue that we 
possess. 

2. "The human milk is deficient in solid constituents.-\Vhen 
an infant at five or six months becomes anemic, does not gain 
in weight, and shows signs of rickets, the milk should be 
examined. Occasionally it is found that the percentage of 
prntcids is verv low, sometimes as low as .5 per cent. Thus in 
the case of a little colored baby five months old, who showed 
evidence of severe anemia and rickets, an examination of the 
mother's milk revealed a proteid percentage of .7 per cent. 
The addition of cow's milk and meat juice to his diet soon had 
a gratifying effect on his nutrition. 

* Pediatrics, XI., 208. 1901. 
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3. "The human milk contains proteids in excessive amounts 
causing colic and indigestion.-Colic, as found in the breast-fed 
infant, is an exceedingly common condition, and is usually very 
troublesome. The cause must usually be assigned to ex~essive 
proteids in the milk These proteids, like those of the bean, 
very readily undergo gaseous decomposition, and the gas causes 
the violent peristalsis that causes the infant pain. 

''I have foun<l that some food containing dextrinized gruel, 
condensed milk, or some food which contains dextrin, sugar and 
starch, such as Nestle's food, given immediately before nursing 
has a happy effect. The artificial food dilutes the breast-milk 
and the carbohydrates inhibit the decomposition of the proteids. 
In all cases of severe colic this method should be tried, and it 
seems the most perfect prophylactic against colic that is known. 

4. "The human milk causes diarrhea in the infant-It is 
well known that colostrum has a laxative effect. Occasionally 
diarrhea supervenes soon after birth and persists for a long 
time. In many cases, no doubt, some gastroenteric infection 
has taken place, but in others the milk possesses decided laxative 
qualities. In either case a solution of dextrinized gruel adminis
tered before nursing will act very well. 

5. "The human milk causes constipation in the infant.-This 
intractable condition is exceedingly common. In many cases a 
deficiency in fat exists, but in others the milk is perfectly normal, 
and we must ascribe the condition to excessive absorption of fat 
and io a congenital weakness of the muscular coat of the colon. 
·whatever the cause, in a great majority of cases additional 
feeding acts very happily. Us11ally a milk mixture containing 
about 4 per cent. of fat, r per cent. of proteids, and 7 
per cent. of sugar, given two or three times a day, is all that is 
necessary. I have found an irn:rease of proteids with egg- albu
men to be very laxative. Ordinarily egg water ( the white of 
one egg to ten ounces of water sweetened with cane-sugar) acts 
as a laxative to young infants and will frequently overcome 
obstinate constipation. A few ounces of this water should be 
given two or three times daily. 

"Older infants ( eight to twelve months) seem to digest it 
perfectly, and the laxative effect is not so marked. 

"Frequently oatmeal gruel, given in appropriate feedings two 
or three times daily, relieves constipation. Still greater merit 

16 
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is possessed by the malted mixture, such as malted milk, malted 
cream, etc. Maltose is very laxative. One or the other of these 
foods will usually succeed in overcoming the constipation. In 
obstinate cases the administration of pure butter, as recently 
recommended, deserves trial, 

6. "The human milk is toxic.- Drs. Saunders and Fish have 
reported several instances in which it was discovered that the 
human milk was toxic. Nevertheless even in these cases experi
ments should be made if by artificial feeding the irritating quali
ties of .the mother's milk may not be altered." 

Human Milk as an Aid to Artificial Feeding.-"Nothing need 
be said concerning the value of wet-nursing; it is undoubted. 
But here attention wili be called to the fact that human milk 
can be furnished temporarily in small quantities by many 
mothers for other babies than their own. Let it be decided that 
a small quantity of human milk is desirable. In a city at least 
some relative or neighbor probably nurses a healthy infant and 
has more than sufficient breast-milk. For the sake of a needy 
baby, or for a small financial consideration she will rarely refuse 
to furnish ·a few ounces of milk daily. A mother who is 
advanced for some months in the period of lactation is to be 
preferred, since her milk is less liable to prove too rich in solid 
constituents. 

"The properties of this milk are both nutritive and therapeutic. 
Human milk is a powerful stimulant to the digestive and 
absortive functions of the gastroenteric tract. It seems also to 
give strength and tonicity to the vascular system; it supplies 
anti-toxic and bactericidal properties to the blood of the infant 
which struggles with some infectious process. Having these 
therapeutic principles m mind one can readily deduce certain 
indications : 

I. "Marasmus.-The pathology of this disease is still in 
dispute, although the researches of Fenwick and Baginsky seem 
to show a degeneration of the epithelium lining the alimentary 
tract. At best it takes time to effect a cure. The proper feed-• 
ing, as laid down by Rotch and others, is a food having the 
proteids and fats well diluted. But in all cases time and care 
is the important element in treatment. I have found in a few 
cases that the addition of mother's milk, even in small quan
tities, to the food very quickly changes the clinical picture to 
one of improvement. Or the baby may be given mother's milk 
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exclusively for a few days and the artificial food gradually sup
plied. Or the baby may take the mother's milk and artificial 
food alternately. The method of mixing these foods may be 
changed according to indications and depending on the amount 
obtainable. Personally I prefer to mix the human milk with 
the artificial food in the bottle, or still better if the baby is per
mitted to take the breast, let it nurse a little immediately after 
the ingestion of the food. 

"The following is a brief history of such a case: 
"J. E., aged two months, an inmate of the Bethesda Foundling 

Home, has progressively emaciated for one month. She now 
weighs about six pounds. The food administered has been 
co,v's milk modified to the formula-proteids, r; sugar, 7; fat, 2. 

"The stools had been rather frequent, showing undigested 
masses. The baby was very thin and pale, yellowish in color. 
The skin was wrinkled, and the bones prominent; the fontanelle 
was depressed, the cry very feeble, and the movements slow; 
no fever existed. 

"The infant was placed on human milk, which was obtained 
by manipulation from the breast of a young mother. The infant 
received two to three ounces every three hours for two days; 
it was then fed on modified cow's milk and human milk alter
nately for three days. Afterwards the baby received the human 
milk once or twice daily. In one week she gained ten ounces. 
Although more human milk was not obtainable, the baby did 
very well and is now healthy. 

2. "Gastroenteric Infection.-We do not dread the infection 
of the gastroenteric contents so much as the malnutrition follow
ing. Very frequently after successfully ridding the infected 
alimentary tract of the offending microorganisms, the infant fails 
to thrive. The injury done to the intestinal lining is not repaired, 
and nutrition progressively fails. Or a severe form of cholera 
infantum is carried through the storm. The baby seems much 
better, but yet no food can be had to agree. Fever may develop 
and the patient succumbs to septicemia. In these conditions 
human milk, even in small doses, has a powerful therapeutic 
effect. It stimulates the diseased epithelial cells so that they 
again imbibe nourishment; it strengthens the body to resist the 
onslaught of infection. 

"Given a case of acute gastroenteric infection of great severity, 
the ordinary measures must be instituted. The alimentary tract 
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should be thoroughly evacuated, and water administered in large 
quantities. For two or three days rice water or barley water may 
be safely given, but then the question of additional food arises. 
The answer is, add a little human milk to the rice water. Grad
ually increase the amount of human milk, carefully noting its 
effect, and if symptoms improve sterile cow's milk may be grad
ually substituted for the human milk. If egg water is used dur
ing the diarrhea the human milk can be added to this. 

3. "Rickets with tetany.-The common cases of rickets can 
be successfully treated by artificial foods and some medicament; 
but those forms of rickets which are accompanied by great irrita
bility of the nervous system, as expressed by laryngospasm, 
tetany, or eclampsia, need some other food. Here again a tem
porary change to human milk, or the addition of human milk to 
the artificial food greatly enhances the probability of cure. 

4. "Scurvy.-In this disease also, if symptoms are urgent, a 
little mother's milk might be of incalculable benefit. In addition 
to fruit juices and fresh cow's milk or white of egg, a little 
human milk might be obtained and added to the artificial food; 
although I have not as yet had the opportunity to test this 
method, it offers theoretical advantages. 

"These are conditions in which a little human milk may have 
a powerful therapeutic effect. But any disease which leaves the 
nutritive powers in a feeble state might stand for an indication 
for its use.'' 

Improvement of the JV! other's Milk.--As desirable as it is for 
the mother to nurse her child both in its interest and that of her 
own, there are unfortunately some mothers who must not nurse 
their babies and some who cannot successfully do so. Among 
those who must not are those who are infected with some specific 
constitutional diseases, particularly tuberculosis. In such cases 
nursing would be very likely to hasten the fatal termination and 
expose the child to great danger of infection. Some mothers 
apparently unable to nourish their babies on account of an insuffi
cient supply, or a faulty composition of their milk are able to do 
so after they are subjected to proper hygenic management. 
Rotch,* in an extended series of cases which he narrates, presents 
abundant evidence that the composition of human milk may be 
modified and greatly improved by an intelligent regulation of the 
life of the mother. On this point he says : 

"Pecliatrics. Philapelphia. 1896. 
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"In all these cases of disturbed lactation we must first deter
mine whether the symptoms in the infant are really caused by a 
disturbance of the milk-supply. \Ve ascertain first whether the 
supply of milk is sufficient in quantity by the methods which I 
have already described to you. 'Ne then investigate the quality 
of the milk. A chemical analysis shows us whether the percent
ages of the different elements are ( I) normal or ( 2) abnormal. 
If we find them to be normal, we know that it is not the milk 
which is disturbing the infant, and we must seek for the cause of 
the disturbance in other sources beyond the breast. If we find 
the percentages to differ decidedly from those of average human 
milk, we must determine whether it is the variation from the 
normal average percentage which is producing the trouble, or 
whether these percentages are really well adapted to the infant 
and the cause of lhe trouble is to be looked for elsewhere. This 
can be done only by changing the different percentages and 
watching the result. If we find them abnormal, we can usually 
determine whether it is one or several of the elements which are 
producing unfavorable symptoms, and we should endeavor by 
our treatment to change the peicentages of these elements so as 
to correspond first to the normal average percentages, and then, 
if this is not sufficient, to reduce them to lower percentages than 
the average until the infant's digestive functions have recovered 
their equilibrium. Vv e must not forget in applying these prin
ciples that the cause of the disturbance of the milk exists in some 
abnormal condition of the mother, whether physiological or 
pathological, and that we must first remove this cause or we shall 
fail to regulate the milk. 

"A sedentary life, with abundance of rich, mixed food, pro
vided the woman has a strong, healthy digestion, appears to 
increase the total solids and to decrease the water. This increase 
is almost always in the fats and proteids rather than in the sugar 
and ash ; in fact, the marked variations in human milk are almost 
always shown in the fat and proteids, and hence our attention 
must almost invariably be directed to correcting these elements. 
This is fortunate, as we know of no special treatment, except on 
very general principles, by which we can alter the proportion of 
sugar or salts to the other constituents. A meat, or rather a 
nitrogenous, diet in thr vrnman increases the fat in her milk. 
Our physiological knowledge also indicates that much fat eaten 
by the woman tends rather to lessen the fat in her milk. Hence 
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to increase the proportion of fat in a woman's milk we should 
give much meat and only a moderate amount of fat. The pro
teids arc more difficult to deal with. They have a tendency to 
increast· in very bad and in very rich milk. The problem which 
we have to solve is alrnost always how to decrease them, no mat
ter what the milk is. Our knowledge. unfortunately, concerning 
a sure means of reducing the proteids is very limited. Prac
tically, however, I have found that where the woman is in good 
health it is physical exercise which we must insist upon, prefer
ably ·walking in the open air and within the limits of fatigue. A 
walk of from one to t,vo miles twice daily I have found to be 
about what the average healthy woman in New England needs to 
reduce the percentage of the proteids in her milk; but the amount 
of exercise must be carefully regulated according to the physical 
capabilities of the individual. 

"Bearing in mind these simple rules, and having determined, 
by means of an analysis or analyses, the cause of the special dis
turbance, you will be able to regulate the nursing period in cases 
where a lack of this knowledge would often necessitate weaning. 
You may in this way also avoid serious harm to the infant." 

Holt's summary of his instruction on this subject is that: 
"Poor milk is usually low in fat and scanty in quantity, while 

the proteicls may be either high or low. Very rich milk is 
usually high both in fat and proteids. ·while the examination 
of the milk often gives a clue as to the nature of the variations 
from the normal, the causes of such variations are to be sought 
in the nurse's condition and habits, and removed by correcting 
these. Very poor milk can seldom be permanently improved 
unless the causes are very definite and of a temporary character. 
Over-rich milk can often be improved if the true explanation for 
it can be reached. Results are to be judged not so much by the 
change in the composit1011 of the milk as by improvement in the 
infant's symptoms. The question is always whether the indi
vidual nulk can be made to agree with the individual child. On 
the whole, since artificial feeding, when it can be properly done, 
gives so much bettei· results than poor or doubtful nursing, I am 
inclined as a result of increasing experience, to stop nursing 
after a fair trial-e. g., of two weeks-has been made, and begin 
feeding, rather than waste time in prolonged efforts to improve 
the breast-milk.'' 
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W caning.-"Authorities are nearly in accord as to the proper 
time to institute weaning. If the child is thriving and showing 
satisfactory gain in weight and development, breast-milk alone 
1s sufficient until the ninth to the twelth month. The breast
milk may prove a great resource in cases of illness. A good 
indication for the administration of other food than that from the 
breast is the cuttmg of four· teeth, showing that the development 
of the digestive tract is advancing. 

"Rarely it may be necessary to wean early-at the age of five 
or six months-if anomalies in the mother's milk develop or if 
the infant is r.ot making satisfactory progress. In the latter case 
it is well to add artificial nourishment to the diet, but not to wean 
enirely until the necessary physiological development has taken 
place. 

''The child should not be weaned dnring the hot months of the 
year, nor during or immediately after an illness, nor during a 
gastro-intestinal disturbance, unless this is due to a persistent 
faulty composition of the breast-milk. 

"Mixed feeding is preferable to insufficient nourishment from 
the breast, and is to be preferred to exclusive artificial feeding. 
The breast and bottle should be given alternately, and both 
breasts should be given at each nursing to maintain their secre
tion. ( Marfan). The value of mixed feeding is universally 
admitted. 

"Ail authorities are agreed that it is advisable to wean gradu
ally; the time required for gradual weaning is from two to five 
weeks. For instance, Monti says to give one extra meal a day 
for one week, two a day during the next week, three a day dur
ing the third week, and so on. At the end of four or five weeks 
cease nursmg altogether. 

"Undoubtedly the best food with which to wean a child is 
properly prepared cow's milk. The child has to learn to digest 
cow's milk casein just as in the early months of life, but with 
much greater probability of success. It is safer, therefore, to 
begin with a high dilution of cow's milk, such as one part of milk 
to two parts of water, with the addition of cream if desired. If 
this agrees, the strength of the mixture can rapidly be increased 
until at the end of two weeks equal parts of milk and water and 
at the end of one month three parts of milk to one of water or 
whole cow's milk may be given. If weaning is carried out before 
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the tenth month, a longer time may be necessary, and for infants 
of weak digestion higher dilutions or special mixtures may be 
required. Jn preparing the milk mixture for weaning it will 
usually be found advantageous to use a starchy decoction, such 
as barley-water, for our diluent instead of plain water, or to add 
one of the reliable infant foods. This addition of starch is indi
cated not only to render the milk more digestible, but also to 
increase the preportion of carbohydrates. Again, many children 
do well on milk mixtures, but suffer from repeated attacks of 
indigestion following the administration of solid food. Starches 
in concentrated form, such as cakes, bread, potatoes, oatmeal, 
etc., ,,-ill generally be found to be the articles at fault; their with
drawal and the ,:ubstitution of milk and broths will usually be 
followed by complete recovery. The common practice of giving 
the infant a "taste" of tea, coffee, or alcoholic beverages need 
only be mentioned to be condemned. Under the following head
ings we have included tho,;e articles of food which may form the 
child's diet from the time of weaning until the end of the second 
year. Experience has shown that infants do best on plain food. 
Once the child has acquired a taste for sweets and highly sea
soned articles of fooci it will rarely be satisfied without them; 
therefore it is much kinder to withhold such articles absolutely 
until a later period of life." * 

The rate of gain in weight of the baby and the health of the 
mother, says Chapin,1 will be the gauge as to when mixed feed
ing should be begun. 'vVeaning should be gradual, and as most 
babies will require the help of the bottle during the latter part of 
lactation, it is well to begiE as soon as possible in giving one or 

· two bottle feedings each day; the baby wili then be educated in 
its use, the mother will have more time to herself, and in case of 
her being ill, sudden weaning will not be necessary. If this 
method is en,ployed, the change from breast feeding to bottle 
feeding will not cause inconvenience. 

Diet after Weaning.-"After the baby has been fully weaned 
its nourishment may be gradually increased in strength. This 
applies equally well to a bottle-fed baby who has reached the 
usual age for ,veaning. By about the age of twelve months a 
child may be fed upon undiluted milk and may begin to take 

* Judson & Gittings, Infant Feeding. Phil a., rnoz. 
t Chapin. Theory and Practice of Infant Feecling. :-few York, 190~-
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other articles of diet in addition, such as beef-juice, eggs, and 
starchy food in moderate quantity. These will be given from a 
spoon, but the milk may be given from a hottle as long as the 
child is inclined to take it in this way. 

"As a guide for the feeding of a child of from twelve to eight
een months the following diet list may be of service. The num
bered menus indicate the choice that the mother may have, alter
nating them so that the child will not tire of any: 

Diet from One Year to Eighteen Months. 

Breakfast ( 6 to 7 A. M.) .--(I) A glass of milk with stale bread 
broken in it. ( 2) Oatmeal, arrowroot, wheaten grits, hom
iny grits, etc., made into a porridge with milk and well 
cooked for two hours at least. (3) A soft-boiled or poached 
egg with bread broken in it, and a glass of milk. 

Second meal ( IO A. M.) .---A glass of milk. 
Dinner ( I.~W to 2 P. M.) .---(I) Bread moistened with dish-gravy 

(no fat), beef-tea, or beef-juice (appendix, 22); a glass of 
milk. ( 2) Rice or grits moistened in the same way; a glass 
of milk. (3) A soft-boiled egg and stale bread thinly but
tered ; a glass of milk. 

Rice, sago, or tapioca pudding, or junket, in small quantities 
as dessert with any of these diets. 

Fourth meal ( 5 P. M.) .---A glass of milk or some bread and 
milk. 

Fifth meal (9 to IO P. M.) .-A glass of milk. 
·'It is, of course, understood that the baby does not suddenly 

plunge into any such diet at twelve months, but that the list and 
the variety are only very gradually increased, and that milk 
remains the principal article of diet. The last meal should be 
given only if the child wakens. If it rouses some hours before 
the time for the first morning meal, and remains awake, it should 
be given a cup of milk to stay the stomach until breakfast. It is 
no longer necessary at this age to sterilize the milk in cool 
weather, if care is taken to keep it carefully. In hot weather it 
is safrr to sterilize it still. 

"After the age of eighteen months up to that of two years the 
diet is only very little more extended. The following list will be 
a guide: 
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Diet from Eighteen Months to Two Years. 

Breakfast (7 A. M.) .-(I) A glass of milk with a slice of bread 
and butter or a soda, Graham, oatmeal, or similar unsweet
ened biscuit. ( 2) A soft-boiled egg with bread and butter 
and a glass of milk. (3) Porridge as described in the pre
vious list. 

Second meal (ro A. M.).-(r) Bread broken in milk. (2) 
Bread and butter 01: a soda or other buscuit with a glass of 
milk. 

Dinner (2 P. M.).-(1) Boiled rice or a baked potato mashed 
and moistened with dish-gravy or beef-juice; a glass of 
milk. ( 2) Mutton or chicken broth with barley or rice in 
it, or ''beef food' ; some bread and butter, and some sago or 
rice pudding made with milk. (3) A small portion of 
minced white meat of chicken, turkey, or fish, or minced 
rare roast-beef, beefsteak, Iamb, or mutton; bread and but
ter; a glass of milk. 

Fourth meal (5 P. M.).-(1) Bread and milk. (2) Bread and 
butter a1:1d a glass of milk. 

"It is probable that no fifth meal will be needed, but if it is it 
should consist only of milk. The term "beef food" is used here 
in the very general sense of some of the commercial ready-made 
beef preparations. Among the best are those in which the beef 
is already peptonized. There are a nnmber of excellent foods on 
the markets, bnt the family physician had better be consulted 
reg·arding them. It is important to know that not every child 
can digest pot2.to easily, and that this variety of starchy food 
must be tried v,1ith caution. Further, that many children have 
great difficulty in digesting any form of starch. In such cases 
the diet should be chiefly of animal food during the first two 
years of life. 

"After the child has cut sixteen or twenty teeth-say, by the 
age of two years-we may still further increase the diet by allow
ing it to eat solid meat food. For dinner it may have tender 
chicken, fish, mutton, or beef cut small but without actual minc
ing. Fresh or stewed fruits in small quantity are also good, 
among these being mcluded raspberries, strawberries, grapes 
freed from the seeds, peaches, juice of oranges, and stewed 
apples. Bananas should not be given. The diet then may be as 
follows: 
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Diet from Two to Three Years. 

Breakfast (7 to 8 A. M.) .--( t) A small portion of beef-steak, 
with oatmeal, hommy grits, wheaten grits, com meal, or 
other cereal porridge with plenty of milk. ( 2) A soft
boiled egg, bread and butter, and a glass of milk. 

Second meal ( II A. M.) .--(I) A glass of milk with bread and 
butter or with a soda or other biscuit. (2) Bread and milk. 
(3) Chicken or muttcm broth. 

Dinner (2 P. M.).-Roasted fowl, mutton, or beef cut fine; 
mashed baked potato with butter or dish-gravy on it; bread 
and butter. As dessert, tapioca, sago, or rice pudding, 
Jtmket, or some of the fruits mentioned. 

Supper (6 P. M.).-(1) Bread and butter. (2) Milk with soda 
or similar biscuit or with bread and butter. 

"It is very necessary to bear in mind two facts regarding these 
tables: First, that they are only a guide, not an absolute rule, 
both as to the time of meals and as to the nature of the food; and, 
second, that they rather represent the extreme of what a child 
can take than indicate what every child ought to have. Although 
mothers are very prone to worry because their children are not 
getting 'strong enough food,' there is less danger of this happen
ing than of the food being too strong. Many a baby does won
derfully well with milk aione long after others are taking a diet 
somewhat like the list given for the age of eighteen months to 
two years. In such a case it is folly to alter the diet hastily. 
The weight and the general condition of the baby are far better 
guides than the number of months old which it happens to be 
or the number of teeth cut. It is always very important, as pre
viously pointed out, to make no changes during the hot weather 
when it is possible to avoid doing so. On the least disturbance 
of the digestion, too, the diet should be cut down to milk for a 
day or two."* 

"The infant should never be given cake or candy even to taste. 
I think that it is necessary to state this very decidedly, because 
it is an erroneous view which is held by most mothers that it can 
do no harm to give occa~10nally to an infant in its second year of 
life, or to a young child, a little candy or a little cake. This may 
be true so far as the immediate effect these articles may have on 
the digestion is concerned, but it is of far more importance that 

~iffitb. The Care of the Baby. Phila., 1898. 
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the infant should not have its taste perverted from those articles 
of diet which are best for its nutrition. These new articles 
appeal more strongly to its sense of taste, and allow it to know 
that there is something which tastes more agreeable than the food 
which it is accustomed to have. When an infant has acquired a 
taste for cake or candy, it will cease to enjoy the food by which 
its development will be best perfected. It is, in fact, kinder to 
the infant never to allow it to taste cake or candy. When these 
articles are withheld, it will continue to have a healthy appetite 
and taste for necessary and proper articles of food. 

"Meat as a regular article of diet for each day is not, as a rule, 
required until the child is between three and four years old. The 
kinds of meat which should be given in this early period of child
hood are chicken, mutton-chop, roast beef, and beefsteak. These 
meats should be cut into small pieces, and a little salt added 
according to the child's taste. It is well, during the latter part 
of the third year and the first half of the fourth year, to give the 
child an egg on one day and meat on the next."* 

"The feeding of sick infants is considered under the headings 
of the various diseases. It must always be borne in mind that 
infants and children, if left to their own resources, would take 
either very little nourishment or too much. In certain marantic 
conditions infants will take very large quantities of food if it is 
given to them. The infant's cries are interpreted by the mother 
as being due to hunger, when they may be due to colic or intes
tinal distention. In these cases the mother gives too great a 
quantity of food, and the infants suffer from dilatation of the 
stomach." t 

"The physician should not relax his vigilance in the feeding of 
a child after the first year has passed. The ideas of the laity in 
regard to what a child can digest after it has outgrown an exclu
sive milk diet, are very erroneous. The majority of infants are 
given solid food too early and in too large quantities. Most of 
the attacks of indigestion during the second year are directly 
traceable to such gross dietetic errors. The diet of a healthy 
child during the second year should consist of milk, some farina
ceous food, bread, a small amount of animal food-beef or mut
ton, beef juice, eggs-and fruit.'' :j: 

* Rotch. Pediatrics. Phila., lb96. 
t Koplik. Diseases of Infancy and Childhood. New York and Ph!ia. rno2. 
t Holt. Diseases of Infancy and Childhood. New York. 1902. 
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"Fruits of various kinds are early allowable, such as orange 
juice, apple sauce or baked apple with the skin removed, stewed 
dried apples, and stewed prunes after the pulp has been squeezed 
through a sieve. These articles are not only digestible, but have 
a favorable action on the bowels." * 

11'Iilk Laboratories.-In recent years milk laboratories have 
been established to which physicians may send prescriptions for 
milk mixtures of any required percentages of fat, sugar, and 
proteids. The milk and cream used are derived from healthy 
cows, fed and otherwise cared for in the most approved ways. 
The milk from cow to laboratory is ~o handled as to secure the 
utmost degree of wholesomeness. For diluent the milk mixtures 
may have water, cereal gruels, or whey, or a mixture of two or 
all of them, and the mixture in its final form is sent out in the 
prescribed number of bottles for the required number of feedings 
in t\venty-four hours, sterilized, pasteurized, or raw as the pre
scription may call for. This is a great convenience to the physi
cian, and also to those families able to pay for the convenience. 
It is doubtful whether the establishment of a Walker-Gordon 
laboratory in Maine would be a success :financially. The need 
of it is not so urgent as it has been in many of the larger cities, 
but the lesson of percentage thinking in the home modification 
of milk for infant feeding, tanght so insistently by Rotch, 
deserves thorough mastery. The best substitute for the milk 
laboratory under the conditions existing in this State, is careful 
home modification of milk produced under intelligent and con
scientious supervision. 

Other Special Preparatwns.-The following preparations may 
occasionally be used with benefit to sick or healthy children. 
Until after the first year or two of life their use should be under 
the advice of the family physician. 

Yolk of Egg and De:rtrinized Gruel ( Chapin) .-Add to eight 
ounces of dextrinized wheat flour gruel the yolk of one fresh egg 
and if well borne one or two teaspoonfuls of granulated sugar. 
Composition about 1.5 per cent. fat, 1.5 per cent. proteids, 4 to 
7 per cent. carbohydrates. These egg mixtures may be heated 
up to 150° F. without coagulating, hence they may be given warm 
if desired. 

Junket ( Starr) .-Milk, I pint; essence of pepsin (Fairchild's), 
2 teaspoonful.s. (Wine of pepsin or liquid rennet may also be 
used.) 

* Chapin. Theory and Practice of Infant Feeding. New York. 1902. 
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Heat the milk just to a temperature that can be readily borne 
in the mouth, and add, with gentle stirring, the curdling agent; 
allow to stand until firmly curded, and serve with sugar, nutmeg, 
or cream as desired. 

Junket and Egg (Starr) .-A good custard may be made by 
adding two eggs, beaten to a froth and sweetened with four tea
spoonfuls of sugar, to the pint of milk, and then curdling with 
essence of pepsin. It 1s well to pour this, when prepared, into 
coffee cups, one of which will be enough to serve at a time. 

Scraped Beef or Beef Pulp (Chapin).--Get a piece of steak 
perfectly free from taint or sliminess, which is caused by bacterial 
decomposition; with a tabiespoon scrape the meat until nothing 
but fibre remains. The pulp may be salted and broiled slightly, 
or fed raw. 

Beef Juice (Chapin).-r. Slightly broil a thick piece of steak 
that is free from the slightest trace of taint or sliminess; cut in 
small pieces and press in a clean meat press or lemon squeezer. 
The yield of juice is not large. 2. Cut the meat into small 
squares and just cover with cold. slightly salted water, and set on 
ice for several hours. Then press by squeezing in a piece of 
cheesecloth. 

Meat Broths (Chapin) .-Take one pound of lean mutton, veal 
or chicken with some cracked bone and cut into small squares; 
add one pint of cold water, heat gently and allow to simmer for 
several hours; remove all the fat. On cooling these broths will 
gelatinize. These broths, especially when thickened by the addi
tion of flour are highly nutritive. 

Rice Milk ( Starr) .-Rice, 2 tablespoonfuls; corn starch, r 
teaspoonful; milk, 2 pints. 

Boil in a farina boiler until each grain of the rice becomes 
saturated, and the whole creamy in color. 

Rice Pudding (Starr) .-Take three ounces of rice, and swell 
it very gently in one pint of new milk. Let it cool; then stir into 
it one ounce of fresh butter, two ounces of pounded sugar, the 
yolks of three eggs, and some grated lemon rind. Pour this into 
d well-buttered dish, but do not quite fill it, and then lay lightly 
over the top the whites of three eggs which have been well beaten 
up with three tablespoonfuls of sifted sugar. Put the pudding 
directly into the oven, the heat of which must be moderate, and 
bake it for about twenty minutes, or till the egg crust has become 
lightly browned. 
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Oat Jelly (Rotch).-Two ounces of coarse oatmeal are soaked 
in a quart of cold water for twelve hours. The mixture is then 
boiled down so as to make a pint and strained while hot. On 
cooling, a jelly is formed. Keep on ice until needed. 

Hominy Grits (Starr) .---Two tablespoonfuls of hominy hav
ing been boiled soft, are rubbed up with butter until quite light; 
then, half a pint of boiled milk is added slowly, with constant 
stirring; next strain through a sieve and boil again; flavor with 
sugar or salt, and serve hot. Rice may be prepared in the same 
way. 

Flour Ball (Griffith) .-Tie I pound of flour tightly in a bag 
and boil for ten hours. After it is cold take it out of the cloth 
and dry it for ten hours. Then peel off the obtside coat of 
dough. The hard ball which remains should be grated when 
needed and mixed with milk in varying proportions : I or 2 tea
spoonfuls to 8 ounces of diluted milk is generally sufficient. 
Useful in some cases of delicate stomach. 

Flour ball has for long been a favorite dietary prescription 
in infant feeding, frequently from the conviction that the heat 
partially dextrinized the starch. The temperature of boiling 
water, however, is insufficient to transform the starch into dex
trine and there is probably no such change in this preparation. 
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PRODUCTION OF MILK FOR INFANT FEEDING. 

It it proposed to present a more explicit statement of some of 
the conditions which make the milk supply dangerous to infants, 
-conditions which may and should be guarded against by the 
dairyman who wishes to furnish good clean and safe milk for 
infant feeding-and to offer suggestions for the avoidance of 
these detrimental conditions. Some of the conditions which 
render the milk supply detrimental to the child relate to the co~ 
and the care which she receives, and some of them are due to 
faulty methods of milking and handling the milk. 

Breeds of Cows.-Those who have considered carefully the 
question of breeds of co,vs for the infant's dairy agree that the 
Jersey and the Guernsey should be excluded. Their close 
in-breeding and their removal from the comparatively equable 
climate of their Channel home to a more rigorous climate render 
them, it is asserted, peculiarly susceptible to tuberculosis and 
other constitutional diseases. But a still more serious objection 
is that their milk has too large a percentage of fat not so finely 
emulsified as that in the milk of the common breeds. Jersey 
and Guernsey milk has also the disadvantage of containing a 
slightly greater percentage of proteids than the milk of other 
cows. The finely developed organization of the Jersey more
over, renders her milk more liable to harmful disturbances from 
nervous excitement. 

Rotch enumerates the Durham, Devon, Ayrshire, and Holstein 
breeds as unobjectionable sources of supply of milk for infant 
feeding although the prnteid percentage of the pure Holsteins 
is a little higher than the others. 

Feed and Cire of Cows.-"It is apparently one of the strange 
phases of human perversity," says Dr. Brush,* an experienced 
dairyman, "that the animal that supplies the human race with 
the highest type of foocl-milk--should receive the least care and 
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attention in regard to her food. Visit any dairy farm and you 
will find the horse-stable clean, the animals well and dryly 
bedded, curried daily, and fed with the best hay and oats. No 
refuse for these animals. But the cow you will usually find in 
a dirty stable, scant bedding, receiving no attention by the way of 
currying, and if there is any kind of refuse to be bought in the 
neighborhood, this is deemed good cow feed, whether it comes 
from the breweries, distillery, glucose or starch factory; and, in 
fact, all the refuse from the preparations of grain is classed as 
good cow food. She is pastured usually on land that cannot be 
tilled, and the ex•:eption is when the cow receives any sort of 
rational care. The cow is entitled to the best food that is pro
curable, and 1-mless she gets it we have no right to expect good 
milk from her, no matter what her other conditions may be. She 
deserves the whole grain; in corn she should not receive only the 
refuse that is left in starch and meal mills, but the entire result 
of the grist; and the same with oats, hulls and screenings are 
not good enough to produce good milk. About the common 
sorts of refuse used I will say nothing, because we all know that 
they are improper." 

Again, when speaking· of the production of milk for infant 
-:-ee::ling, he says of the cow, that ''she should be stall-fed at all 
seasons when supplying- milk for an infant. Her fodder should 
be fresh hay the first thing in the morning, after the milking give 
her a breakfast of cut hay wetted and mixed with one pint of 
cornmeal, two quarts of bran, one pint of oil meal, one ounce of 
bone meal, one 01mce of salt. She then should be curried and 
turned out for exercise into a yard where there is abundance of 
clean water. At noon she should have half a bushel of cut-roots, 
either carrots, mangel-vrnrtzel, or ruta-bagas. After milking in 
the evening give her the same allowance that was given at break
fast." 

Detailing the methods of care and feed for cows which supply 
milk for infant feeding·, particularly the methods which govern 
the management of the cows which furnish milk for the Walker
Gordon milk laborator:les, Dr. Rotch says : 

"A cow whose milk is to be used for purposes of infant feeding 
should be properly housed and well cared for, as the domestic cow 

*"Milk." New York. 1898. 
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is an animal peculiarly sensitive to her snrroundings, and her 
product is correspondingly liable to be thrown out of equilibrium. 

"The food should be kept where it cannot be contaminated. 
The manure should be as carefully removed from the barn as if 
it were a human dwelling. The cow should have freedom for 
her head and limbs in wide stalls all the year around. Large, 
dry, sunny exercise-yards should be provided for her. Her food 
should always be brought to her and selected with great care. 
Pure water should be provided. and suitable cups or troughs 
containing running water should be in her stall. The bedding 
should be fresh and free from mould or from any soil productive 
of bacteriai growth. This can be accomplished best by means 
of sand or dry soil constantly changed at least twice a day. 
Methods should be used to get rid of all the 11sual foul odors and 
free ammonia so commonly produced in barns. Cows should
be carefully guarded against fright, the worrying of dogs, and 
unusual excitements of all kinds, which cause serious disturbance 
of the lacteal functions of domesticated cows. 

"The feeding of the cows of this farm has for its object the 
production of an even, nutritious, digestible milk and the care
ful avoidance of over-stimulation of the lacteal secretion. For 
this purpose a somewhat wider ration than that employed for the 
production of milk to be used in butter-making, but somewhat 
narrower than that employed for the production of beef, has been 
found to be the best adapted. 

"The ratio which has been demonstrated to produce the best 
milk for infant feeding is the mean between these two,-namely, 
one nitrogenous part to five and a half or six non-nitrogenous 
parts. A constant use of this ratio in the combinations of many 
fodders and grains appears to have produced a reasonably large 
supply of milk with fair richness, but without over-stimulation 
such as would be shown by a disturbance of function. Nitro
genous foods for cows are the leguminous groups of grasses and 
plants, such as the clovers, lucern, beans and peas, vetches, and 
other plants of like kind. Besides these fodders we have for 
nitrogenous foods suitable for producing milk for substitute 
infant feeding, such grains as wheat-bran, oil-meal in small quan
tities, and pea- and bean-meal. Of the non-nitrogenous fodders 
the principal ones are maize-stover, the hays from timothy, red 
top, orchard grass, Johnson grass, rye grasses, the bents, Ken-
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tucky blue grass, June grass, and oat straw. Most of the grasses 
in a green state afford a fairly balanced medium ration for sub
stitute feeding. Of the non-nitrogenous grains the most suitable 
is maize-meal. vVe also have oat-meal and barley-meal, which 
contain less of the non-nitrogenous elements than the above, but 
still must be classed with them. The exact chemical analysis of 
any one ration used for feeding cows for our purpose must be 
,carefully considered in accordance with the ratio of the digestible 
nutrients of the food, and this must of course be arranged prac
tically from the recognized food tables. A great variety of food 
is necessary in feeding cows, but in the transition from green 
foods to dry, or the reverse, much care is needed to graduate the 
change, as disturbance in the equilibrium of the mammary gland 
is rapidly followed by injurious effects on the consumer. In past 
times, before I could rely as I do now on this carefully-managed 
-change of rations, the spring of the year with its flush pasturage 
and the fresh grass following the autumn rains were fruitful 
sources of infantile digestive disturbance in my nursery practice." 

Pasturage and green forage for cows should be free from 
noxious weeds, for they often render milk dangerous to infants 
and sometimes produce serious results in adults. All feed for 
cows, whether hay, provender, or green forage should be in good 
bright, clean condition. 

The deleterious effects of feeding children with milk from cows 
which have been improperly fed is shown 1by the account which 
Dr. Alt * gives of an epidemic of diarrheal disease which 
occurred in two orphan asylums in Germany. They were some 
distance apart, yet suddenly in one night, 24 of the 74 boys 
in one building, and 19 of the 66 girls in the other were 
attacked with severe diarrhea with some cases later. A careful 
investigation of the matter indicated that the trouble was due to 
feeding spoiled clover to the cows which supplied the institutions 
with milk. Sources of infection other than the milk were 
excluded, and other explanations of the milk poisoning-tyro
toxicon or other putrefactive products of milk, change of fodder, 
or poisonous plants in it, disease of cows-were also excluded. 

Diseases of Cows.-Healthy cows only can yield milk which is 
wholesome and free from danger to children. Even a temporary 

* Deutsche Med. Wochen~chr., XXII., 70, 1896. 
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disturbance of the healthful condition of the cow, or even undue 
excitement of her nervous system may so change the character of 
her milk as to render it dangerous to the child. Doubly danger
ous are those specific diseases which, aside from the systemic 
disturbances which they produce in the cow, communicate infec
tious qualities to the milk. In such connection tuberculosis is 
the first disease presented to the mind, but there are others. 

The question of the degree of dai;iger of the communication 
of bovine tuberculosis to human beings has lately given a fresh 
impetus to discussions and investigations. Meanwhile the only 
safe way is to exclude from the milk supply the milk of all cows 
which react to the tuberculin test, and this method of weeding 
out tuberculous cows is never omitted in the model dairy: which 
furnishes milk for infants. 

Gargety Cows.-The inflammation of the lacteal glands and 
ducts of the cmv known as "garget" is a rather common occur
rence in cows cared for in the usual way, particularly when 
grazing in pastures which have an abundance of brush, knotty 
logs, and stumps which facilitate bruises and abrasions of the 
udder and teats, or when the cows are stood closely in the unpar
titioned tie-up where the teats or udder of a cow lying down 
may be trod upon by the cow at the next stanchion. Even when 
the inflamed and indurated lobes of the udder, and the stringy, 
lumpy, and pus-laden condition of the milk makes its unsuit
ability as food apparent, it is too often not rejected, unless too 
bloody. The reason is two-fold: the conscientiousness of the 
dairyman, when it is a question of throwing away that which 
will sell, is not enough above that of the average mortal, and,. 
again, he is usually unaware of the dangerous qualities of such 
milk. Even the milk from those quarters of the udder which 
are not inflamed, and which appear to be normal, is not usually 
so when the inflammatory reaction is severe in the diseased 
portion, for upon testmg with litmus paper it may be found to 
be decidedly acid. Four ounces of such milk, apparently nor
mal, was given to the child of a dairyman of an investigating 
turn of mind. ''This was five o'clock in the evening. The child 
fell asleep, but was awakened in two hours, crying apparently 
with stomach-ache. She was kept awake till past midnight, 
and a large quantity of gas was voided per rectum. The next 
day the bowels were slightly disturbed. It is easy to imagine 
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if four ounces had this effect, what would be the condition if the 
child had been fed continuously on such milk." 

Colostrum.-For a while after calving the secretion from the 
udder of the cow, called colostrum, is very different from normal 
milk. Its composition, as determined by analyses made at the 
Vermont Experiment Station, is : 

ai 
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First milking ...••• ············ .............. 19,37 3.86 2.40 11.44 1.67 

Second milking .........•.••...•.........•..•... 14.33 2.92 3.60 6.49 1.33 

Third milking ...... .... ....... ·········· ... 12.98 2.58 4.16 5.01 1.23 

Fourth milking ......................... ..... 13.92 3,71 4.28 4.71 1.24 

'.l.'hree weeks after calving ................... 13.52 4.60 5.00 3.34 ,58 

This secretion during the early lactation period of the cow 
can have only a harmful effect when fed to infants. Its unsuit
ability for such use was set forth a few years ago by Dr. Brush, 
of Mount Vernon, N. Y.: 

"From what I have seen of the dairies in Westchester county, 
and from what I have learned by conversations with dairymen, 
I am convinced that the greatest cause of disease among infants 
in New York city actually arises from the use of diseased milk, 
and the mixture of colostrum with sound milk. This is a most 
serious and important subject, and utterly neglected by the law. 
Calves taken immediately from their mothers, 'bob-veal,' is 
denounced because it produces disease in his majesty the adult 
citizen. But no law prohibits the wholesale administration of 
colostrum to the luckless infant. In none of the numerous 
works that I have consulted, either scientific or intended for 
farmers, have I found any allusion to this evil. Thus, even the 
conscientious man has no warning and no guide. Many of the 
milkmen informed me that the third milking after calving was 
considered fit to mix with other milk. In the course of conver
sation I casually mquired what effect the third milking would 
have on a calf three months old. The farmer innocently replied, 
'It would probably give him the scours.' This disease in the 
calf corresponds to cholera infantum. Last summer I attended 
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a child suffering from cholera infantum. I proposed to give it 
whey, and to produce it I took some of the milk on which the 
child had been fed, and attempted to coagulate it with rennet. 
I failed utterly. I threw the specimen away and sent to the 
same place for some more milk. The same result ensued. I 
then left out the rennet and boiled the milk. It coagulated on 
boiling. As this is what takes place in colostrum, the cause of 
the attack was plain. By changing the diet the child recovered. 
This would be an easy test if it were not for the fact that the 
colostrum is mixed in most cases with a large proportion of 
milk, and hence only negative results would be attained. In 
regard to the time when milk is fit to use after calving, I am 
undecided, as I am still engaged in the investigation. If I suc
ceed in interesting medical men to procure legislation on this 
subject, I shall be able to give definite and scientific rules. I 
will say here that, according to Lehman, colostrum corpuscles 
remain till the third or fourth day, and occasionally to the twen
tieth day, and as a general rule return when any disease super
venes after delivery, or in case the mother is attacked by any 
acute affection. Colostrum becomes acid more rapidly than 
milk, and contains less sugar. Let me beg of you not to forget 
this matter; we owe it to the community to protect their 
children." 

Ovulation.-Another condition of the ordinary cow which is 
pretty sure to impart to her milk qualities which are deleterious 
to the infant is the excitement during the period of ovulation. 
The following is the history of a case of milk poisoning due to 
this condition and abusive treatment: 

"A woman, the owner of the cow, came and attempted to drive 
her home, but could not do so. Then her boy, a lad of ten, 
armed with a big stick, came and pounded the cow considerably, 
but without sep:irating her from the herd. Finally, the old 
man made his appearance, carrying in his hand a heavy whip. 
He walked up to the cow, gently holding out his hand as if to 
feed her, and when close to her laid on the whip quite severely, 
with the effect of calming her immediately. She trotted for 
home, he running behind her, giving her a blow every time he 
came close enough. vVhen she was in the yard, a small 
enclosure, he beat her for several minutes, and after she was in 
the stable I could hear an occasional blow. This all occurred 
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before milking time. I was deterred from making an attempt 
io prevent this cruelty, because of the opportunity thus presented 
to observe the effect of milk from a cow thus treated, in the 
ieeding of children. This occurred in my own immediate neigh
oorhoocl, and I knew that if any children were taken sick I would 
hear of it. As soon after the occurrence as possible I called on 
my friend, Dr. Campbell, and related the affair to him, asking 
him to find out who received milk from the cow, as the owners 
were patients of his. On Sunday evening he was called to see a 
child, eight months oid, who had been attacked on Saturday night 
with sharp pains. It had been kept awake all night; it had 
suffered mild attacks of diarrhea during the summer, but had 
never before been disturbed during the night, the attacks always 
passing away with treatment. This attack, besides keeping the 
child awake, was accompanied by constant vomiting, whi~h had 
not characterized any of the previous attacks, and there had been 
eighteen movements of the bowels in twelve hours, mostly green 
and undigested milk, an occasional discharge of dirty, mud
colored, watery and oftensive material. 'fhe child was very 
sick, and developed profo11nd symptoms of cholera infantimi. 
The doctor inquired on ,,·hat the baby had been feel, and the 
answer was, 'The bottle, with the milk of one cow.' On further 
inquiry, he learned the milk had been procured from the above
related cruelly abusecl cow. The child recovered because the 
poison was stopped, although he was sick for several days. 

"This accidental observation is not an unusual occurrence; it, 
or something like it, is happening every day, though we may 
not be able to follow it up so closely."a' 

Dr. Brush goes on to relate the following cases of acute milk 
poisoning, arising from causes not discovered, but which he 
deems interesting, as illustrating this condition: 

"On a Sunday afternoon a friend of mine called me hurriedly 
to see his child, a baby ten months old, and bottle-fed. As he 
thought it was dving, l obeyed, and was soon at the house. On 
my arrival l found the child in a profound tonic convulsion. I 
learned from the parents that l was called in the absence of their 
regular physician, who had seen the child three hours previous. 
The sickness hac! commenced the day before. When this physi
cian had seen the child that clay, he inquired on what it was fed,· 

• Brush, "Milk." 1898. 
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and was told 'milk and one of the patent foods.' He approved 
of the diet, and left some medicine. The parents had no idea 
the child was very sick, so they fed it, and it went to sleep. They 
went down to dinner, but returning afterward to the room where 
the baby was, they found it struggling in a convulsion-the con
vulsion it was in when I came. I immediately wrapped the child 
in a cold, wet blanket, and endeavored to get a little brandy into 
its mouth, abstaining from any other treatment, as I knew the 
attending physician would be in immediately. He came a few' 
minutes after my arrival, when I surrendered the case to him. 
The father wished me to stay, and I did so, simply watching the 
case. When the child was recovering from the convulsion it 
vomited several large masses of solid caseine, and its bowels 
were moved several times. \Vhen the convulsion had completely 
subsided I took my departure, but was again called between 6 
and 7 in the evening. When I reached the house the child was 
dead. 

"On the next day (Monday) I was called to see a child, nine 
months old, bottle-fed, who received his milk from the same 
farm, and had been suffering from a severe diarrhea since the 
preceding Friday. I found the child very sick, vomiting and 
purging. The alvine discharges were mostly green and watery, 
occasionally mud-colored. I directed that he should receive no 
milk under any circumstances whatever, but be fed on beef soltt
tion and oatmeal-water, and receive every hour a teaspoonful of 
the following : 

"The next day I found there had been no abatement in the 
number of movements of the bowels, but there had been no 
vomiting. I changed his food to kumyss and he required no 
further treatment till two weeks later, when I put him on other 
food simply for economy. He has continued to do well ever 
since. Is there any reason why we should not call these cases 
'milk-poisoning?' One with treatment and a continued use of 
the milk died; the other, with no treatment to speak of but stop
ping the milk, made a good recovery.'' 

Spayed Cows.-To obviate the dangers and disadvantages 
which have been suggested under the last two subheadings, and 
also as a safeguard in large measure against those forms of 
inflammation of the udder, or garget, not of traumatic origin, 
Dr. Brush believes that the separation of the functions of breeder 
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-and dairyman is the first reform to be recommended. All the 
cows used to suppiy milk for food, especially for infant food, 
should be spayed, thus eliminating 1mmy of the common and 
constantly occurring disturbing conditions that perniciously affect 
the milk and otherwise vastly improving it. He adds: 

"This is not surmise, but is in fact a demonstrated truth. I 
have in my own dairy several spayed cows, whose milk is used 
for infant food, and I have been obliged during the past summer 
to send milk directly into dairy communities so far from me that 
the milk cost the receiver sevent:v-five cents a quart. Com
munications from these people express surprise at the beneficial 
results of the milk I send them, being· themselves right in the 
midst of dairy cattle and everything, to their observation, · 
betokening health. 1Iany of them im;igine that I prepare the 
milk in some way. I only introduce this bit of personal experi
ence, in order to reiterate that the milk is only pure normal 
secretion from animals that are removed from the danger 
accompanying these conditions. 

"I have in my herd one cow spayed four years ago, the first 
one on which I operated ; she is giving as much milk to-day, if 
not a little more ( about ten quarts) than she was before the 
operation. She never has been sick a day and is very quiet, 
never excited from any cause, in good condition of nourishment 
and promises to remain a useful animal for years to come. This 
same description apphes to all my spayed animals. There is 
hardly a cow in my herd among the animals not yet spayed that 
I have not been oblig·ed to throw away the milk of for days at 
a time, owing to inj mies, indisposition or like causes; but among 
the spayed animals, I have not known of one being injured by 
the horns of their fellows, the most .common source of ~njury 
among dairy cattle, because they are so quiet and keep by them
.selves that they are not subjected to the ferocity of their com
panions.'' 

Bacteria in Milk.-Aside from the dangers to the infant which 
have been enumerated there are those which are chargeable to 
the owner of the cow instead of to the cow herself. In all dis
•course of late years on the production of good, wholesome milk, 
bacteria are prominently in evidence. Bacteria are often differ
entiated as injurious and beneficial, but in the milk for infant 
feeding the presence of an excessive number of bacteria of any 
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kind is undesirable. Aside from the infective action of the 
germs which are the essential causes of communicable diseases, 
another class, omnipresent m the ordinary dairy, are undesirable 
because their presence excites changes in milk which make it 
dangerous to infant consumers. In the following subheadings 
the sources of this bacterial invasion of milk and the means for 
reducing it to the minimum will be considered. 

Sources of Bacterial Infection and its Dangers.-The ways in 
which milk may be seeded with bacteria are so numerous that in 
this competitive age, the milkman, in his own interest must make 
himself familiar with the best methods of excluding bacterial 
infection and of producing milk of good quality as well as milk 
in ample quantity. lf anything, his legitimate and usual 
instructors, the dairy journals and the agricultural experimenf 
stations, excel the physicians in their insistence on this point. 
The key-note to success in the production of good, pure, and 
wholesome milk from healthy cows is cleanliness and low tem
pcrat;,rc and the failure to produce milk which meets the approval 
of physicians and sanitary officials, and which is suitable for 
infant feeding is clue to careless and uncleanly methods. Dirt 
;n milk is undesi;-able enough for esthetic reasons, but the invari
able accompaniment of filth is a large excess of bacteria which 
bring about changes in the chemical composition of the milk, 
thus making it dangerous as a food for infants. The sources of 
the bacterial infection of milk are various, and they and the 
means of guarding the milk against contamination will now be 
reviewed. 

Stables and Stalls.--The milking should be done in a clean 
and dustless atmosphere, by clean persons and in a· cleanly way. 
In the absence of these essential conditions of cleanliness the 
milk is contaminated by the absorption of evil odors and by 
receiving bacteria-laden dust and dirt from the atmosphere, from 
the cow, and from the milker. It is entirely practicable to have 
the stable and stalls sc- arranged and cared for that they shall 
contribute their due part in insuring cleanliness of the milk sup
ply. At the time of milking and before, great care should be 
taken not to raise a dust. A feeding of hay just before milking 
fills the air with dust an<l increases enormously the number of 
bacteria falling into the milk. "The milk from each of twelve 
cows in a stable showed a low bacterial count, except from one 
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which stood next to a pile of dry feed; her milk contained one 
million bacteria to the cubic centimeter."* Again, Dr. Russell 
of the Agriculturni E:q ... eriment Station of Wisconsin exposed a. 
gelatine plate in the stalls during feeding and found that over 
160,000 organisms a minute were deposited on an area the size 
of an ordinary milk pail. t 

The Cow.--From the udders and sides and thighs of cows 
which have been plastered with manure a continual shower fails 
into the milk pail of the slovenly milkman which ensures the 
usual myriads of bacteria found in dirty milk and accounts for 
the "cowey" taste of such milk. Stalls such as meet the approval 
of the best dairymen make it almost impossible for the co,v to 
soil herself when lyirig down. \\'henever this occurs the soiled 
parts should be carefoliy washed before the milking is begun. 
Ordinarily the only preliminary cleansing required is a careful 
brushing of the udder, abdomen, and sides with a piece of damp 
burlap, preferably a little while before the milking is begun. In 
one set of experiments 20,600 germs per cubic centimeter were 
present when the CCJW was cleaned before the milking, and 
170,000 were fouud when the preliminary cleaning had been 
omitted.t 

"Milk from four di, ty cows in a clean barn with clean milkers 
gave an average of 90,000 bacteria to the cubic centimeter. Milk 
from four other cows of the same herd, carefully cleaned and 
milked by the same man, gave an average of only 2,000." 

The Alilker and the Milking.-Clean milk does not come from 
the milk pail of a dirty milker who wears dirty, dusty clothing. 
In model dairies, before the milking the milkers slip on suits of 
white or colored cluck or drilling which are kept clean and in 
places where they do not collect dust. Before beginning the 
milking the milker should wash his hands and in all practicable 
ways guard the milk against dust and dirt. He should never 
wet the cow's teats with milk. Dry milking should be the -rule, 
though the application of a small quantity of clean vaseline is 
sometimes an advantage and is permissible. Before milking 

• Report of the summer work of the Milk Commission of the Medical Society or 
the county of New York.-Quote<l from Dr. Chapin. 

t Rpt. Wisconsin Exper. Station. 1894. 
t Backhaus-Quoted by Judson and Gittings. 
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into the pail is begun, a small quantity should be milked into a 
special dish and thrown away, or at least it should not be mixed 
with the milk to be sold. The reason for this is that the fore 
milk ( that which is first d.ravvn) contains an abundance of bac
teria, but that which is subsequently drawn usually contains 
comparatively. few. Dr. Austin Peters, veterinary surgeon of 
the Massachusetts Cattle Commission, and Dr. A. K. Stone made 
1,ome experiments in milking some of the cows in the Walker
Gordon herd, to/ determine whether it is possible to obtain a prac
tically sterile milk at any stage of the milking. 

"Dr. Peters was dressed in a freshly-boiled suit and cap, and 
had his hands and arms thoroughly washed with a I to 1,000 

bichloride of mercury solution. The cow's udder, teats, flanks, 
sides, groins, and abdomen were washed with the same solution, 
and dried with a freshly-boiled cloth. The milking was then 
done by Dr. Peters into bottles which had been carefully ster
ilized at the bacteriological laboratory, with the following result: 

"Of the four cows milked for this experiment and selected 
without special choice, the bottle marked I in each of the follow
ing sets of figures in this table represents the milk of the first 
half of the milking and drawn by the hand of the milker directly 
into the sterile bottles. Number 2 in each set of figures repre
sents milk drawn through a sterile canula directly into the bottle, 
while Numbers 3 and 4, respectively, represent milk drawn by 
hand after more than one-half of the udder had been emptied. 
A bacteriological examination of the milk in these bottles, by 
Dr. A. K. Stone, gave the following results: 

Colonies. Colonies. Colonies. Colonies. 

I .......... , . . . . . . . . . . . 141 

2 . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . .. . . . . . 0 

167 
0 

19 
I 

53 
2 

.3•····················· 0 6 0 0 
4 ...................... 0 0 I 2 

"The results of Dr. Stone's examination showed, first, that 
the milk obtained from the first half of the milking contained a 
comparatively large number of micrococci and fine bacilli of the 
same general appearance respectively; second, that the milk 
drawn through the sterile canula was practically sterile, and that 
the milk drawn in the second half of the milking by hand was 
so uniformly sterile as to awaken the suspicion that the isolated 
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coionies might have been the result of the manipulation between 
the 'cow and the plate.' "* 

Again, in experiments made at the Wisconsin Agricultural 
Experiment Station, the milk drawn first was kept separate in 
a sterile flask, and was found to contain 2,8oo germs per cubic 
centimeter, while the milk drawn later averaged only 330 germs. 

Utensils and the Care of Them.--It requires some instruction 
to make the ordinary person, even the cleanly person, compre
hend that although a milk pail or a milk can which presents 
neither to the eye nor to the nose evidence of uncleanliness, may 
nevertheless be far ,from being bacteriologically clean, and may 
be capable of starting a rapid bacterial fermentation of milk put 
into il. The proper way to cleanse utensils is first to rinse them 
thoroughly in cold or only moderately warm water to remove the 
milk adhering to them, some traces of which would be coagu
lated and firmly attached to their surfaces by the action of hot 
water. They should then have a careful washing in rather hot 
soapsuds or a solution of washing soda,t with clean cloths that 
have betn boiled, and with hands that have been made clean 
before washing the utensils. The final stage of the cleansing 
should be their immersion in, or their filling with, clean boiling 
water, or still better their sterilization with steam when facilities 
for its use are available. The cans, pails, and other utensils thus 
cleansed should bE. kept bottom side up in a clean and dustless 
place until they are again used. 

The influence exerted upon the number of bacteria in the milk 
by the character of the milk pails and other vessels and the care 
with which they are cleansed is shown by the following experi
ments: 

Milk in enamelled vessels, contained 1,rn5 germs per cubic 
centimeter; in tin vessels, 1,690; in wooden vessels, 279,000. 

~Milk in washed vessels had 28,600 germs; in vessels washed 
and then sterilized, r ,300. 

Fresh milk had 6,66o germs; that which had passed through 
six vessels had 97,600. t 
* Rotch. Pediatrics, p. 221. Philadelphia, 1896. 
t Recent experiment station investigations have shown that washing soda, or 

sal soda, is a very efficient germicide. 
t Backhaus, quoted by ,Jud~on and Gittings. 
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Milk drawn into a sterilized vessel was found to contain 520 
bacteria, but when drawn into a flaring pail, with considerable 
disturbance of the uddet and bedding, the number rose to 30,000.* 

Again, with an ordinary milk pail and strainer the bacterial 
count was 80,000; with sterilized pail and strainer the same clay, 
in the same barn, and with the same cows, 5,000 bacteria were 
,counted. 

vVoocl, pulp, or gaivanized iron are unsuitable material for 
milk pails or other vessels for the reception of milk. Tin is 
much superior. The wide mouthed milk pail is objectionable 
for admitting too much uirt to the milk. If such pail is used a 
large part of its top should be covered with a piece of cheese 
cloth held in place with a long rubber band or string. The 
cheese cloth should be sterifo:ed by boiling between milkings. 
The milk pail with a wire strainer attached is not easily cleansed 
:and sterilized and should therefore not be used. Some dairy
men have the whole top of the milk pail covered with a strainer 
through which they milk into the pail, believing that by thus 
excluding stray particles of matter from falling into the pail the 
milk is polluted in a lesser degree. It is doubtful, though, whether 
particles of dirt floating- t~pon the foam which covers the milk 
in the pail are so thoroughly macerated and dissolved as when 
subjected, upon the surface of the strainer, to the continuous 
pelting of the descending streams of milk. 

Straining.-As soon as a pail is filled with milk it should be 
carried from the barn to a clean milk room and strained. Left 
standing in the tieup the great absorptive capacity of the milk 
taints it with undesirable tastes and odors, and bacteria continue 
to fall into it. To escape all this and the continued maceration 
of chance particles already in the milk, immediate straining 
should be the rule. 

Aeration.-The next thing is the aeration of the milk which 
should be done as soon as possible after it is drawn. The reason 
m,ually ,,ssigned for the aeration of milk is the removal of 
undesi1 able tastes and odors. If that were the only reason, there 
,rnuld hardly be the necessity for the aeration of the milk 
designed for infant feeding which is drawn from healthy cows, 
and those which have proper feed and care. But milk after it 

* Conn. Bulletin No. 25. 
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-is clrawn is liable to infection with many kinds of germs the 
<ievelopment of some of which is favored by the presence of 
,oxygen, and some of which flourish the better the smaller the 
trace of oxygen in the milk. It happens that those germs which 
produce the most toxic products are those to which oxygen is 
inimical. There is therefore a reason why milk should be made 
to exchange so far as practicable its carbonic acid gas for the 
-oxygen of the atmosphere, and as freshly drawn and warm the 
diffusion of gases from and into the milk is much more rapid 
than af~er cooling, the reason is evident why immediate aeration 
is required, and why the air of the milking place should be free 
from obnoxious odors. Strictly then to gain the best results, 
aeration should precede cooling, but with all the other steps 
unobjectionable in the production and handling of milk, there 
,can be but little reason for complaint against the dairyman who 
pt efcrs to combine aeration and the first step in the cooling of 
his milk. 

Coohng.-Immecliatcly after the aeration the milk should be 
bottled and cooled clovm to 45° F. and kept as near this tempera
ture as possible until it is delivered into the care of the families 
where it is to be use<l. In the transportation of the milk the 
rising cream should be disturbed by jolting or otherwise just as 
little as is pussible. 

The addition of chemical preservatives, particularly to milk 
designed for infant feeding, can be characterized as nothing less 
than criminal. Their presence in milk is very good evidence of 
a dirty dairy and careless and incompetent methods of handling 
the milk. The use of chemical preservatives is wholly unneces
sary. The multiplication of bacteria in fairly clean milk cooled 
promptly to 45° or 50° F. is very slow indeed. 

Milk which had .3,746 bacteria when freshly drawn had 
270,000 bacteria in 15 hours when kept at the temperature 
of 80° F., and had an innumerable number and was coagulated 
in 27 hours. The same milk kept at 50° F. had only 3,634 in 
27 hours, and was still sweet with only 12,740 bacteria in 72 
hours.* 

Bottles or Cans?--'fhe delivery of milk in bottles is the best 
and cleanest method .. and the only way in which it should be 
delivered for the use of infants. 'fhe bottles should be filled as 

• Bulletin 203. Cornell Univ. Agrlc. Experiment Station. 
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soon as possible after the milk is drawn, they should be capped 
to prevent the deposit of dust within the lips of the bottles, and 
then cooled. Before refilling, the bottles should be washed and 
sterilized to guard against the transmission of infection from 
house to house . 

• -4. Model Dairy.-The following is a description of a dairy 
which may serve as ;,. model for other persons who wish to pro
duce milk of the highest degree of excellence: 

Up near Dover Plains, N. Y., is a small barn with freshly 
whitewashed doors. The doors are a signpost for a regime of 
cleanliness which makes the barn an object of interest in the 
surrounding country. 

\Vithin, the walls are whitewashed, the floor strewn with Lnd 
lime, and the roof of the loft is covered with terra-cotta cartridge 
paper. 1 he manure gutter is clean and dry, and in the stalls a 
litter of fresh strav,r is covered with dry leaves. As a .result of 
such care there is no odor, and the cool, clean barn appears like 
a fit habitation for such tender animals as cows-cows, more
over, that are expected to produce pure, healthful milk. 

This model barn brings up the story of how a farmer, without 
the advantages of large milk producers, and assisted only by his 
wife, is able to send to New York milk that has run as low in 
bacteria as 300 to the cubic centimeter, and even in winter shows 
only one or two thousand. This is doing from fifteen to thirty 
times better than the standard required for certification by the 
milk commission of the County Medical Society. 

Several months ago, when the Rockefeller Institute began to 
co-operate with Prof. William Hallock Park in his work of 
improving New York's milk snpply, a trained laboratory worker, 
cmder the direction of Prof. Park, visited the farms in Dover 
Piains. Encouraged by his New York dealer, a public spirited 
c1t1zen and a practical philanthropist, one farmer in particular 
began with right good will to follow the suggestions of the pro
fessor's assistant. 

Coming from a bacteriologist well informed as to causes of 
contamination, and fortified by the experience gained from visit
ing many farms, these suggestions were very practical ways of 
keeping the bacteria out of milk. The barn, the animals, the 
utensils and the methods employed were scrutinized, and pos
sible improvements were, pointed out. A visit to the place and 
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observations of the daily routine will illustrate what has been 
accomplished by the cordial co-operation of the farmer and sci
entific worker. 

The barn has been described. The tenants of it are out for 
their daily airing, which always takes place during the sunny 
hours of the day. In an adjoining field they may be seen, a 
round dozen of plump, well-groomed, milch cows-Jerseys, most 
of them, with a mouse-colored Alderney, a Guernsey, an Ayr
shire, a Holstein and a strongly marked Dutch helter. 

At a glance at the cows one is struck by the marks of care 
and good condition, the entire body free from dirt, the sleek 
hide, trimmed tail, and gleaming udders. The good treatment 
they receive shows i11 their gentle ways, for, like pets, they want 
to make friends with visitors. 

When the airing is over and in preparation for milking time, 
they are enclosed in the barn, fed their ration of grain, and left 
for several hours, warm, cosy and rested. 

The cows attended to, the farmer repairs to his dairy room. 
This is a separate building, isolated from the homestead, and a 
model of cleanliness that puts to shame many a home kitchen. 
Made of fresh pine boards, its sweet, clean odor is reminiscent 
of an Adirondack cabin; and its spotless floor and walls are 
proof of the scrubbing administered after each bottling. To one 
side is an aeratm, a hollow, conical-shaped affair, its interior 
heaped with ice, while without it is wrapped in folds of clean 
cheese cloth. Around the room extends a shelf, studded with 
upright pegs on which are placed the cleaned, sterilized bottles. 
Near by, in covered boxes, are stored the pasteboard and stencil 
certificate caps, and also, when not in use, the milking pails. 

When milking time arrives, the farmer's first duty is to adjust 
the throat latch, which is clesignecl to keep the cows, once cleaned 
and ready for milking, from lying down. His throat latch is 
simple and effective, nothing but a cord attached to the stall 
posts, and looped under the head of the animal. 

Then the cows are cleaned, their flanks receiving especial 
attention, and, most important of all, the udders being thoroughly 
washed. Next the fartner prepares himself for the milking. 

His working ciothes are discarded for a fresh sterilized milk
ing supply, the hands and arms are washed with soap and water, 

18 
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and., lastly, the fingers rubbed in vaseline. This last act is a 
very important one, for the vaseline softens and moistens the 
fingers, thus removing the necessity of using the foremilk, which, 
having collected in the teats, is heavily charged with bacteria. 

Ready then for milking, the farmer on his way to the barn 
slops at the dairy room and secures his milking pail. This is 
an upright, narrow can, with an eight-inch opening at the top, 
and provided with a tight fitting cover. Arriving at the barn, 
he carefully hangs the cover on a hook, and then, holding the 
pail at an angle of 45 degrees, milks a cow. Milking a cow by 
a skillful milker requires but five minutes, and the pail is imme
diately covered and carried to the dairy room, where the bottling 
takes place. 

As soon as one cow is milked the bottling begins. Previously 
the aerator was filled to the brim with ice, and the pasteboard 
caps sterilized in a pan on a small stove. The milk is first poured 
through a strainer into a receiving vat. The strainer is home 
made, comprising several thicknesses of cheese cloth and wire, 
and when in use is attached with clothes pins to the rim of the 
rece1v111g vat. This rests upon the ice-covered top of the aerator, 
so the all important cooling process begins at once. 

From the vat the milk trickles in a hundred tiny streams over 
the cool surface of the aerator. Its temperature is thus reduced 
to 40 degrees F., at which point the bacteria are stunted and their 
grmvth retarded. The milk is then ready to be drawn into 
bottks. 

This is done by the farmer's wife, who takes a shining bottle 
from the shelf, fills it, immediately inserts a sterilized pasteboard 
cap, the certificate is then drawn on, and the bottles placed in the 
shipping box. This also is tightly packed with ice, so that 
<luring the transit to New York the temperature of the milk 
remains at th(: safety point, and the milk delivered to the con
sumer as pure as when it came from the cow.-The Sun
Hoard's Dairyman. 

Certified Milk.-In some of the large cities of this country the 
physicians and miik producers working in unison have entered 
into an arrangement for the production,,of milk which the con
sumers may know is of the required degree of excellence. The 
arrangement usually consists of a commission, which, co-oper
ating with the dairyman, provides for veterinary, chemical, and 
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bacteriological inspections of the dairy and the milk supply. The 
follo,ving circular relatmg to certified milk issued by the milk 
commission of the Medical Society of the County of New York 
states the requirements of that commission and indicates the 
nature of the required samtary precautions.* 

The commission appointed by the Medical Society of the 
County of New York to aid in improving the milk supply of 
New York City invites the co-operation of the milk-dealers and 
farmers in attaining that end. The sale of pure milk is of 
advantage to those fornishing it, as well as to those who use it. 
The commission has undertaken to assist both consumer and 
producer by fixing a standard of cleanliness and quality to which 
it can certify, and by giving information concerning the measures 
needful for obtaining that degree of purity. 

The most practicable standard for the estimation of cleanliness 
in the handling and care of milk is its relative freedom from 
bacteria. The commission has tentatively fixed upon a maxi
mum of 30,000 germs of all kinds per cubic centimeter of milk, 
which must not be exceeded in order to obtain the indorsement 
of the commission. This standard must be attained solely by 
measures directed toward scrupulous cleanliness, proper cooling, 
and prompt delivery. The milk certified by the commission 
must contain not less than four per cent of butter fat, on the 
average, and have all other characteristics of pure, wholesome 
milk. 

In order that dealers who incur the expense and take the pre
cautions necessary to ·furnish a truly clean and wholesome milk 
may have some suitable means of bringing these facts before the 
public, the commission offers them the right to use caps on their 
milk jars stamped with the words, "Certified by the Commission 
of the Medical Society of the County of New York." The 
dealers are given the right to use these certificates when their 
milk is obtained under the conditions required by the commis
sion and conforms to its standards. 

Th<- required ctmditions are as follows : 
I. The Barnyard.-The barnyard should be free from manure 

and well drained, so that it may not harbor stagnant water. 
'l'he manure which collects each day should not be piled close to 
the barn, but should be taken several hundred feet away. If 

* Chapin. Theory ancl Practice of Infant Feecling. rncu. 
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these rules are observed not only will the barnyard be free from 
objectionable smell, which is always an injury to the milk, but 
the number of flies in summer will be considerably diminished. 
These flies in themselves are an element of danger, for they are 
fond of both filth and milk, and are liable to get into the milk 
after having soiled their bodies and legs in recently visited filth, 
thus carrying it into the milk. Flies also irritate cows, and by 
making them nervous reduce the amount of their milk. 

2. The Stahle.-In the stable the principles of cleanliness 
must be strictly observed. The room in which the cows are 
milked should have no storage loft above it; where this is not 
feasible, the floor of the loft should be tight, to prevent the sift
ing of dust into the stable beneath. The stables should be well 
ventilated, lighted, and drained, and should have tight floors, 
preferably of cement. They should be whitewashed inside at 
least twice a year, and the air should always be fresh and with
out bad odor. A sufficient number of lanterns should be pro
vided to enable the necessary work to be properly done during 
dark hours. There should be an adequate water supply and the 
necessary wash-basins, soap, and towels. The manure should 
be removed from the stalls twice daily, except when the cows 
are outside in the fields the entire time between the morning and 
afternoon milkings. The manure gutter must be kept in a sani
tary condition, and all sweeping and cleaning must be finished 
at least twenty mmutes before milking, so that at that time the 
air may be free from dust. 

3. Water Supply.-The wht>le premises used for dairy pur
poses, as well as the barn, must have a supply of water absolutely 
free from any danger of pollution with animal matter, and suffi
ciently abundant for all purposes and easy of access. 

4. The Cows.-The cows should be examined at least twice 
a year by a skilled veterinarian. Any animal suspected of being 
in bad health must be promptly removed from the herd and her 
milk rejected. Never add an animal to the herd until it has been 
tested with tuberculin and it is certain that it is free from dis
ease. Do not a11ow the cows to be excited by hard driving, 
abuse, loud talking, or any unnecessary disturbance. Do not 
allow any strongly flavored food, like garlic, which will affect 
the flavor of the milk, to be eaten by the cows. 
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Groom the entire body of the cow daily. Before each milking 
wipe the udder with a clean damp cloth, and when necessary 
wash it with soap and clean water and wipe it dry with a clean 
towel. Never leave the utlder wet, and be sure the water and 
towel used are clean. If the hair in the region of the udder is 
long and not easily kept clean, it should be clipped. The cows 
must not be allowed to lie down after being cleaned for milking 
until the milking is finished. A chain or rope must be stretched 
under the neck to prevent this. 

Ali milk from cows sixty days before and ten days after calv
ing must be rejected. 

5. The Milkers.-The milker should be personally clean. He 
should neither have nor come in contact with any contagious 
disease while employed in milking or handling milk. In case 
of any illness in the person or family of any employee in the 
dairy, such employee must absent himself from the dairy until 
a physician certifies that it is safe for him to return. 

Before milking, the hands should be thoroughly washed in 
warm water with soap and a nail brush and well dried with a 
clean towel. On no account· should the hands be wet during 
the milking. 

The milking should be clone regularly at the same hour morn
ing anJ evening, and in a quiet, thorough manner. Light-colored 
washable outer garments should be worn during milking. They 
should be clean and dry, and when not in use for this purpose 
should be kept in a dean place protected from dust. · Milking 
stools must be kept clean. Iron stools, painted white, are recom
mended. 

6. Helpers other than Milkers.--All persons engaged in the 
stable and dairy should be reliable and intelligent. Children 
under twelve years should not be allowed in the stable during 
milking, since in their ignorance they may do harm, and from 
their liability to contag-ious diseases they are more apt than older 
persons 1.o transmit them through the milk. 

7. Small Animals.--Cats and dogs must be excluded from 
the stables during the time of milking. 

8. The Milk-The first few streams from each teat should 
be discarded, in order to free the milk ducts from milk that has 
remained in them for some time and in which bacteria are sure 
lo have multiplied greatly. If in any milking a part of the milk 
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is bloody or stringy or unnatural in appearance, the whole quan
tity of milk yielded by that animal must he rejected. If any 
accident occurs by which the milk in a pail becomes dirty, do not 
try to remove the dirt by straining, but reject all the milk and 
cleanse the pail. The milk pails used should have an opening 
not exceeding eight inches in diameter. 

Remove the milk of each cow from the stable immediately 
after it is obtained to a clean room and strain it through a ster
ilized strainer. 

The rapid cooling of milk is a matter of great importance. 
The milk should be cooled to 45° within one hour. Aeration of 
pure milk beyond that obtained in milking is unnecessary. 

All dairy utensils, including bottles, must be thoroughly 
cleansed and sterilized. This can he done by first thoroughly 
rinsing in warm water, then washing with a brush and soap or 
other alkaline cleansing material and hot water, and thoroughly 
rinsing. After this cleansing, they should be sterilized with 
boiling water or steam and then kept inverted in a place free 
from dust. 

9. The Dairy.-The room or rooms where the bottles, milk 
pails, strainers, and other utensils are cleaned and sterilized 
should be separated somewhat from the house, or when this is 
impossible have at least a separate entrance, and be used only 
for dairy purposes, so as to lessen the danger of transmitting 
through the milk contagious diseases which may occur in the 
home. 

Bottles, after filling, must he closed with sterilized discs, and 
capped so as to keep all dirt and dust from the inner surface of 
the neck and the mouth of the bottle. 

ro. Examination of the Milk and Dairy Inspection.-In order 
that the dealers and the commission may be kept informed of the 
character of the milk, specimens taken at random from the day's 
supply must be sent weekly to the Research Laboratory of the 
Health Department, where examinations will be made by experts 
for the commission; the Health Department having given the 
use of its laboratories for this purpose. 

The commission reserves to itself the right to make inspections 
of certified farms at any time and to take specimens of milk for 
examination. It also reserves the right to change its standards 
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in any reasonable manner upon due notice being given to the 
dealers. 

Good results of Right Methods.-The results of cleanliness 
and cold was illustrated in a striking manner at the Paris 
Exposition of 1900 in the exhibit of American dairy products, 
in charge of Maj. Alvord, chief of the Dairy Division of the 
United State Department of Agriculture. To this exhibit there 
were shipped at regular intervals fresh milk and cream from 
farms in Illinois, New Jersey, and New York. In his report the 
major said: 

"Foreign visitors and expert milk dealers on the jury were 
hard to convince that nothing bnt 'cleanliness and cold' were 
used to preserve these products ........ When finally satisfied 
as to the honesty of these exhibits, all three were promptly 
awarded gold medals ........ No other country except France 
attempted to show natural milk and cream. The French exhibits 
of natural milk and cream were in striking contrast with those 
from the United States. At the July show there was not a single 
one of these local exhibits which was fit to use the day after 
reaching the grounds, and even in the moderate temperature of 
the May and September shows, the French products were all 
sour on the second or third day. But there were the natural 
products from America, just as they would be delivered to con
sumers in New York and Chicago, still perfectly sweet, a fort
night after being bottled and after a summer journey of three 
thousand or four thousand miles." 

Dr. Sherman, of Fresno, California, speaking of the keeping 
qualities of clean cooled milk says: ·'Milk from our own dairy 
has been carried on a camping trip, during the heat of summer, 
and remained sweet for four and one-half days, carried in a 
camp wagon." 

Cream from the creamery of Mr. Pope, of Manchester, in this 
State, kept six days without turning in the heat of midsummer, 
in an ordinary cellar but near no ice. 

The Extra Cost of Sanitary Milk.-It costs more to produce 
milk suitable for infant feeding than it does to produce a grade 
of milk in which there is no loss from the rejection of milk from 
which colostrum corpuscles have not yet disappeared, that from 
cows with inflammation of the udder, or from other causes which 
render the milk not just right. It costs rather more to feed cows 
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and care for them just as they should be fed and cared for to 
produce first class milk. It costs more to produce it, and those 
who require good milk should understand this and be willing 
to pay a fair compensation for it. It would not, however, require 
the expenditure of a good part of the daily earnings of the ordi
nary laborer to provide good "certified" milk for his baby, as it 
would to feed the child with the products of the milk laboratories 
of the larger cities. '!'hough costing a few cents extra per quart, 
the providing of infants with the very best of milk is in the line 
of true economy-the saving of money as well as of babies. 



SOME OBSERVATIONS IN REGARD TO SMALLPOX.* 

BY 

FREDERICK H. DILLINGHAM, A. M., M. D., 

of New York City. 

Adjunct Professor of Dermatology, New York Polyclinic; Assistant Sanitary 
Superintendent Department of Health, City of New York. 

The outbreak of smallpox all over the country during the past 
four years has been the cause of a great deal of controversy 
among physicians; many failing to recognize the true nature of 
the disease made diagnoses of varicella, eczema, vaccinia, Cuban 
itch, pseudo smallpox, Philippine rash, etc., and consequently 
observed none of the necessary precautions for preventing the 
spread of the malady. 

The term varioloid is generally used to denote a mild form of 
smallpox, modified by vaccination. We sometimes see ,just as 
mild forms of the disease in persons who have not been vaccin
ated as in those who have, and it is my opinion that all cases 
should be called smallpox or variola, as otherwise a wrong 
impression may be given to the public, many thinking that the 
cases are not true smal:lpox. 

Fifteen or twenty years ago cases of smallpox were more or 
less typical in their objective characteristics, but in late years 
there have been so many irregular types seen that a correct diag
nosis is, in many cases, extremely difficult. 

While I was diagnostician of the department of health of the 
city of New York, and as such had occasion to observe more than 
r,ooo cases of the true disease, and an equal number of cases that 
were incorrectly reported as smallpox, although I thought that I 
ought to be able to recognize any true case of variola, all my 
observations brought me to the conclusion that it is often one of 
the diseases most difficult to diagnose, and that there are 

* Reprinted from American Medicine, IV., 4~3. 1002. 
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instances in which it is simply impossible to make a decided diag
nosis at any stage of the affection. 

A large number of physicians never see smallpox, and the 
great majority of those who do see only a few cases, and so can
not act from knowledge gained by personal observation, but for 
diagnostic characters must rely entirely upon what others have 
written. This, so far as the irregular class of cases is concerned, 
is frequently very misleading. 

For instance, in a recent article by a professor of dermatology, 
the statements are made that the prodromal symptoms are always 
present for three days or more; that the temperature falls to 
normal within a few hours after the appearance of the eruption 
and that the lesions are deep-seated ; also, that varicella rarely 
occurs in adults, the author having seen only one case after 
puberty. 

Another article on the differential diagnosis between smallpox 
and varicella, published this year by a well-known authority, says 
that fever in smallpox lasts three days, even in mild cases, but 
-in varicella it is slight, if present at all; that the eruption in 
variola is a firm, solid, reddish elevation, which continues so for 
at least 24 hours, and does not appear in successive crops ; that 
the palm is a site peculiar to variola, and that for this reason its 
involvement is almost absolutely diagnostic of that disease, as 
it 1s observed most rarely in chickenpox, and that the latter dis
ease is very exceptional in adults. The statement is also made 
that until the last three years there has seldom been any contro
versy about the diagnosis of smallpox. Although more of these 
irregular cases have been seen during that time a comparatively 
large number have been observed in New York during the last 
ten years. 

It is not strange, therefore, that health officers have labored 
under great difficulties in combating the disease, as many of the 
cases were so mild that they were not seen by a physician, and 
often when they were seen an incorrect diagnosis was made and 
the nature of the affection recognized only after others had con
tracted the disease. 

A short time ago the health officer of one of the neighboring 
cities called to consult me in regard to some eruptive cases he had 
quarantined. He said his assistant and a number of prominent 
physicians were positive that they were cases of varicella. Many 
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of the patients had slight prodromal symptoms, followed the 
next day or so by papules appearing on the face and gradually 
extending over the body. The eruption was, as a rule, discrete, 
and the pa pules sharpiy limited, pinhead in size and larger; these 
were quickly converted into vesicles, many of which were super
ficial and about the size of a small pea; with the vesicles were 
new papules appearing·; many of the lesions became pustular; 
none of the patients were very sick, and the disease lasted about 
two weeks, leaving few scars. 

The diagnosis of varicella was made by these physicians on 
account of the lesions being so superficial; the eruption appearing 
in successive crops, and the cases all being so mild; some of them 
in children who had never been vaccinated, and others in adults 
who had not been vaccinated since infancy. 

I told the health officer th:=tt he was unquestionably dealing 
with an irregular type of smallpox. My diagnosis was made on 
finding the prodromal symptorr.s lasting a day or more before 
the eruption came; the lesions appearing first as distinct papules, 
changing to vesicles and pustules and being seen first on the face 
and gradually extending over the body. If they had been cases 
·of chickenpox the prodromal symptoms would not have been so 
marked, and the lesions would have appeared as vesicles instead 
of papules, and most of them would have been seen first on the 
back or on the body instead of on the face. 

During the recent outbreak, even among unvaccinated persons, 
the disease has been so mild in character and so peculiar in the 
appearance of lesions, so modified, one might say, and the mor
tality so small, that in many cases physicians have insisted that 
the disease was not smallpox, and maintained the truth of their 
diagnosis, even after experts had pronounced it to be such. 
Even in Europe there has been a great deal of doubt expressed 
as to the correctness of the diagnosis of smallpox in many of the 
cases reported as such in the United States. 

It is claimed by some that the disease has become less virulent; 
that this is due to a certain amount of immunity acquired through 
vaccination, not only in the person, but through past generations. 
If this view were correct, we sho11ld expect this modified form to 
have been observed before the days of vaccination, when small
pox was such a frequent disease. Another objection to this view 
is that the mild type of the disease has been so universal all over 
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the United States, even in localities where little attention is paid 
to vaccination, but it has not been seen in Europe, where vacci
nation is more systematically performed. 

Contrary to the general rule in infectious diseases giving 
immunity, as in scarlatina, etc., these mild cases have been seen 
at the outbreak, but after the disease has lasted a year or so in 
any locality the type of the affection has become more severe and 
the mortality larger, although a certain number of the mild cases 
may continue to appear. This view, therefore, can scarcely be 
accepted as accounting for the peculiarities of the cases observed. 

Another theory has been advanced, that there is a disease 
between smallpox and varicella which has not yet been recog
nized. A fatal objection to this view is that typical cases of 
smallpox may be contracted from these cases, and persons who 
are protected by vaccination from smallpox are immune to this 
so-called intermediate disease. In a number of instances cases 
of hemorrhagic smallpox have been contracted from these mild 
cases. 

In New York, patients having these irregular cases are put in 
the wards with those showing typical and severe cases, yet they 
never contract the disease, which they would if they were not 
suffering from smallpox. 

In New York City varicella is always prevalent, but there are 
months at a time when there are no cases of smallpox, and dur
ing this period these irregular cases are never seen. 

Some time ago a man in the city had a slight eruption and 
remained away from business only two or three days. His 
physician diagnosed it as chickenpox. During the next five 
weeks other members of the family contracted the disease and it 
was considered that they all had chickenpox, until a younger 
child died from confluent smallpox. A diagnostician of the 
department of health visited the house and found a servant ill 
with smallpox, the other patients having recovered. There had 
been no other cases of variola in the neighborhood, but, undoubt
edly, they had all been cases of that disease. 

Smallpox is one of the most contagious of the exanthems and 
few persons exposed to the disease escape it, unless protected by 
a previous attack or by vaccination. An attack of smallpox 
gives immunity for a longer period than a single vaccination 
does, but my experience has been that a recent successful vaccina
tion more surely gives immunity than an attack of smallpox of 
some time past. I have seen persons who have had the disease 
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two and three times, but never one who contracted it after a 
recent successful vaccination. None of the diagnosticians of the 
Department of Health of the city of New York or nurses of the 
Smallpox Hospital has ever contracted the disease, and they are 
protected only by recent vaccinations. To obtain complete 
immunity from the disease for life it is usually necessary for the 
person to be successfully vaccinated several times. The correct 
plan, I believe, is to vaccinate a child at the age of three months, 
again at five or six years, a third time at the age of puberty and 
once or twice during adult life. In some persons the immunity 
lasts much longer than in others. 

Although glycerinized virus is in every respect preferable to 
humanized lymph thE. latter gives longer immunity. 

If a child is liable to be exposed to smallpox, I would vaccinate 
it as soon as it is born, although it is often difficult to obtain a 
successful result so early in life, and it may have to be repeated. 
I have seen several children who contracted smallpox before they 
were a month old. 

I have vaccinated more than 100,000 persons, and have never 
yet failed to obtain a successful primary vaccination, although 
in a few instances I have had to vaccinate several times. 

The contagion of smallpox is present in the exhalations and 
secretions, and especially in the crusts. During convalescence 
the scales, as a fine powder, are carried some distance. There 
is no danger of contagion during the period of incubation, and 
my experience has been that it is much less during the prodromal 
symptoms than after the eruption appears. In the general hos
pitals, where patients are carefully observed, and isolated on the 
first appearance of the eruption, we find that there is not much 
danger of contagion. 

Although there is a difference of opinion, I do not think small
pox can be communicated by means of pus secreted from sinuses, 
boils, etc., after the patient has otherwise recovered from the 
disease. Dr. William I-L Park, however, is conducting some 
experiments that willl soon settle the question. 

The period of incubation lasts from 7 to 21 days, although it is 
not often longer than I 5, and 14 is the usual limit. Some time 
ago the rule of the Department of Health was to keep persons 
who had been exposed to the disease under surveillance for two 
weeks from the last exposure, unless they were immune by a 
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1 eccnt vaccination, but the disease developed in some instances 
after a longer period and it bas been deemed advisable to extend 
the time to three weeks. It is not necessary, however, to keep a 
person under surveillance for more than l 5 days after a successful 
vaccination. 

About 15 years ago a vessel arrived at quarantine with small
pox on board. The diseased persons were removed to the hos
pital, the vessel disinfected, and the crew taken to Hoffman's 
Island, where they remained for 14 days, when, having shown 
no signs of the disease, they were discharged after having been 
successfully vaccinated. Three days later ( 17 days after the last 
exposure) one of the men applied at a police station for shelter, 
and on informing them that he had been on a smallpox ship, an 
ambulance surgeon was promptly called, who found an eruption 
on the man's leg and pronounced it smallpox. I found that he 
had been successfully vaccinated 13 or I4 days before, and the 
vaccination had run its regular course. He had no elevation of 
temperature and said that he felt perfectly well. On his legs 
was an old eruption of purpnra haemorrhagica. On examining 
him carefully I found two or three vesicles on the fauces, and 
five or six small shot-like papules on his forehead, each about 
the size of a pinhead, and evidently of only a few hours' dura
tion; in fact, he had not noticed them himself. There were no 
other lesions on the body. As they were fairly typical of small
pox, I though it best to send him to the Reception Hospital for 
further observation. I savv him the following day, when there 
was no difficulty whatever in making a positive diagnosis. The 
lesions on his forehead had become vesicular, and there were a 
few typical papules scattered over the wrists and body. He had 
no other symptoms, nor did he have any during the time he was 
in the hospital. The lesions were very discrete and ran their 
course rapidly, so that he was discharged in IO days. 

I have seen several other cases in which the period of incuba
tion was probably over 14 days, and there are cases on record in , 
which it was 20 days. 

The invasion is usually marked by a chill ( often convulsions 
in children) intense headache and severe pain in the back and 
limbs. There may be delirium, and vomiting and nausea are 
often present. The temperature, as a rule, is high, and may 
reach 104° or 105° on the first clay; pulse rapid and full; skin dry, 
and face flushed. 

Usually the prodromal symptoms give some indication of the 
severity of the disease, but I have seen ca,ses in which severe 
preliminary symptoms were followed by a very discrete eruption, 
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and again a confluent form in which there were very slight pro
dromata. 

Before the true eruption comes, usually on the second day, a 
rash sometimes appears; this is either scarlatiniform, morbilli
form or purpuric in appearance, and is most frequently seen in 
the milder cases, more often in men than in women. Its favorite 
locality is the inguinal region, next in frequency it is seen in the 
axilla, but it may also appear on the back and arms. As a rule, 
it vanishes with the appearance of the papules. The most com
mon variety is the scarlatiniform. Its probable cause is a dis
turbance of the cutaneous vaso-motor system. Another form 
is the hemorrhagic, which appears earlier, often on the first day, 
and the eruption is very intense with petechias, and covers the 
body and extremities. Hemorrhages take place in the con
junctivas and various mucous membranes and persist after the 
papules appear, unless the patient dies in the meantime. 

A case occurred in this city last year in which a man died 
before the appearance of any papules, and his physician diag
nosed it as malignant scarlet fever. Fourteen days later two 
other members of the family developed smallpox, and subse
quent investigation showed that the man had undoubtedly died 
from that disease. 

Another case was that of a woman who died after two days' 
illness with a marked hemorrhagic eruption over the whole 
body, with hemorrhagt:S from the uterus, bowels, kidneys and 
mucous membrane of the mouth. Careful inspection just before 
death showed three or four smallpox pa.pules on the soles of the 
feet, but none on the rest of the body. 

A short time ago a physician told me of what he considered 
the worst case of scarlet fever he had ever seen. I asked him 
if there were hemorrhages in the conjunctivas, and on his 
informing me that there were, I told him that it was probably a 
case of hemorrhagic smallpox. This it proved to be. 

I have known a number of similar cases in which death took 
place before the appearance of the regular eruption, and no 
correct diagnosis was made until after other members of the 
family had developed smallpox. Sometimes the hemorrhages 
do not take place until the vesicles or pustules are formed, and 
the later this occurs the less unfavorable the prognosis. These 
are not true cases of hemorrhagic smallpox, although they are 
sometimes so designated. 
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In a typical case of variola the eruption appears on the third 
or fourth day as small red spots, which in a few hour~ become 
papular; the papules are elevated, indurated and seem shotty 
to the touch. It is usually seen first on the mucous membrane 
of the mouth, then on the forehead and wrists, then spreading 
over the face and arms, and gradually extending over the whole 
body, as a rule appearing first where there is the greatest supply 
of blood. The lesions have also been found in the larynx, 
esophagus, stomach and rectum. 

·with the appearance of the eruption the temperature generally 
falls, and the premonitory symptoms disappear, but sometimes 
they continue for several days. The papules increase in size, 
tum to vesicles with clear contents on the fifth or sixth day, and 
then become umbilicated. The eighth day the contents become 
yellowish in color, the shape of the pustules changes, becoming 
globular, and the umbilication disappears; there is an areola 
around the pustules, the face is swollen and the eyes may be 
closed; the edema is usually intense enough to cause considerable 
pam. 

·with the pustulation the fever and the general symptoms 
recur; these latter may be very severe. They subside after two 
or three days, although in some cases they persist for a week 
or more. The pustules begin to dry first on the face, following 
the course of the eruption. They break and crusts are formed, 
and it may be some time before they all disappear. 

In confluent cases, which as a rule occur in persons who have 
never been vaccinated, the symptoms are more severe, and the 
lesions run together and coalesce. The face is swollen and has 
a flat appearance, so that often the patient cannot be recognized. 
The eruption may be confluent on the face, hands and feet, and 
discrete on the rest of the body. The severity of the disease can 
often be judged by the number of lesions on the face. 

In mild or modified cases there may be only a few, if any, 
prodromal symptoms, the patient merely having a feeling of 
malaise; the eruption may perhaps be the first thing he notices, 
and this may be very slight and may run a very irregular course. 
The lesions may be very small and may dry in a few days, some 
of them not advancing beyond the papular stage; again, they 
may run a typical course until they become turbid, then there 
is a retrocession as in varicella. Some times the lesions are very 
superficial and become vesicles during the first 24 hours, appear-
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ing first on the body instead of on the face. In a small number 
of mild cases hemorrhages take place in the pocks on the legs 
during the vesicular stage, and then the lesions abort. The 
hemorrhagic or confluent form is often contracted from the 
mildest cases. 

The lightest case I have seen was in a boy of 6 years who 
was successfully vaccinated for the first time 12 days before, 
when his brother was removed to the hospital with smallpox. 
I saw him the day before the eruption appeared; he had no 
fever, felt perfectly well and there was nothing on the skin. 
Twenty--four hours later, although there was nothing to be seen 
in the mouth, he had two small papules on his right wrist and 
one on his forehead; these were shotty, elevated and firm. 
There was no elevation of temperature and he had no symptoms 
during the whole course of the disease. The next day I found 
six lesions on the face and wrists ; these were vesicular and some 
of them were umbilicated. No other lesions appeared and all 
disappeared in seven days, leaving very superficial scars. 

Another very mild case was that of a child of seven years, 
five years after a successful vaccination. There were no sub
jective symptoms, and about 20 superficial characteristic vesicles, 
similar to those in the other case, were scattered over the body. 
They all disappeared in ten days. 

In both cases there was no difficulty in making a diagnosis, 
but the disease might not have been recognized if attention had 
not been cailed to it by the previous cases in the family. 

I have never seen smallpox occurring within a shorter time 
after a successful vaccination, and Dr. \Villiam M. Welch, in a 
recent article, says that he has never seen it within five years. 
However, some cases have been reported, and although there 
may be a question as to the quality of the virus and whether the 
vaccination was successful, I think it safer to revaccinate per
sons who may be exposed to the disease, even if they have been 
vaccinated within five years. 

A ,voman of 22, who had not been vaccinated since childhood, 
gave the- history of having a slight headache for a few hours, 
but no other symptoms.. The next day she noticed three or four 
papulcs on the face, followed by about 40 or 50 on the body and 
extremities, each about the size of the head of a pin, a few being 
larger. They quickly became vesicular, and a few were pus
tular; none of them were irregular in shape. The lesions were 
very superficial and the tops could be easily knocked off. The 
fourth ciay they commenced to dry down, most of the crusts 
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being no larger than the head of a pin ; they all disappeared 
within ten days, leaving a very few superficial scars that were 
scarcely discernible. 

The diagnosis was between smallpox and varicella, and that 
of smallpox was made on the fact of the eruption appearing first 
on the face, forming vesicles soon after, and later in turning 
into pustules ; also that most of the lesions were very small and 
of about the same size, and that there were no large, irregular, 
flat lesions, such as are seen in varicella. 

A woman, aged 25, vaccinated in infancy, had headache, 
slight fever and backache for three days, after which they dis
appeared ; she then noticed a few small vesicles, pinhead in size, 
on the abdomen; these were follmved by pa pules on the face 
and over the whole body. I saw her on the third day after the 
eruption. The lesions were vesicular, discrete, pinhead in size, 
and fairly superficial, many on the body and legs were slightly 
hemorrhagic and drying clown, but they did not rupture. There 
were a few vesicles on the palms of the hands and soles of the 
feet, but no large or irreg:Lilar lesions anywhere on the body. 
There was no pustulation or secondary fever, and the lesions 
disappeared in about two weeks. She was vaccinated on the 
first appearance of the eruption, but it was not successful. 

Syphilis was excluded on the prodromal symptoms, on their 
disappearance on the corning of the eruption; on most of the 
lesions appearing as papules and becoming vesicles; on their 
short duration, and on the absence of marked grouping. Vari
cella was out of the question, also, on account of the prodromal 
symptoms; most of the lesions appearing as papules, all about 
the same size; and there being no large, flat, irregular lesions, 
such as are seen in varicella. 

A diagnosis of smallpox v,as made on the proclromal symp
toms; most of the lesions appearing as papules of about the same 
size, and being present on the palms and soles. My diagnosis 
was doubted until her brother was taken ill with semi-confluent 
smallpox two weeks later. 

VVe find every gradation, both in the symptoms and in the 
character of the eruption, between such mild cases and the hem
orrhagic and confluent forms. 

Some years ago I saw a ·woman who was admitted into Belle
vue Hospital for tonsilitis. The nurse said there was no erup
tion noticeable when the patient entered, but the next morning 
she observed some on the face and neck. I saw the patient about 
an hour later, and there were then a few small vesicles on the 
mucous membrane of the mouth, and about a dozen vesicles on 
the face and neck, all of them superficial and irregular in shape; 
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three or four of them had ruptured, forming crusts. The lesions 
were very similar to those in varicella, but as there was none on 
the back or body, I considere<l the case suspicious and had the 
patient isolated. She was seen again in the afternoon, when a 
number of characteristic smallpox papnles had appeared, and 
she was sent to the smallpox hospital. I saw her there two clays 
later, and the eruption was general, but apparently of the seventh 
day instead of the third. In this case only the first lesions were 
superficial, but in many cases seen during the past three years 
all the lesions have been snpcrficial, and many flat and irregular 
in shape, and at no time have there been any typical classic 
lesions of smallpox. 

These are the cases that are most difficult to diagnose, 
especially when the lesions, instead of appearing first on the face 
and extending over the body, -::orne out in successive crops; so 
that we find papules, vesiclts, pustules and crusts in the same 
area. 

The first well-marked case of this character that I ever saw 
was in aa Italian, about ten years ago, and I made the diagnosis 
of varicella. Several experts, who also saw the case, agreed 
with me. When I saw him first he had evidently been ill about 
ten clays, but I could not obtain any reliable history. He had, 
scattered over the whole body, a discrete ernption, consisting 
mainly of rather superficial pustules about the size of a small 
pea, and crusts. Th~re were also some vesicles and commencing 
papules. On the abclornen were papules, vesicles, pustules and 
crusts, and traces also showed where the crusts had been thrown 
off. Many of the lesions were fairly superficial, and the dura
tion of most of them ,vas onlv a few davs. A short time after 
this several other members of the famiiy developed smallpox; 
I changed my diagnosis, and he was sent to the hospital. 

About the same time I saw a young man with a profuse erup
tion, covering the whole body; the lesions coming out in suc
cessive crops, so that there were papules, vesicles and pustules 
side by side. I made a diagnosis of varicella, and several 
experts, who had also seen the case, made the same diagnosis 
until his brother developed a typical case of smallpox. 

ln both cases I d1scardecl the thought of smallpox on account 
of the polymorphous eruption. At that time, so far as I know, 
there had been no similar case reported, and all the authorities 
maintained that such a condition coukl not exist in smallpox. 
Since then I have seen a number of such cases, and they have 
also been observed by others. It is claimed by some that when 
a polymorphous eruption is present, it is a combination of small
pox and some other disease. In the cases I have seen all the 
lesions have been those of smallpox. 
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The following case shows a peculiar distribution of the 
lesions: 

A man the second day of the eruption had only three or four 
papules on the face, and not more than a dozen on the chest and 
arms, while the back was thickly covered ,vith them. With 
the exception of that on the back, the eruption remained dis
crete. 

An interesting case was seen by one of the inspectors of the 
Health Department about 30 years ago, and I think it was never 
reported: 

A woman nursed her husband, who was attended by Dr. 
Charles Vl. Packard, during an attack of confluent smallpox. 
She was pregnant and gave birth to a six months' fetus which 
had on the face and body pustules, apparently of the eighth day 
of smallpox. The mother had had no eruption nor any of the 
other symptoms except pain in the back, which was attributed 
to her condition. 

I have never seen a similar case, hut have observed several in 
which the disease had been contracted in utero and the mother 
had the eruption. Almost mvariably the mother will abort, and 
I have seen a number of cases in which the child was born with 
the eruption, and others in which it developed a few days later. 
Also one or two cases in which the child W,!S vaccinated at birth 
and escaped the disease. 

The question is often asked whether it does any good to vac
cinate after a person has been exposed to smallpox and probably 
contracted it. As a rule if the vaccination is performed the 
same day as exposure, and is successful, it will give immunity 
and the person will have no signs of smallpox. Vaccination a 
week later will have no effect on the disease, but two or three 
days after exposure, while it may not prevent it, will greatly 
modify the smallpox. 

The vaccination nms its regular course until the eruption 
appears. If the areoia is fully developed the disease is modified, 
but if it is not well marked there is no further advancement, and 
the vaccination quickiy dries and has little if any effect on the 
course of the disease. 

A patient presenting an interesting case of smallpox walked 
into Dr. A. R. Robinson's class at the Polvclinic a few weeks 
ago to be treated for a burn on the right side' of the face, extend
ing from the hair to the lower jaw. It was about 1¼ inches 
wide, one inch bemg rather deep, involving the true skin, the 
rest superficial, involving only the epidermis. He had other 
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lesions on the face and on the body, but these he did not consider 
to amount to anything; they had appeared the evening before. 
On the mucous memb1ane of the mouth were a number of well
defined vesicles. The part of the face not affected by the burn 
was thickly covered ·with papu!E's about the size of a small pea, 
elevated, firm and shot--like in consistency. Similar lesions were 
on the wrists, body and palms of the hands. The area occupied 
by the superficial burn was thickly studded with a number of 
lesions, not elevated ancl apparently macules, but where the burn 
w:i.s deep there were no lesi,)ns. A few shotty papules could 
be felt under the skin on the legs. Besides the papules on the 
right side of the neck there were three large vesicles, irregular 
in shape, superficial and Hat, res:ccmbling varicella. On the flexor 
surface of the right arm were four indurated, umbilicated ves
icles, the size of a small pea. None of the lesions were 24 
hours old. 

Dr. Beery, resident physician at the Smallpox Hospital, 
reported a few days later that the whole face, with the exception 
of the area of the burn, ,vas covered with a semiconfluent pus
tuiar eruption. On the superficially burned area the eruption 
was pustular, but not elevated, and dried down quickly. At no 
time were there any lesions on the deep portions. 

This case is reported to show the behavior of the eruption on 
a recently burned skin. 

A man of about 35 years who was vaccinated in infancy, gave 
a history of headache, with a temperature of 106°, which tem
perature became normal on the appearance of an eruption on 
his face and body. I saw him three days later. On his face 
were eight deep-seated pustules the size of a small pea. On 
the back, chest and arms were a large nnmber of vesicles, vary
ing in size from a pin-point to that of a small pea; all very 
superficial and some just appearing. These lesions were similar 
to those of varicella. On the back were also a few large, deep
seated pustules, clue to a mixed infection and similar to those 
seen in a pustular syphilid. On the palms and soles were seven 
characteristic smallpox papules, also one on the back of the left 
hand, three on the wrists and a few on the legs. On these, and 
the lesions on the fan·, a diagnosis of smallpox was made. If 
they had not been present, it would have been impossible to have 
made a diagnosis from varicella. 

I saw another patient of Dr. A. R. Robinson's, a man who 
had a pustular eruption from taking potassium iodid. The 
lesions on the face were similar to those I had seen in several 
cases of smallpox, and from them alone a differential diagnosis 
could not have been made. However, from the history and from 
examination of his body there was no difficulty in making a 
corrtct diagnosis. 
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To sho,v how extremely difficult it sometimes is to make a 
correct diagnosis, l cite the case of a child, two years old, who 
had never been vaccmalecl. It differed in some respects from 
any case I had ever seen, and I said that a diagnosis between 
variola corymhosa and varicella conic! not he made. 

The little patient was isolated and all precautions taken just 
as though it were a case of true smallpox. The eruption 
appeared first on the face as vesicles, pinhead in size; these dried 
down in two clays, while similar lesions were appearing. Cover
ing an area of about three by four inches in both groins were a 
large number of distinct vesicles. all about the size of a small 
pea, closely clustered together, fairly deep-seated, elevated, firm 
and umbilicated. Surrounding these clusters the skin was clear. 
On the hack ,vere a few vesicles, varying in size from a pin-point 
to that of a small pea, fairly superficial. A few discrete vesicles 
were present on the arms and legs, also on the palms and soles, 
and while the,;e lesions were drying down a new crop appeared. 
At no time, however, were there any lesions on the chest or 
abdomen. The child died on the eighth clay of the disease from 
edema of the glottis, and sepsis. 

I saw the child again after death and noticed in the inguinal 
region and on the arms and legs a number of deep-seated pus
tules and crusts, similar to those in smallpox. 

The character of the lesions on the face and back, and their 
manner of appearing, and their course. would favor a diagnosis 
of varicella, but the cause of death, the eruption in the groin, 
and the deep-seated lesions on the arms and legs made me incline 
toward a diagnosis of variola. All those exposed to danger 
from the child were immune from smallpox by vaccination, so 
that there were no secondary cases which might have aided in 
the diagnosis. 

It is impossible to make a diagnosis before the eruption 
appears, except in the pure hemorrhagic form ; but after a pos
sible exposure to the disease, chill, fever, headache and severe 
pain in the lumbar region should make one suspicious and cau
tious as to diagnosis. 

The eruption appears first on the mucous membrane of the 
mouth, although in many cases it may not be present; next on 
the forehead, at the margin of the hair, and on the wrists. One 
can often hasten its appearance on the body by a hot bath or 
by the applicaticn of poultices. In doubtful cases the fact that 
the patient had been recently and successfully vaccinated before 
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a possible exposure is of great value in excluding smallpox, and 
I think this fact is often not sufficiently considered. 

Smallpox has been confoun<lec~ with many diseases, but those 
most likely to give difficulty are varicella, measles, scarlet fever 
and syphilis. 

Some physicians think that smallpox and varicella are not 
distinct diseases, but I believe there is no reason for such an 
opm1on. A case of smallpox has never been known to be con
tracted from varicella, nor has the reverse ever been true. 

Chicken.pox cannot be transmitted by inoculation, as can small
pox. An attack of chickenpox does not give immunity from 
smallpox, nor does an attack of smallpox prevent a possible 
attack of chickenpox. Patients ill with smallpox have con
tracted varicella and vice versa. Patients with chickenpox can 
be successfully vaccinated. Lately we have vaccinated a large 
number of persons ill with smallpox, and in no case has the 
vaccination been successful. 

In New York we always have varicella, but there are years 
when there are no cases of smallpox, and beside, vaccination 
gives no immunity from varicella. 

Dr. William H. Park, of the Department of Health, has made 
a number of interesting experiments by inoculating monkeys 
w1th the secretions of the lesions from persons ill with smallpox, 
and also from those suffering from varicella. He obtained suc
cessful results in all cases of vaccination with virus from small
pox, but failed entirely when secretions from lesions of chicken
pox were used. He is continuing his experiments, and we may 
soon have a valuable aid to diagnosis in doubtful cases. The 
objection to this method is that it sometimes requires three or 
four days to determine the result, and in a majority of the cases 
it would be possible in that time to make a diagnosis from the 
lesions of the patient. 

In typical cases there should be no difficulty in making a 
diagnosis of smallpox or varicella, but there are cases of small
pox milder than the majority of cases of varicella, and on the 
other hand I have seen cases of varicella as severe as many cases 
of smallpox. 

It is the unusual cases that are of especial interest to the 
physician, and in these a diagnosis is often most difficult, even 
for one who has had a large experience. 
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:\Iost authorities grve some diagnostic points, but many of 
them are misleading, as there is not a symptom or character of 
a lesion that is found in varicella that I have not seen in small
pox, and the only way a diagnosis can be made is by carefully 
considering the history, symptoms and character of the lesions, 
and even then several examinations may be necessary before a 
conclusion can be reached. 

It is claimed by many that varicella does not occur in adults, 
or that cases are extremely rare, but this is of no value in making 
a diagnosis. I have seen a large number of such cases, and 
my experience has been that they are very often severe. 

Some of the sever cases of varicella with deep-seated lesions 
are very difficult to diagnose. 

I remember a most interesting case in which the patient was 
a physician, whom I saw through the courtesy of Dr. A. R. 
Robinson, who had made a diagnosis of varicella, principally 
from the fact that all the lesions commenced as vesicles and none 
as papules. 

When I saw him on the second or third day of the eruption 
it would have been impossible for any one to have made a posi
tive diagnosis from smallpox from seeing the lesions alone, 
without knowing their history. He gave a history of severe 
headache, pain in the lumbar region, and fever, with marked 
constitutional disturbance. The face and the whole body was 
covered with vesicles about the size of a split pea, many of them 
umbilicated and very few superficial. They were also present 
in the mouth and on the palms of the hands. A day or two 
later the diagnosis was simple. New vesicles were forming, 
the older ones were drying and the contents exuding, forming 
crusts. Besides these there were many new, flat, irregular 
lesions, especially on the back and chest. 

A short time ago in consultation I saw a young lady of 18 
years who was supposed to be suffering from a case of modified 
smallpox. 

She gave the history of headache, pain in the back, slight 
constitutional symptoms, with a temperature of 101°, and on 
the following morning she noticed two lesions on the left side 
of her neck, followed a few hours later by others on her fore
head, the eruption gradually extending over the body. She 
complained only of the discomfort caused by the lesions, and 
a sore throat. On the fauces were distinct vesicles the size of 
a small pea. The forehead and face showed about a dozen ves
icles, shot-like in character, some slightly umbilicated, also a 
few lesions which appeared to be papules, but careful examina-
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tion showed that they were commencing vesicles. These lesions 
were all about the same size, none of them irregular in shape 
or very superficial, and from them alone a diagnosis could not 
have been made of either smallpox or varicella. On the left 
side of the neck were two vesicles about three-eighths of an inch 
long by one-fourth of an inch wide, elevated, flat, fairly super
ficial, irregular in shape; the center had dried, forming a crust. 
The neck and chest was covered with a discrete eruption, con
sisting of vesicles, some pinhead in size and some larger, some 
deep and firm, others superficial, surrounded by an inflammatory 
area. A few lesions, superficial, slightly elevated, pin-point in 
size, were appearing; these quickly became larger and versicular 
in character. The sarne condition existed on the arms, although 
there were very few lesions. The back was thickly covered with 
vesicles, some of them just appearing, varying from pin-point to 
that of a small pea in size. The majority were superficial but 
a few were deep and firm. Two vesicles were large, flat, and 
irregularly shaped. The lesions were just beginning to appear 
on the legs and there were very few small vesicles. There were 
no lesions on the palms of the hands or soles of the feet. 

The diagnosis of varicella was made from the lesions on the 
back and chest, there being no distinct papules; the life duration 
of individual lesions being short, most of them superficial and 
irregular in size, the four large, irregularly-shaped lesions and 
fully developed vesicles; from the appearance of the new, super
ficial, pin-point vesicles, with slight inflammatory area; and from 
the fact that there was none on the palms and soles, and very 
few on the wrists. 

Some claim that lesions are always present on the palms and 
soles in smallpox and never in chickenpox, but this is not cor
rect. I have seen many cases of variola without lesions in those 
localities and a number of cases of varicella in which they were 
present there. 

The first such case of varicella that I saw was years ago, in a 
boy of seven years, who was vaccinated in infancy. 

He had severe prodrnmal symptoms, delirium and a tem
perature of 104°, followed 24 hours later by an eruption that 
was characteristic of varicella. There were vesicles in the mouth 
and lesions on the palms of the hands and soles of the feet, but 
there was no doubt as to the diagnosis. 

The following points will aid in a differential diagnosis 
between a classical case of smallpox and varicella, as these dis
eases usually appear. In the unnsual varieties there is great 
variation in the symptoms, and not one of them alone can be 
relied upon. 
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In smallpox the invasion is usu.ally more severe and lasts three 
or four days, while in varicella the eruption appears on the first 
clay, and there is no secondary fever. In some cases of small
pox the invasion is not noticed, or does not last over 24 hours, 
and there may be no secondary fever. 

In smallpox the eruption appears first on the mucous mem
brane of the mouth, then on the forehead and wrists, while in 
varicella, although it may be present in the mouth, it is seen first 
on the shoulder and chest. In smallpox it is on the exposed 
parts, while in varicella, on the parts covered. However it may 
be seen on other localities in both diseases. 

In smallpox the temperature falls with the appearance of the 
eruption, while in vancella it rises 1° to 2° while the eruption 
develops. It may, however, continue in smallpox. 

In smallpox the lesions are more uniform, and are deeply 
seated, while in varicella they are superficial, flat and irregular 
in shape. 

They may, however, be superficial in smallpox and deep
seated in varicelia, but in the latter it is very rare not to find 
some large, irregular lesions, distinctly characteristic. 

In smailpox the eruption commences as small papules, not 
usually becoming vesicles before the second day, while in vari
cella they appear as macules, becoming vesicles in a few hours, 
and are almost never shot-like, except occasionally on the palms 
of the hands and soles of the feet, locations where they are not 
commonly seen. 

The firsl lesions in smalipox may be vesicles or they may 
become vesicles in a few hours. By carefully examining the 
patient, however, there can usually be found some papules in 
the early stage of the disease which will greatly aid in the 
diagnosis. 

In smallpox, the vesicles, as a rule, have indurated bases, 
while in varicella they are not generally in the true skin, but 
are superficial, can be easily brushed off, and collapse early. 

Although one may find a few lesions umbilicated in varicella, 
it is not as universal as in smallpox. 

In smallpox, pustules generally remain whole for several days, 
keeping their form, while in varicella they become flattened 
and break in two or three days. The secretion in varicella is 
more transparent, and the pustules are composed of a single cell, 
while in smallpox they are ma,lc up of several little cells. 
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In smallpox the lesions, as a rule, appear in a regular course 
over the whole body, while in varicella they come out in suc
cessive crops. 

Few scars result in varicella, and the duration of the disease 
is commonly much shorter than in smallpox. 

In measles, the catarrhal symptoms are a great aid in diag
nosis. The fever is not so high in the beginning, but gradually 
increases, reaching its height while the eruption, which usually 
appears on the fourth day, is spreading over the body; then the 
temperature becomes normal. There is not the same rapid fall 
of temperature that there is with the appearance of the eruption 
in smallpox. The lesions spread over the body more rapidly, 
are larger, more superficial and crescentic, and do not have the 
shotty character and never become vesicular nor pustular. 

In the morbilliform rash of smallpox the eruption is less 
elevated than in measles, and disappears on pressure. The 
eruption is usually found in the groin or axilla, and the papular 
eruption soon appears. 

The only cases of smallpox that would be mistaken for scarlet 
fever are the hemorrhag·ic, and those in which the initial scarla
tiniform rash is present. In the hemorrhagic form the consti
tutional symptoms are more severe than in scarlatina; the erup
tion does not disappear on pressure, and is of a more intense 
red color, which, once seen, will not be forgotten. 

Hemorrhages in the conjunctivas should exclude scarlet fever. 
The characteristic tongue and throat symptoms of scarlet fever 
are absent. If the patient d0es not <lie before the appearance 
of the papular eruption, this should make the diagnosis easy. 

In many cases of hemorrhagic smallpox the eruption, instead 
of being papular, appears first as superficial vesicles, rather flat 
and flabby, and resembling those of varicella. 

In cases in which there is the initial scarlatiniform eruption, 
it usually appears in the groin or axilla, while in scarlet fever 
it appears first on the neck and chest, and then spreads over the 
whole body. There are few, if any, angina! symptoms, and the 
characteristic tongue of scarlet fever and swelling of the lym
phatic glands of the neck are not present. The appearance of 
the papules would decide the case when there might be any 
doubt. Some claim that it is more probably smallpox if the 
patient is an adult, but I do not consider this of any value in 
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making a diagnosis, although the larger number of cases of 
scarlet fever do occur in children. 

A pustular syphilid is the form of syphilis most often con
founded with smallpox, but the history of the case and the char
acter of the eruption should seldom leave any doubt as to the 
correct diagnosis in the minds of those familiar with the disease. 

In syphilis there may be some pain and fever, but these do 
not disappear with the appearance of the eruption, as in small
pox. The lesions are grouped and come out in successive crops, 
and are not as uniform in size, neither are they as often seen on 
the palms of the hands and the soles of the feet. They do not 
nm the course of the lesions in smallpox, and there are usually 
papules with vesicopustular tops, instead of true vesicles or 
pustules. 

I have seen cases of acne and impetigo contagiosa that had 
been reported as smallpox, but here the lesions were principally 
limited to the face; there were very few, if any, on other parts 
of the body. They are simply local conditions, without consti
tutional disturbances. Careful examination of the patient should 
leave no doubt as to the exclusion of smallpox. 

Typhus fever, typhoid fever, cerebra-spinal meningitis and 
influenza have also been mistaken for smallpox, but the non
appearance of the characteristic eruption should exclude the 
latter disease. 

I have seen persons suffering at the same time with smallpox 
and scarlet fever; or with smallpox and measles; or small2ox 
and syphilis, but usually the patient was convalescing from one 
disease when the other developed. 

I saw a man with a marked pustular syphilid and smallpox, 
and when the latter disease was in the pustular stage it might 
easily have been overlooked. 

In conclusion, I can only repeat that each case must be care
fully studied in regard to its history, its symptoms and its lesions; 
the character and life duration of the lesions, individually and 
collectively, must be taken into consideration, and even then in 
many cases, and although backed up by a large experience, one 
may fail in making a correct diagnosis. 
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